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FOREWORD

Regions of forbidding terrain and climate are acquiring an increasing
significance in present-day military planning. Mountain glaciers with
their associated climates constitute one such adverse environment in which
military units require special equipment and techniques. Much information
is available about the glaciers of the world and, in 1958, a D/A contract
was awarded the American Geographical Society to assemble this information
in a form accessible to military users. As a result of that contract an
atlas of mountain glaciers in the Northern ..emisphere was published showing

the distribution of a special type of environment that military forces
may encounter in many parts of the world.

In November 1963 the Office, Chief of Research and Development, Dept.
of the Army, Washington, D.C.,, sponsored a contract with the American
Geographical Society for a similar study of mountain glaciers of the
Southern Hemisphere. Technical monitorship of the contract was furnished
by the Regional Environments Branch of the Earth Sciences Division.
Dr. William 0. Field, Department of Exploration and Field Research, American
Geographical Society, served as the project officer and the chief researcher
was Dr. John M. Mercer, Under contract DA49-092-ARO-39, "Glacial Atlas and
Text: Northern Hemisphere," the American Geographical Society is currently
updating the study of northern hemisphere glaciers. The report will be
published by these Laboratories.

L. W. TRUEBLOOD, Ph.D.
Chief
Earth Sciences Laboratorj

APPROVED:

DALE H. SIELING, Ph.D.
Scientific Director

W. M. MAWJTZ
Brigadier General, USA
Commanding
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ABSTRACT

This study is a literature survey of knowledge on mountain glaciers
In the Southern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere is divided into the
following regional categories with respect to glaciers: (1) The Andes
of South America, (a) Ecuador (b) Peru, (c) Bolivia, (d) Chile, and (e)
Argentina, (2) New Guinea, (3) East Africa, (4) Sub-Antarctic Islands,

r(5)New Zealand, and (6) Antarctica. Included are discussions on the
distribution, extent, characteristics, and behaviour of mountain glaciers
and an extensive list of references for each regional discussion. A
history of observations and current research programs is incorporated in
the text. Nineteen new maps have been prepared on the mountain glaciers
in the Southern Hemisphere.
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PREFACE

In the Southern Hemisphere mountain glaciers are found in South
America, Africa, New Guinea, New Zealand, Antarctica, and several islands
in the Sub-Antarctic. This report is believed to represent the first
effort to compile a comprehensive review of their distribution, character-
istics, and variations along with extensive reference lists of source
materials. It is hoped that it will stimulate further effort in correlating
existing information and will contribute to a better understanding of the
dynamics of glaciation, both in the local area and in relation to the rest
of the world.

The information for many areas in the Southern Hemisphere is fragmentary
and much of it is scattered among relatively obscure foreign-language
sources and in the accounts of mountaineers and observant travelers.
Inevitably, considerable interpretation and evaluation has been required of
the author, Dr. John Mercer, who is not only familiar with the literature
but has also carried out glaciological observations in parts of the Sonthern
Andes, New Zealand, and Antarctica. He has assembled this report over a
period of eighteen months at the American Geographical Society's Department
of Exploration and Field Research from the 1Iles of the World Data Center A:
Glaciology and the Society's library and map collections. Information was
also obtained from the library of the American Alpine Club.

The mapb that accompany this report have been ccr 1ed by the American
Geographical Society's Cartographic Department from t )est available
sources. They are designed to show the geographical distribution of the
glaciers and not their morphological characteristics. For more detailed
information readers should consult the larger-scale maps listed in the
references.

Full information on the various source, materials 14 given in the
"References Cited" section immediately following the ýte% of each chapter.
When photographs or maps appearing in one of these sou "c! are noted in
the "Photographic Sources" or 'Nap Sources," citation iv% those sections is
only by author and date of publication; the rest of the ixnformation should
be obtained by referring back to that author in the "References Cited"
section.

Although sources and references have been carefully checked, in any
compilation of this kind there are likely to be some errors, owaissionis,
or erroneous interpretations. When detected, these should be brought to
the attention of the Society's Department of Exploration and Field Research
so that suitable corrections may be made in any future editions. Additional

vii
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information on glaciers of the Southern Hemisphere and suggestions of
any nature in regmrd to this report will also be welcomed.

The assembly of this report has been made possible through a contract
with the Environmental Sciences Division of the Army Research Office,
Arlington, Virginia. Administration of the project was later transferred
to the U. S. Army Natick Laboratories in Natick, Massachusetts, where the
report and maps were prepared for publication and printed. Grateful
appreciation is extended to these agencies for making this effort possible,
and to the individuals involved for their courteous and helpful cooperation.

Many of the Society's personnel have taken part in this project.
Assisting Dr. Mercer in the early stages was Marshalyn K. London and in the
later stages, Fern Aitchison. Editorial help was provided by Adrienne B.
Conybeare. Organization of the manuscript, general supervision, and editing
were carried out by Martha B. Utley; typing and proofreading, by Eda L.
Sanchez, Miss Aitchison, and Georgia B. Bergnes. The layout of the maps
in the Atlas was originally planned by William B. Briesemeister and
Douglas V. Waugh. The cartography was carried out by the latter and, under
his supervision, by the following members of the Society's cartographic
staff: Peter J. Fust, Thomas Kalan, Chih Chwen Pinther, Miklos Pinther,
Luba Prokop, Lidia Romash, Norman Swanston, and Josg G. Uzc'tegui. The
Society's warm thanks and appreciation are extended to all these individuals
for their part in this cooperative effort.

William 0. Field
Project Officer
American Geographical Society
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SGICOW OF ECUADOR

The Andes of Ecuador consist of two parallel ranges. the Cordillera
Occidental and the Cordillera Oriental, with a high plateau between.
Most of the information about the glaciers vas obtained betweae 1870 and
190 by the German investiptors Reiss, Stibel, Wolf, and Meyer and the
*41lish climbeer, W or. In the last sixty years the ar bas attracted
few climbers or scientific observers of the glaciers.

A number of careful paintings and drawings of the mountains verz
made during Reiss' and StUbel's expedition in 1872-74, and were deposited
in Das Museum tifr V61kerund I.nderkunde zu Leipzig (the Grassi Miseum).
Reiss and St~bel (1886) reproduced monochrome line drawing copies of sow
of these with explanatory text and later Stibel (1897) published an ex-
planatory text of all the illustrations deposited in Leipzig. Some of
these illustrations have been reproduced in monochrome by Meyer (1907 and
1938).

Whymper visited the area in 1880 and climbed many of the ice-covered
peaks. His observations are contained in his book (WhyuMer, 1892) which
also has engravings made from photographs.

W Meyer carried out geographical studies of the snow-covered peaks in
1903 and 1904. His book (Meyer, 1907) is still the main source of infor-
mation on the glaciers of Ecuador. It contains many photographs and other

* illustrations and was translated into Spanish in 1938. The illustrations
in the Spanish edition have suffered in reproduction and there is no index.
No English translation has been made, but an accompanying Portfolio of
Plates with explanatory text has been published in English as well as in
German (Meyer, 1908). The forty-three plates are photographs and excel-
lent color reproductions of careful paintings of the mountains and gla-
ciers. More recent sources are scanty and entirely descriptive,

The altitude of the snowline depends largely upon exposure to the
easterly winds that bring moisture from the humid Amazon basin, aýd is.
thus lower in the Cordillera Oriental than in the Cordillera Occide~tl,
and on the eastern side of a mountain than on the western side (Meyer,
1938, p. 486). In the 1870's the snowline was at about 4480 m in the east
and 4660 m in the west. During the rainy months of March to MNay snow may
lie down to"3500 m (Meyer, 1938, pp. 485-486). Same mountains are active
volcanoes, some wer; recently active, and other have been long extinct.
A few are of nonvolcanic origin. On the undissected peaks many short ice
tongues extend below the firn fields but on the older dissected mountains

4 true valley glaciers occur (Meyer, 1938, p. 505). Nieve-penitente is
widespread, and Meyer (1938, p. 488) believes that another result of the
intense insolation is to turn the snow into ice-cemented firn on the sur-
face. The sunniest months are June through August and the annual layering

3 •
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is clearly visible in crevasse w&lUs (eyer, 1938, pp. 485 and 488). At
the beginning of the century recent recession was evident everywhere
(Mayeru, 1904, p. a155; 1938; Ppp 507 and 5o18).

The number of mountains that rise above the snowline is uncertain
because of the lack of observations. Wolf (1W., p. 405) listed sixteen
and Whyper (189W, p. 347) listed two others that Wolf had not mentioned:
the eighteen summits listed below may therefore have supported permanent
snow at the end of the nineteenth century. Subsequent rise of the snow-
line has probably reduced this total.

Cordillera Occidental (from north to south)

Volc•n Chiles, 4748 m

Nevado Cotacachi, 4937 m

Cerro Pichincha, 4701 m

Cerro Clorazon, 4791 m

Cerro Iliniza, 5306 m

Cerro Carihuairazo, 5028 m

Chimborazo, 6272 m.

Cordillera Oriental (from north to south)

Volcan Cayambe, 5796 m

Cerro Sara-urcu, 4676 m

Cerro Antisana, 5704 mi

Cerro Sincholagua, 4901 m

Cerro Rumifikhui, 4719 m

Volc~n Cotopaxi, 5896 m

Cerro Quilindaila, 4877 m

Cerro Henaoso, 4638 m

Volcfn Tungurahua, 5033 m.

4



Cerro Altar, 5321 a.

Volc& Sangay, 5320 m

SMost accounts of the ascents of the higher peaks contain descriP-
tions of storms. of the seventeen days spent between 4300 m and 5200 a
on Chimborazo, Whkper (189, p. 84) wrote:

Dring the whole of this time, there was not one really fine day.
As a rule, the weather at daybreak on Chimborazo was reasonable
good at out level, and the two sumits were cloudless, or nearly
so. Clouds at. that time, t wever, always existed beneath us,
commencing at about 13-14,000 feet L%060 to 4300 m, . . .
8 a.m.) or thereabouts, clouds cemmced to form over the eastern
side of the mountain; and, gradually extending ujpards, generally
shut out the summits by 10 a.m. There were thunderstorms on the
south side of Chimborazo on every day fron Dec. 28 to Jon. 12,
inclusive, and some were extremely violent. These seldom occurred
before midday. Snow fell around us eve-y day, on an average, to
the extent perhaps of three inches per day.

The mountains such as Sangay that overlook the Amazon lowlands
usually protrude above the cloud layer that produces almost constant rain-
fall lower down. Precipitation at high levels is more spasmodic and is
usually associated with thunderstorm development.

Cordillera Occidental

Volc(n Chiles 4748 m

Chiles is mentioned as being permanently snow-covered by Wolf (i1 ,
p. 405) and Reiss and Stibel (1886. p. 83). No further information is
available.

Nevado Cotacachi 4937 m

The sumit of Cotacachi consists of two peaks, the higher of which
is steep and nearly snow-free. A glacier occupies the depression between
and may conceal a crater (Whymper, 1892, p. 264).

According to Stilbel (1897. p. 89) vhc gave, the mountain an elevation
29 m higher than recent figures, the snowline on the eastern side was at

* about 4700 a and on the southwest side at 420 a. The glacier tongue on
the east terminated at about 454o0 m, the tongue on the south at 4500 a,
and Tiucungo Glacier at 4600 m.

5
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Cerro Pichincha, 40 ro

The top of Pichincba barely reached the snowline in 1880: numerous
snowbeds lay in hollows on 22 Narch but were "quite trifling in extent"
(.qr, 1W, pp. 213 and 24T7).

Cerro Coraz6n, 4791 m

Coraz6n has a flat summit surrounded by precipitous cliffs. Whymper
(1892, p. 110) found the summit and the eastern side snow-free, but much
snow and possibly a glacier la on the west side. According to StUbel
(1897, P. 54) the snowline on the north side was about 120 m below the
summit . eyer (1907, p. 289; 1938, P. 332) reported only a small amount
of permanent snow in favorable situations in 1904.

Cerro fliniza, 5306 m

In 1872 the snowline on Iliniza was about 4650 m on the west and
47TO on the northeast (Reiss, 1873, p. 17; Stilbel, 1897, p. 63); a west-
facing glacier tongue ended at about 4480 m. The mountain has two sharp
ice-covered summits and at the time of Whymper's attempted ascent in 1880
the higher summit was capped by a cornice overhanging all around. He
found this type of snow formation only in the High Andes (Whymper, 1892,
p. 133). Two glaciers originated in the firn field on the upper part of
the southern ridge; the western one was "prodigiously steep" with tre-
mendous seracs. The other glacier covered almost the entire eastern face
of the mountain and was somewhat less steep. Part way along the ridge a
vertical wall of ice about 30 m high blocked further progress. The moun-
tain was almost perpetually shrouded in cloud and Whymper (18,2, p. 134)
experienced "thunderstorms, snow and hailstorms, sleet, drizzle and drench-
ing showers, and scarcely saw the sun at all."

fyer (1938, pp. 324-326) described the glacier between the two peaks
as broad and crevassed in 1904. One glacier lay on the east side of the
northern peak, and on the north-northeast and north were two deep cirques
into which short ice tongues descended from the firn fields above. The
terminus of the western .1acier had receded about 120 m vertically since
Stibel's visit in 1872 and pronounced,recession of all the glaciers was
general as shown by the recently abandoned moraines.

o Cariuairazo, 5028 m

Carihuairazo is part of the same massif as Chimborazo, from which
it is separated by a high pass. It is an extinct volcano with a crater
breached in the east-northeast. Whyzper (1892, pp. 315-316) climbed the
mountain from the southwest by a badly crevassed glacier. The summit was
"a snow conie too small to stand upon, with a little patch of rock peeping

6
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out a short distance down upon the north side." Meyer (1907, p. 361;

1938, P. 413) counted eight glaciers on the interior wals, coalescing
on the crater floor into a single ice stream that vanished farther dovn
beneath great heaps of debris. The outer face of the crater was Ice-
covered also, the largest glaciers flowing to the south and southwest.
Recent retreat of the ice tongues was evident in 1904 (Mayer, 1908,
PI. I1a). Stfibel (189T, p. 203), taking the height of the mountain as
5106 m, gave the mnowline as 46T on the south side and 4.500 a onthe
north.

Chimborazo, 62M m

Chimborazo is an extinct volcano that has been considerably dis-
sected. The three-kilometer-long summit area of low or moderate relief
has five distinct peaks (Meyer, 1938, p. 92) and is surrounded by steep
slopes or precipices.

Whymper was first to climb the mountain, reaching the suinit from
the southwest in January 1880. After having had to cut steps in the hard
snow of upper Thielmann Glacier, he came siddenly to exceedingly soft and
deep snow on the summit plateau. A twelve-foot pole failed to reach bot-
tom, and "the only possible way of proceeding was to flog every yard of it
down, and then to crawl over it on all fours; and, evem then, one or
another was frequently submerged, and almost disappeared" (W prt, 1892,
p. 68). The snow was reasonably firm on the steeper slopes of the peaks
rising above, the plateau. When he climbed the mountain again in early
July by the upper Stebel Glacier, the snow was still deep and soft on the
summit plateau (WhybMer, 1892, p. 325). Half a century later, Moore
(1930a., p. I10) found the same abrupt transition from the hard snow of
the upper Stfibel Glacier to deep. soft snow, in which they had to trample
a trench.

WkmWer (1892, p. 72) and Meyer (1938, p. 131) noted that ny gla-
ciers on the southern side of the mountain were fed by ice avalanches
from the summit and were debris-covered in their lower parts. The largest
glaciers--Abraspungo, 3 km long, Hans Meyer, and Reschreiter--are on the
northeast side of the mountain: all were receding from fresh tereinal
moraines in 1904 when Eans Meyer Glacier terminated at 4400 a (Meyer,
3938, p. 148).

On the northwest side of the mountain, steep, broken glaciers flowed
into valleys separated by sbarp. ridges (Meyer, 1938, p. 121). In the
upper Stilbel Glacier, Meyer (1938, p. 154) met huge crevasses up to 40 a
wide and ice pinnacles 60 a high. The lower parts of the glaciers were
completely debris-covered so that no glacier fronts were visible (Meyer,
1938, po. 125). The surface of lower Reiss Glacier wa stepped, each step
being debris-covered and each riser bare and sharply defined (Meyer, 1938,
p. 163).

T - -- i



In 1904 a belt of bare recently abaulondI moraines girdled the
mountain at an altitude of 6000 m to 5200 n, (W7er, 1938, p. 92).
Meyer (1938, pp. 92, 127, and 160) was impressed by the amount of debris
that the glaciers had transported, especially on the south side where
the moraines were up to 250 a high. Comparisons of photographs showed
great recession of all the glaciers between the 1870's or 1880's and
1904, and also a considerable shrinkage of Reiss Glacier in the single
year between 1903 and 1904 (Meyer, 1938, p. 164).

Cordillera Oriental

Volcin Cayambe., 5796 m

Cayambe, situated almost exactly on the equator, is precipitous on
the eastern side, steep on the south, and le•:I steep on the west (Whymper,
1892, p. 228). The three summit domes are completely ice-covered; the
central dome is highest. The only exposed rock on the western side in
1880 was a small cliff about 250 m below the northern summit (Whymper,
1892, p. 231).

During the ascent, Whymper passed a crevassed area at the head of
Espinosa Glacier and came to an extensive snow plain. The siummit ridge
rose above this plain, surrounded on all sides by huge crevasses. Gla-
ciers flowed from the summit "in a manner that is seldom seen on moun-
tain tops." On the southwest side a debris-free glacier several miles
long was "one of the finest we found in Ecuador." Two small stranded
lateral moraines on the west side pointed to recent shrinkage (WhyMper,
1892, p. 232).

According to Stibel (1897, p. 108), whose altitude of Cayambe is 70 Mi
higher than that accepted today, the snowline on the northeast side was at
4400 m and on the northwest side at 4670 m. On the eastern side Muyurcu
Glacier ended at 4300 m and on the northeast side Yancureal Glacier at
4130 m.

Cerro Sara-urcu, 4676 m,

Sara-urcu is not of volcanic origin: the summit is a bare ridge of
gneiss (Whymper, 1892, p. 249). It is the lowest of all the snow peaks
of Ecuador, and is lower than several that barely reach the snowline. The
mountain overlooks the Amazon lowlands, and the resultant cloudiness and
high precipitation probably account for the low snowline. The summit is
surrounded on all sides by glaciers, which are small on the south but
larger on the west and northeast. Bad visibility prevented Whymper (1892,
p. 251) from being able to describe the glaciers more fully.

8



Cerro Antisana 5704 a

The summit of Anti~saa is the rim of a large caldera 1800 m across
and open to the southeast. Tumbled masses of ice descend the 1000-meter
high caldera walls a&d unite into a single glacier (Meyer, 1938, pp. 269
end 285), which terminated at 4r216 m in 1872 (Reiss and Stibel, 1886,
p. 19).

The eastern side of the mountain is considerably dissected and has
several vallay glaciers. The better-known western side is much less dis-
sected and the ice tongues are not true valley glaciers (Myer, 1938,
p. 384).

Both Whyrper in 1880 and Meyer in 1904 climbed Antisana by the largest
ice tongue on the western side, which Meyer called simply West Glacier.
Near the terminus Wh*yer found large and very long crevasses. At his
first attempt he was stopped high up on the mountain by a "prodigious
schrund" at least 20 m wide and 60 m deep. At his next attempt he fotiud"
many similar crevasses, some of them 1000 m long. but managed to reach the
summit--which he found to be a level plain of snow (Whymer, 1892, pp. 190-
195).

SI4eyer noted the steep, often vertical ice cliffs at the margin of
West Glacier, and the chaos of seracs at the terminus. There was almost
no surface moraine, but large quantities of debris were being dumped at
the margins, presumably from within and below the glacier (Meyer, 1938,
P. 386).

In front of West Glacier at 4580 m were four concentric moraine

ridges of recent origin and older moraines beyond (Meyer, 1938, p. 389).

Cerro Sincholagua 4901 m

The height of Sincholagua was calculated at 4988 m in 1874 (Reiss
and Stilbel, 1886, p. 72) and at 4901 m at the beginning of the twentieth
century by French army surveyors (Perrier, 1928, map p. 366). On the
'American Geographical Society 1:1,000,000 map it is given as 4525 m; this

smut be incorrect, for RumlIahui (4719 m) nearby barely reaches the snow-
line and Sara-urcu, the lowest glaciated peak overlooking the Amazon low-
lands, is 150 m higher. The mountain vas climbed by Whymper in 1880. He
found precipitous crags surmounted by ice and snow on the east, south,
and west sides and on the west side a hanging glacier crept part way down
the almost vertical cliffs. A snow ridge led to the bedrock sumit peek
(Whymper, 1892, ,pp. 160-162). The lowest snowbeds lay 300 m below the
sumiit (Whysper, 1892, p. 347). In 1874 St~bel (1897, P. 149) bad esti-
mated the snowline at 400 a below the summit.

9



Cerro Rumi~amii, 4719 m

Thmi hui is a large and prominent muntain (Wdyýmper, 1892, p., 158)
vxose sumzit is a caldera open to the west (Stibel, 1897, p. 165; )*yer,
1907, p. 227; Meyer, 1938, p. 263). StUbel made no mention of permanent
snow on the mountain in 1874, but Wbiyer (189P, p. 347) reported a small
amount of permanent snow on the east side in 1880 but none on the west.
In 1904 the mountain had no permanent snow according to Meyer (1907;
pp. 227 and 287; pp. 263 and 330).

Voldcu cotopai, 5898 m

Cotopaxi is the highest active volcano in the world, and the glaciers
on it are from time to time affected by the activity. In 1877 an eruption
caused great floods which carried blocks of glacier ice a distance of
"8-10 leagues," and when Whymper climbed the mountain the glaciers were
so ash-covered that it was impossible to tell where they began or ended
(fr pere , 1892, pp. 127 and 146). In 1904, however, the surface was ash-
free and Meyer was able to see the distribution of ice and snow. The ice
tongues from the common n6v6 were very short except on the east where they
reached 1.5 km in length (Meyer, 1938, p. 290). Crevasses were rare low
down but increased as the slope steepened higher up; exposures in crevasse
walls showed no ash layers to a depth of ten to fifteen meters (Meyer,
1938, p. 274). Overhanging accumulations of ice and firn lay on the cra-
ter rim and the suzmnLt was a pyramid of firn on the north side, 65 m above
the crater edge. Within 150 m of the crater the surface was of round
paltes of firn up to a meter across, caused by the steam from tbh' crater
(Meyer, 1938, p.-,28 4 ).

A recent aerial photograph taken about 1949 (Lewis, 1950, pp. 124-125c)
shows the southwest side. The summit pyramid noted by Meyer on the north
side of the crater is visible and considerable amounts of snow or ice lie
on the inner wall of the crater. Crevassing is very heavy on the south
flank of the mountain.

Cerro Quilinda, 4877 m

The upper 900 m of Quilindga3 is a sharp Matterhorn peak. In 1904
the cirque on the northeast side contained a small glacier and many sma•l
ice bodies clung to the rock face around the summit. The cirque on the
west side contained permanent snow but no ice (Meyer, 1938, pp. 31, 314,
and 315). Although the peak was surrounded by abandoned moraines, none
were being formed by the existing glaciers (Meyer, 1908, P1. 32). The
ice tongue at the head of the Toruno River valley on the north side ter-
minated at 4470 m in 1874, according to StUbel (1897, p. 145), who over-
estimated the height of the mountain by 40 m.

10
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Cerro Hermoso, 4638 m

Cerro Hermoso, the highest motutain in the Iaanganati group, is not
of volcanic origin and the upper parts consist of nearly horizontal sedi-
mentary rocks (Wolf, 1892, p. 74). In 1857 Spruce (1861, p. 168) noted
that only one peak in the group carried permanent snow &ltbough many
others were rarely snow-free. According to Wolf (1892, p. 73), Reiss was
the only scientific observer to have visited the area; he noted a large

* glacier descending the western side of the mountain and merging with the
"* masses of snow that lay at the base. No later observations are known.

Volc9n Tungurahua 5033 m

Tungurahua is an active volcanic cone. In 1904 the summit was covered
by a flat glacier over 100 m thick, with ice cliffs round the crater. The
crater was eccentrically situated, and the glacier was widest in the east
and southwest. Permanent snow extended far down the slopes (Meyer, 1938,
p. 412). Stubel (1897, p. 266) estimated the snowline on the north and
west sides to be at about 4600 m and on the south side about 4270 a.

In 1925 Dyott (1926, p. 86; 1929, p. 68) found the summit glacier
smothered under layers of cinder. Hundreds of fumaroles were surrounded
by ice huzmocks. The eastern rim of the crater was overhung by huge blocks
-of ice, so heavily encrusted with cinders that they resembled solid roiks
(Dyott, 1926, p. 89). Ash and cinders also covered the snow on the east-
ern slope, but "In some places glaciers sparkled forth . . . like jewelsý
about the dusky throat of some Abyssinian beauty." The southeastern
slopes were the least steep and carried the most ice, which formed cliffs
of considerable height in many places (Dyott, 1929, p. 92).

Within a year of Dyott's visit Tungurahua, seen from the slopes of
Chimborazo (Moore, 1930a, p. 1o4), appeared to be nearly snow-free. In
the light of Dyott s observation, however, the snow may have been hidden
by ash cover.

Cerro Altar, 5321 m

Altar is an extinct volcano. The summit is a horseshoe-shaped ridge,
the rim of a huge caldera open to the west (Whymper, 1892, p. 305). The
caldera contains Pasuasu Glacier, 2.5 km by I kin, the second largest in
Ecuador and exceeded only by one on Chimborazo (Meyer, 1938, p. 506). In
1872 it had shrunk back from a massive crescentic double end moraine at
the foot of the cliff and terminated at the base of a steep rock face
(about 4030 m according to Stu'bel C/897, p. 2327),, who gave the height
of Altar as 5405 m. Much of the glacier at the base of the cliff was
reconstituted from ice avalanching down the rock face. In 1880 Whiyrer
(1892, p. 307) found the glacier in much the same condition.
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, 1ly 19014 no ice reached the foot of the cliffs, and recession and
ds•iý*eration of the glacier was evident everywhere (Meyer, 1906, p. 142;
1938, pp. 204 and 213). Icefalls down the 1000-m caldera walls formed
six ice atreams separated by ridges that had been ice-covered in 18T2.
The ice streams united and flowed out of the caldera as one glacier.
Near its terminus the glacier was very broken and thickly covered with
debris and bad shrunk about 30 m vertically in 30 years (Meyer, 1938,
1•. 210-212). The climatic snowline in 1903 was about 4T50 a (Meyer,
1906, p. 148).

The outer slopes of the caldera also have glaciers. In 1903 on the
northeast side of the northern peak an Ice-fall descended and split into
two glaciers, one flowing northeast and the other southeast (Meyer, 1938,
p. 222).

Volcan saMy 5320 m

Sangay is an almost continuously active volcano, detached from and
rather to the east of the vain Cordillera (Moore, 1950, p. 218). It is
very difficult of access and. was first reached by Dyott in 1925. He was
unable to reach the summit in two attempts for the snow became softer
and deeper as he went higher. Round the crater itself the rock was bare
(Dyott, 1926, pp. 59 and 68; 1929, pp. 58 and 67).

In 1929 the mountain was climbed by Moore who, after 18 days of
constant rain at lower levels, emerged through the cloud layer into sun-
shine (Moore, 1930b, p. 229). In contrast to Dyott's experiences, hard
snow and glare ice were encountered above 5000 m and steps had to be cut
(Moore 1950, pp. 275-277). The ice on the south side of the mountain
was badly crevassed. A new cone several hundred feet high had recently
formed and the entire rim of the main crater was sheeted with ice. Ice
patches were seen far down in the crater, and many ice hummocks were
near the slnit, perhaps formed by fumaroles (Moore, 1950, pp. 276, 277,
and 286).

In 1946 an attempt to climb the mountain had to be abandoned because
of the volcanic activity. An aerial photograph shows much of the summit
area black with ash, with streaks of ash or ,lava descending far down the
mountainside (Lewis, 1950, pp. U19 and 138).

12
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SP. 263. E side, engrving from photozrmph.

* ,Cerro Pic ,in, a

B3 erg (1952)
P -. 1T4.

Cerro Coraz6n,

Meyer (190T)
FPg. 63. W side, 1872 drawing.

Cerro ninira

Beise and Stee (186)
Fig. 51. SE side, line drawing fr. m 1872

pronting.
Fig. 53. W side, line drawing from 1872

painting.

Meyer (1907)
Fig. 65. W side, monochrome reproduction

of 1872 painting.

Cerro Carbihairazo

Reiss and Stubel (1886)
P. 21. S side, line drawing from 1872

drawing.

Meyer (1907)
Fig: xi. IN side, 1872 drawing.
Fig. 33. B side, 1904 drawing.

(1908)
,1. 16. 1M side, 1904 painting.

Pl. iTa. W side, 1904.
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II
Chimborao

Reiss and St .l (1886)
P. 21. S side, distant, line drawing frm

1872 painting.
P. 25.. sw side, line drawing from 1872

pointig

WlIy~er (18W) fi~rav1.ngs from photograpbs taken in 1880J
P. 24. SW side.
P. 64. SW side, summit ice cliffs,

from 5300 m.
P. 76. SW side, summit ice cliffs,

from 5650 m.
P. 3T7. S side, summit ice cliffs.
P. 320. NNW side, summit ice cliffs.

Meyer (1904)
Fig. 1. Nieve penitente, 1904.
Fig. 4. NW side, 1904.

(1907)
Figs. 16, 21, 23, 25,

26, 29, 94, and 95. Chimborazo from various directions
in 1904.

Fig. 19 SE side, monochrome reproduction of
1872 painting.

Figs. 28 and 92. Ice wall on W summit, 1904,
Fig. 91. Part of Stubel Glacier, 1904.
Figs. 102 and 103. Nieve penitente, 1904.

(1908)
Pis. 5b, 8a, 12a, 12b,15a, ,and 15b, 1904 photographs.

Pis. 4, 6, 10, 11, 13,
and 14. 1904 paintings.

Blomberg (1952)
P. 140

CORDILLERA ORI3TAL

Volcin Cayambe

WtWer (18)
P. 233. W side, 1880 engraving.
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Myer (190T) _SFig. 113-31 side 18T4 dawing.

. (1908)
P1. 39b. NW sid., 1904.

Stabler (1917)
P. 252. Terminal area of a glacier.

Myer (1938)g. 8T. M side 187T4 drawing 58M as Myer,
Fig. 87.1907/.

Blomberg (1952)

P. 149. x s-J Bide.

Cerro Sa&-urcu

W*Wer (1892)
P. 247. Engraving from Corredor Machat.

Cero Antisana

Reims and Stebel (1886)
P. 8. W side, line drawing of 1872 painting.

Whymper (1892)
P. 190. SW side, engraving.

wolf (1892)
P1. 4, p. 88. SW side, drawing.

Meyer (1907) Li ofr eyer's illustrations were made in 1904.7
Fig. 77T. SW side.
Fig. 79. ESE side, 1872 painting.
Fig. 80. Upper icefield from 5000 a.
Fig. 81. West Glacier terminus.
Figs. 8-84. Margins of West Glacier.
Figs. 85-86. lee features on W side of mountain.

_ _ (1908) ff 1 of Meyer's illustrations were mde in 1904.
PiN. 35b and 36. SW side, paintitg.
Ple. 37a and 37b. lateral ice cliffs of West Glacier.
'P1. 38. West Glacier and mountain behind,

painting.

(1938) Cjii of fter's inlustratious were made in 190-.7
Fig. 51. SSWI side Coame as Meyer., 1907,. Pig.

777.
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Fig. 54. Upper icefield from 5000 M fame as
ter, 1907, rig. 807.

Fig. 55. West Glucier terminus same as W4yer
1907, sig. 8.E

Figs- 56-58. *rgizis of West Glacier fame as Meyer,
1907, Figs. 8P..8iff

Figs. 59-60. Ice features on W side of mountain
fsame as fte~re, 1907, Pigs. 85-869.

C err Sinhlau

Roeis .ni Mt~el (1886)
P. 72. W side, la84 line drawing from

painting.

WI•er (1892)
P. i6i. WNW side,. 1•880., engraving from

photograph.

Cerro Rdiahui

Reiss and Wtibe1 (1886)
Fig. 49. E side, line drawing from 1874

painting.

Meyer (1907)
Fig. 66. SSE side from W side of Cotopaxii,

1904.

____ (1938)
Fig. 45. SSE side from W side of Cotopaxi 1904

fosam as Meyer, 1907, Fig. 663.

volcrm Cotpai

Reiss and Stibe1 (1886)
Figs. 4-4. W. E. and NW sides, 1872 sketches.

Wlf (89)
P1. 3, p. 80. W side, 1874 painting.

Meyer (1904)
F Pig. 2. Ice formation on crater rim.

(190T)
Fig. 6. Painting of N side, 1874.
Fig. 50. W side, 1904.
Fig. 57. 8 side, inner rim of crater, 1904.
Fig. 58. S side, 1904.
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Fl N sides 1904

(1908)

P1.22. Nsid, 104

rig. 62. N side, 1904 /sam Meyer,
1907, Pig. 33.

Dy•ot (1929)
p. 66 and 78. SBwit area.

Cerro Altar

Reiss ind Stbel (1886)
P. 43. Pasuasu Glacier and caldera, line

draing frOM 1872 painting.
P. 45. SE side, line drawing from 1872

painting.

Meyer (1904)
Fig. 3. Pasuasu Glacier.

(1906)
P. 14o. Pasuasu Glacier, 1904.
P. 141. PaauaU Glacier and caldera, monochrome

reproduction of 1872 painting.

__ _(1907)

Fig. 38 Pasuasu Glacier, 190 /_f Reiss and
Stubel, 1886, p. 4

Fig. 4o0 Pasuasu Glacier, 1 tail of ter-
n minal area.

Fig. 41 Panor-&a of Pasuasu Glacier, monochrome
copy of painting.

Fig. 100. Ice cover on a high point of Altar,
-copy of a drawing.

_(___ ) (19W8)
P1. 17b. Nasuasu Glacier, 1904.
Pis. 18& and 18b. W side, 1873 and 1903, paintings ff.'1.

18b L8 same as Meyer, 1907, Fig. "38,
i but in color7.

P1. 19. Panorame of Pasuasu Glacier, saame as
Meyer, 1907, Fig. 41, but in color7.

Fig. 22. Pasuasu Glacier 1904, detail of ter-
iminal areame as Meyer, 1907,

Fig. 4•7. S a1
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Fig. 23. Ice cover on a high point of Altar,
copy of a drawing Same as Meyer,
1907, Fig. lO0/.

Fig. 43. Pasuasu Glacier 1904 Ljae as Meyer,
1907, Fig.

VOUcSJ SaziguY
Dyott (1926)

P. 50.

(1929)
P. 57- Smooth outline of ice cover.
Pp. 58 and 59. Lower edge of ice cover.
P. 60. Entire mountain.

Moore (19309)
P. io4. Mountain, much obscured.

(1950)
P. 217. Mountain, partly obscured.
P. 276. Ice round the crater.
P. 277. On the summit.

Lewis (1950)
P. 119. SW side, sunmit area, aerial view.

Blumberg (1952)p. 223. Temporary snowline below the glaciers.

Note: According to Pan American Union (1964), aerial photographs of some
of the ice-covered mountains were taken in 1955-56 and in 1961-64; the
earlier photographs are held by the Instituto Geogrifico Militar in
Quito, and the later ones by the U. S. Air Force.
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ii

American Geographical Society, New York, Hispanic America,
1:1,000,000.

N.A-18 Cali, 1958 /shows Vo1cfin Cayambe7.S.A-18 I uitos, 3.962 fshows Cerro sara-kzu7."N.A-17 RIo Mira-Islas Ga1_ pagos, 1948 7hows
.A1Cerro Cotacachg.

SS.A-17 Quito, 1948 Lfai others.

Servicio Geogrfifico Militar, Quito. Napa Topogr fico del Ecuador,
1:25,000.
28-nr Cotacachi (Nevado), 1938.
55-XVIII Coraz6n Zuidated preliminarzj.
55-XXV Rumifahui §ndated preliminarj7.
56-xv! Sincholahua undated prelim rT .
71-V Ilitio undated preliminary; shows

SW PaRb of Volcn Cotopa4x7.

stibel (1897)
Accompanying map. Das V ulkangebiet von Ecuador, 1:250,000.

Meyer (1907) LBOth maps were published by the Bibliographishes
]-.69, Institut, Leipziaj

69. Spezialkarte des Chimborazo
1:60,000. LAlso shows the S side
of Carihuairazoj

P. 155. Die Vulkanberge• von Mittelecuador,
1:200,000. LShows Altar, Antisana,Cotopaxi, Quilindala, RuTmihui,and Sincholaguaj.

---- __(1938)

P8Same as Meyer, 1907, p. 69j
P.,192. .Same as Meyer, 1907, p. 155.7

Note: According to Pan American Union (1964), a new series of maps ona scale of 1:50,000 was started in 1961; some of the cempleted
maps include the ice-covered mountains.
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-PAinting 
Of N side, 1874 Same aseyeri, 1904, Fig. 4-8g 

'3?W"sid 4 Lo a as Meyer, 1907.,
Fig. 501,Fig. 56 S side, inner rim of crater, 190437. an a byer, 1907, Fig. 577.

g 3S side, 1204 fse6e as Meyer, 1907,
Pig. 597.

Moore (1941)
P. 728. Distant view.

Sorensen (i948/49)
Pp. 4 and 8. SW side.P. 9. Crevasses.

Lmfis (1950)
Pp. 124.1-25. SW side, aerial view.

Blomberg (1952)
P. 14o. W side.P. 14i. Snowfields.

Cerro Quilindag,

Meyer (1907)
Fig. 61. W side, 1874 paint-ig.Fig. 63. N side, 1904.

S(1908)
j|2. 1904. painting.
(1938)Fig. 4o. W side, 1874 painting L-ame as Meyer,

g 41907, Fig. 617.Fig. s. Nside, 4 L'am as Meyer, 1907,'
Fig. 6g.

Volcgn Tungurahua

"Reiss and Stilbel (1886)Figs. 25-31. Line drawings from paintings of the
1870's.

Meyer (1907)
Fig. 88. N side, 1904.
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GLACIERS OF MZ1U

.The Peruvian Andes containthe most extensive tropical glaciers in
the world, many of them in, virtuall;r unexplored and umnapped mountain
ranges. The best-known and best-mapped are in the Cordillera Blanca and
the Cordillera Huayhuash in the northern part of the country. Most are
steep alpine glaciers in rugged mountain country, but glaciers also occur
on a few volcanic cones and one sme.1 icefield lies on nearly flat country.
Recession, sometimes spectacular, has prevailed in recent decades, and in
the Cordillera Blanca the break-out of the resultant moraine-danmed lakes
has taken thousands of lives. Deglaciation may also have been responsible
for a great avalanche disaster in 1962.

Precipitation is derived from the Amazon Basin, and the snowline
rises to the south and west from about 4800 m to over 6000 m, being high-
est in the vicinity of Arequipa.

Scientific study of the glaciers on a small but increasing scale has
been carried out by the Instituto Geol6gico del Peru'.

There is little consistency in the literature and cartographic sources
on the generic term for mountain :rasmes. The same mountain may appear as
"Nevado," "Monte," "Cerro," "Pico," or--especially in mountaineering
literature--without any denomination at all. Here, the generic names on
the American Geographical Society's 1:1,000,000 maps and on the large-
scale topographical maps of the Cordillera Blanca and Cordillera Huayhuash
made by the Alpenverein, Innsbrxick, are used, but only the first time a
peak is mentioned. No generic name at all is given to peaks that do not
appear on these maps.

Glaciers to the North of the Cordillera Blanca

At the end of the nineteenth century Cerro Huailillas (T45'S,,
78 003'W) was the most northerly Peruvian mountain with permanent snow
(Broggi, 1943, p. 65). In 1909, however, Sievers (1914, p. 208) learned
that it had been snow-free since 1905. The next most northerly was "Nevado
de Pelagatos," said to be at 7*59'S and 77*26'W. This may be Cerro
Ventanilla, 7`56'S, 77023'W, or Cerro Pelagatos, 8 05'S, 77T15'W, on the
American Geographical Society 1:1,000,000 map. In 1918 ice extended 200 m
below the sunmit, but probably in 1927 and mcre certainly in 1941 the moun-
tain was ice-free (Broggi, 1943, p. 65).

In recent years the'most northerly ice-covered mountain has been the
southern peak of Pelagatos Meridional W28 m), 8112,S, 77o4 6'W Lot to
be confused with Cerro Pelagatos, above/ . In 1942 permanent snow extended
about 250 m below the summit (Broggi, 1943, p. 65). About 1946 Heim (1948,
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p. 128) reported one small glacier; the snowline at 4800 m was lower than
to the south because of greater precipitation.

Between Pelagatos Meridional and the Cordillera Blanca is a range
about 12 kn long, centered at 8°26'S and 77*49'W. Sievers (1914, p. 206)
referred to it as the Cordillera de Conchucos but it is not named on
recent maps. On the Peruvian 1:200,000 map r•heet 7c, Corongo! it contains
the Nevados Rosko Grande, Rosko Chico, Pacra, and Kai~o, the maximum eleva-
tion being 5188 m. Little information is available about the mountains;
photographs taken in 1908 show a rugged range with cirque-type glaciers
and some ice-covered summits (Schlagintweit, 1911, p. 89).

Cordillera HLanca

The Cordillera Blanca is about 180 km long, parallel to the coast
and extending from about 8*40'S to 100S. It forms the continental water-
shed. The range cwas surveyed by the Osterreichischen Alpenvereins in the
course of three expeditions in 1932, 1936, and 1939, and three maps were
published (1:100,000, north part, Kinzl, 1942; 1:100,000, south part,
Kinzl, 1949; 1:200,000, whole range, Kinzl and Schneider, 1950). Much
scientific work was carried out and fourteen peaks over 6000 m were
climbed. The results and photographs of these expeditions, brought
together by Kinzl and Schneider (1950), constitute the best source of
information on the area. During and since the war some glaciological
observations have been made (Broggi 1943; Oppenheim and Spann, 1946; Heim,
1918; Spann, 1949?; and Smith, 19575 and climbing expeditions have taken
"glacier photographs.

According to Kinzl and Schneider (1950, p. 25) the summits of the
Cordillera Blanca rise about 1500 m above the snowline as in the Western
Alps. The glaciers are in many respects different from those in the Alps,
however. They are rarely more than 4 km long, the ablation areas are
steep, thin, and short, and most are so broken that travel on them is
difficult or impossible. Gigantic cornices are common on the ridges,
"always overhanging to the west. Everywhere they are deceptive and danger-
ous; Matthews and Harrah (1951, p. 29) describe a near disaster after one
gave way. Hauser (1959?, p. 93) reported double ýPper-thin cornices of
a type he had never seen before in the Alps or Himalayas.

Fluted n~v6 is common on the highest and steepest faces below the
cornices. Kinzl and Schneider (1950, p. 25) believe that it is formed
by eddy currents ascending the western faces as a result of the prevail-
ing easterly winds. Except on the south sides of the mountains the snow
is usually less than 10 cm thick, probably because of solar melting and
refreezing. The hot sun and cold air also result in abundant icicle

- formation. On the south sides of the mountains, however, snow is often
deep and soft.
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The Cordillera Blanca is divided by deep valleys or "quebradas"
into groups of ice-covered summits. These will be described from north-
vest to southeast.

ij
Nevado ChanI!Ar (5749m)

The main summit of Nevado Champa is a broad, ice-covered doe of
black slate lying on granodiorite (Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, p. 24).
In l909 Sievers (191U, p. 204) noted recent glacial shrinkage and the
presence of nieve penitente. Photographs taken in 1936, probably of the
western side of the highest point, show a flattish summit glacier ending
in cliffs above a precipice. Below the precipice a steep, broken glacier
ends at a small, recently-formed lake and an older lake lies beyond.
((Kinzl., 1942, p. 2, Fig. 3; Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, pp. 58 and 102).

Group Between the Quebrada Quitaracsa
and the quebrada Santa Cruz

Four peaks rise over 6000 m between the Quebrada Quitaracsa and the
Quebrada Santa Cruz: Quitaraju (ca. 6100 m) and the Nevados Santa Cruz
(6259 2), Alpamayo (ca. 6000 m), and Pucahirca (6050 m). Lower peaks are
Taullirju and the Nevados Milluacocha and Pilanco. All are rugged peaks
with steep, broken glaciers around them. Alpamayo is a slender pyramid,
almost completely covered with fluted n6 v6, and with tremendous cornices.

Huandoy Group

The Huandoy group between the Quebrada Santa Cruz and the Quebrada
Yanganuco forms a horseshoe centered on Laguna Parr 6n and open to the
southwest, and consists of Aguja Nevada (5886 a), Artesonraju (6025 a),
Pyri•nide or Garcilaso (5885 m), Chacraraju (ca. 6000 m), Cerro Yamapaccha
(5460 m), and Nevado Huandoy (6356 m). Photographs give much evidence
for glacial recession: for instance, on the south side of Huandoy
(Ortenburger, 1955, p. 26). Glaciers near the head of Laguna Parr6n
shrank greatly between 1932 (Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, p. 105) and 1947
(Heim, 1948, Fig. 144).

Laguna Parr~n is 3 km long and 800 m broad and lies 4185 a above sea
level. It is damned by a glacier on the northwest side of Huandqy, carry-
ing such a heavy load of debris in its lower reaches that it resembles a
rock glacier ,(Heim, 19148, p. 162). It has shrunk considerably in its
middle reaches, but lower down the debris cover has protected the ice
frco ablation. Heim believes that if the ice continues to melt slowly,
a catastrophic draining of the lake will be avoided.
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SHuascaran Group

The Huascarin group, lying between the Quebrada Yanganuco and the
Quebrada Ulta, consists of Nevado Chopicalqui and the four peaks of
Nevado Huascargn (6768 m).

The sumits of Huascaran are rounded and carry summit glaciers end-
ing in ice cliffs above precipices on the southwest side. Below the
precipices the mountainside is ccmpletely ice-covered, with short ice
tongues extending below the otherwise almost horizontal ice margin. In
1962 a mass of ice fell 700 m from the western side of the Pico Norte onto
the glacier below, incorporated jart of the end moraine, and surged down
the valley, lubricated partly by meltwater produced by the heat of fric-
tion (Arnao, 1960-61, p. 83). Tremendous destruction and loss of life
resulted (McDowel!., 1962).

* I A glacier about 5 km long flows north from Huascaran and Chopicalqui,
its lower part almost entirely hidden by debris. According to Kinzl
(1949, p. 12), photographs of this glacier in 1904 (Enock, 1908, p. 176)
and 1932 show no appreciable change, but shrinkage was marked between
1932 and 1940.

Chopicalqui is a steep., rugged peak, with fluted nev9 and large
cornices.

Contrahierbas Group

The Contrahierbas group lies at the head of the Quebrada Ulta, and
reaches an altitude of 6036 m.

Group Between the quebrada Ulta
and the Quebrada Honda

The group between the Quebrada Ulta and the Quebrada Honda is domi-
nated by Nevado Hualc'n (6150 m) and Nevado de Copa (6188 m). It differs
from the remainder of the range in having extensive firn fields at high
levels (Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, p. 24).

Atlante Glacier, on the northeast side of the group, is close to a
mine and more is known of its variations than of any other glacier in the
Cordillera HLanca. In 1909 Sievers (1914, p. 200) was told that the firn
limit on the glacier had risen about 50 m since 1895. In 1932 Kinzl
(1949, p. 14) visited the glacier and learned of a small advance about
1920. The glacier has receded since, terminal recession averaging about
10 m a year from 1939 to 1948, but only 2 m a year from 1948 to 1957
(Smith, 1957).
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Group between the Quebrada Honda
*uand the Quebrads Cayesh

Between the Quebrada Honda and the Quebrada Cayesh are Tocllaraju
(6037 m), Palcaraju (6110 m), and the Nevados Copap (5587 m) Fmnrapalca
(6162 m), Pucaranra (6147 m), Chinchey (6222 m), and Cayesh (5721 W).

The 1:100,000 map shows the summit area of Copap to be an extensive
ice-covered plateau; Condormina Glacier descends from the southern side
to the head of the Quebrada Honda. Pucaranra and Pacliesh glaciers also
flow toward the head of the Quebrada Honda from Pucaranra and Palcaraju.
All three glaciers were visited in July 1957 and their fronts were sur-
veyed for future reference. They carry much debris and have receded from
fresh, nearly bare moraines. An older, vegetated moraine and a much older
vestigial moraine lie beyond. Aerial photographs were taken in 19h8 and
1950 and from then imtil 1957 Condormina and Pacliash glaciers retreated
about 8 m a year (Smith, 1957). Pucaranra Glacier was photographed from
almost the same point in 1939 (Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, P. 80) and 1959
(Ortenburger and. Dingrman, 1960, Fl. 21). Considerable recession and
shrinkage of the glacier are evident, and also some decrease in the ice
cover higher up the mountain.

Apart from Copap, the other mountains in this group are steep and-
rugged, with cornices and fluted n~v6 above ared steep broken glaciers be-
low. Cayesh in particular is spectacularly ,,steep.

Ifraine-dammed lakes have formed in fiont of several receding gla-
ciers. The lake Palcacocha on the southwest side of Pucaranna burst through
its barrier in December 1941; the floo4 destroyed a large part of Huaras,
20 km away, killing thousands of people '(Kinzl and Schneider, 1950, p. 25;
mcDowell, 1962, p. 870). On the southwest side of Ranrapalca the glaciers
11n the Quebrada Llaca ended 500 m higher in 1942 then in 1903 (Broggi,
1943, p. 67). On the southwest side of Pucaranra a glacier that calved
into the lake Bayococha in 1932 (Kinzl, 1949, P1. 9) had withdrawn away
from and above the lake by 1952 (Egeler and de Booy, 1955, photo p. 180).

During the ascent of Palcaraju, snow that was "knee, hip and even
chest-deep" was encountered by Ortenbuwger and Dingman (1960, p. 28).'

Group 1etween the Quebrada Cayesh
and Punta Tanashallash

Between the Quebrada Cayesh and Punta Yanashallash are Uruashraju
5735 m), and the Nevados San Juan (5843 m), Euantsfin (6395 m), Cashan

(5723 m), and Rurec (5320 m). The ice and snow formations are typical
of the Cordillera Blanca. Glaciers on the south side of Uruashraju shrank
appreciably between 1932 and .1936 (Kinzl, 1949, pp. 11 and 12). In 1936
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a glacier on the southwest side of Rurec just reached the lake; by 1939
only avalanche ice did (Kinzl, 1949, pp. 12 and 13).

South of Putst Tansashallazh

South of Punta Yanashallash are may ice-covered massifs separated
by broad ice-free gaps. The ,miits are all below about 5700 m and except
for Caullaraju and Rajutuma have not attracted the attention of climbers.
They include Nevado Yanawarey (5262 m), PucaraJu (5346 m)i, Nevado Pongos

5711 ), Nevado arin (5590 m), Nevado Huaiacu (5460 M), Nevado Tucoi . (5•79 mCaullaraJu (5686 m), Fj~utuna (536o m), and Nevado Purpash
(5335, -)

I Glaciers East of the Cordillera Blancs

East of the Rfo Wrs•on at about 76"55'W, 8"45'S, is Cumbre de
Acrotabo, with an altitude of 4220 m on the American Geographic Society
1:1,000,000 map. In 1909 Sievers (1914, p. 166) referred to it as Nevado
de Acrotambo, claiming that a small amount of permanent snow lay on the
northwest side and rather more on the southwest. He estimated that the
mountain was less than 400 m higher than the firn limit of 4800 m.

Cordillera Huayhuash

The Cordillera Huayhuash is a small but spectacular range about 30 km
long, with six peaks over 6000 m. AccordIxg to Kinzl (1955b, p. 38) it
is undoubtedly an independent mountain chain, separated fron the Cordillera
Blanca by a broad" unglaciated zone.

In 1909 Sievers (1914) visited the eastern side of the range and took
photographs (Kinzl, 1955b, p. 40). In 1936 Awerzger, Kinzl, and Schneider
from the Osterreichischen Alpenvereins visited the range; the most impor-
tant result of their work was the production of a topographical map of the
main concentration of glaciers on a scale of 1:50,000. In 1946 Heim took
a number of aerial photographs of the range and in 1950 Nevado Yerupaja,
the highest peak (6634 m), was climbed by a Harvard University expedition.
In 1954 another Osterreichischen Alpenvereins expedition visited the area.
Kinzl (1955b) has written the best general description of the area from
information itp to and including this expedition. A further Alpenvereins
ex.pc tion in 1957 was primarily concerned with mountaineering.

According to Kinzl (1955b, p. 39) the glaciers of the Cordillera
Huayhuash are more like those of the Alps than are those of any other
Peruvian mountain group. As in the Alps, long, narrow ice tongues flow
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from flat-lying firn basins below steep rock walls. They are, however,
stee!per, thinner, and much more crevassed than the Alpine glaciers and

Scannot be used as routes of approach. XwW have rock windows and recon-
stituted glaciers are cumon, the largest being Siu1 Glacier on the east
side of Yerupaji; it is 2 km long and entirely ccvered by rubble.

As in the Cordillera HLanca most precipitation comes frow the estj,

and cornices always overhang on the western side. For reasons of topog-
raphy the largest g2aciars are on the western flanks, where they reach
about 4 km in length, similar to the eastern Alps. Because of differing
exposures to the moisture-bearing wind, the firn limit rises from about
4900 m in the northeast to 5000 m in the southeast and to 5200 m in the
southwest (1Kinzl, 1955b, p. 39).

In 1909 Sievers (1914, p. 177) observed that many glaciers had receded
about 150 m from massive fresh moraines. In 1936 they were in much the
same positions as in 1909, and Kinzl (1955b, p. 40) believes that the re-
advance that is known from the Cordillera Blanca and the Alps about 3.920
may have affected the Cordillera Huayhuash also. Between 1936 and 1954
large glaciers did not change much, but small and medium-sized glaciers
shrank noticeably, particularly the one on the northwest side of Nevado
Tsacra Chico and the one entering the lake Sarapococha from the south side
of Yerupajg. The glacier on the northeast side of Yerupaji that had
changed little between 1909 and 1936 had begun to break up in its lower
parts by 1954 (Kinzl, 1955b, p. 40; and ccmpare Sievers, 1914, Pl. 12,,
and Kinzl, 1955b, Pl. 52). The 1957 Austrian expedition noted that the
mountains were much more subject to avalanches than in 1954 (Klier, 1959?.,
p. 83).

As in the Cordillera Blanca, moraine-damed lakes have formed as the
glaciers have receded. Many grew much larger between 936 and 1954. In
1936 Terushcocha on the southwest side of Nevado Sarapo was a very small
lake in front of a reconstituted glacier. It must have grown consider-
ably in the next few years, for in 1941 the lake partial-y aetied cata-
strophically, causing much damage (Kinzl, 1955b, p. 41). In 1954 it ves
about 400 m long and the reconstituted glacier had almost disappeared.

Lusgancho Area

East of the Cordillera Husyhuash and of the railway to Cerro de Pasco
is a mountain range, the Cordillera Occidental of Arnao (1962/63), con-
taining the ice-covered Cerro Ruagaruncho (75*54'W, I0•28'S); the only
other glaciers in the range are two on a mountain near Horno Mackay,
about 75"52'W, i0c54'S (Harrison, 1947, p. 225; 1951, p. 10.

Huagaruncho (5730 'a or 5870 m) is a highly dissected mountain; as
in the Cordillera to the west, there are huge cornices along the crests,
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other glaciers in the area have receded about 100 m. The recession here,
according to Droggi (1943., p. 71), ha6 been less than in areas to the
west and north.

"Andes Centrales"

Northeast of Lima, the ranges north and south of the trans-Andean
railway have been referred to as the "Andes Centrales." Arnao (1962/63)
has divided than into the Cordillera La Viuda north of the railway and
the Cordillera Central to the south. The area is notable for the spec-
tacular glacial recession that has taken place. Near the source of the
Rio Rimac Droggi (1943, p. 73, Pigs. 1-3) has estimated that the snow-
line was .600 m in 1862, 4900 in in 1923, and 5100 m in 1942, his evidence
being a painting by haimondi and two photographs by himself of the gla-
ciers in the Rimac valley.

Further rapid recession of the glaciers in the Rimac valley was evi-
dent in aerial photographs taken in 1950. All the glaciers are on the
west side of the ridges because of afternoon cloudiness, and snowfall is
turned to ice in a few days by melting and refreezing (Dollfuss, 1959,,
p. 37).

Paragte nearby had small glaciers in 1917 which had shrunk by 1923
and completely disappeared by 19142, according to photographs by Broggi
(1943, Figs. 4-6). He estimated the rise in the snowline at 500 m.

Close to the railway line a glacier that existed in 1890 had virtually
disappeared by 1942 (Broggi, 1943, pp. 82-83). Northwest of the lake
Morococha on the north side of the railway, Hauthal (1911, p. 147) -was
informed that the glaciers advanced briefly but sharply in 1886-87. Frm
then until his visit in 1908 they had been receding. In 1944 the Instituto
Geol6gico del PerA set up a bench mark in front of Yanasinga Glacier
(11*35'S, 76010'W) near the railway line. The glacier ended in a vertical
face and calved into a lake at 4838 m (Oppenheim and Spann, 19146, pp. 3
and 4).

South of the railway is the Toldorumi massif. In 1908 the western
side carried more ice than the east. A depression on the south side con-
tained a well-developed glacier whose tongue reached 1200 m below the
summit (Hauthal, 1911, pp. 158 and 160). In the same general area is
the Sierra de Tunshu, a fairly compact group of mountains centered at
about ll*55'S and 760W, and reaching about 5800 r. In 1939 the south-
side of Pachancoto (5394 a) vas covered by an "texceptionally large gla-
cier" (jenks, 1L941., p. 1741. In 19146 Beim and Spann visited the area and
climbed Tu~u~uto (5752 m). Photographs show rugged peaks with large cox-
nices on the crests and short ice tongues below. Heim saw signs of
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considerable recent recession, and believed that if it continued at the
same rate for another 50 years the glaciers would disappear (Heia, 1948,

* p. 94)9

Sierra de Huayv ea

An ice-covered group of moumtains lie northeast of Huancayo, centered
about iU'54'S, 75"05'W. It has been referred to as the "Lasontai Groui"

(Jenks, 1941, p. 176), the "Sierra de HWurtapayana" (Hein, p9.8 p.8
and the "Cordillera Huaytapallana" (Arnao, 1962/63). Harrison 1194T)$
who surveyed the area in 1945, used none of these names on his map, but
called the main ice-covered area "Nevada de Chuspe."

According to Harrison (1951, p. 9) ice is almost continuous for 19
km on the western side of the range; the ice has receded so that 800 m
of bare moraine must be crossed on the west side before the ice is reached.
The east side has much less ice because of its slight northerly aspect.
Northeast of the main group small summit glaciers lie on the highest peaks,
such as Condorvasha and Paragcho Grande. All showed signs of recent re-
treat (Harrison, 1947, pp. 223-224).

In 1946 Heim and Spann visited the area. A cement marker was placed
near the terminus of the small Ruaytapaym. Glacier at 1206'S, 75*10'W
(Heim, 1948, p. 85; Spann, 1949?). Heim noted considerable recession from
moraines that he believed were about a century old. He photographed a
glacier on the southeast side of Lasontai, terminating on the edge of a
moraine-dm-ned lake (Heim, 19148, PM. 94); when this glacier was photo-
graphed from the air about 1932 its calving front extended halfway down
the lake (Shippee, 1933, p. 120).

In 1939 the firn limit was estimated at 4900 z to 5000 m (Kinyl and
* • others, 1941, p. 13).

Cordillera Occidental de la Costa

In the Cordillera Occidental de la Costa, glaciers are confined to
a group of volcanic peaks northwest of Arequipa in a range that Arnao
refers to as the Cordillera Ampato. Elsewhere the Cordilleras Chonta,
Huanzo, and Chila, marked as ice-covered on wmay maps, in fact have no
permanent snow (Arnao, 1962/63). Southeast of the Cordillera Azpeto toward
the Bolivian border the snowline is very high: Chachani (6087 m) carries
some permanent snow but no glaciers, and Heei (1948, p. 61) estimated the
firn limit at 6000 m. According to Broggi (1943, p. 81) the snow cover
has not appreciably changed during the preset century. Southeast of
"Chachani the snowbeds on El Misti (!8542 z) NA Pichu-Pichu (5600 m) last
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fluted n6v6, and very broken glaciers below. Watmacott (1959?, P. 69)
reached the summit and remarked on the snow, which was waist-deep at
5200 m and later "up to my neck", (westmacott,. p. 72); "None of us had
met such soft snow before, lying at such a high angle" (p. 71).

In 1945 a bench mark (a cairn) was set up by "Huagoruncho" Glacier,
1030'S, 75"50'w, for future observations (Spann, 19490).

In October 1952 at the beginning of the accumulation season, ablation
studies were made on a small glacier on the southern side of the mountain.
This work was in connection with a power plant on a glacier-fed river.
Ablation was found to consist largely of melting from solar radiation and
amounted to between 1.0 cm and 1.5 cm of water daily, mostly before after-
noon cloudiness set in. Evaporation was only about 5 percent of the melt
(Howell, 1953,. p. 888).

Cordillera Raura

Southeast of the TerupaJI group lies another, less spectacular range
of ice-covered summits. Geographical names are confused; Jenks (1941,
p. 158), Kinzl, (1955b, p. 39), and Arnao (1962/63) restrict the Cordillera
de Humyhuash to the 30-km-long YerupaJ6 group, but on the American Geo-
graphical Society 1:1,000,000 map it extends 120 km to beyond IIUS. On
Jenks' map are a Cordillera de Raura, a Raura Range, and a Cerro Raura,
and his Raura Glacier is not the same as Kinzl's and both differ from
Broggi's (193.3, p. 69). According to Arnao (1962/63), the Cordillera
Raura is a continuation of the Cordillera Huayhuash, from which it is
separated only by the Laguna Viconga.

inz3l's Raura Glacier is centered about 10*25'S, 76048,W, and extends
over at least 16 sq. km. It is a typical plateau glacier with few cre-
vasses and little surface debris. In 1909 Sievers (1914, p. 176) noted
an outlet glacier from this icefield that ended 130 m above Laguna
Viconga; he thought that it had fairly recently receded from the lake.
In the map from the Austrian survey of 1936 a glacier tongue is shown
203 m above the lake.

Southeast of this large plateau glacier are several ice-covered moun-
tains with short, steep glaciers, many of which end in lakes. Sievers
(1914, pp. 171-174) was in the area in 1909 and in 192T the American Geo-
graphical Society carried out survey work. Photographs of "Raura" Glacier
ending in Laguna Santa Ana that werm taken in 1927 and 1943 show consider-
able thinning and recession of the lower glacier but no noticeable change
in the ice cover hioer up (Broggi, 1943, p. 69). Photographs of the mar-
gin of the glacier taken in 1921 and 1943 show recession of about 70 m;
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throughout some exceptional years but usually disappear (Johnson, 1930,p. 23). In the 1820's also, according to Pentland (1835, p. 74), ElMisti and Chachani were at times devoid of snow.

Glaciers in the Cordillera Ampato lie on the Nevados Sara-Sara,Solimana, Coropuna, and Ampato.

Sara-Sara (ca. 5530 m; 15"19'S, 730259W), west of Solimana was pho-tographed about 1912 by Bingham (1922, p. w8).
SSo1imana (6117 m) is a rugged mountain with many precipices near thesummit. Ghiglione (1953?a, p. 174; 1954, p. 139), who ascended the northsummit, crossed a glaci&r with a surface of pinnacle ice and ascended adifficult fifty-degree slope, part ice and part snow.

Coropuna (6425 m) is an extinct volcano. Bingham (1922, p. 36)climbed the mountain in 1911 by a glacier with a network of narrow cre-vasses. Above were uncrevassed snowfields whose surface was hard duringthe morning but very soft by mid-afternoon. Above 1000 m below the summita minimum temperature of -150C was recorded. Heim (1948, p. 60) flewround the mountain in 1947. His photographs (Heim, 1948 Figs. 65 and 66)show a valley glacier of considerable length on the northeast side andextensive flat-lying snowfields near the summit domes. Crevassing doesnot appear to be excessive. In 1952 Ghiglione climbed Coropuna by a gla-cier on the northwest side. The surface was pinnacle ice low down, andhigher up the glaciers were crevassed "in a My without comparison withthose of the Alps" (Ghiglione 1953?a, p. 175; 1954, p. 140). He describedthe summit as being formed of six rounded, ice-covered domes. The snowwas knee-deep and as unstable as sand. The temperature on the summit
was -23°C.

Ampato (6310 M) is a volcanic peak, probably extinct, with two sum-mits. A uniform ice cover extends down to 5000 M on the south side and550 0 m on the north; 4 700mOn the south and 4900 mon the north (0ppenheiin and Spann,. 1946, P. 35).A photograph by Johnson (1930, Fig. 136) shows two short, steep, andbroken glaciers. In 1946 a marker was Placed near the terminus of a -4a-cier on the east side (Op~penheim and Spj~nn.. 1946., P. 35; speznn, 1949?).

Cordillera Vic•-ba

The Cordillera Vilcabamba lies west-northwest of Cuzco, and extendsabout 150 km in an east-west direction between latitudes 13* and I14s.The highest peaks, mostly of granit2, reach over 6000 a. Some mountainsare in groups and otfiers are isolated peaks (Pierre, 1954, p. 311).
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Many climbing parties have commented on the snow conditions. A
Franco-American expedition noted the "gigantic cornices" (Piierre, 1954,
p. 312). A British party was struck by the size of the cornices and by
the strength of the seemingly flimsy bridges over crevasses. They also
noted soft and deep snow on south-facing slopes and the astonishing
steepness at which powder snow was stable, as compared to the Alps
(Longland, 1958, pp. 11 and 16). A Swiss party also mentioned the huge
cornices and the deep snow on southern slopes and the "extremely bad ice."
They were as impressed by the steep snow-slopes as the British had been:
"In the Andes the snow clings to gradients on which, in the Alps, only
-bare rock is encountered and the ice balconies cling to small terraces
from which at home they would have thundered down much sooner" (Schatz,
1961, p. 168).

The rainy season is from October to May, and especially from January
to March. The dry season is less pronounced than in the Cordillera Blanca;
weather is usually fine early in the day but the mountains soon cloud over
and snow may fall in the evening and during the night (Pi~rre, 1953, PP.
123-124). The Franco-American expedition had to wait 22 days to get 48
hours of fine weather (Piarre, 1954, p. 314).

The Cordillera may be divided into a western, a central, and an east-
ern groupd The western group consists of Safra or Choquetira (5151 m
and Cerros Panta (5667 m), Soirococha (5355 m), and Pumasillo (5994 in.
In 1911 glaciers on the south side of Panta rested on terminal noraines
60 to 90 m high, and the glacier descending from Soirococha to the Arma
valley had a "patch of dark green woodland right up to its border" (Bowman,
1916, p. 214). Clark (1959, p. 112) has described a gently slopn gla-
cier near Pumesillo apparently on the west side and flowing south/: "a
long ice river reminiscent of an Alpine glacier, it always seemed out of
place. It was the only genuine valley glacier I ever saw in the Vilcabamba;
all the others were steep enough to be more accurately termed icefalls . .

The central group consists of Cerro Salcantay (6274 m), Pico Soray or
Umantay (ca. 5900 m), and unnamed ice-covered peaks northeast of Salcantay.
The area was visited in 1911 by the Yale University expedition and many
glaciers were photographed. Photographs by recent climbing expeditions
are not useful for making comparisons. About 1945, bench marks were set
up near the terminus of Incachiriascca Glacier (13*16'S, 72*36'W) on the
south side of Salcantay, and Umantay Glacier at 13015'S, 72"35'W (Spann,
1949?). Incachiriascca Glacier ended at 4595 m and was 1000 m to 1500 M
long and up to 500 m broad. The lower part carried little debris but was
much crevassed (Oppenheim and Spann, 1946, p. 30).

The eastern group rises above the right bank of the Tdo Urubamba,
and consists of Veroncia, Nelancoma, Media Liuna, Yucay, and Saguasiray.
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Cordillera Vilcanota

On the American Geographical Society 1:1,000,000 map the Cordillera
Vilcanota extends for 150 kin, on the World Aeronautical Chart 1:1,000,000
for about 50 hs, and on the Peruvian Army 1:200,000 map the name does not
appear. The name is here used for the mountains that extend eastward
from the Nudo Ausangate and then south to the Nudo de Cunurana, overlook-
ing the Cuzco-Puno railway.

The highest mountain in the group is Ausangate; estimates of its
height range from 6153 m to 6550 m. It is a "great ice-clad mass with at
least four slmmits" (Francis, 1955, p. 289). Other peaks in the Nudo
Ausangate are Surlmani, Lampa (5400 m), Caracol (5750 m), Cerro Cayangate
(ca. 6000 m), Jatunhuma (6094 m), Colque Cruz, Jatunriti, and Yayamari
(6007 m). The mountains are rugged and the glaciers short, steep, and
broken. Ghiglione (1953?a, p. 178) mentions knee-deep snow on the south-
east side of Ausangate and a "labyrinth of crevasses impossible to de-
scribe." A photograph on Cayangate shows men thigh-deep in snow (Hauser,
1961, p) 112). The glaciers appear in photographs (e.g. Hauser, 1959?,
PI. 24ý) to have receded from fairly small moraines and to carry little
debris. The snowline is at about 5100 m on north-facing slopes and 4800 m
on south-facing slopes (Ghiglione, 1953?a, p. 183). In 1945 an attempt
by the Instituto Geol6gico del Per'u to make observations on a glacier on

* Ausengate was prevented by prolonged bad weather (Oppenho and Spamn,
1946, p. 34).

The Nudo de Ayacachi (5435 m)., an isolated ice-covered group lying
north of the Nudo Ausangate, was climbed by a Spanish party in 1961 (Mendez,
1962). In 1945 a bench mark was set up near Paccopampa Glacier (13"26'S, '
71"10'W), which is about 1 km long by 400 a wide and ends at 4580 m (Spann,
1949?). Two relatively recent end moraines had a lagoon between them and
two older moraines lay beyond. Immature vegetation grew on the youngest
moraine and in front of the glacier was a bare zone 8 m wide in 1945
(Oppenheim and Spann, 1946, p. 32).

East of the Nudo Ausangate the mountains turn southward; several
peaks are ice-covered, the southernmost being the Nudo de Cunurana (5850 m)).

Glaciers between the Cordillera Vilcanota
and the Judo de Apolobamba

East and southeast of the Cordillera Vilcanota and between this group
and the Nudo de Apolobamba on the Bolivian border are several groups of
little-know ice-covered mountains: the Nudo Allinecapac (13558,
70'25'W), the Judo de Quenniari (about 14*10'S., and 7010' to 704oQ'w),
the Judo de Sunipani (i4*30'S, 70"lO'W), and the Cordillera de Aricea
(lI1'sO, and 69"50' to 70'`0'W).
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The Nudo A11inccapac contains about six ice-covered summits, the
highest reaching nearly 5800 m. The mountains are extremely rugged, and
there appears to be one moderate-sized glacier about 2 km long and several
small ones (Prancis, 1955, p. 286).

The highest peak in the Judo de Quenamari is Quenamari Grande (5850 a).
It may be in the rain shadow of the Nudo Allinccapac, for the snowline is
very high--about 5500 m. From this peak, Katz (1955?, pp. 184-185) was
astonished to see, 30 km to the east and centered about I4*05'S, 704T5'W,
"an extensive and very wide plateau . . . covered by a large and coherent
ice sheet irom which several glaciers descend into lateral valleys." He
thought it closely resembled some plateau icecaps in East Greenland and
elsewhere. Francis (1959) has referred to this icefield as "Nevado de
Quenamsari." In 1956 a British party visited it; according to Croome
(1957, P. 74) "nowhere else in the tropics is an ice-cap known to exist
away from peaks or ridges . . . . In the Quenamari plateau the ice, which
covers an area of about thirty-six square miles, appears stranded in flat
country unconnected with sources of fresh ice." Part of the icefield was
surveyed; it lies between 5500 m and 5800 m and is about 20 km by 5 km,
terminating all around in precipitous ice cliffs. Some evidence for
recession was found (Croome, 1957, p. 74; Francis, 1959, p. 14, quoting
Jevell_, 1957).

Other peaks in the area are isolated snow cones with desert ground
between (Francis, 1955, P. 288). The Judo de Sunipani and the Cordillera
de Aricoma are little known; the Nude de Sunipani is an isolated mass with
several summits (Francis, 1955, p. 286).

Nudo de Apolobanba

The Nudo de Apolobamba straddles the Peru-Bolivia frontier north of
Lago Titicaca. West of the Paso de Sina (14039'S, 69*20'W) is a group of
ice-covered summits that is wholly in Peru, dominated by Cerro Ananea
(5842 m). To the east of the pass, only the extreme northwestern end of a
long, heavily ice-covered range is in Peru. Much of the area was survyed
during 1912 by the Peru-Bolivia Boundary Commission, 1911-1913. A map 'on
the scale 1:250,000 was produced and many photographs of glaciers were
obtained (Royal Geographical Society, 1918).

The Ananea group extends about 20 km westward from the Paso de Sina.
Cerro Ananea itself supports several hanging glaciers and San Francisco
Glacier, the "remnants of a valley glacier," about 1500 m long and 250 m
wide. At the beginning of the century this glacier termiir ted above a
precipice, immediately below which were the ruins of Spanish colonial
buildings. The glacier margin was close to a lateral moraine, and an
older moraine lay a short distance beyond (Pfordte, 1905, p. 498). At
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this time, according to Sievers'(1914., p. 250), the glacier was receding
and had uncovered some ancient mine workings that had been covered 4p by
a previous advance. The workings (which are mine tuannels and not
"goldvischen" as Sievers st&ted) are of uukwn age, but they are believed
to have been worked by the Spaniards. A 1912 photograph shows the ice
margin soue distance from, an end moraine with an older moraine beyond
(Royal Geographical Society, 1918, p. 78). Further mine workings have
been uncovered in recent years (Oppenheim and Spain, 19146, pp. 26-27).
Bench marks were placed near the terminus in 1945 (Sfena, 19349?).

Little information is available about the Peruvian mountains east
of the Paso de Sina, such as the several summits of Cerro Palowani north
of Lago Suches, and Cerro Chupi Orco. Some photographs, most of them
with much temporary snow cover, were taken by the Boundary Comission.
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CORIEUA YEA=

Nevado CbrVhfi

Schneider (1937)
P. 164. Glacier ending at a lake, 1936.

Kinz. (1942)
Pl. 2, Fig. 3. Ch .parh.

and Schneider (1950)
Pp. 58 and 102. Same glacier as Schneider, 1937, P. 164.

Groyup etween the Quebrada Quitaracsa
and the _ubrada Santa Cruz

Kinzl and Schneider (1950)
Pp. 49, 60, 61,

86, 87, and 100. Alpamyo.
Pp. 62 and 63. Santa Cruz.
P. 59. Pucahirca.
Pp. 64 and 92. Quitaraju, N side.
P. 91. Taulliraju, glacier terminus

on E side.
P. 97. Milluacocha, glacier terminus

on S side.
Pp. 103 and 104. Santa Cruz, 3 side, glaciers

'entering the lake Rajucocha.

Kogan and Leininger (1954)
Frontispiece and.

Figs. 14 and 22. Alpamayo.

Oberlin (1955)
P. 72. Taulliraju.

Hauser (1959?)
P1. -23. Alpamayo.

Ortenburger (1959)
Pls. 9 and 10. Santa Cruz Chico.
P1. i1. Santa Cruz and Santa Cruz

Chico, glacier terminus on E side.
P1. 12 A yo.
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wid Dini m (1960)
Pla. 18, 28, and 29. Alpezayo.
P1. 24. Santa Cruz.
P13. 25 and 26. qUIt4-a1u.

tebridge (1964)

fg*. 34-. Pucahirca.

Huszdoy Goup

Scea•-neit (1911)
P. 85. Hiazdoy, 1908.

berge der Welt (1948)
Pls. 57 and 60. Nuandoy.

Photo 1 34 L8)aguna Parr6n and glaciers,

aerial view, 1947.
Photo 144. Three glacier termini nedr

the head of Laguna ?arrn, 1947.
Photo 161. S side of Chacraraju; reconstituted

glacier ending at moraine-dmamed
lake, 1947.

Kinzl and Schneider (1950)
Pp. 50-51. Huandoy group, W side, 1932.
Pp. 70, 71, 721

and 90. Euandooy, 1932.
Pp. 65 and 101. Artesonraja,, 1940.
P. 68., Chacraraju, 1932.
P. 98. Terminal area of glacier

daming Lagnm P_-azi, 1932.
P. •50. Laguna Parzn, 1932.

Sin (1953)
P. '44k. Pisco, summit area.
P. 445. Huandoy, samit area;

Huan•o• group, aerial view.

Michael (1955)
P. 11. Yanapaccha, samit cornice.
P. 17. Riandoy.
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Oberlin (1955)
P. 72. Chacraraju, Pyr9mide, and wuandoy.

Ortenburger (1955)
P. 26. Huandoy group, S side; Chacrmraju.
P. 35. Yanapaccha, W side.

(1959)
P1. 14. Chacreju.

Stembridge (1964)
4 Figs. 31 and 32. Huandoy.

Huascargn G.
SEnock (190B)

P. 1c6. Huascaren, N side, 1904.

Schlagintweit (1911)
P. 83. Chaoicalqui.D _7, 1908.

aP. 85. Huas IPar , glacier on N side, 1908.

Sievers (1914)
Photos 49 and 50. Hmascarsa, glacier an N side, 1909.

Heim (1948)
Photo 132. Huascar(n, S side, aerial vievy 1947.
Photo 151. Rumscargne glacier on N side, 1947

L/f Sievers, 1914, Photo •T.
Fig. 156. Humscargn, S side, 1947.

aKinsl and Schneider (1950)SP. 52• uasca , W side., 1932#
P. 52. aa.
P. 67. Rascar~n, glacier on N side, 1932.
P. 69. Chopicalqui., N side.
"P. 73. Huascaran, w side, 1936.

Michael (1955)
P. 'L4. Chopicalqu-tio.
P. 18.

Ortenburger (1955)
P. 30. Chopicalquli, WW side.
P. 34. Chopicalqui, summit area.

_.____ (1959) .
P1. 16. Huascaran, SW side.
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Bechtel (1962)
P1. 73. Chopicalqui.

xcDovell (1962)
Pp. 8354, 256, 863,

anx9 872. RUascaran.

Contrahierbas gr

Sievers (1911p)
Photo 146. Glacier on Contrahierbas.

Kinzl and Ebcbneider (1950)
P0 74. Contrahierbas, summit ridge.
P. 93. Contrahierbas, N side.

Ortenbuger (1959)
PI 15. Contrabierbas, W side.

Group Between the quebraft ,Mtaand the Hob nda

Sievers (1914)
Photo 39 and 40. Atlante Glacier, 1909.

Heim (1948)

Photos 152, 153,
and 155. Glacier terminus on TulparaJu.

Kinzl (1949)
PI. 10= Glacier on SW side of Tulparaju.

and Schneider (1950)
P, 53. Panorama of the W side of the group,

1932.

Oberlin (1955)
P. 72. Unnamed peak above the Quebrada Ulta.

Ortenburger (1959)
P1. 13- %rlta5
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Hechtel (1962)
Pie. 66, 67, and 69. Ulta.

Bernays (196.3)
P1. 29. Tulparaju.

Carter and Humphreys (1963)
Pis. 35, 39, and 40. Paccharaju.
PI. 36. Peak, 5460 m, and the lake

"Pacchacocha.
Pie. 38 and 41. Ichic Churihuauqui.
PI. 44. Nevado de Copa.

Humphreys (1963)
P. 10. Ichic Churihuauqu±.
P. 12. Paccharaju.
P. 16. Nevado de Copa.

Group between the Quebrada Honda
and the Quebrada Cayesh

Berge der Welt (1948)
PI. 62. Pucaranra and glacier ending in lake.

"Heim (1948)
Photo 162. Laguna Oohup ZPalcacoch37; aerial view,

1947, six years after the break-out.

Kinzi (1949)
PI. 9. Glacier ending in the lake Bayococha,

1932.

___ and Schneider (1950)
P. 78. Chincheyr, E side, 1936.
P. 79. Tocllaraju, suw it area, 1939.
• P. 80. Pucaranra, glacier ending in lake, 1939.P. 81. Palcaraju, 1939.
P. 82. Fanrapalca 1940.
P. 95. Copap C ?/, W side, showing glacier
Ptermini, 1939.
SP. 96. Yanacocha Glacier, Quebrada Honda, 1936.Pp. 106 and 107. Palcaraju and Pucaranra, with

Palcacocha before the break-out, 1939.P. 108. Palcaraju and glacier descending to
Palcacocha, before the break.out,
194o.
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Zgeler and de Booy (1955)
Pp. 166 and 173. Cayesh.
P. 180. Pucaranra, and glacier ending near

the lake Bayococha.

Ortenburger (1959)
P1. 19. Tocllaraju.
P1. 20. Palcaraju.
P1. 21. Pucaranra.

Stewart (1961)
P. 204. Three photos of Cayesh.

Group Between the Quebrada Cayesh
and Punta Yanashallash

Sinz1 (1549)Pi. 2. Huants~n, E side, 1936.

P.1 - Uruashraju, glacier termini, 1932.
UruashraJu, same termini as P1. 3,

1936.
P1. 5. Rurec, glacier on W side, 1936.
P1. 6. Rurec, same glacier as P1. 5, 1939.
P1. 7. Glacier on SW side of Huantsin, 1936.

_ _ and Schneider (1950)
Pp. 54-57. Panoramas of the group from the W,

1940 and 1936.
P. 8. Huantsfn, 1936.

Fgeler and de Booy (1955)
Pp. 101Q 108, 132, 141, H t

and 149. Huantsan.
P. 140. San Juan group.

Ortenburger (1959)
PlS. 17-19. Huants6n.

South of Punta Yanashallash

Kinzl and 'Schneider (1950)
P. 84. Pongos, 1940.
P. 85. Caullaraju, 1936.
P. 110. PucaraJu and Yanamarey, SW sides, 1940.

Egeler and de Booy (1955)
P. 64. Pongos, 1952.
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Giobbi (1964)

PIs. 49-52. CaullaraJu group.

GIJAIERS EAST OF THE CORDMLJEPA NANA

Sievers (1914)
Photo 2. Cumbre /evad67 de Acrotembo.

CORDILLERA JUAYHMWAS

Sievers (1914)
Photo 11. Glaciers behind "Suirokocha," 1909

-7ay be glaciers behind
Quesillococha, E side of Sarapo7.

Photo 12. Yerupaja, iE.,sidc.

Kinzl (1937)
PI. 3. YerupaJ, HE side.
P1. 4. Yerupaj,, S side.
P1. 5. Panorama, E side of Sarapo group.

P1. 6. Sarapo and J~raucocha, SW sides.

Schneider (1937)
P1 168. Sarapo end Juraucocha oeme as Kinzl,

P. 169. Suil9.

.Zre der Welt (1948)

P1. 64. Yerupajg.

Heim (1948)
Facing p. 88. Jirishhanca, W side.
Photos 125, 127, 128,

129, and 131. Yerupaja frm the air, 1946,
Photo 126. Glacier reaching the lake

Solterehancacocha,, W side of
Jirishhanc•, 1946 Zmay be miosnme,
cf Photo 136.

Photo 130. Siula from the air, 1947.
Photo 136. Glacier from Yerupaja, ending in

Solterahancacocha, 1947.
Photo 139. Yerunajf, N side.

Bell (1951.)
PP. 33-36. TerupaJ9.
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Matthews and Harrah (1951)
Pp. 24 anzI 30. Terupaji.

KInzl (1955b)
Contains over 50 photographs from 1936 and 1954.

Klier (19557)
P1. 53. Sarapo and Siulg.
P1. 54. Rasac; glacier ending in

Sarapococha.
P1. 55. TerupaJf, NE side.
P1. 56. Jirishhanca Chico f1 Tor_7.

Oberlin (1955)
P. 72. Jirishhanca to Siula, aerial view.

ilier (1959?)

Pis. 18-22. Jirishhanca group.

XUA G H0 ABEA

Jenks (1941)
Pp. 161 and 169. Huagaruncho, S face.
P. 168. W end of main ridge.

Bishop (1943)
P. 82. H uaarunch fram Jancahuay-- ea 3 ,.
P. 83. Jancahuay Peak 3f and Incatana

Zfeak 3[., E sides.

Oberlin (1955)
P. 72. Huagaruncho, aerial view.

Westmicott (19597)
P1. 15. Huagaruncho, S face Ero_ same point

as Jenks, 1941, p. i627.
P1. 16. Huagaruncho, N face.
P1. 17. Huagaruncho, summit.

coBDiLLERA BAUM

Sievers (19121-)
Photo 8. Glacier terminus at the lake

Caballococha, 1909.
Photo 10. Glaciers, ME of Laguna Viconga, 1909.
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Miller (199)
Figs. 11, 12, and 14. &all glaciers W of the lake

Acacocha (i0o7'S, 76032'W), 1927.
Fig. 17. Bsall glacier, HW side of Lago Puwwi.

Fig. 18. Glacier at Lago Potosf (10028'S,
760 4 'w).

Fig. 19. Glacier at Lego Santa Ana
(lo26's, 76045'w).

Fig. 23. Glaciers above Lago Potos(.
Fig. 26. Glaciers W of the lake Patarcocha

(1o23's, 7646,w).

Jenks (1941)
P. 160. Peak 10 (1026's, 7646'W), SE side,

1939.

Broggi (1943)
P. 69. "Raura" Glacier, Laguna Santa Ana

Ereproduction of Miller, 1929,
Fig. 19• and photo from same point
in 19TI/,

Cardich (1955)
P. 123. Glacier, "source of the Amazon," 1953

or 1954.

PP. 125 and 127. Glaciers in Raura group, 1953 or 1954.
"M• CXNIBALES"

Hauthal (1911) Zjhot:.- ta-l- in 1906.7
Photos 77 and 78. Glaciers NW of the lake Horococha.
Photo 81. Toldorimi and other mountains,

distant.
Photo 83. Toldorumi, glacier on S side.
Photo 84. Glacier on Toldorumi.

Showalter (1930)
Pls. 1, 7, and 12. Glaciers near the Central Railway.

Eroggi (1943)
P. 75. Pincoyuyoc, photograph of 1862 painting.

PP. 76 and 77. Pincqyuoc in 1923 and 194e2.
Pp. 78-82 . Paregte in 1917, 1923, and 1942.
pp. 82 and 83. Glaciers near Estaci6n de Gelera, 1890

and 1942.
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Oppenheim and Spann (194~6)
Pp. 8, 12, 17, and 19. Yanasinga Glacier.

Berge, der Welt (1948)
P1. 64. Cerro RaJuntay; glaciers on N side

LN- of raiu'waiF.
Heim (1948)

Photos 98, 99 and 102. Tuyujuto, 1946.

SIER DE HUA!TAAYMAA

Shi.ppee (1933)
SP. 3.1. Ice-covered peaks near Hvancayo,

aerial view.
P. 120. Glacier on Ladontai, aerial view.

Heim (1948)
iPhotos 89-91 and 94. Iasontai, 1946. photo 94 is same

as Shippee, 1933, P. 120/o

Harrison (1951) "eao eCup.Photos 1. 2, 4, and 5. "Nevados de Chuspe."
Photo 7. Condorvasha.

uIN= (1955)
P. 39- Lasontai,, W side.

43. Y3 Yanamuccha and Ancon.

CO IVIA OCCTWM DE LA CWTA

CooC (1916)
P. 490. Coropmua, fr•v high plateau.

Pýp. 12. 24.-a 32, Coropumn.
P. 78- Sara-Sara.

JTohnzon (193qq
Pies. 12-3) 132, and .133- Cnaeruani.
Yigs. -!434 san 136. Aý*Sti*

Heim (294)8
Pho.ua-65 and 66. Coropuna, aerial view, 1947T.
FotO io 61a Ampatan, aerial view, 1947.

oto 71. Chachati, aerial view, 1947.
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-Ghiglione (1953b)
Fig. 46. Solimana, X side.
Pigs. 52 and 56. Coropuna.

CORD•I RA VILCABABA

Bingham (1913)
Pp. 560 and 563-565. Glaciers on Salcantay and in

upper Aobamba valley.

Bowman (1916)
Fig. 186. Cordillera Vilcabamba,

western group.
Fig. 193. Panta and glacier fn SE sideg

Cook (1916)
P. 477. Veronica.
Pp. 480, 482, 485,

and 487. Glaciers near the Urubamba valley.

Bingham (1922)
P. 170. Glacier terminus between

Cuzco and Uiticos.
P. 210. "Grosvenor" Glacier terminus,

Salcantay.

Shippee (1933)
P. 89. Summit of Veronica, aerial view.

Oppenheim and Spann (1946)
P. 51, rhoto 12. Salcaiitay.
P. 55, photo 14. Salcantay.
P. 53, photo 13. Incachiriascca Glacier, Salcantay.
P. 59, photos 15-17. Incachiriascca Glacier, Salcantay.

Bingham (1948)
P. 138. Glacier terminus between Soray and

Salcantay.
P. 234. Salcantay.

Helm (1948)
Photos 200 and 212-215. SaJcantay.
Photzos 210 and 211. Soray (Umantay).
Photo 214. Umwmed mountain NE of Salcantay.

Ayres (1953)
Pp. 56 and 57. Salcantay, summit, and aerial view

from NE.
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Ghiglione (1953b)
Fig. 54. Soray (Utantay).
Figs. 55 and 57. Salcantay.

Michael (1953)
PP. 33, 34, and 38. Salcantay.

Oberlin and Matthews (1953)
P. 390 Salcantay, aerial view.

Pierre (1953)
Pp. 49 and 50. Panorama of the covdillera, aerial

view.

Pp. 310 and 311. Saicantay.

Matthews (1957)
Pp. 67 and 68. Pumasillo group.

Longland (1958)
pp. 14 and 15. Pumasillo.

Clark (1959)
Pp. 69, 77, 112, 160,

176, and 177. Pumasillo group.

Schatz (1961)
Pis. 48-50. Puiasillo, aerial view, 1957.

Naylor (1963)
Pp. 12 and 13. Pumasillo group.

vHarfield (1964)
Figs. 13-18 U1pper parts of Mitre, Sacsarayoc,

Thmiasillo, and Lasonayoc,

CORDILLERA VILCANOTA

Ghiglione (1953?a)
Pis. 47-49. Ausangate.
PIs. 50 and 51. Unnamed 6000-m peak between Ausangate

and Cayangate.
Pl. 52 Cayangate III, NE face.

(1953b)
Figs. 8 and 9. Ausangate group.
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Figs. 10 and 14. Ausangate.
Figs. 12, 17, 19,

and 24. Glaciers on the S, SW sides of
Ausangate.

Fig. 43. Cordillera Vilcanota

Rebitsch (1953)
P. 80. Ausangate.

Mgrz and others (1956)
Pp. 8, il, 13, 14,

22, 23, and 24. Ausangate.
P. 4o. Colque Cruz.
Pp. 64, 65, 67, o C

and 68. Cayangate III, IV, I, and IV.

Jewell (1957) L•ot seen; reference from Francis,
1959, p. 14f "Nevado de Quenamari" icefield.

Hauser (1959?)
Pl. 24. Cayangate I-IV, showing glacier

termini.
P1. 25. Jatunhuma.

Jervis (1959)
P. 38. Ausangate and the range to the NE,

aerial views, 1952.

Hauser (1961)
P. 96. Caracol, S side, showing glacier

termini.
P. 97. Cayangate, showing glacier termini.

Mendez (1962)
Pp. 17 and 18. Rudo de Ayacachi.

Weaver (1964)
Pp. 256 and 257. Cunurana.

MIUDO DE APCMJRAME

Royal Geographical Society (1918) Photos taken in 1912J.
P. 70. Palomani Grande.
P. 71. Palomani peaks.

T. 78. San Francisco Glacier terminus.
P. 79. calij6n.
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P. 82. Ananea.
P. 83. East end of Ananea group.
P. 86. Glacier near Paso de Sina.

Oppenheim and Spann (1946)
P. 41, photo 1. San Francisco Glacier, panorama.
P. 47, photo 4. San Francisco Glacier front.
Pp. 49-50, photos 5-11. San Francisco Glacier, details of

front and of uncovered mine
workings.

Heim (19148)
Photos 81, 83, and 85. San Francisco Glacier.
Photo 82. Anaro.e, near simmit.
Photo 84. Calij.l-n.

Note: According to Pan American UniL.. (1964), aerial photographs of
most of the country have been taktk since 1953. The majority of
these photos are held by either tho Instituto Geografico Militar
or the Servicio Aerofotografico Nacional, both in Lima.
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Ltp Sources

Journal, Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research (1961) Vol. 3, No. 10.
Accompanying map. Sud Peru: Carta Orografica Elaborata

Secondo le Indicazioni di Piero Ghiglione,
1:1, 000, 000.

Cordillera Blanca

Kinzl (1942)
Accompanying map. Cordillera Blanca y el Callej6n de Huailfs

(Peru), 1:100,000. LShows the N half of
the cordillera..

(1949)
Accompanying map. Cordillera Blanca (PerA), Sidteil, 1:100,000.

LShows the S half of the cordilleraj7

(1950)
Accompanying map. Cordillera Blanca (Peru) 1:200,000. Lmsed

on 1932, 1936, and 1939 surveysj

and Schneider (1,950)
Accompanying map. /Same as Kinzl, 1950, accompanying mapj

Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research, Zurich. Anden von Peru,
Cordillera Blanca und Huayhuash, 1952, 1:300,000.

Cordillera Huahuash

Kinzl, Schneider, and Ebster (1942)
Accompanying map. Cordillera de Huayhuash (Perý)i 1:50,000.

zTopographic map./Kinzl (1955b)
Accompanying map. L-Same as Kinzl, Schneider, and Ebster, 1942,

accompanying mapj7

Huagaruncho Area

Jenks (1941)
P. 163. Map of the HuaguMcho MgssifjL1:25o,coT.

Westamacott (1959?)
P. 67. Huagaruncho Massif (Peru) LI:120,00o07
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II

Cordillera Raura

Miller (1929)
Pl. 1. Topographical SurvT of the Sources

of the Marafon and Mantaro Rivers
(Central Peru), 1:200,000. LShows
part of the 1.3ura Cordillera and
a narrow strip of country to the
sEJ7

Jenks (1941)
P. 158. Map Showing the YerupaJ', Raura and

Gaico Ranges"Ll:500,000/.
P. 163. Map of the Huagarnncho Massif

/1:30,0002o.

Kinzl (1955b)
Accompanying map. Cordillera de Huayhuash (Per6),

1:50,000. LShows part of the
plateau glacier E of Laguna Vicongaj.

"Andes Centrales"

Heim (1947) .L•ot seen: reference from Heim, 1948, p. 93-j
Accompanying map. fopographic and geologic sketch map

of the Tuyujuto area, 1:250,0006.7

Sierra de Huaytapayana

Harrison (1947)
Accompanying map. The Eastern Andes of Central Peru,

194 L1: 4 00,00o2/.

Thmný (1955)
P. 40. The Lasontai Area, Province of Junin,

Peru L1:100,0021.

Cordillera Occidental de la Costa

Servicio Geogr~fico del Ejercito, Lima. Carta Nacional, 1:200,000.
[-fter 1945 the Servicio Geogrrfico del EJrcito became the Instituto
Geogr~fico Militar.j

14-f Andahusylas, 1943. 16-g Chivay, 1942.
14-g Abancay, 1946. 16-i Lampa, 1928.
14-h Cotabambas, 1943. 17-e Arequipa, 1940.
15-f Alca, 1947. 17-g Ichuira, 1930.
15-g Sto. Tomas, 1945. 18-d Candarave, 1938.
16-f Viraco, 1947. 19-c Pachia, 1933.
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U. S. Air Force, St. Louis, 0perational Navigation Chart, 1:1,000,000.

ow 1136. Lake Titicaca., 1963.

Cordillera Vilcabamba

Instituto Geogr6fico Militar, Lima. Carta Nacional, 1:200,000.
13g Curahuasi, 1946.
13h Anta, 1946. A

13! Cusco, 1943 ffhows S edge of range7.

Oppenheim and Spann (1946)
P. 57. Situaci6n de los Nevados SalcentaV

y Umantay, ca. 1:20,000.
P. 63. Situacion del Nevado Paccopampa

y Lagu"a A!atuni, ca. 1:20, 000.

Clark (1959)
P. 47. Vilcabamba J:500 000--scale given

on map is
P. '8. The Pumasillo Massif (Lat 1310'S.

Long 72*52"W.) L1:200,o0_7.

Fantin (1959) o,
P. 213. Cordigliera di Vilcabamba ovvero,

del['Urubamba "Gruppo Est"

glaciers of the E group.

Hearfield (1964)
P. 42. Pumasillo Grou, of 'the .CoXdillera

Vilcababa L:150, 000/-.

Cordillera Vilcanota

American Geographical Society, New York. Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000.
S.D-19 Puno-Rfo Beni, 1927.

Servicio Geogr~fico del Ejercito, Lima. Carta Nacional, 1:200,000.
141 Sicuani, 7T92i-

Haur r (1959?)
P. 93. Cordillera Vilcanota, .ca- 1:500,0007.

Jervis (1959)
P. 4o0. Cordillera Vilcanota Sketch MapL1I:96,6ojf.

OWV
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U. S. Air Force, St. Louis. Operational Navigation Chart, 1:1,000,000.
OwE 1136 Lake Titicaca, 1963.

Glaciers Between the Cordillera Vilcanota
and the Nudo de Apolobamba

American Geographical Society, New York. Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000.
S.D-19 Puno-Rio Beni, 1927.

Francis (1955)
P. 287. The Allinccapac Group f::i00,000g.

Mendez (1962)
Pp. 11-12. Nudo Ayacachi. •arge-scale sketch

map, scale unknown./

Nudo de Apolobamba

Royal Geographical Society (19!8)
Accompanying map. The Peru-Bolivia Frontier, Sheet 1:

Rfo Suches to Rfo Heath, 1:250,000
topographic map/.

Servicio Geogr~fico del Ej6rcito, Lima. Carta Nacional, 1:200,000.
15-1 Cojata, 1932.

U. S. Air Force, St. Louis. Operational Navigation Chart, 1:1,000,000.
ONC 1136 Lake Titicaca, 1963.
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GLACIERS OF BOLIVIA
AND OF CHILE NORM OF LATITUmDE 23°S

In Bolivia and contiguous parts of Chile thi Andes are at their
widest. The Cordillera Oriental overlooks the Amazon basin and the
Cordillera Occidental extends along the Chile-Bolivia border. The high,
barren Bolivian Altiplano, averaging about 3700 m above sea level, lies
between. The firn limit rises from about 4900 m in the Nudo de Apolobamba
to 5300 m in the Cordillera Real, probably because of a southward decrease
in precipitation.

The Cordillera Occidental consists of isolated volcanic cones. The
humid winds from the Amazon basin do not reach these peaks, with the
exception of the highest, Nevado Sajama (6520 m), which has true glaciers.
On other peaks the climate is so dry that they have only inactive ice
bodies or permanent snow beds, although several exceed 6000 m, where the
air temperature rarely if ever rises above freezing.

The best available maps of different parts of the area vary greatly
in age and quality. There is little consistency in the usage of the
generic names "Nevado," "Pico," "Cerro," "Monte," or even "Volcan." The
names used here are taken from the most recent sources; because large-
scale maps give no generic names for the peaks in the Nudo de Apolobamba
and the Cordillera Real, none are used here either in those ranges.

Not many scientific observations have been made on the glaciers.
Excellent cartographic work was done on part of the Cordillera Real by
the 1928 Alpenverein expedition, and in the Nudo de Apolobamba some
measurements of flo' rates and surveys of tongues have been made by
climbing parties in recent years. A glaciological program was planned
for the International Geophysical Year in the Cordillera Real.

Nudo de Apolobamba

The Bolivian section of the Nudo de Apolobamba extends for about
50 km in a southeasteily direction and is separated into three ice-
covered groups by ice-free passes. Parts of the northern group were tied
in with the survey of the Peru-Bolivia Boundary Commission of 1911-13
and some photographs were taken. Most of the range, however, remained
little known until Italian, German, and British climbing expeditions went
there in the late 1950's.

The British party worked in the northern group. The snouts of fifty-
one glaciers were surveyed, and measurements made of flow rates. Both
retreating and advancing glaciers were found: "The fronts of many
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glaciers were reaching past old terminal moraines and covering plants
which were at least ten years old." (Melbourne, 1960a, p. 456). Snow
conditions were apparently similar to those in the Peruvian Andes:' huge
overhanging cornices on the ridges and summits and "exasjeratingly deep,
soft snow on south-facing slopes" (Melbourne, 1960a, p. 457; see also
Melbourne, 1960b, p. 177; Bratt, 1960, p. 39). On north-facing slopes a
man could walk with crampons on the ice crust in the morning and sink up
to his knees in soft snow in the afternoon. Most mornings were clear
but nearly every afternoon clouds moved in frcm the Amazon lowland to the
north (Melbourne, 19601,, p. 178). The "Azucarani" Glacier was found to
have stepped crevasses every 50 m or, so, with ice cliffs 6 m to 10 m
high. The ice cover in general was very heavy (Melbourne, 1960a, p. 456).

The German party climbed in all parts of the range, which they have
described as rugged with many large glaciers. On climbing the mountains
they were struck by the abrupt transition from ice-free grouned to complete
ice cover. Huge icefalls were encountered, and the summit areas of
Cololo (5915 m) and Chupi Orco (604O m) were covered with knee-deep powder
snow (Karl, 1958, pp. 100-102). The snowline lay between 4800 m and
5000 m.

Between the Nudo de Apolobamba and the Cordillera Real, Retamoso
(1931, p. 204) reported glaciers on the Cordillera Huallpani and the
Cordillera Callinzani; these ranges appear to be north of Ancoraimes on
Lego Titicaca.

Cordillera Real

The Cordillera Real falls conveniently into two sections: northwest
and southeast of the railway to La Paz. According to Nelson (1964, p. 217)
the only available map is largely inaccurate 5resumably Troll, 1931, and
Eche"-rrfa, 19527; On the American Geographical Society 1:1,000,000 map
(ShaI, S.E-19, 1922) the Cordillera Real is shown as including the
Cordillera Quimsa Cruz and the Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz, but in general
usage today it is considered to extend only to the R1o de la Paz. The
firn limit is at 5300 m to 5400 m on the west, and higher on the east
(Ahlfeld and Branisa, 1960, p. 153).

The northern section extends from near 15050'S to 16020'S and includes
the following peaks: Illanpu (6362 m)), Ancohuma (6388 mi), Casiri (5828 m),
Chaeroco (6127 m)), Chachacomani (607o4 m), Condoriri (5656,m), Caca Aca or
Huainapotosi (6094 m), and Chacaltaya (5380 m). According to Conway
(1899b, p. 18) snow cover is almost uninterrupted throughout, though one
and perhaps two passes are free in summer. About 15 km to the north of
this group is an isolated ice-covered peak near the village of Yani
(Retamono, 1931, p. 204).
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In 1900 Conway nearly reached the summit of Ancohuma via the"Ha~uka4" Glacier flacier No. 1 of the Troll and Finsterwalder map,
193f. This glacier descended in five icefalls and an abandoned gold
mine lay near the snout. Conway remarked on the "curiously dry, stony
appearance of the ice," which he believed was caused by the rapidity of
evaporation. He also noted that despite the overhanging seracs and the
"incredibly steep ice slopes there was . . . no sign or sound of movement,
such as the glaciers of the Alps are always emitting In all the days'
we spent among the great ice-falls of Mount Sorata Llllampu-Ancohuma
massif_ I never saw or heard the fall of the least fragment of ice."
(Conway, 1901, pp. 181 and 184). He noted enormous crevasses on the
upper glacier, but a snow bridge 3 m to 6 m below the edge was always
present (Conway, 1901, p. 189). Waist-deep snow was encountered on the
final peak and "'No amount of treading would make the snow bind. It
poured over the feE and about the legs like sand. How it maintained
its position at all on the steep incline was a mystery" (Conway, 19r ,
pp. 232-233).

Dienst (1927, po 103) mentioned that above 5400 m on Ancohm the
surface changed from compact snow to deep powder snow. His party was
glad to find an avalanche field where they could jump from one ice block
to another. On Caca-Aca he found a field of low ice pinnacles; higher
up the snow was almost impassably soft except where it lay in shadow
(Dienst, 1927, p. 100).

The Illampu-Ancohuma-Casiri area was studied and surveyed by the
1928 Deutsche und Usterreichischen Alpenvereins expedition, and a topo-
graphical map on a scale 1:50,000 was made on which the altitudes of most
of the ice tongues were shown. End moraines lay close to the glacier
tongues and older ones much farther away; for example, two moraines lay
within 300 m of the margin of the glacier flowing southwest from
1umaallata and others were 5 km to 6 km distant (Troll and Finsterwalder
1935, p. 397). H~rtnagl (1930), who climbed Illampu and Casiri, referred
repeatedly to the deep powder snow at higher elevations.

East of Casiri the Negruni and Chaeroco valleys and their glaciers
were surveyed by a British party in 1962 and an outline map on a scale
of about 1:35,000 was made. Considerable shrinkage was observed on all
the main glaciers, and at the head of the Chaeroco valley was a "vast
and impressive moraine" well in advance of the glacier (Hunter, 1963,
p. 222).

The ice tongues in the Chacaitaya area are mostly rather smal,
according to Nauthal (1911, p. 101), but he found one evtensive, nearly
flat firn field with a maximum elevation of 5000 m. Chacaltaya Glacier,
30 km from La Paz and near the road, was selected for studies during the
International Geophysical Year. Ice recession, erosion, and transport
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of material were to be studied (Escobar, 1956, p. 6). The results of
these observations are not known to the author.

The southern section of the Cordillera Real, between the railway and
the Rio de la Paz, consists of widely-separated ice-covered summits, among
them, Huaillara, Chicani, Taqaesa, Hukrurata (5781 m) and Illimani (6457 m).
Little information is available about any except Illimani. In 1827
Pentland (1835, p. 85) found the lowest snow patch in late December at
5140 m. The lowest glaciers, or snow in ravines, reached 5980 m. These
altitudes can be compared with that given for the "Lake of Illimani,"
4862 m.

Conway (1'99b, p. 23) found signs of prehistoric habitation and
agriculture or. Illimani .much higher than existing villages, and one ruined
village was v.t the very edge of a small glacier. This may perhaps be
evidence for a previous warmer period in the area. In his ascent of
Illimarn.L Conway (18 99a, p. 513) noted the huge cornices and a simmit
snow plateau on which the snow was "hard as a board."

In 1908 the glaciers on the west side terminated at 4800 m; on the
eastern side the precipitation was heavier and they reached lower. The
ice margin had receded a considerable distance from large end moraines,
and recession was continuing (Rauthal, 1911, p. 115).

According to Ertl (1953?, P. 156) the weather on Illimani is best
from April through June; in July and August the cold is intense, in
September and October sudden snowstorms are likely, and in November through
Wrch is the rainy season. In May he encountered powder snow a meter deep
and overhanging cornices on alternating sides of the ridge (Ertl, 1953,
p. 153). Dienst (1927, p. 96) noted meter-high ice pinnacles on Illimani
and a variety of surfaces including glare ice, soft snow, and hard crusted
snow alternating with soft snow.

Cordillera Quimsa Cruz and
Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz

Southeast of the Rro de la Paz are the Cordillera Quimsa Cruz and-
the Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz. The Cordillera Quimsa Cruz has unbroken
ice cover for about 30 km. From north to south the peaks are: Cerro
Imaculado (ca. 5600 m), Nevado Atorama (ca. 5700 M), Cerro Gigante (ca.
5800 m), Jachacunucollo (ca. 5950 m), Cerro San Juan, and Monte Blanco.
Cerro Yunque lies to the north of the main range and several ice-covered
peaks lie to the east of the range.

The ice cover is most extensive at the southern end of the range,
and only in the southeast do true valley glaciers exist. In 1910 the
glaciers were in rapid retreat and freshly abandoned end moraines were
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present everywhere. On the western side the glaciers extended to about
4800 m and the firn limit was at about 5300 m (Herzog, 1913a, p. 194).

Despite the lower precipitation on the western side of the range,
the snowline and the lower limit of the glaciers lie at about the same
altitude on both sides, according to Ahlfeld (1932, p. 80). On Atoramn
he encountered ice pinnacles a meter high, which he was told appeared
only during the winter months. He crossed the range between Gigante and
Jachacunucollo, and described the firn field as completely flat and almost
crevasse-free, and the glacier tongues as very steep and broken. He noted
many signs of glacier retreat (Ahlfeld, 1932, p. 89).

The Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz is 20 km long, and reaches about
5600 m in "Fortuna" Peak. It carries the southernmost glaciers in the
eastern cordillera of Bolivia, mostly on the south and vest sides (Pres,
19455, p. 322). In published photographs small, hanging glaciers can be
seen, but Prem (1945, p. 323) mentions a larger one over which he trav-
eled and which was receding.

Cordillera Occidental

The Chile-Bolivia border runs along the Cordillera Occidental. The
firn limit is extremely high, at least 6000 m, and of the several peaks
exceeding this altitude only Sajama is known to carry true glaciers.

JAt the end of sumer (March) 1827, Pentland (1835, p. 73) observed:
several snow-capped peaks in the vicinity of Tacora village. On "Chipicani"
above the village to the northeastg, he estimated the snowline to average

5170 m., 119 m higher on the north face ths• on the south face (p. 85).
This,'however, is rot consistent with his figure for the height of the
mountain., 5181, m, and both figures appear too low. On a recent msp of
the Instituto deogrgf.Ico Miflitar de Chile 3heet tj770, G,
the village of El Tacora lies between Nevado Chupiquina ( m, w.hich
is probably Plntland's "Cbipicani," and Volcan Tacora (5988 m), where the
snowline is aboýe the summit (Kessler, !963, p. 168).

Southeast of Volcan Tacora and about 18I0 'S, 69I0 'W, are the twin
peaks of the Nevados de Payachata: Pomarepe (6240 a) and Parinacota
(6330 )•, through which the international boundary runs. According to
Prem (1931, p. 231) Peachata Chico fouarape carries peramnnt snow
but no glaciers. However, a photograph by the same author (Pres, 1940,
p. 32) of "Northern Phyachata" shows a conical mountain with what appear
to be a sumiw t glacier and thin glaciers on its flanks. Payachata Grande
_LAarinecotja apears snow-free on the eastern oide when seen from a dis-
tauce, but in fact carries ice beneath a covering of ash and sand (Prom,
1911, p. 234). The photographs by Gerstmann were unfortunately taken
when the two mountains werc, heavily snow-covered. According to Ahlfeld
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and Branisa (1960, p. 153) the mountains carry permanent snow down to
5900 m.

About 25 km to the east is Sajama (6520 m), the highest mountain
in Bolivia. It has an ice-covered summit, and what Prem (1931, p. 226)
described as "true valley glaciers" on its flanks. Vincurata Glacier
on the vest side ended at 5500 m., and Huchushuailla Glacier on the south-
east reached 4750 m, probably because it was protected by debris. Accord-
ing to Ahifeld and Branisa (1960, p. 153), however, no glacier reached
below 5400 m. At the beginning of October, 1939, Prem reached the summit
in a "furious west wind." On the way up he encountered nieve penitente
and ice buried under scree. The summit was a plateau, probably an ice-
filled crater, and the surface was covered with sastrugi (Prem, 1945, YP.
330-331). Ertl (1953?, pp. 168 and 169), who also reached the summit,
recorded a temperature of -26eC at about 5750 m in mid-July. Parts of
the steep ice slope round the "immense" summit plateau were covered with
meter-high ice pinnacles.

South of the Payachatas, Pentland (1835, p. 72) noted a very regular
volcanic cone called Gualatieri, whose summit reached about 1500 m above
the March snowline. This must have been Volcan Guallatiri (6060 m),
situated at 18 025'S, 691i0'W, 5 km within Chile, which Ogilvie (1922,
p. 96) claimed carried permanent snow. Immediately east of Volc&n
Guallatiri and on the international border are the Nevados de Quimsachata:
Cerro Acotan@? (6050 m) and Cerro Capuciata (5990 m).

Further south the snowline reaches its maximum elevation in the
vicinity of Cerro Auncanquilcau (6180 m; 21 015'S, 68*30'W) which carries
no permanent snow (Ahlfeld and Branisa, 1960, p. 153). Only a short dis-
tance to the south the lover summits of Volcfn Uturunco (5900 m; 22*15 'S,
67*12'W) and Cerro Lip6z (5850 m; 21050'S, 66050'W) have some permanent
snow (Ahlfeld and Branisa, 1960). Volcfn Licancibur (5921 m) on the inter-
national border in the extreme south of Bolivia had virtually no snow on
22 November 1953 (Rudolph, 1955, P. 164).
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P1otogrxvhic Sources

Nudo de, Aolobamba

Royal Geographical Society (1918)
P. 91. Glaciers in Pelechuco Pass, 1911.
P. 187. Palomani Grande from Sina Pass, 1911.

Karl (1958) Chaupi Orco, summit area.
Pl. 12.

Batt (1960)
Pie. 30 and 34. Azucarani, summit area.
PIs. 31 and 32. Soral Este group.
P1. 33. Matchu Sochi Conchi, S side.

Melbourne (1960b)
P. 180. Soral Oeste, summit; "Azucarani"

Glacier; Soral Este.

Cordillera Real

Conway (1899b) E~hotos taken in 1898f.
P. 19. lllampu and Ancohuma, W side.
P. 21. Caca Aca, distant.
P. 25. 131 mn.
Pp. 27 and 29. I11imani, Sunmait area.

______(1901) ffiiotos taken in 1898 and 1900ff7
P. 132. Glacier on llimani.
P. 134. I1limni, summit area.
Pp. 138 and 148. Illimani.
P. 18A4. "Huakana" Glacier.
P. 186. ",a" Peak.
P. 2,14. Ancohuma, sumit area.

authal, (1911) fotos taken in 1908fj
PI. 4 a. Illimani, W side.
pis. 47 and 48. Glaciers above Palca, in the Zora

valley.
P's. 51"53. Illimani, W side.
PK. 55. Ilinmani, summit area.
P1. 62. Glaciers near Chacaltaya.
P1. 64. Caca Aca, SW side.
Pi. 65. Caca Aca, NW side fxcellent glacier

termini.
Pi. 66 Caca Aca, summit area.
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Dienst (1927)
P. 97. Caca Aca.
P. 98. Illampu, summit; ice fall on

Ancohuma.

Gerstmann (1928)
PIs. 22, 81, and 116. Illimani.
P1. 31. Chacaltaya.
P1. 33. Caca Aca [iiuainapotosig.

Pfann (1929)
P. 10. Chaeroco to Cbachacomani, panorama;

Ancohuma maBsif ood glacier
termini.

P. 12. Calzada.
P. 21. San Francisco valley.
Pp. 22 and 34. Illau.

Troll (1929a)
Figs. 36 and 37. 1lamzu, summit area.
Figs. 38 and 42. Ancohuma.
Fig. 39. Casiri-Calzada group, panorama

from ME.
Fig. 43. Glaciers at head of the San Francisco

valley.

(1929b)
P. 39. lllampu; Caca Aca.
P. 40. Casiri group.

H6rtnagl (1930)
P. 325, 328, and 336. IllaT1 u._

P. 329. Ancohuma.
PP. 336-337. Caca Aca; unnamed peaks NW of

SIllamu and XE of Casiri.

Troll and Finsterwalder (1935)
P1. 24, Fig. i. Ancohuma massif.

Fig. 2. Illamu m=ssif, W side.
Fig. 3. Ancohuma-ITla u Massif, E side.

Pizzotti (1936)
Pp. 130-133. Caca Aca f•uainapotosgi.

de la Nbtte (1940)
P. 250. Illimani, W side.
P. 251. Illimani, summit.
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KUhm (1941)PP. 157, 159, and 160. Condoriri.

Phillips (1943)
P1. 8. lllimani, distant.
P1. 14. Mururata and Illimani.

Ertl (1953?)
PIs. 38 and 39. Illimani.
P1. 41. Condoriri.

Hunter (1963)
Fig. 19. Negruni range, from Chaeroco.
Fig. 20. Chaeroco.

Cordillera Quimsa Cruz and Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz

Hoek (1905)
P. 172. Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz.
P. 184. Small glaciers in the Viloco valley,

Cordillera Quimsa Cruz.

Herzog (1913a)
P1. 31. Several panoramas of the Cordillera

Quimsa Cruz f{drawing-7.
Pl. 32, Fig. 2. Monte Blanco group, summit area.

Fig. 3. Jachacunucollo, W side.

(1913b)
Fig. 80. Glaciers in the Pajonal valley.
Figs. 85 and 86. Jachacunucollo /jood glacier termini.
P. 240. Imaculado, summit area.
P. 256. Carnaval /jood glacier terming.

Berry (1923) jhotographs probably from 1919J
P. 76. Cordillera Santa Vera Cruz, small

glaciers.
P. 79. Jachacunucollo, from Chojiacota.

Gerstmann (1928)
P1. 19. Atorama.
Pls. 29 and 65. Glaciers in the Araca valley.
P1. 68. Yunque.
P1. 82. Chojnacota, summit area.
P1. 133. Jachacunucollo, summit area.
P1. 136. Gigante, glacier terminus in the

Laramcota valley on SW side.
P1. 149. Monte Blanco.
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SAhlfeld '1932)

dP.d 2. Gigante, glacier terminus in the

Laracota valley.
P. 91. &.n Juan and glacier terminus in

the Laramcota valley.

Prem (1940)
P. 31. Atorama.

(1945)
P. 330. Husynaunucollo.
P. 331. Cordillera Quimsa Cruz.

Cordillera Occidental

Gerstmann (1928)
Pis. 69, 70, 79, 106,

and 3a4. Nevados de Payachata.
PIs. 72 and 119. Sajama.

prem (194o)
P. 32. "Northern Payachata," 1928.
P. 33. Nieve Pwitente on "Northern

Payachat4."

(1945)
P. 324. Sajama., two distant views, one in

1927.
P. 328. Sajama. E side.
P. 329. Sajama.
P. 330. Nieve ~eniLtente on Sajama.

Erti (19537)
P1. 44. Sajama fNi d.de37, 1950.

Ahlfeld and Branisa (1960)
P. 193. Sajama., aerial view of summit.

Note: In Bolivia, according to Pan American Union (1964), aerial photo-
graphs of the Nudo de Apolobamba, Cordillera Real, and parts of the
Cordillera Occidental were taken by the U. S. Army Air Force in
"1942-44 and are now held by the U. S. Air Force. Since 1954 further
aerial surveys have covered some mountain ranges; these photographs
are held by the Instituto Geografico Militar in la Paz.

In Chile (Pan American Union, 1964), much of the country north of
43*S has been photographed from the air since 1955; most of these
photographs are held by the Instituto Geogrifico Militar in Santiago.
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Map Sources

American Geographical Society, New York. Hiisanc America,
1:1,,000,000.

S.E-19 La P&z., 1922.
S.F-19 Iquique, 1927 (revised 1903).

Instituto Geogrifico Militar, Santiago. Carta Preliminar,
1:250,000.

1770 General Lagos, 1954
1869 Rfo Lauca, 1954.
1969 Cami& Pachica, 1954.
,?169 Oysahue, 1954.

2268 Sapaleri, 1954.

Nudo de Apolobanba(

Royal Geographical Society (1918)
Accompanying map. The Peru-Bolivia Frontier, Sheet 1:

Roo Suches to Rfo Heath, 1:250,000
Tt-opo hic aj

Karl (1958) Kordillere von Apolobamba L3:500,0007.
P. 105.

Melbourne (1960a)
P. 458. Nudo de Alobamba 1:100,000.

•Topographic map of the N part;
published by the Royal Geographical
Society, London]7

U. S. Air Force, St. Louis. Operational Navigwtion Chart,
1:1i,000;000.

ONC 1136. Lake Titicaca, 1963.

Cordillera Real

Troll (1931)
Accompanyiug map. Die Cordillera Real: N6rdlicher

T 1:150,000. ýTopographic map
surveyed and drafted by C. Troll
and E. Hein of the Deutschen und
Oesterreichischen Alpenverein
Expedition, 1928.
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and Finstervalder (1935)
P1. 25. fordwestli2er Tel Ler Corail erfReal jBolivien), 1:5o, coo. LioPo-

graphic map of the Illampu-Ancohum-Casiri group surveyed in 1928, show-
• ~ing eleVations of most glacier

termini- published by Justus Perthes

Echevarrfa (1959)P. 46. Cordillera Real, Bolivian AndesL
Based on works by the D. un 0. A- v.

192 ERpition with a Few Correc-

tionB and Aditions by E. Ecihevarr&
1 1:150,000 Lscale has been
reduced, in fact, to ca. 1:300,000-7.

Hunter (1963)
P. 220. La Cordillera Real f§a. 1:35,000;

E of Chaeroco, near W60tS 68*201w

Cordillera Quimsa Cruz

AMifeld• (1932)
P. 83. Karte der Cordillera Quimsa Cruz.

L: 350., 009J.

Prem (1945)
P. 325. Sketch of Quimsa Cruz Range fLi:400,O00--

bar scale length should be 10 kin, not
40 kin; a close copy of Ahlfeld, 1932,
p. 83 but with some changed place
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GLACMB OF (R= AND ARGUIN NWUI

Between 23"S and about 30"S is a zone of eotreme aridity vhere ice
bodies exist under peculiar conditions, confined to peaks over 6000 a in
elevation (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 305). Many but not all lie in sballov
"cirques" or nivation hollows, and fev have ony crevasses or other signs
of movement. They are formed from siow by refreezing and have no equL-
librium line: the vhole ice body has either a positive or negative budget,
depending upon the year (Lliboutry and others., 1958, pp. 298-299). Pinnu-
cles of ice or snow are almost universal (Lliboutry, and others, 1958,
p. 296; Troll, 1942, pp. 47, 48, 62, end 63).

Between 23'S and 25"S the following peaks exceed 6000 m:

peak Altitude, a latitude Si__Wtude w

Nevado de ChC•i ca. 6200 20405' 6505'
Cerro Pular 6225 24015' 68°051
Volcfin SocoPa 6050 24*23' 68*15'
Nevado de Acay 6340 24E25' 66"io0
Volcfn Llullaillaco 6723 24043' 68*33'
Nudos de Cachi 6550 24'50' 66030#

The first peaks and also the last tio, rise above the snowline; the other
three also mny because of their altitude., but the author has obtained no
idformation.

The snovline on the Nevado de Chat was 5800 m to 5900 a in 1901
according to Schmieder (1923, p. 142). A photograph of the starit in
1947 shows only a few snowbeds (Luscher, 1948, p. 111). In 1952 an expanse
of smooth ice, probably permanent, was found between 5600 m and 65oo a on
the vest side of Liullaillaco; the absence of ice pinnacles was exceptional
for this area (Lliboutry, 1956 P. 305; Lliboatry and others, 1958, p. 296).
The Nudos de Cachi just reach the snowline and have a large permanent.
snowfield near the highest point (Boucher, 19149, p. 101).

Betveen 25*6 and 2T*S the following peaks exceed 6000 a:

Peak Altitude, m Latitude S ogplitude W

Sierra Nevada de
Lagmn Bravas 6400 2630.' 68"3'

Voloin Antofalla 6440 25"35' 67055'
Cerro Ermitafo 6187 26*46' 68"37'
Cerro Peim Blanca 6020 2649' 68"40'
Nevado de

San Francisco 6020 26*55' 68"18'



ij~ht separate iea bodies were recent1y found at about 5500 a on Cerro
runa.lana (L11boutry and others, 1958, p. 297). No information has
been obtained about the other peaks.

Deteen 27"8 and 29*8 the following peaks exceed 6000 m:

Peak Altitude,, a latitude 8 Longitude V.

Nevado do ncquasi 6610 27.03 68*181
Nevado El Fraile 6060 27.o0' 68*23'
Nevado 1 3&ierto 6470 27041 68"291
Nevado Ojos del

Salade 6880 2706l 68033'
Nevados de
Tres Cruces 6330 27*05' 68048

Cerro Solo 6190 27.05' 6843'
unnamed peak 6660 2710' 68040'
unnamed peak 6493 27°121 680402
Cerro de
Nacindento 6493 27017' 68033'

Cerro de
los Patos 6250 27017' 68*50'

Cerro Azufre or
Copiapo 6080 270181 69°081

Cerro Pissis 6780 2745 68"50'
Cerro Bonete 6410 27r58' 68o40,
Sierra de Famatina or

Sierra de Sangasta 6250 2900' 67050'

El Fraile has a permanent snow patch on the northwest side just be-
neath the summit, and E1 M-erto has two small "glaciers" on the south
side almost completely debris-covered, but with firn pinnacles 5 m to
8 m high in places (Lliboutry and others, 1958, pp. 296 and 298).

The weather on Ojos del Salado is almost cloudless in winter but
with constant high vwnds. Summer is cloudier (Carter, 1957, p. 78). The
crater is full of ice and two glaciers lie on the mountainside, one below
the other, .the upper one heading in a cirque between 5900 m and 6400 m
(Liboutry, 1956, p. 306). According to GaJardo (1957, p. 89):

The only two real glaciers on the mountain lie on this north-
western slope. Both end in tongues that descend to the northwest
and northeast . . . The steeper lower glacier probably was once
an extension of the upper one. The penitentes rose to as mich
as six feet above the surface of the glaciers. The snow-covered I

crevasses of the lower glacier required care . . .
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Tres Cruces has a large embeaient on its northeast side, in which
five or six ice masses are separated by scree fans. Larger ice masses
lie on the southern side (laiboutry, 1956, p. 306). A coqparison of
photographs taken from Ojos del Salado in 1937 and 1956 shows no appre-
ciable changes (Lliboutry and others, 1958, p. 298).

On Cerro Solo, a patch of snow or ice was seen below the simmit in
1937 but in 1956 the mountain was bare. The unnamed summit of 6660 m
probably has no ice cover (Lliboutry and others, 1958).

The Sierra de Anconquija fr Aconquijag, reaching 5500 m, is con-
siderably to the east of the main range and receives more precipitation.
Half a century ago the permanent snowline was above 5000 x but below the

1 summits which, hc-wever, carried no glaciers (Tapia, 1925, p. 316).

Cerro de Potro (28025'S, 69040'W) although only 5830 a in height,
carries what Brackebusch (1892, p. 323) believed to be the most northerly
glacier in the Argentine-Chilean Andes.

The Sierra de Famatina or Sierra de Sangasta (6200 m) apparently
reaches slightly above the snowline but is without glaciers. Permnent
snow is confined to gullies on a 5800 m peak but Cerro de la Mejicana
(6200 m) is snow-capped, according to Bodenbender (1922, p. 21), whose
estimate of the snowline (5500 m) appears to be too low. So information
is available to the author about the other peaks.

South of about 29"S the northern limit of the zone of Mediterranean
climate is reached, where winter cyclones bring considerable precipita-
tion; as a result the firn limit falls from the very high levels of the
arid zone to thL north (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 306). The following peaks
between 29"S and 310S may have permanent snow or ice.

Peak Altitude, m latitude S Longitude W

Cerro del Toro 6380 29008' 69*W8
Cerros Nevados

§orth of Paso del
chivat_ 5458 29251 70000'

Cerro DoI& Am 5690 290451 7OOT'
Cerro de

Las T6rtolas 6332 29056' 69*54'
Cerro Olivares 6252 30°18' 69°55,

On or near Cerro DoA Ana, the firn limit in 1929 was about 5000 i
and some glacier tongues reached 415o a. In 1956 only sIl, staboant ice
bodies near 4800 m remained (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 306). Cerro de las
T6rtolas has a glacier on its southeast side, starting 3 m below the sum-
mit and disappearing beneath debris at 5600 m (Lliboutry, 1956).
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Between 31*S and 33S the following mountains or mountain ranges

are known to carry glaciers:

Peak Altitude, m Latitude S Longitude W

Cordillera de
Totora 5620 31*20' 70610'

Cordillera de
Ansilta 5800 31*3o' 69"50'

Cerro Hercedario 6670 31*59' 70°0V
Cordillera de la

Ramada 6410 32°05', 70°02'
Cerro Tambillo Lor

Cordillera del
Tigr•7 32018' 69039'

Aconcagua group 6960 32404' 70002'

The cordilleras of Totora and Ansilta, Argentina, are sometimes
known as the Cordillera de San Juan (K0mn, 1927, Figs. 64 and 67).
According to Heinsheimer (1949, p. 103), "the glaciers are small, sit-
uated at great altitudes, exposed to the evaporation and radiation of a
very dry climate, hence very cold; therefore, they supply less water than,
for instance, Alpine or Rocky Mountain glaciers of the same size would
do." Floods occurred nearly every year in the first third of the nine-
teenth century, possibly connected with a glacier maxim=. Ice pinnacles
and ice walls between 10 m and 15 m high were found on Derecho Glacier,
Cordillera de Totora (Heinsheimer, 1952). According to Sabor (1950,
p. U11) the permnent snowline is at about 4200 m.

Photographs show that peaks to the north of Cerro Mercedario carry
small glaciers (Daszynski, 1934, p. 218). On the north side of Mercedario
is a large glacier of low gradient with few crevasses (Daszynski, 1934,
p. 219). A photograph shows the southeast side of Mercedario to be almost
completely ice-covered, with the ice forming a valley glacier at the base
of the mountain (Daszynski, 1934, p. 217). Nine valley glaciers, some
reaching from 8 km to 10 km in length, flow into the valley heading in
the great semicircle of mountains from Mercedario to the Cordillera de
la Ramada and facing northeast (Daszynski, 9344, p. 220). One of these
my be the glacier that was noted earlier Lprobably in 19117, ending at
4000 m on Cerro Mesa (KUhn, 1918, p. 193). The Ramada group has fltat-
lying summit glaciers and steep icefalls leading to much more level gla-
cier tongues below (Kuihn, 1918, Pls. 8 and 9; 1927, Figs. 68 andS-70).

In the Cordillera del Tigre in Argentina a large glacier lies on
the northeast side of Cerro Tambillo, and two firn fields or small gla-
ciers lie on the east and south sides (Magnani, 1949, p. 39). The perma-
nent snowline in this area is at about 4600 m (Sabor, 1950, p, 1i1).
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Aconcagua supports several valley glaciers but none reach the size
of the larger Alpine glaciers (Reichert; 1915, p. 142). On the north
and east sides are Gdssfeldt, Vacas, and Relinchos glaciers. In i896 a
glacier-- probably Vacas Glacier--appears as a steep ice stream that
Just reaches the valley floor (Fitz Gerald, 1899, photo p. 38). The
northwest face of the mountain itself carries very little ice (Reichert,
1910, p. 198; Kuhn, 1927, Fig. 63) and much debris falls onto Giissfeldt
Glacier below. The glacier terminus was at about 4000 a in 1905-06
(Reichert, 1910, p. 199). On the south and west sides are Horcones
Inferior and Horcones Superior glaciers (Jakob, 1940, p. 97). The Horcones
Inferior is formed mainly by avalanching from the many hangi glaciers
on the precipitous south face and is largely debris-covered (Fitz Gerzld,
1899, p. 223).

On the south side of Cerro Tolosa, 12 km south of Aconcagua,
Reichert (1910, p. 203) noted a small glacier whose tongue reached to
about 5000 m and which still existed 40 years later (Emmons, 1945, p. 318).

The glaciers were in marked retreat in 1905-06 (Reichert, 1910., p.
203) and more recently Eimons (1945, p. 318) reported that they were still
receding. He found a considerable body of stagmant glacier ice buried
under debris; "it was apparently unconnected with its -former source of
supply, the Lower Horcones glacier, which has now retreated several miles
to an altitude of about 13,000 ft. p000 7."
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Photographic Sources

Pits Gerald (1899)
Pp. 30, 121., and 224. Aconcagu, S side.
SP.38. Glacier at the head of the Vacas

valley*
P. 43. Aconcagua, E side.
P. 143. Cerro del Cuerno ' part of

Aconcagua- go
P. 301. Cerro Tolosa, E side.

Argentine Government (1900)
P. 661. Cerro de los Patos and Tres Cruces.

Conwmy (190)
P. 63. Aconcagua.

KWn (1918)
Pin. 8 and 9. Cordillera de la Ramada, S side

Bodenbender (1922)
Pl1. 3, 5, and 6. Nevado de Famtina.

KW= (1927)
Fig. 39. Nevado de Famatina.
Fig. 63. Aconcagua, N side.
Figs. 64 and 67. Cordillera de San Juan.
Figs. 68 and 70. Cordillera de la Ramada.

Strasser (1935)
P. 328. Aconcagua, N side; Cordillera de la

Ramada and Cerro Nercedario,
distant LCecellent-.

Emons (1945)
P. 318. Horcones Inferior Glacier; Cerro

Tolosa.
P. 319. Aconcagua, S side.
(1946)

P. 17. Tolosa and Aconcagua.

Herold (1946)
Pp. 242, .246, and. 248. Aconcagua, Horcones Superior Glacier.
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Berge der Welt (1948)
P1. 65. Cerro Mercedario and Cordillera de

la FAaad.
P1. 69. Aconcagm.

Ischer (1948)
P. 111. Nevado de Chaei, summit area.

Boucher (1949)
P. 103. Nudos de Cachi.

Kirchhoff (1949)

P1. 412. Nevado de Famatina.
PI. 433. Sierra de AconquiJa.

Magnani (1949)
P. 39. Cerro Tambillo, glacier terminus.

Doraw•ki (1950)
Pl. 21. Aconcagua group, glaciers at N end,

Cordillera de la Razoida in distance.
P1. 23. Cordillera de la Ramada.
Pl. 24. Cerro Mercedario.

Heinsheimer (1952)
Fig. 1. Derecho Glacier, Cordillera de Totora.
Figs. 2-8. Ice features on Derecho Glacier,

Cordillera de Totora.

=rmillod (1952)
Pp. 267 and 268. Aconcagua, Horcones Superior Glacier,

1948.

Severino (1953)
Pp. 30-31. Aconcagua.
PP. 36, 38, 46, 54, 58,

and 62. Aconcagua.

Ferlet (1955)
Pp. 18, 19, 22, and 23. Aconcagua, S side.

Domiceli (1956)
1p. 259, 262, and 267.. Ojos del Salado.
P. 263. Tres Cruces.

Ferlet and Poulet (1956)

Eight photos of Aconcagua., S side.

Note: According to Pan American Union (1964), much of Chile north of 430S
has been photographed from the air since 1955. Most of these photographs
are held by the Instituto Geogr~fico Militar in Santiago.
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GLACIERS OF CHILE AND ARGERIM BETWEEN
LATITUDE 330 S AND LATITUDE 40°S

Immediately south of the trans-Andean railway, glaciers lie in the
Nevado de la Plata in Argentina near 330S, 69°25'W, and for about 270 km
along and near the Chile-Argentina border from 320 55'S to about 35*20'S:
the total area of ice is about 1270 sq. km (Lliboutry, 1956, pp. 307-309).
Almost all the precipitation falls in the winter with westerly winds. The
largest glaciers lie in-Argentina on the leeward side of the mountain
massifs, not only because of snow drifting, but also because the topogra-
phy is less dissected than on the Chilean side. Another factor may be
that the sun shines upon the eastern glaciers during the cooler half of
the day, causing less ablation. As far south as 34030's there is as much
ice in Argentina as in Chile (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 310).

Snow and ice pinnacles--nieve penitente--are more widespread and
better developed in this region than anywhere in the world (Lliboutry,
1954, p. 465). The glaciers differ as much from glaciers in cool temperate
regions as from those in the tropics and have been termed "subtropical"
(Lliboutry, 1958, p. 265). Because precipitation is confined to winter,
virtually all. falls as snow on the glaciers (Troll, 1942, p. 46). Up to
a very high altitude the entire winter snow accumulation is changed to
ice by melting and refreezing during the dry summer, and permanent snow-
fields are thus very small or even absent. Superglacial ponds and water-
filled crevasses show that the glaciers are below freezing point through-
out the year 5resumably at high altitudes_. In the ablation areas the
glaciers carry little or no englacial or subglacial meltwater (Lliboutry,
1956, p. 312).

The equilibrium line is difficult to recognize on mny glaciers for,
in a wide zone of transition between the ablation and accumulation areas,
the upper parts of the ice pinnacles may represent net accumulation while
the hollows between represent net ablation (Lliboutry, 1954, p. 486).
Temperatures at -he equilibrium line are lower than those in the Alps:
mean annual and summer temperatures in the Alps (Oberland) are OC and
3.50C, respectively, and on Juncal Norte Glacier are -4.80C, and -1C'
(Lliboutry, 1956, p. 315).

In the southern part of the range, where winter precipitation is
greater and-the sumners are less arid than in the north, the glaciers
have more firn and less superimposed ice, and no pinnacles: they are
more like those of the Alps. On the western side of the range the most
northerly glacier of this type is at 34*40'S, but "subtropical" glaciers
extend further south on the drier eastern side (Lliboutry, 1958, p. 265).

The mountains may be divided into ten groups fdified from Lliboutry,
1956, pp. 307-3097.
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Cord6n del Plata

The Cord6n del Plata falso referred to as Nevado de la Plat!7 extends
for about 50 km northeastward, from about 33e10'S, 6940'W, to about
32045'S, 69030'W. The maximu elevation has been variously given as over
5000 m (Caretta, 1945, p. 121); 5500 m (American Geographical Society
1:1,000,000 map, Sheet S.l.19); 5852 m (Chilean 1:250,000 map, Sheet
3370); or 6310 m (Bertone, 1937, p. 241). Glaciers are short and steep
and covered with pinnacles. A long summit glacier trending north lies
at 32057'S, 69026'w, on Cerro Rinc6n (Caretta, 1945, pp. 122-123).

Cerro Juncal Group
(32*55's to Paso de las Pircas, 33*15'S)

The Cerro Juncal group contains Alto de los Leones (5445 m), Cerro
Juncal (6060 m), Nevado del Plomo (6050 m), and several lower peaks. On
the Chilean side the main glaciers are Juncal Norte and Escondido, flow-
ing north, and Juncal Sur and Olivares Alpha, Beta, and Gamma, flowing
south. These glaciers cover what is essentially a rectangular plateau
21 km by 8 km and trending northeast (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 323).

Juncal Norte Glacier is the only one that has a permanent firn field
in dry years. Morphologically it is a valley glacier of classic alpine
type, with an icefall connecting the steep, heavily crevassed accumula-
tion area with a nearly level tongue. Below the icefall the spacing of
Forbes bands suggests an annual velocity of 400 m. The position of the
debris-free terminus changed little between 1942 and 1955, probably be-
cause the glacier's great range of altitude renders it rather insensitive
to climatic fluctuations (Wliboutry, 1954, p. 486; 1956, p. 332).

Juncal Sur Glacier has its source on the south side of Cerro Juncal
and is about 15 km long, the largest in Chile outside Patagonia. In 1947
it advanced some 3 kim, pouring over an icefall at 3500 m and spreading
out for 1 sq. km over the valley floor 600 m below (Lliboutry, 1956,
p. 231). In 1950 the tongue was still crevassed and active, but by 1953
the crevasses had almost disappeared (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 331). Llibbutry
(1956, p. 232) does not believe that the advance was caused by the ava-
lanching of hanging glaciers, for the glacier consists of two branches,
one of which had no hanging ice above it, yet both advanced. He attri-
butes the advance to the heavy precipitation that is known to have fallen
in the Santiago area in the period 1898-1905. Compared to its neighbors,
the glacier is favored by having much of its accumulation area at a high
level (Lliboutry, 1954, p. 493). Early in 1965 a group from the Univer-
sity of Chile studied the glacier. Movement was found to be very slow
and there was evidence that the glacier, "composed of three ice streams,
suffers perturbations in its mode of flow at the point of union" (Miller,
1965).
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Olivares Alpha, Beta, and Gaona glaciers are of low slope, and lie
mainly between 3800 m and 4600 m. The equilibrium line, taken as the
level where moraines emerge from the ice, is at 4400a m, 300 m below the
firn limit. In dry years, however, virtually no firn remains on the gla-
ciers (Lliboutry, 1954, pp. 4487T-490). They are sensitive to climatic
fluctuations because of their small altitude range, and a very clear
vegetation trimline shows that they were formerly 100 m to 150 m thicker,
and formed a single glacier. In 1935 Olivares Beta and Go=& glaciers
were still Joined but from 1943 to 1953 Olivares Beta Glacier receded
over a kilometer ýLliboutry, 1956, p. 324).

On the Argentine side Puente del Inca Glacier, flowing northeast
from Cerro Tres Gemelos (32 0 52'S, 70°04'W), was 1 km to 2 km long and
ended at 3900 m about 1906 (Reichert, 1910, p. 206). In the Rfo Blanco
valley at this time were five glaciers between one and three kilometers
long, all ending at about 3600 m; the longest was that flowing southeast
from Cerro Tres Gemelos. An end moraine lay about 300 m lower and a
kilometer in front of these glaciers (Reichert, 1910, p. 209). Forty
years later the glaciers had disappeared except for some debris-covered
ice (Domicelj, 1955, P. 229).

The topographic maps on a scale of 1:25,000 made by Helbling (1919)
from a survey of 1908 are the best that have been made of the Santiago-
Mendoza Andes (Lliboutry, 1954, p. 472). They cover the Argentine gla-
ciers in and near the valley of the Rro Plomo from 32°57'S to 33114'S.
Less accuracy is claimed for the sheet covering the glaciers on the north-
east side of Tupungato. Helbling's glacier names differ slightly from
those used by Lliboutry (1956) which are followed here.

In 1908 a terminal moraine lay about half a mile in front of the
joint Juncal Segundo (Este) Glacier and Rfo Plomo Glacier (Larden, 1911,
p. 226). Between 1908 and 1912 the glaciers slowly diminished and con-
siderable changes in the distribution of clean and moraine-covered ice
took place. By 1934 the glaciers had receded over 3 km and no longer
joined (Helbling, 1935, pp. 45 and 47).

Nevado Glacier, which did not reach the valley floor between 1908
and 1912 (Helbling, 1935, p. 45), advanced 900 m between then and 1933
and darned the Rfo Plomw. This became known in 1934 after the dam had
broken and caused floods on the RBo Mendoza. King (1934, p. 324) believed
that the glacier advanced catastrophically during the year 1933, but Razza
(1935, p. 222) saw no reason why it should not have advanced over a period
of many years. He claimed that seven shore levels of the drained lake
were annual, showing that the glacier had dammed the river in 1927. The
hanging glaciers on Nevado del Plomo changed little between 1910 and 1934,
but the vh - surface of the upper part of the main glacier sank (cf

Helbling, 1935, P1. 5, and King., 193ý, P1. 7).
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Cerro do lam Polleras GroulD
(Paso do I" Pircas, 33°15'S, to

Paso del !upumgato, 33"18'S)

The Cerro de las Polleras group includes Cerro do las Polleras
(596o a),. Cerro Chimbote (5683 a),. and Sierra Bon.a (5340 zi). in 1908
Reichert (1910, pp. 216 end 219) noted four glaciers, which he called
Polleras I to IV. Pollers I on the northeast side was 3 ka to 4 km
long and ended at 3600 m, Pollcras II on the eastern side was 6 km to
8 km long and also ended at 3600 m. Polleras Ll on the west side va a
sall ice body at about 4300 a, and Polleras IV on the south side was
about 2 km long. All the glaciers were in retreat.

S. Tupun~ato Grogup

(Paso del Tupunfto, 33"18'8, to
Paso Piuquenes, 33038'S)

The Tupungato group includes Cerro Tupungato (6550 a), Nevado
Piuquenes (6000 a), and Cerro San Juan. Four glaciers lie on the eastern
side of Cerro Tupungato, according to Jakob (1940b, p. 97). Helbling
(1919, p. 57) visited this side in 1912 and his map shows tw small gla-
ciers near the Paso del Tupungsto and a lar1ger glacier that flows north-
east from the southeast side of the mountain and is cozposed of three
bran hes. Photographs (Strasser, 1936, pp. 341 and 347) show the north
side to be almst srow-free up to the summit and the west side to support
a short, steep glacier. On the south side a glacier descends in a series
of icefalls to the valley of the Rfo Tunuyfn, the lower part hidden by
debris. According to Jakob (1940a, p. 224) the glacier extends 7 km to
8 km beyond the icefalls, and on the map by Lliboutry (1956) it has a total
length of about 18 ka., all in Argentina.

Cerro San Juan is a volcanic cone with its crater filled with ice,
and having several glaciers on its flanks (Jakob, 194 0a, p. 220). A
photograph shows a debris-covered ice tongue below an icefall (Jakob,
*19

4 0a, p. 221).

Southwest of the sumit of Cerro Tupuzsato is the subsidiary crater
of Volcfi Tupunsatito (5640 a). Lliboutry (1956) shows u atto
Glacier on its western side and Azufre Glacier on its southwestern side,
both about 5 km long.

Southwest of Cerro San Juan a glacier that flows northwest and is
the source of the Rfo Ihseo advanced rapidly for about 4 km in 1935
4(liboutry, 1956, p. 231).
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Cerro MarmoleJo Grou°
(Paso Piuquenes, 33"36'S, to
Paso Nieves Negras, 33°52'S)

The Cerro Marmolejo group consists of the Cerro Mgrmolejo (6100 m)
and the Volc~n San Jos6 (5830 m) massif on the international border and
a group of ice-covered summits to the west of the Portezuelo del Marmolejo.
On Lliboutry's map (1956) the summit of Volcgn San Jos6 is ice-free but
glaciers descend from all sides of the massif. A glacier on the south-
west side is said to have advanced 4 km to 5 km in 1927, reaching the
exceptionally low altitude of 2680 m (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 231).

Cerro del Castillo Group
(Paso Nieves Negras, 33 0 52'S,

to Paso Mmipo, 34015'S)

The Cerro del Castillo group is dominated by Cerro del Castillo
(5485 m) and Volc~n Maipo (5290 m). According to Lliboutry's map, ice
cover is restricted to small glaciers, mainly on the southern sides of
the mountains.

Picos del Barroso Group
(Paso Naipo, 34°15'S, to

Paso Molina, 34025'S)

The Picos del Barroso group is dominated by Picos del Barroso
(5000 m) and Cerro Catedral (4770 m) fico de Padrones in Lliboutry,
195g. Glaciers are mostly on the south sides of the peaks; the largest
is Cachapoal on the south side of Picos del Barroso, reconstituted from
a large hanging glacier and covered with debris (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 319).

Alto de los Arrieros - Cerro Sooneado Group
TP-to Mo~lina, 3255,to
Paso as Dams, 3453'S)

The Alto de los Arrieros-Cerro Sosneado group coiitains the Alto de
los Arrieros massif (4986 m), Volcgn Tinguiririca (4130 a) and the Sierras
de Bellavista (4300 m) in Chile and some ice-bearing summits such as Cerro
Sosneado (5189 m) and Volcan Overo (4619 m.) in Argentina. The summers
are less dry than in the latitude of Santiago and the most northerly gla-
ciers of Alpine character are found with large firn areas, many crevasses
and seracs, and abundant meltwater. They are found farther north in the
wetter western part of the area than in the drier east. Ice or snow pin-
nacles are rare and are absent from the ablation areas, which can there-
fore be easily walked upon (1aliboutry, 1956, p. 336).
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Serveral large glaciers flow from the Alto de los Arrieros-Cerro el
Palomo massif. According to Lliboutry (1956, Fig. 50), Cortaderal Gla-
cier flows east, Palomo Norte Glacier northeast, Cipreses Glacier north-
west, and Universidad Glacier south. Photographs of Cipreses Glacier
taken near the beginning of the century (Martin, 1909, Pl. 26 and 31)
show a moderately steep valley glacier with its tongue covered with debris.
Between 1957 and 1959 it receded greatly (Garcia, 1957, p. 125).

Universidad Glacier Zalso called Resurrecci6n (Lankenau, 1958, p. 38)
or San Jos6 (Echevarr:a, 1960of is about 11.5 Im long. It is composed of
tw branches, a west branch with a gently sloping accumulation area be-
tween 3500 m and 4300 m from which ice flows down a 600 m icefall, and
an eastern branch with a lower accumulation area. In the summer of 1944-
j 45, when the glacier ws photographed during the aerial survey by the
U.S. Army Air Force (FI. 2, R 169-171), it ended in a highly crevassed
lobe a short distance from an end moraine, which Lliboutry believed was
evidence for a sudden aud recent increase. By 1956 when the glacier was
visited by a group from the University of Chile, the terminus had receded
1 km and the crevasses had mostly disappeared. Lliboutry (1958, pp. 262
and 264)' believes the advance was caused ultimately by a series of very
wet years that occurred from 1898 to 1905. Between 1905 and 1930 the
glaciers in the vicinity had ben receding (L-kI I; 1958, p. 38).

At the end of summer 1955-56, a normal year, the firm limit ws
about 3200 m on Universidad Glacier but no small glaciers in the area
extended below 3500 a. This was the first difference noted between these
glaciers and those near Santiago, where the firn limit was 200 m to 500 m
above the smallest glaciers because of the role of refrozen meltwater
(Lliboutry, 1958, p. 265).

The Volc~n Tinguiririca massif (4130 m) has much more ice on the
eastern side than on the western side; the climatic causes for this ari
uncertain (Viers, 1965, p. 100). Palacios Glacier, on the southeast. side,
ends at 2700 m (Lankenau, 1958, pp. 36 and 39). The snowiline on the south
side was at 2960 m at the end of summer (March) 1939, and an area that had'
been largely snow-covered in February 1861 was completely bare (Lankenau,
1958, pp. 23-24).

Aerial Lhotographs taken in 1944-45 of the Sierras de Bellavista

(34*35'S, 70 30'W) show a great number of small, steep glaciers, many
with proglicial lakes (Fl. 2, V 167-171).

In Argentina Volcun Overo (4619 m; 34034's, 70Too'W) has a dome-
shaped summit and typical volcanic cone glaciers lying on the surface
instead of occupying hollows (0uhn, 1925, p. 1475. A glacier flowing
south from the western crater has an accumulation area covered with ice
pinnacles and contains no firn. Stakes placed across the glacier revealed
a maximum annual velocity of 4 m (Colqui, 1961, quoted by Capitanelli,
1962., pp. 23-24).
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Hauthal (1895, p. 112) found glaciers with vall-sided termini at
.3 the head of the Arroyo de las Igrimo (about 340'5'S), a tributary of

the Rfo Atuel. At 31450'S, "Ventisquero del Humo" was over 4 km long
and also ended in a vertical wall 10 m to 15 m high at 3800 m. All the
glaciers in the area were receding, and some moraine-protected stranded
ice lay about 500 m in front of the "Ventisquero del Humo." In 1912
Gerth (1926, p. 121) visited the upper valley of the Rto Atuel. Ee found
only one true valley glacier, 12 km long and occupying a right-hand tribu-
tary to the main valley, which it joined at 34037'S, 70"08'W. The R0o
Atuel flowed beneath the ice tongue. Groeber found the ice bridge still
in existence in 1914 but more recently /_n the 1940'sf7, when he revisited
the area, the glacier had receded 4.5 km. He estimated that, over half a '3.
cubic kilometer of ice had disappeared, probably between 1920 and 1930

(Groeber, 1947, quoted by Capitanelli, 1962, p. 10). Other glaciers in
the area have also receded greatly in recent years (Groeber, 1951, p.
348).

Volcan Peteroa Group
(Paso Ias Daman, 34531S.', to I

Paso Deshecho, 35¶'8's)

The Volc~n Peteroa group contains Cerro Las Orejas (3960 a), Cerro
El Horno, Cerro Santa Elena (3829 m), Volc~n Planch6n, and Volcin
Peteroa along the international border, and several peaks with sall gla-
ciers to the east in Argentina.

About .1912 Cerro Las Orejas had small glaciera reaching 3200 a on
both the Argentine and Chilean sides, and Cerro El Horno and Cerro Santa
Elena also carried small glaciers on their western sides (Gerth, 1926,
p. 121, and P1. 7, Fig. 2). In the 1944-45 aerial photographs, however, 4

the western sides of these last two peaks appear to be ice-free (Fl. 2,
R 148). The eastern side of the range between Paso Las Dmws and Cer~o J
El Horno has extensive ice cover. Fairly clean, highly crevassed gla-
ciers descend from icefields of gentle slope, the lowest reaching 2500 m.
They have receded greatly in recent years (Viers, 1965, pp. 98-99).

Volcfn-Peteroa is an active volcano with a rounded, ice-covered
sunmit and a crater surrounded by thick ice valls. Some snow or ice
pinnacles develop (Gerth, 1937, Pi6. 3 and 4), and at times the snow sur-
face is black with ash (PIS. 5 and 6).

In Argentina several peaks west of the 70th meridian have smell
glaciers. About 1912 the firn limit on Los Dedos del Fraile (35010'b,
70•10'1W) and Cerro Risco Plateado (34055'S, 7000'w) Ws at 3600 a and
3800 a and the glaciers ended at 3550 m and 3600 m, respectively (Gerth,
1926, P1. 6 and p. 121). In a recent aerial survey, no glaciers were
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seen on Cerro Risco Plateado, but the eastern part of the massif was not
seen. Twenty kilometers east of Cerro El Horno, seven cirque glaciers
lie ou the southeast side of a 4322-m-high ridge; the largest is 600 a
1onR, and they appear to be on the verge of extinction (Viers, 1965, P.101).

Nevados de ChilIn-Volcn Lanfn Group
(Paso Deshecho, 35018'S, to Latitude 40"S)

Between Volchn Peteroa and 4O0S only isolated summits carry glaciers.
The U. S. ArXj Air Force aerial survey of 1944-45 (Fl. 2) photographed
this area at the end of summer in 1945., and the photographs of Flight 2
clearly show the ice cover along the western side of the Cordillera.

Cerro Descabezado Chico (3250 m; 35W's, 70*37'W) has very small
glaciers beneath its southeast ridge (Fl. 2, R 125).

Cerro Sen Francisquito (3480 m; 35 0 40'S, 7 0°24'W) has no glaciers
but probably has some permanent snow (Fl. 2, R 118).

Cerro Campanario (4002 m; 35055'S, 7023'W) is a slightly dissected
volcanic cone with a summit glacier and a small glacier on the southve3t
side (Fl. 2, R 98)o

On a peak near 360s, 71 0 1'W, are some short, highly crevassed gla-
ciers (Fl. 2, R and V 92-94).

The Nevado de Lonquen (230 m; 36*13'S, 71010'W) is a moderately
Sdissec,2 volcanic cone with some ice bodies on and near the summit,
especially on the southeast side (Fl. 2, R 83).

Volcan Domuyo (4785 m; 36037'S, 7O*27'W) lies in Argentina east of
the main Cordillera. Photographs show small glaciers around the summit
(Villaroel, 1950; and U.S. Arny Air Force Fl. 2, R 71).

The Nevados de Chill9n (3169 m; 360521S, 710 25'W) have a steep cre-
vassed glacier on the southwest side flowing from the summit of the high-
eat point, Cerro Blanco. A flattish icefield extends southeastward from
Cerro Blanco to Volcfn Nuevo (Fl. 2, R 50-53). A sketch map made in the
middle of the nineteenth century (Philippi, 1863, PI. 8) shows a broadly
similar situation, but east of Volcan Viejo an extensive area of permanent
snow and ice (Philippi• 1863, p. 246) had disapp-Ared by the 1940's
(Briiggen, 1,948, p. l-36).

Volc~u Antuco (2985 m; 3r25'S, 71*20'W) is a fresh, undissected
volcanic cone, bare on the western side but with ice on the south and
east. Sierra Velluda nearbly (38$5 m; 37*28'S, 71325'W) is a dissected
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volcanic cone with some moderately long glaciers on the south side
(n. 2, R 26).

Volcgn Copahue (2969 m; 3r"52'S, 7°*O'w), Volcin C&llaqu•n (3164 m
3V5'OWS, 71°25'W), and Volcfn Lonuima (2822 a; 3822'S, 71035'W) ha-ie
ice-covered summits and typical volcanic cone glaciers on their flanks
(Fl. 2) 1R and 13).

Volc~n Llaima (3124 m; 38°423S. jleI2'W) and the very active Volc~n
Villarrica (28140 m; 39 025'S, T7 055'W) have glaciers.

Volcfn lanlin (3O 6 m; 39039'S, 71°30'W) is an extinct volcano. In
1896 Hauthal (1904, p. 53) found 3 km of completely debris-covered dead
ice, forming the te n'inal part of a glacier on the north side. The
accumulation area was small and the glacier shrank appreciably in the
course of the next year. Continued great shrinkage took place from 1897
to 1909 and from 1909 to 1918 (Km, 1918, P. 177). A conparison of
photographs from 1896 (Hauthal, 1904, p. 54) and 1933 (de la Motte, 1933,
p. 328) shows no great shrinkage of the upper parts- of the glacier. In
1933 the summit was a rounded dome of ice, estimated to be 45 m thick,
with no trace of a crater. Ice extended 90 z down the no-thern slopes
and 1200 m down the southern slopes (de la Motte, 1933, pP. 329 and 331).

Cerro quetrupilllm (2360 m), between Volcan Villarica and VolcanLanfn, may carry glaciers (see de la Mrtte, 1933, photo p. 329).
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htoghic Sources

Cord6n del Plata

Dertone (1937)
Pp. 242 and 243. Cord6n de la Jaula.
P. 245. "Vallecitos" Glacier; sumnit of

"!31M Plata. "

Caretta (1945)
P. 123. Cerro Rinc6n.
Pp. 125 and 126. Cord6n de la Jaula.

-_ (1946)

Pp. 66-68. Cord6n de Plta.

Cerro Juncal Group

Fitz Gerald (1899)
P. 252. Cerro Tres Gemelos.

Reichert (1910)
Fig. 2. Cerro Tres Gemelos.
Figs. 3 and 4. Glaciers in the Rio Blanco valley.

Larden (1911)
P. 224. Nevado del Plmo and glaciers.
P. 226. Glaciers at head of the Rfo.Plomo

valley.

Reichert (19.11)
Fig. 1. Nevado del Plmo and Ri$

Plomo glaciers.
Fig. 3. Juncal Segundo Este Glacier

and BRo Plcoo Glacier.

|i Helbling (1919)
Fig. 5. Rio Plomo Glacier, upper part.
Fig. 6. Nevado del Plow., W side.
Fig, 7. Nevado del Plowo, E side and

Nevado Glacier.
Fig. 8. Juncal Sur Glacier, upper part.4

P13. Terminusof RioPlomo
Juncal Segundo Este Glacier,
1910.
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Pl. 4. Nevado del Plomo, 1910,
P1. 5. Nevado del Plomo and Nevado

Glacier, 1910.
PI. 6. Nevado Glacier, aerial view,,,

1934.

Razza (1935)
Eleven photos of Nevado Glacier.

Mrmillod (1940)
Figs. 107 and 108. Cerro Juncal.
Fig. 110. Alto de los Leones.

Berge der Welt (1948)
P1. 69. Cerro Juncal.

Lliboutry (1954)
PI. 2. Termini of Olivares glaciers.
PI. 4b. -Rock glaciers.

(1956) poorly reproduced photosj
Figs. 32, 35, and 52. Glaciers on Cerro Juncal.
Fig. 55. Alto de los Leones.
Fig. 65. Olivares Alpha Glacier, accumi-

lation area.
Fig. 69. Olivares glaciers.
Figs. 70, 71, and 73. Juncal Sur Glacier.

Echevanrf (1959)
P. 232. Alto de los Leones.

"Cerro de las Polleras Group

Argentine Government (1900)
Pl. 40. Cerro de las Polleras.

Reichert (1910)
Figs. 6 and 7. Cerro de las Polleras.

Strasser (1936)
P." 347. Cerro de las Polleras.

Berg der Welt (1948)
P1. 71. Cerro de las Polleras.

T2ungto Group

Fitz Gerald (1899)
PP. 157 and 186. Cerro Tapungato.
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Argentine Government (1900)
Vol. 1, frontispiece. Cerro Tupungato.
Vol. 2, P1. 41i. Cerro Tupungato.

Lazden (1911)
P. 218. Cerro Tupungamt, 1909.

Strasser (1936)
Pp. 341 and 343. Cerro Tupungato, W side.
P. 346. Glaciers just N of Tupungato.

Jakob (1940a)
P. 221. Cerro San Juan.
P. 222. Cerro Tupungato, S side.

(194ob)
Figs. 4 and 6. Cerro Tupungato, S side.
Fig. 5. Cerro San Juan.

Magnani (194T)
Pp. 267-270. Cerro Tupungato, 5 photos.

Bergeder Welt (1948)
Pl. 72. Cerro Tupungato.

laiboutry (1956)

Fig. 58. Nevado Piuquenes.

Cerro Marmolejo Group

Berge der Welt (1948)
Pls. 70 and 72. Volcfn San Jose.

Lliboutry (1956)
Fig. 40. Marmolejo Norte Glacier.

Alto de los Arrieros-Cerro Sosneado Group

Rauthal (1895)
PFl. 1-5. Glaciers in the Arroyo de las

Lg•lm~s and the "Arroyo
del Humo."

Argentine Government (1900)
P3I. 43. Glaciers near Paso Holina.

PIs. 26 and 31. Cipreses Glacier.
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Klm (1925)
P1. 10. Volcan Overo
Pi1. 11-13. Ice pinnacles on Volc~n Overo.
P1. 14. Ice-covered mountains W and NW

of Volc~n Overo.

Gerth (1926)
Pl. 62 Fig. 2. Glacier in R:o Atuel valley.

P1. 7, Fig. 1. Panorama, Cerro El Palomo to
Cerro Sosneado.

K(Uhn (1927)
Fig. 75. Cerro Sosneado.
Fig. 76. Volc~n Overo.

Gerth (1937)
Photo 7T Cerro Sosneado and ice-covered

range near by.

Lliboutry (1956)
Fig. 26. Universidad Glacier.
Fig. 75. Cipreses Glacier.

Iankenau (1958)
P. 20. Glaciers N of Volcan Tinguirfrica.
P. 23. Volc~n Tinguiririca.

Lliboutry (1958)
Fig. 2. Universidad Glacier from air,

1945.
Fig. 3. Universidad Glacier and glaciers

near by.
Fig. 5. Universidad Glacier terminus, 1956.

Capitanelli (1962)
Fig. 10. "Atuel" Glacier.
Fig. 11. Glacier on Volc~n Overo.

Volcn Peteroa Grou,

Argentine Government (1900)
P1. 46. VolcLn Peteroa group.

Gerth (1926)
Pl. 6, Figs. 3 and 4. Volcfn Peteroa, ice on summit.
P1. 7, Fig. 2. Cerro Santa Elena and Cerro

El Horno.
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(193T)
Photos 1-6. Volcan Peteroa.

U. s. Army Air Force (1944-45)
Flight 2, R-130-140. Volcrn Peteroa group.
Flight 2, R-148. Cerro Las Orejas-Cerro Santa Elena.

awkenau (1958)
P. 20. Glaciers just N of Cerro Orejos,
P. 21. Herera Glacier, Cerro Orejos.

Newdoh de Chi1ln-Volcln LanCn Group

Pls. 3T and 38. Volc~n Ian:Gl, N side.

Arge3tine Government (1900)
PI. 49. Volc&1 Lan~rn.

GalUois (1901)
P1. 13. Volcan Lanrn, W side.,

m m, (1901.)
PP. 54 and 55. Vole(n Lanrn, N side.

ni--ihn (19181
Pls. I and 5.- Volcau lanfi, SE and NE sides.

de la Motte (1933)
P. 328. Volcgn Lanrn, N side.

Kirc.off (1949)
P1. 188. Volcgn Copahue.
P1. 195. Volc~n Ianrn.

Villarcel (1950)
Two photos of Volcan Domyo.

Note: In addition to the photographic sources listed abovev references
are given within the text to the U. S. Anry Air Force 1944-45 aerial
photographs.

According to -Pan American Union (1964), much of Chile north of
4303 has been photo6grphed from the air since 1955. Most of these
photographs are held by the Institut0 Geogrifico Militar in Santiago.
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MAp Sources

American Geographical Society, New York. Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000.S.I-19 Santiago-Mendoza, 1939.
S.J-18, 19 Concepci6n-Neuqu6n, 1956.

Instituto Geogr~fico Militar, Santiago. Carta Preliminar 1:250,000.
3270 Los Andes, 1954 (pinted 1957).
3370 Santiago, 1954.
3470 Rl Teniente, 1956 (reprinted 1958). I
3570 Descabezado Chico, 1953 (reprinted 1955).
3671 Laguna del Maule, 1951 (repr'inted 1955). J,
3•71 Lagina de la LaJa, 1950.
3871 Lonquimay, 1950 (reprinted 1957).
3873 Temuco, 1951 (reprinted 1961).
3971 Rfo Curimeno; 1950.
3973 Valdivia, 1950.

Helbling (1919)
Accompanying map. /Cordilleras de los Andes!, 1:25,000. L7olored

contour map in 3 sheets, plus 2 maps entitled
Bosguejo de Mapa del Cerro Tu3ung2ato and
Uebersichtskarte der Cordilleren zwischen
Aconcemm und Tup.ungto both 1:250, 000oJ

Gerth (1926)
P1. 6. Der argentinische Anteil der Kordillere zwischen

dem Rio Grande und dem Rio Diamante, 1:200,000.
LUblished by Justes Perthes, Gotha.

Lliboutry (1956)
Fig. 50. Punzones-Palomo-Tingujririca ff:l150, OO7.
Accompanying map. Andes de Chile Central, Mitad Sur, 1:150,000.

---L/ontour mp~j

Viers (196y
Fig. 5. Glaciers guaternaires e glaciers actuels dans le

haut bassin du Rio Grande Ll:47,00 7.
Flga 7. Glaciiers et reliefs glaciaires entre le rio Tor-

U- '6- et 1royodel Burro Ll:T%,0Q/
Accompanying map. Reliefs volraniues et glaciers du massif du

Accompanying map. Glaciers et modell1o _aire entre la frontiere
et le Rio del A•nrm Caliente Ll:50,5o70o.
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GiACIERS OF CHILE AND) ARGE61°IA
BETWEEN lATITUDE 400S AND THE NORTH

pATAG0NIaN ICEFEm (ABOUT 460 S)

South of the 40th parallel the Sierra de Lilpela (2290 m; 40 015'S,

710 47sW) had small glaciers along the crest at least as late as the end

of the nineteenth century (Moreno, 1898, Pl. 36; Argentine Government,

1900, P1. 55; Gallois, 1901, Fl. 14). Volc6n Puyehue (2240 m; 4Q035S,

'(2o08'W) may support glaciers. In 1912 Cerro Puntiagudo (2490 m;

W4057'S, 72015'W) had glaciers on the south side, but the north side had

only snowbeds that Reichert believed probably disappeared in some years
S(K611iker and others, 1917, P. 56). A photograph taken in 1937 shows the

summit area thickly encrusted with ice (Henke and Hess, 1938, p. 590).

Volcan Osorno (2660 m; 41°07'S, 72°30'W) carries glaciers and when Reichert

climbed it, the ice and snow filling the crater formed a flat plain 300 m

across. Fumaroles issued from rock outcrops around the rim (K6lliker and

others, 1917, p. 59). Volchn Calbuco (2015 m; 41 020'S, 72 0 35'W) had a

small glacier on its south side in 1912, and a large snowfield on the

north side. The mountain erupted violently shortly after these observa-

tions (Kllikur and others, 1917, p. 66).

Cerro Tronador (3460 m; 41l0'S, 71 0 53'W) on the Chile-Argentina

border is heavily Ice-covered. The permanent snowline in the 1950's lay

at 1500 m on the west side of Cerro Tronador and 1800 m on the east side

(Lliboutry, 1956, P. 345), but in mid-February, 1963, it was at 2200 m
on the southeast side (Flint and Fidalgo, 1964, p. 339). The sumnit is

surrounded by a zone of steep crevassed ice with rock outcrops, below

which is the gently sloping accumulation area. Surrounding this are steep

cliffs down which ice avalanches or flows in icefalls. The continual

avalanches have given the mountain its name, which means "Thunderer"

(Jakob, 1936, p. 12).

The terminus of Frias Glacier on the northeast side of Cerro Tronador

was 200 m wide and reached an altitude of 825 m at the turn of the century.

In front were several regularly spaced recessional moraines. Casa Pangue

Glacier on the north is a reconstituted glacier covered with debris on

which shrubs grow. In 1911 it reached 370 m (i61liker and others, 1917,

p. 41) and has receded greatly since. On the southwest side of the moun-

tain is RCo Blanco Gr'ande Glacier, whose debris-covered tongue reached

700 m (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 345).

On the southeast is Rfo Nanso Glacier; its tongue is a reconstituted

glacier 5 km long with a heavy debris cover (Lliboutry, 1956, P. 31j2). It

is easily accessible and was studied in 1959. The results of this inves-

tigation showed that the glacier may have formed a massive end moraine

about 2250 years ago and a much later readvance brought the glacier once

12
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)l! more up against this old moraine. A study of the growth layers of trees
affected by this advance suggests that the glacier was in an expanded
state from the early eighteenth century to 1795, from 1809 to 1821, from

1832 to 1834, and in 1847. Recently the central part of the terminus
advanced a short distance into the forest dating from the mid-1920's;
this advance was perhaps slowly continuing in 1959 (Lawrence and Iawrence,
1959, p 20-25).

According to Reichert, Cerro Techado (1880 m; 41003'S, 72 0 05'W)
had a small glacier on its southern side in 1910, and peaks near by of
only 1400 m had small ice bodies (KOlliker and others, 1917, p. 49).

About 25 km east of Cerro Tronador, the mountains between Lago Nahuel
Huspi and Lago Mascardi have small glaciers (Gri3.eisen, 1943). Flint and
Fidalgo (1964, p. 339) reported that between 390101S and 41°20'S on the
eastern side of the cordller- many empty cirques appeared to have lost
their glaciers very recer'; certainly in the last 200 years. All the
cirque glaciers that thc. aawv in this area were wholly below the firn
limit in late February, 1963; one of the highest was situated at an alti-
tude of 2000 m., 20 km southeast of Cerro Tronador §robably in the moun-
tains between Lago, Nahuel Uuapi and LRo Mascardi where GrUneisen (1943)
had noted several glacier-s_.

On Cerro Yate (2111 m; 41*45*S, 72°20'W) Reichert estimated the per-
manent snowline at 1200 m in 1912 but he gave the altitude of the termini
of the western glacier as 1600 m and of the eastern glacier as 1500 m
(K6lliker and others, 1917; p. 83).

Between Cerro Yate and 46 0S most of the information about the gla-
ciers comes from the 1944-45 aerial survey carried( out for the Chilean
Goverrinent by the United States Arny Air Force. Unfortunately the flights,
were made early in the season when only the longest ice tongues reached
below the snowline. Some of the Chilean 1:250,000 maps made from these
photographs give a generalized picture of the ice cover, but others omit
it a3.together as Llibouttry (1956, p. 346) has noted.

The Cord6n del Pico Alto (42015'S, 72 0 1'W) has many short glaciers
and at least one true valley glacier flowing northeast toward the Arroyo
Ventisquaro that has shrunk only slightly from a large end moraine. Some
shorter glaciers flowing toward the Arroyo Alerzal have shrunk consider-
ably from recent tri-mlines (Fl. 400, R 4-6). According to Rentzell (1935,
p. 156), the mountains in the Cord6n del Pico Alto have much larger gla-
ciers than do mountains of the same height near Lago Nahuel Huapi.

Cerro Chato (2440 m; 420301S, 72"05'W) has several small glaciers
much shrunken from recent trimlines (Fl. 400, R 16). In the 1870's the
permanent snowline on the east side of Estero Cocau at 42-25'S, 72-25'W,
wa*s at about 1300 m, (0-rVtin, 1880, p. 170).
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Cerro Torrecillas (2133 m; 42°4o's, 71 0 55'W) has two cirque gla-
ciers on its eastern side, the larger with an area of about 1.8 sq. km.
This glacier is reconstituted beneath a 300-m cliff but only firn, not
glacier ice, is said to avalanche down. .he tongue was 600 m long and
covered with debris in 1950 when the position of the terminus was marked.
The firn limit, extrapolated from the tree line at 1300 m, has been
estimated at 1500 m (Colqui and Madejski, 1952, pp. 21U-214).

A photograph taken at the turn of the century (KrUger, 1900, Pl. 5)
shows a glacier on the southeast side of Cerro Torrecillas ending a short
distance from a grove of trees.

Volcan Minchinm~vida (2470 m; 42°45'S, 72'25'W) is an almost com-
pletely ice-covered, little dissected cone (Fl. 400, R 34; Fl. 401, R 39).
KrUger (1900, p. 15) noted two glacier tongues. The timberline in the
vicinity he found to be at about 980 m, and the snowline at about 1410 m.

The entire area between about 430S and Puerto Aisýn at 45 020'S has
far more glacier ice than the maps indicate. Huge avalanche cones and
reconstituted glaciers are common. Volcn Corcovado (2300 m; 43101'S,
72°45'W) has several glaciers (Fl. 401, L 188). Cerro Cuatro Pyr/mides
(2408 m; 43008'S, 720 30'W) and Cerro Nevado (2042 m; 43°28'S, 72 050'W)
are extensive rolling ice-covered plateaus, surrounded by precipices

S(Fl. 401, L 188). A glacier flowing toward the Corcovado valley reached
205 m above sea level at the turn of the century, according to Steffen
(1919, p. 306; 1944, p. 286). A glacier forming the source of the R•ro
Corcovado near 43031'S, 72 024'W, terminated at 590 m- in 1899. Its tongue
was about 600 m broad and appeared to have been gradually retreating for
some time (Kriger, 1909, p. 54). The mountains to the east along the
Chile-Argentina border have many short, steep glaciers; the permanent
snowline on the peak near 430 30'S, 710 40'W was at about 1700 m at the
turn of the century (Kriiger., 1900, p. 23).

Monte Melimoyu (2379 m; 44005's, 720 52'W) and Monte Mack (2960 m;
45008'S, 73015'W) are volcanic cones with extensive glaciers (Fl. 452,
L 69; Fl. 401 L 225). An icefield of about 150 sq. km is centered on
Cerro Overo (14°25', T2°25'W); the outlet glaciers have shrunk only

slightly from end moraines (Fl. 401, L 145).

South of Puerto Aisek the ice as shown on the maps more nearly coin-
cides with that visible in the aerial photographs. Between Puerto Ais'en
and the north Patagonian icefield are several mountain groups with rhort
glaciers, and two small icefields. One icefield is at 45*55's, 730W.
Short outlet glaciers on the east side all show signs of considerable
recent recession (Fl. 406, L 202), but the 12-km-long Huemules Glacier

* flowing northwest has shrunk much less (F1. 406, L 64). The other ice-
field at 46O0 8'S, 73008'W also has a long outlet glacier flowing north-
west that has shrunk little. All other glaciers in the area have receded
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greatly from recent moraines. The permanent snowline between 45°S and460 S on the vest side of the cordillera is at about 1400 m (Sabor, 1950,

p.124BI
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r (Photorphic Sources

Moreno, (1898)Codleae
P1. 36. Cordillera de L!!pela /7Ipel_7.

Argentine Government (1900)
PI. 68. Panorama N, W, and S from Cerro 30

de Marzo, 420 45'S, 72°i0'W,
including Volcan Minchintavida.

P1. 70. Panorama S and W from Portezuelo
Navarro, 42043'S, 72010'W.

P. 789. Glaciers NV1 of Portezuelo Ia Cruz,
1420 37's, 72007'W.

Gallois (1901)
PIs. 17 and 18. Cerro Tronador.
P1. 21. Panoram from Portezuelo

Navarro L~ame as Argentine
Government, 1900, PI. 687-

P1. 22. Cerro Central group, 43 040'S,
771035'W.

Pl. 25. Glaciers on and near Cerro Ap Ywan,
46010S, 710 52'W.

K1lliker and others (1917)
* Pp. 42 and 46. (Cerro Tronador, summit area.

P. 52. Cerro Techado, summit.
P. 52. Cerro Puntiagudo, summit.
P. 54. Cerro Puntiagudo.
P. 58. VoLcfn Osorno, summit.
P. 82. Ice; on Volecn Calbuco before 1912

eruption; summit of Cerro Yate.

Steffen (1919)
P. 136, P1. 3. Cerro Tronador, terminus of

Frias Glacier.
P. 446, P1. 25. Glaciers on Nevado del Gallo.

Rentzell (1935)
Pp. 157, 15% and 163. Glaciers in the Cord6n. del Piqo Alto.

Jakob (1936)
Pls. 2-5. Cerro Tronador.
P1. 10. .Ro Manso Glacier L-?J on

* Cerro Tronador.
Pl. 14. Rio- Blanco Glacier.
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He•ke and Hess (1938)
P. 590. Cerro Puntiagudo.

Palarza (1938)
Pis. 31 and 33. Cerro Tronador, Rfo Blanco Glacier.
PIs. 34 and 35. Rfo Manso Glacier.

Griuleiseu (1943)
Pis. 66 and 70. Glaciers between Lago Nahuel Iuapi

and Lago i4ascardi.

U. S. Army Air Force (1944-45)
JDetails of aerial photographs are given in the text.

Berge der Welt (1948)
P1. 73, Cerro Tronador.
P1. 74. Cerro Puntiagudo.
Pl. 75. Volc~n Osorno.

Note: According to Pan American Union (1964), much of Chile north of
-- 7133 has been photographed from the air since J]955. Most of these

photographs are held by the Instituto Geogr.fico Militar in Santiago.
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American Geographical Society, New York. Hispnic America, 1:1iO,000.
S.K-18, 19 Puert Mntt-Rf c but, 1956.
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S.L-19 Comodoro Rivadavia, 1956.

Instituto Geogrifico Militar, Santiago. Carta Preliminar 1:250,000.
4072 Rupameica, 1950
4073 Osorno, 1950.'•4172 Lago Vidal Gormaz, 1950.

-- 4173 Puerto Montt Lfu-da~te_/.

4272 Ri o Puelo, 1950.
4273 Castro, 1950.
4372 Palena, 1952.
4373 Golfo Corcovado, 1950.
4473 Isla Magdalena, 1950.
4573 Puero Aisgn, 1953 (reprinted 1957).
4672 lago Buenos Aires, 1953 (reprinted

1956).
4673 Monte San Valentfn, 1950.

Sliboutry (1956)
Fig. 51. apa Esquirtico del TronadorSLl- 20, 00.
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GIACIERS OF CHILE AND ARGENTINA BETWEEN
LATITUDE 460 s AND THE STRAITS OF MAGEIJAN

The Andes between 4608 and the Straits of Magellan contain the two

Patagonian icefields, the most extensive glacier systems in South

America, resembling those of southeastern Alaska. The climate also is

similar but even more maritime; summers are rather cooler with much

stronger winds, and winters are warmer. One glacier from the northern

icefield and many from the southern icefield reach sea level.

Bertone (1960) has listed 356 Argentine glaciers between 47*30'S
and 51 0S, giving the name, position, type, behavior, altitude of terminus,

and area. Twenty-eight were stationary and the remainder receding. This

publication should be consulted for such details on glaciers in this area.

Northern Patagonian Icefield

The northern Patagonian icefield has a maximum north-south length

of 130 km and a maximum east-west width between glacier termini of 75 km.

Mach of the information presented here has been obtained from the aerial

photographs taken for the Chilean Government by the United States Army

Air Force in 1944-45. The glacier names follow Lliboutry (1956, Fig. 55),

and unnamed glaciers are identified by the latitudes of their termini.

The icefield may be divided into a northern, a central, and a south-
ern section. The northern section comprises the glaciers flowing from

Monte San Valentfn-- 4058 m on maps but probably 3876 m according to

Lliboutry (1946, p. 360)-- and the entire basins of Circe, Pir~mide, and
Huata glaciers; it is rugged and very crevassed, with many nunataks
(Fl. 406; R 90-94). The central section is an undulating, little-crevassed
firn field (Reichert, 1923-24, p. 16), bounded on the south by a chain of
mountains rising above it and extending southeastward from the south side

of San Tadeo Glacier to the southern side of Colonia Glacier (Fl. 406;

R 97-106). Its altitude is between 1100 m and 1500 m (Club Andino
Bariloche, 1954, P. 3). Extensive snow morasses have been encountered
in December at about 1100 m (Lliboutry, 1956, P. 360). The southern

section includes the mountain chain and the icefield to the south. It

is moderately rugged with many nunataks and crevasses (Fl. 406; R 114-124).

In 1964 a party crossed this part of the icefield from San Rafael Glacier
to Colonia Glacier and encountered several badly crevassed areas (Shipton,
1964, p. 186).

All the outlet glaciers on the eastern side of the icefield show signs

of recent shrinkage. Those originating on and near fbnte ina Valent~f,
such as Circe and San Valentfn Este, have a very heavy debris cover in
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their lower portions and have shrunk vertically rather than horizontally
(F.l. 4o6,, L 86 and 178). Leones Glacier calves into a 10-km-long lake
(Fl. 406, L 98): it is very rough and crevassed and a party attempting
to go up--it was forced to turn back (Joos, 1960). The end moraine enclos-
ing the eastern end of this lake is 100 m to 140 m high and Helm (1940,

p. 286) believed it was late-glacial in age. Nef, Colonia, and Pared
Norte are long valley glaciers; the first two have shrunk moderately,
the last has shrunk greatly from a recent maximum, as has neighboring
Pared Sur Glacier (Fl. 406, L 109-124). All these glaciers carry muchj less debris than do those from Monte San Valentfn.

East of the icefield several mountain groups are heavily ice-covered;
all the glaciers show signs of great recent shrinkage. The Cordon
Contreras (46050'S, 730W) is typical (Fl. 409, R 49-55).

On the western side of the icefield most of The glaciers are health-
ier than on the eastern side, and their surfaces are almost free of rock
debris. Steffen Glacier has receded moderately (Fl. 558, V 10) and the
glaciers at 47*20'S and 47°15'S have shrunk only slightly from recent end
moraines (Fl. 558, L 17). The glacier at 470 13'S and Benito Glacier and
its distributaries show little sign of shrir.ka/e (Fl. 55.3, L 20 and 24,
V 26). The mountains to the west of Steffen ana *.-nito glaciers have
many small glaciers not shown on the maps; they a.petar to have shrunk
only slightly. The lobate terminus of San Tadeo Glacier has' in places
receded from an end moraine but elsewhere is against it. An older moraine
lies beyond (Fl. 456, R 175; Fl. 555, L 27-30). Pl.Uin (1933, P. 76),
who traveled over San Tadeo Glacier in 1920, found the ice "even and of
good quality over large areas" with little debris on it. He also noted
the abundance of ice-dammed lakes in side valleys. The tongue of Andrg
Glacier, a distributary of San Tadeo Glacier, appears to have receded
slightly since 1920, forming a small proglacial lake.

San Rafael Glacier is the only one from the northern icefield that
has been investigated scientifically. It calves into a sea-level lake,
reaching tidewater at a lower latitude than any other glacier in the world.
Velocity measurements were made in 1921 (Reichert, 1923-24, p. 10) but the
results are not known. The lake shore is formed by an end moraine; an
older moraine lies a short distance beyond and a younger moraine, largely
submerged, is between the lake shore and the ice front 10 km away.
Muller (1959, P. 5) has called these the Tempanos I, II, and III moraines,
in order of-decreasing age.

Rhythmically bedded deposits (rhythmites), many of them probably
formed in less than a year, suggest that the Tempanos I-II interval lasted
200 to 400 years or perhaps longer (Muller, 1959, P. 8). Organic material
from near the base of bottom sediments of a pond on the Tempaixos I moraine
is 3610 4 400 years old (Heusser, 1960, p. 568). Wood in peat 35 cm
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(Heusser, 1960, P. 570).

From this evidence Heusser and Muller have reached different con-

clusions about, the glacial history. Heusser (1960, P. 570), believes
that the glacier advanced prst tsresent position abcut 5000 years ago

and reached its maximum at the Tempanos I moraine about 4000 years ago;
later readvances formed the Tempanos II and III moraines. Muller, how-
ever, concludes that the till overlying the 6850-year-old peat near the
present glacier margin is so unweathered that it must date from the
historically documented advances of the glacier. The Tempanos glacia-
tion, he believes, is late-glacial (Muller, 1960). Both Heusser and
Muller admit difficulties in their interpretations: Heusser (1961, p. 15)
is puzzled that the pollen record shows no glacial conditions compatible
-with the size and extent of the Tempanos moraines, and Muller (1960) is
surprised that accumulation did not start earlier in the Tempanos I pond.

By A.D. 1675 San Rafael Glacier was probably again smaller than in
1959. In 1766 another advance was in progress, culminating shortly before
1882. Recessional moraines were formed about 1910 and 1935, and in 1958
the glacier was advancing into terrain that had been ice-free at least
29 years- (Lawrence and Lawrence, 1959, PP. 13 and 18). In x964 Shipton
(1964, p. 186) reported that the glacier was still close to the forest.
The whole surface -was a chaotic mass of seracs and crevasses, avd the only
route to the icefield was along the narrow trough between the forest and
the glacier. In 1921 Reichert (1923-24, p. 10) noted that the lateral
moraine was composed of uprooted tree-trunks; whether these dated from
the 1882 maximum or the 1910 readvance is not known.

The joint glaciers Huata and Pirnmide formerly' extended- into the
Golfo Elefantes and formed moraines similar to those of'San Rafael Gla-
cier (Heusser, 1961, p. 5). Huata Glacier now shqws no sigi of shrink-
age and may be advancing (Fl. 558, R 39, V 38). Pirumide Glacier has
shrunk slightly.

A group of peaks reaching 1562 m between Pirkaide Glacier and th6
coast carries small glaciers (Fl. 558, R 43), and at the northern end of
the Penfnsula de Taitao at 46*s, 74035 'W, some peaks reaching 131g2 nm
have small ice bodies near the summits (Fl. 456, L 16). The firn limit
on the western side of the mountains between 46*S and 4rS m*y therefore I I
be at about 1300 m, close to Sabor's estimate of 1320 m. (1950, p. l11).

Glaciers Between Lago Buenos
Aires and Lago San Nrtfn - - -

Lago Buenos Aires and Lago San Nurtfn are on the eastern sidýi of the,
Cordillera but drain into the Pacific by the Rfo Baker and the Rfo PaSCu e
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respectively.. Many mountains with cirque and valley glaciers are situated
between these two lakes and their river outlets.

On the southern,- side of Lago Buenos Aires near 116045's, 72'15'W, a
group of cirque glaciers show signs of great recent shrinkage (Fl. 409,
R 203).

Cerro-Cochrane Lor San Lorenz" (about 3700 m; 47°35'S, 72d20'W) is
heavily ice-covered with several valley glaciers radiating from the pre-
cipitous main peak. In 1940 the glacLer on the northern side at the
source of the Rio Platten ended 200 m from a moraine-dammed lake into
which it had been, calving a few years previously (Agostini, 1941, p. 277).
All the glaciers on Cerro Cochrane appear in the aerial photographs to
have shrunk greatly from a recent maximum, though the lower parts of the
two longest that flow west and south, are completely coverfed by debris
that has inhibited, terminal recession (FI. 409, i 175-178). A small gla-
cier on Cerro Hermoso just east of Cerro Cochrane was reported by Magnani
(1961, p. 10) to be against its terminal, moraine.

West and southwest of the Cerro Cochrane massif are several small
ice-covered plateaus from which short valley glaciers descend. These
glaciers carry little debris in contrast to those on Cerro Cochrane, and
all show signs of considerable recent hrinkage (Fl. 409, L 75-90).

The glaciers in the Gran Cord6n Nevada (480201S, 72 045'W) have also
shrunk considerably. The peninsula to the south, lying between the Brazo
Norte Occidente and the Brazo Norte Oriente of Ii-ago San Martfn, contains
many small glaciers, most of which have lost about a third of their length
since a recent maximum (F1. 409, L 110 and 145).

The Sierra de Sangra on the east side of the Brazo Norte Oriente is
heavily ice-covered. Valley glaciers radiate in all directions from a
central icefield and reach down to 1300 m (Bertone, 1960, p. 25). All
have recently receded greatly and most now terminate in proglacial lakes.
When a glacier flowing east toward the Rfo Mayer was photographed in 1897,
it was considerably thinner than it had been at a recent maximum but had
receded.only a short distance from the end moraine (Hatcher, 1903, p. 142
and Pla. 16 and 17). By 1945 the glacier had receded an estimated 2 km
to 3 km-and a pr6glacial lake extended from the ice front to the end
moraine (-Fl. *409, R 150). Many cirque glaciers lie on the peaks due south
of the Sierra de Sangra as far as about 48*50'S, their termini being at
about 1400 m to 1500 ma (Bertone, 1960, p. 29).

Southern Patagonian Icefield

The southern Patagonian icefield is 360kkm long and extends through
'aibout three degrees of latitude from 48*15'S to 51020'S. Its greatest
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width between glacier termini is 90 km in latitude 48*50'S, but for much
of its length it averages about 40 km. Outlet glaciers reach sea level
in- the fiords on the western side, many of which are choked with float-
ing ice. On the east the largest glaciers c..lve into piedmont lakes at
185 .m to 285 m above sea level. On the west coast the climate is ex-
tremely, maritime: at Evangelistas (52°241S, 75*06'W), for instance,
slightly to the south of the icefield, average monthly temperatures range
from 4.4"C to 8.7 0 C, and annual precipitation averages about 262 cm
(.Arroyo and Solar, 1958, pp. 20 and 27). By extrapolation Schwerdtfeger
(1956, pp. 67 and 76) has estimated that on the icefield at 2000 m the
average monthly temperatures range from -10 0 C to -5 0C and the precipita-
tion is 700 cm per year. Shipton (1962a, p. 124; 1963b, pp. 160-182),
who spent several weeks in the accumulation area of the northern part
of the icefield, has described the atrocious weather to be expected in
midsummer, including heavy drifting blizzards with winds up to 200 km per
hour. There is a great contrast between the warm northwesterlies and the
cold southwesterlies; durIng a midsummer cold spell snow may on occasion
lie at 500 m on the eastern side, 500 m to 600 m below the timber line.
In these latitudes the winds are strongest and most persistent in summer
(lamb, 1959, P. 15), and in winter long calm periods are common.

Little scientific information is available about any of the glaciers
and most travelers' information is about the more easily accessible east-
ern glaciers. The western glaciers and the higher parts of the icefield
remained largely unknown till the 1944-45 aerial survey. A study of the
aerial photographs shows that the western outlet glaciers and the small
independent glaciers to the west of the icefield were then in a healthy
condition, many of them being in contact with the forest; but on the
eastern side, with few exceptions, the outlet glaciers had receded con-
siderably from recent end moraines. Small independent glaciers to the
east of the icefield had shrunk greatly, most having lost between a third
and half of their former length.

The northern part of the icefield west of Lago San Martrn is an ex-
tensivre undulating plain with a few small nunataks (Fl. 556, L 126-140,
R 65-75). Cerro Mellizo Sur and Cerro O'Higgins rise several hundred
meters above the eastern side of the snow plain. Further south the ice-
field is much more rugged and crevassed and dominated by mountain peaks
rising through it (Fi. 560, L 27-69).

An active volcano, Cerro Pirlmide /or Lautaro_ (3380 m; 49'03'S,
7333'W)i lies, in the northern part of the icefield. Activity in recent
years has been slight (Shipton, 1963b, p. 181) but, as evidence for past
eruptions, large quantities of ash and pumice are reaching the surface in
the ablation areas of glaciers within about 60 km of the crater. The vol-
cano was first seen by Reichert in 1933 but Liboutry (1957, p. 24), una-
ware of this, mistakenly located the volcanic center elsewhere (Shipton,
J1960, p. 167).
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Glaciers on the Western Side ofthe Icefield

Jorge Montt Glacier (Fl. 556, R 85) has receded considerably from
a recent maximum--lO km in the last 40 years, according to ,Shipton
(l963b, p. 11T).

The two glaciers at 48°23'S and 48*25'S are in contact with thc
forest in places and close to it elsewhere (Fl. 556, L 91 and 98).

Bernardo Glacier is near a maximum (Fl. 556, L 98).

Tempano Glacier is in contact with the forest (Fl. 556, L 101).

The glacier at 48050'S has receded slightly; layers ot Volcanic ash
are melting out in the ablation area (Fl. 556, V 105, L 105").

Greve Glacier has much volcanic ash upon it. Part of the terminus
appears to be advancing, and part has receded slightly (Lliboutry, 1957,
Fig. 8; Fl. 560, R 6; Fl. 556, L 64 asd 105). The glaciers on the west
side of Cerro Pir~mide are very steep and crevassed (Fl. 560, L 5).

South of Greve Glacier, Brilggen Glacier LZr Pio XI7 calves into
Fiordo Eyre. In 1830 H.M.S. Bagle sailed to the head of this fiord and
King (1839, p. 337) reported a river flowing through a lowland from a
large glacier, presumably the Greve but possibly the BrCggen. He men-
tioned neither a tidewater glacier nor floating ice. In 1926 Briggen
Glacier advanced to the opposite side of the fiord (Agostini, 1941, p.
60); when and where tiis advance ended is not known, but by 1945 when
the aerial survey was made the terminus was 3 km behind its 1926 posi-
tion (F1. 560, R 11, L 10; F1. 556, L 56 and 113). In 1962 the terminus
had readvanced about 5 km (Mercer, 1964). The glacier is very crevassed
and many ice-dammed lakes occupy side valleys.

The glacier at 49032'S is very crevassed and is near a maximum
(Fl. 56o, L 23).

On the eastern side of Fiordo Falcon the three glaciers at 49032'S,
49"40'S, and 4943'S, are near a&maximum but the glaciers at the head of
the fiord and along the western side have shrunk moderately from a recent
maximum. They are all very steep and broken and apparently very active,
for the fiord is choked with ice (Fl. 560, L 25).

Seno Penguin contains a great deal of floating ice but the calving
glacier was hidden by cloud in the aerial photographs (Fl. 557, R 169).
A calving glacier lies at the head of Seno Europa (Fl. 557, R 163), and
Guillardi Glacier appears to be advancing (71. 557, R 159).
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The glaciers on the western side of Seno Andrew have shrunk moder-
ately from a recent maximum but on the eastern side and on the north side
of the entrance to Fiordo Calvb are in contact with or near the forest(Fl. 560, L 42-45). These glaciers are all Very steep and crevassed and
carry little debris. Tilman (1957, p. 106ff) describes the difficulties
encountered in ascending the glacier at 50"38'S, which he called "Calvo"Glacier. Of the lateral moraine he wrote, "compared with Himalayan
moraines it was despicably small and failed miserably in offering the
easy going that they generally provide. (The absence of well developed
moraines was a characteristic of all the glaciers we saw. )" Further up
they encountered a "frightful jumble of seracs and yawning chasms," and
on the upper glacier they experienced extremely violentk vd unpredictable
changes of weather.

Several steep, clean, and highly crevassed glaciers calve into Fiordo
Calvo, producing large numbers of bergs. The recent behavior of the gla-ciers could not be determined from the aerial photographs (Fl. 560, L 49)
but no marked recession is evident.

Asia Glacier is a clean, very crevassed tidewater glacier and is
apparently advancing (Fl. 560, L 55).

Amalia Glacier is also a clean and very crevassed tidewater glacier.
In the 1944-45 aerial photographs (Fl. 560j L 58, V 59) it had receded
slightly from a recent maximum and was not far from where it had been in
1908 (Quensel, 1912, PI. 4), but ten years later the terminus had appar-
ently receded several kilometers (Tilman, 1957T, p. 10, and P1. 8 a).

The three glaciers at 5105'S, 510081S, and 5111'S have shrunkmoderately from a recent maximum (Fl. 560, i_63 and 64), and the glacierat 51"18'S is near a maximum (Fl. 40O, L 133).

On the peninsulas and islands to the west of the icefield are some
independent glaciers, few of which are shown on the maps. Glaciers rec-
ognizable on the photographs exist in the following places: Penfnsula
San marti:n, about 48010'S, 74"10'W, highest point 1585 m (Fl. 456 R 131
and 556, L 91); Isla Serrano, 48"22'S, T445'W, highest p 1int 1554M m
(FI. 456, R 67); North of Seno Teu-pano, 4835'S, 7•,15"Whighest point
1372 m (Fl. 456, R l19); Isla Wellington, at 49"S, 74*45'W (Fl. 456,
L 83), and 4920'S, 7T47'W, highest point 1-il.1 m (FI. 456, L 90);
Peninsula 4mouth, 49025''S, 7415'W (Fi. 456, R 96); between Fiordo Falc6n
and Seno Penguin, and between Seno Penguin and Fiordo Europa (FI. 557,
R 158-176).

"These are mostly summit glaciers with small ice tongues descending
from them, except between Fiordo Falc6n and Seno Penguin, where several
miniature icefields lie.
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Glaciers on the Eastern Side of the Icefield

On the eastern side of the Pouthern icefield and south of Lago
Argentino four glaciers end in proglacial lakes with Pacific drainage;
:from south to north theme &Me Wlmsceda, Tyndall, Grey, and Dickson
glaciers.

BlImaceda Glacier is about 12 km long, and is highly crevassed near
its tongue (Fi. 410, R 129). Its lobate terminus dams three proglacial
lakes (71. 4i1, B 37). Tyndall Glacier is about 35 km long, of gentle
slope, and very clean; it dams tio progladial lakes, and shows signs of
moderate recent shrinkage (Fl. 411, R 33) The tongue of 30-km-long
Grey Glacier Is split in tvo by a rock outcrop (Fl. 411, R 27). A com-
parison of photographs shows no obvious changes between the 1890's
(Argentine Oovrnwat, 1900, Pl. 134) and 1929 (Agostini, 1941, p. 103);
both branches of ",-he terminus reached the lake. According to local re-
ports the glacier reached the forest in the mid-1920's but has been
receding since (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 401). A conspicuous patch of surface
moraine near the center moved down the glacier about 4 km between 1946
and 1956, an average of 400 m per year (Lliboutry, 1956, Fig. 59).

Dickson Glacier had receded moderately from a recent moraine when
photographed in the 1890's (Gallois, 1901, P1. 29). Nordenskjold (1907,
p. 32) described the calving terminus as low and the surface behind the
terminus as very crevassed in 1896. Between then and 1943 photographs
show that it receded an average of 17 m per year (Lliboutry, 1956, p. 401).

Small independent glaciers lie on the mountains to the east of the
four glaciers just described. From Cerro Balmaceda (2035 m) two steep,
clean glaciers descend to the shores of Seno Ultima Esperanza, separated
from the water by end moraines. They show little change between 1908
(Quensel, 1912, Pls. 2 and 3), 1929 (Agostini, 1941, pp. 85 and 88), and
1945 (FI. 411, R 39). The Cerro Paine massif has several short, rather
dirty glaciers which showed signs of considerable recent recession when
photographed, probably in 1929 (Agostini, 1941, pp. 90-107).

East of Cerro Balmaceda f many small glaciers and glacier remnants
lie on the mountains in the vicinity of Cerro Teneriel (1860 m), only a
few of them shown on the Chilean 1:250,000 map. All show signs of great
recent shrinkage of about a third to half their length and many no longe*'
have any accumulation area (Fl. 411, V, L, and R 37-40).

The iceshed between the Pacific and Atlantic drainage separatef
Dickson Glacier from Frfas Glacier, which flows toward the Brazo Si&t of
Lago Argentino. Frfas Glacier was called "Richtergletscher" by Hauthal
in 1899; the debris-covered glacier terminus was in retreat and 3 km of
outwash lay between it and Laguna Frfs, which was separated fror Lago
Argentino by some massive end moraines. These moraines, 7 km from the
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present ice front, he believed to belong to the Late-Glacial. Three
small ridges lay close to the ice tongue (Hauthal, 1904, pp. 45-46).
Hauthal's account has been misinterpreted by Raffo, Colqui, and Whdejski
(1953, p. 339) to imply that the glacier at the end of the nineteenth
century had receded 7 km from •some very fresh moraines. Their error has
been repeated by Lliboutry (1956, p. 401); in fact according to the map
made from the 1945 aerial photographs, the width of the outwash plain and
the distance of the glacier from the Brazo Sur are about the same as in
1899. The glacier terminates at about 280 m (Bertone, 1960, p. 102).

Moreno Glacier fismarckgletscher of Hauthal and Quensel_ is a very
clean •glacier of about 200 sq. km that calves into Lago Argentino. It
has become well known because it has consistently advanced since its dis-
covery and in recent years has blocked an arm of the lake, causing severe
flooding of grazing land. It has been under observation since 1899, when
Hauthal surveyed the tongue; he repeated the survey the following year
and found that the front had advanced. By 1908 Quensel found that it had
advanced a further 100 m (Hauthal, 1904, p. 35; 1910, p. 139). In 1914
the glacier had advanced almost across the lake (Reichert, 1917, p. 229)
but not till 1935 was the first ice dam formed. From 1935 to 1963 the
glacier dammed the lake ten times and in October 1956, *Just before the
dam broke, the water level had risen 23 m (Heinsheimer, 1956, 1958). The
dam broke again in March 1963 when the writer was in the area. The gla-
cier has been encroaching on forest hundreds of years old, according to
Nichols and Miller (1952, p. 42).

Between 1947 and 1952 the Servicio Meteorol6gico Nacional studied
Moreno Glacier. In 1948 they set out a line of stakes 5.5 km from the
terminus, extending from the northern margin two thirds of the way across.
Eighteen months later a resurvey of the stakes showed that annual move-
ment increased from 35 m twb hundred meters from the margin to 965 m in
the central area (Raffo, Colqui, and 1adejski, 1953, p. 328). The prime
cause of the prolonged advance was believed to be the capture of part of
the accumulation, area of adjacent Frfas CGlacier which they believed ELs-
takenly as shown abovej had receded 7 km in the late nineteenth century
'(Raffa., Colqui,, and Ma~dejski., 1953, P. 339).

Ameghino Glacier, about 15 km long and 52 sq. km in area, ends in
a proglacial lake at 200 m above sea level, separated from Lago Argentino
by an outwash plain. Studies of tree growth layers have shown that the
glacier reached a maximum in the mid-1870's, since when it has shrunk 100 m
to 150 m vertically. Parts of the margin were advancing in 1959 (Nichols
and Miller, 1952, p. 46; Mercer, 1960, p. 2).

Mayo Glacier impounds a lake 6 km long, the western end of which is
only 8 1-7 from Seno Andrew, a branch of the Pacific, and several steep and
narrow glaciers calve into this lake. The terminal area of Mayo Glacier
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is very crevassed and almost impassable, and on the upper glacier there
is an ,expanse of surface moraine formed by a huge landslide (Shipton,
1963b, pp. 52 and 58). The glacier has shrunk considerably from a maxi-
mum extent in the mid-1870's (Mercer, 1960, p. 3).

Spegazzini. Glacier is a clean, very broken glacier that calves into
Lag6 Argentipo. The terminus changed little between the 1920's and 1959.
A few very small glaciers lie in the Penfnsula Avellaneda to the east.

Onelli and Agassiz glaciers calve into Lago Onelli only a few meters
above the level of Lago Argentino. Onelli Glacier has thinned moderately
but has receded very little horizontally from a maximum that may have
been reached in the 1880's. It descends in a series of icefalls from the
divide but the lower part is little crevassed and is easy to travel on.
The tongue appears inactive and produces few bergs. Agassiz Glacier is
steep and crevassed and the tongue continually calves small bergs. In

1959 the margin was close to a trimline that had been formed in the mid-
1870's (Mercer, 1960, p. 4).

Upsala Glacier is about 60 km long and has an area of 595 sq. Ikm
(Bertone, 1960, p. 78). Part of the terminus is a calving front about
2.5 km wide and part ends on land. Eight kilometers from the terminus
the glacier is 14 km wide (Fl. 410, R 184). Very active and crevassed
tributaries descend from the mountains on the west and compose about half
the ice reaching the calving front. The other half comes from the undu-
lating accumulation area near the head of the glacier.

The ablation area is moderately crevassed throughout but has been
crossed on several occasions; for example, by Agostini in 1930 in order
to reach the high snowfield overlooking Fstero Falc6n (Agostini, 1941,
p. 151). The writer found traveling up the eastern margin of the glacier
easy in late summer. Above the firn limit (about 1200 m-in March 1958)
skis could be used. The surface gradient was very gentle near the firn
limit and the iceshed between Upsala and Viedma glaciers was only 200 m
higher.

-Radiocarbon dating has shown that Upsala Glacier was advancing about
350-B•C. and reached a maximum near 100 B.C. A later and less 1extensive
adiance culminated about A.D. 1600, when the calving front was about 8 km
ahead of its present position. Most of the recession must have taken
place before the present century, for a photograph by Skottsberg '(1911,
p. 274) shows the front close to its present position (Mercer, 1965,
p. 4o8).

East of Upsala Glacier the higher pre-Cordillera carry many glaciers.
A very steep glacier on the eastern side of Cerro Norte ends in a progla-
cial lake, round which are end moraines of two different ages, the older
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I
formed about A.D. 350. On the southeastern side of Cerro Norte a recon-
stituted glacier also has two end moraines, the younger dating from about
A.D. 1550 (Mercer, 1965, p. 409).

Southeast of Cerro Norte is a plateau glacier from which steep out-
let glaciers depcend to about 1000 m (Bertone, 1960, pi 65; Fl. 410,
R 191).

Viedma Glacier is the only glacier that calves into Lago Viedma. A
good account of two weeks traveling over the glacier near and above the
snowline and the weather conditions encountered is given by KMllikerý and
others (1917, pp. 349-367). The glacier is composed of two branches of
about equal size from the southwest and the north, separated by a large
and conspicuous medial moraine. The total length of the glacier is about
40 km and its area about 575 sq. km (Bertone, 1960, p. 48). For about
8 km from the terminus the surface is impassable because of crevasses,
but becomes smoother farther up. Much pumice and rust-colored ash comes
to the surface in the ablation area. The nunatak in the middle of the
glacier at the foot of the Cord6n Mariano Moreno (Fl. 556, R 50; F1,-. 410,
R 206), from which the medial moraine starts, was believed by Lliboutry
(1956, p. 413; 1957, p., 24) to be the volcanic source of the ash, but when
the writer visited it in 1959 he found no trace of vulcanism; the active
volcano, as has been mentioned earlier, is Cerro Pir~mide. A large ice-
dammed lake occupies the valley on the southern side of the glacier,
mistakenly shown as a glacier on most maps. Two sets of stranded end
moraines suggest that Viedma Glacier has varied in much the same way as
Upsala Glacier.

Several independent glaciers lie in the mountains immediately east
of Viedma Glacier, on Cerros Huemul and Solo, and the Fitz Roy group.
The glacier on Cerro Huemul did not change perceptibly between 1916
(K6lliker and others, 1917, P. 336) and 1945 (Fl. 409, R 130). Two
glaciers descend from the south side of Cerro Solor to the floor of the
valley of the Rfo T6nel (Fl. 5562 L 50), terminating at about 800 m
(Bertone, 1960, p. 48). The western one was called De Quervain Glacier
and the eastern one Tinel Glacier by K8lliker in 1917. Both glaciers had
then receded from a recent moraine (K8lliker and others, 1917, Fig. 14).
A photograph taken by the writer in 1959 shows little change.

In the valley of the Rfo Fitz Roy, Adela Glacier ends behind a pro-
glacial lake (Fl. 556, L 47). It is a combination of several glaciers
and the branch originating on the southern side of Cerro Fitz Roy carries
much surface debris. The terminus has changed little since 1931 (Agostini,
1941, p. 211). Five end moraines lie in the valley and along the lake
shore and, from a study of the vegetation, the dates of the two youngest
have been estimated at pre-1900 and about A.D. 1700. From radiocarbon
dating of a bog the third moraine is thought to date from about A.D. 1100.
The two oldest moraines are of unknown age (Wrcer, 1965).
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Piedras Blancas Glacier, on the eastern side of Cerro Fitz RoyI ends
in a proglacial lake surrounded by a massive end moraine that was breached

by the lake in 1913 (Agostini, 1941, p. 218). No appreciable change in
the glacier took place between 1937 (Agostin±, 1941., p. 215) and 1945
(Fl. 409j, 1R2P7).

The glacier at the head of the Rfo El'ctrico valley is composed
partly of ice from the eastern side of the Cord6n Marconi and partly of

•ice from the main icefield. It offers easy access to the icefield and
has been used by several parties. The tongue receded and the upper parts
of the glacier thinned considerably between 1938 (Agostini, 1941, p. 229)
and 1945 (Fl. 409, R 128; Fl. 556, L 44).

Five glaciers descend from the eastern side of the Cerro Gorra Blanca
massif, all ending in proglacial lakes (Fl. 409, R 124).

Schinmeyer or Chico7 Glacier carries much volcanic ash. It calves
into the head of the Brazo Sur of Lago San Mart(n: no changes in the
position of the front were apparent between 1937 (Agostini, 1941, p. 254)
and 1945 (FI. 409, R 119; Fl. 556, L 37). All the many small independent
glaciers on the high ground immediately east of Cerro Gorra Blanca and
Schf6nmeyer Glacier have lost about a third of their length since a recent
maximum (Fl. 409, R 120). Slightly farther east small glaciers on and
near Cerro Bonnete (49 0 10'S, 72055'W) have lost about half of their length
(Fi. 409, L and R 123).

0'Higgins Glacier calves into Lago San Martfn on a 6-km-wide front.
It carries much volcanic ash. Its accumulation area has been estimated
at 900 sq. km, lying between 1250 m and 1600 m. In January to February
1957 the temporary snowline was at 1080 m. In 1920 the terminus just
reached a small island at the mouth of the inlet; by 1937 it had receded
800 m, by 1945 1700 m, and by 1957 6000 m (Corbella., 1957, p. 4). fT'he
glacier in 1937 can be seen in Agostini, 1941, p. 240, and in 1945 in
USAA@j, Fl. 409, R 116; Fl. 556, L 34.7 By 1960 Shipton (1960, p. 170)
concluded from local reports that the terminus had receded 8 km since
1933 and the surface had lowered' 180 m.

North of O'Higgins Glacier, Cerro O'Higgins (2773 m) and Cerro Melizo
Sur (3292 m) rise above the icefield to-the west. Most of the glaciers
such as Oriental Glacier (Fl. 409, R 99) contain a component of ice from
the icefield but consist largely of local ice. The large glacier south-
east of Oriental Glacier, however, contains no ice from the icefield
(Fl. 556, R 103). Many of these glaciers end in proglacial lakes.

Between Cerro Mellizo Sur and Brazo Norte Occidente of Lago San Martfn
are many small glaciers, not shown on maps, that have shrunk a third to a
half from a recent maximum (FI. 409, R i06-110).
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Glaciers Between the Southern Pataeonian
Icefield and the Straits of Magellan

South of the southern Patagonian icefield the mountains along
western side of the Fiordo de las Montaffas are heavily ice-covered and
there is no icefree stretch around the head of the inlet, as is suggested
on the maps (F1. 410, L i20-126; Fl. 411, R 47). Five very steep and
crevassed glaciers in the Corden Sarmiento flow east and calve into the
fiord; some have receded slightly, others moderately, from a recent maxi-
mum (Fl. 41o, V 111-118). None of the glaciers on the western side reach
the sea. Small glaciers not shown on the map lie along the crest of the
high ground on the Peninsula Roca on the eastern side of the Fiordo de
las Montafias (Fl. 452, R 51; Fl. 41o, V 124).

On the Peninsula Antonio Varas between Seno Ultima Zsperanza and
Golfo Almirante Montt are many small glaciers, more than appear on the
map. All show signs of recent shrinkage of a third to a half of their
previous length and many no longer have accumulation areas (Fl. 411, L,
V, and R 43-45).

Many glaciers lie in the southern part of the Peninsula huoz Gamero,
none marked on maps (Fl. 505, R 33). Shipton (1962b, p. 268); visited the
area and noted a small icecap near the southern extremity. In the north-
western part of the peninsula, Monte Burney (1750 m) is heavily ice-
covered (Shipton, 1963a, p. 233).

The island between the Peninsula Muloz Gamero and Isla Riesco has
many glaciers and an icefield. The icefield, centered near 52 0 50'S,
73010'W, is about 20 km by 10 km and rests on a plateau; no nunataks break
the surface and the outlet glaciers are steep and clean. Slight recent
shrinkage is apparent (Fl. 505, R 29).

The western half of Isla Riesco has many ice-covered peaks and moun-
tain groups. A small icefield is centered on Cerro Ladrillero (1665 m);
the outlet glaciers have recently receded slightly, and many end in Iro-
glacial lakes. On the southern. side two reconstituted glaciers have a
heavy debris cover but the other glaciers are clean (Fl. 505, R 19).
Round Lago Riesco in the eastern half of Isla Riesco are many glacierets
on hills up to 1040 m in height (Fl. 505, R 12).

In 1881 Coppinger (1883, p. 124) visited the glacier near the head
of Bahia Ventisquero on the west coast of Peninsula Cordova, the south-
western part of the Isla Riesco; it was then advancing into the forest
and many dead trees were incorporated into its end moraine. By 1945 the
glacier had shrunk moderately as had other glaciers in the peninsula
(Fl. 505, V 91, L 89).
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Photographic Sources

Northern Pataonian Icefield

Reichert (19?3-24)
PIs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. San Rafael Glacier, 1921.

Pp. 65 and 68. San Tadeo Glacier.
P. 76. Glacier in Seno Andr~e.

Heim (1940)
Figs. 101 and 102. Lago Leones and glaciers.

U. S. Arm Air Force (1944-45)
Detalls of aerial photographs are given in the text.

Keller (1944-48)
Reproductions of twelve of the 1944-45 U. S. Army Air Force photo-
graphs of the northern icefield.

Berge.der Welt (1948)
-P1. 77. Monte San Valentfn group, E side.
P1. 78. Upper Leones Glacier.
Pl. 79. Part of northern icefield.

Lliboutry (1956)
Seven 1944-45 U. S. Army Air Force aerial photographs; poor
reproductions.

Heusser (1960)
Fig. 2. San Rafael Glacier, aerial view

1944-45.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5. San Rafael Glacier, margin.

Shipton (1964)
Fig. 43. On San Rafael Glacier.
Figs. 44 and 45. On the northeim icefield.

Glaciers Between Lago Buenos Aires
and Lg San Martfii

Hatcher (1903)
Fig. 16 and 17. "Awyer" Glacier, -headwaters of Rfo

Mayer.
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Agostini (1941)
Contains many photographs taken between 1913 and 1935, especially
of the Argentine glaciers.

U. S. Arqr Air Force (1944-45)
Details of aerial photographs are given in the text.

Southern Patagonian Icefield

Agostini (1941)
Contains many photographs taken between 1913 and 1935, especially
of the Argentine glaciers.

U. S. Arm Air Force (1944-45)
Details of aerial photographs are given in the text.

Lliboutry (1956)
Six 1944-45 U. S. Army Air Force aerial photographs; poor
reproductions.

Tilman (1957)
Pls. lJb, 12, and 13. Icefield between Fiordo Calvo and

Moreno Glacier.

Glaciers on the Western Side of the Icefield

Quensel (1910)
Fig. 1. Amalia Glacier, Seno Peel.

(1932)
P1. 4. Amalia Glacier, Seno Peel.

Lliboutry (1957)
P. 19. Greve Glacier; U. S. Army Air Force

1944-45 aerial photograph.

Tilmn (1957)
P1. 8a. Amulia Glacier D-7 ~feversedf.
Pls. 8b and 10. Glacier on N side of entrance to

Fiordo Calvo.

Shipton (1963b)
P. 65. Cerro Pirtaide (Cerro IAutaro).

Glaciers on the Eastern Side of the Icefield

Argentine Government (1900)
P1. 132. Head of Lago Rico, 4Wgo Argentino.
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P. 963. Moreno Glacier terminus.
P1. 133. Laguna Frifas and glaciers.
P1. 134. Grey Glacier.

Geallois (1901)
P1. 27. Moreno Glacier terminus.
PI. 29. Stokes Glacier, Lago Dickson.

Hauthal (19o)
Fig. 1. Moreno Glacier, 1899.
'P. 32. Grey Glacier.
P. 48. Laguna Frifas; Stokes Glacier, Lago

Dickson. fEtchings and paintingsj.

_ _ (1910)
Fig. 3. Moreno Glacier, 1899.
Fig. 6. Moreno Glacier, 1900.
Fig. 7. Moreno Glacier, 1908.

Quensel (1910)
Fig. 8. Upsala Glacier.

Skottsberg (1911)
P. 274. Moreno and Upsala glaciers.

Quensel (1912)
Ple. 2 and 3. Glaciers on Cerro Balmaceda.

K6lliker and others (1917)
Pp. 114, 120, 122, 132,

and 134. Moreno Glacier.
Pp. 234, 256, 360, 362,

364 and 368. Viedma Glacier.
Pp. 28, 264, 336, and

372. Glacier on Cerro Huemul.
Pp. 250, 252, 262, 312,

and 354. De Quervain and Trnel glaciers,
Lago Viedma.

Berge der Welt (1948),
PI. 74. Moreno Glacier.
P1. 80. Glacier on E side of Cerro Fitz

Roy.

Nichols and Miller (1952)
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 7, and 10. Moreno Glacier.
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Lliboutry (1953a)
SP. 173. viedma Glacier; "R~fo Blanco"

Glacier.

P. 25.Cerro Fitz Roy andAdela Glacier,

aerial view.

P. 258. Piedras Blancas Glacier; Adela
Glacierxf/•iboutry's Grande
Glacler/.

Raffo and others (1953)
Seventeen photos of Moreno Glacier.

Lliboutry (195T)
P. 18. Viedma Glacier.
P. 19. Glacier north of Viedma Glacier;

U. S. Army Air Force 1944-45
S~aerial photograph.

Niima (195T)
pis. 14 and 15. Moreno Glacier.

Heinshetmer (1958)
Figs. 1-13 . Moreno Glacier.

, Shipton (1963b)
Front(spiece. Glacier near Lago Onelli.
P. 32. Upsala Glacier.
P. 28. Mayo Glacier.

Merer adtr(5
P. eOe. Utenho Glacier,o 1959r
P. 805. "Dos magos" Glacier, 1964.

GlaciersPBetwee. the Souther- ?tagonlan Icefield and the i G e

S~~~Straits, of FMae.llum '

Quensel (1910)
SFig.. i2. Glacier in Canal Gajardo., Seno

SSkyring.
"U. S. Army Air Force (194--)

SDetails of aerial photographs are given in the text.
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Heinseimer(1958
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° -p Sources

American Geographical Society, New York. Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000.
S. L-18 Penf-sula de'Taitao, 1956.
S.M-18, 19 Isla Wellington-Santa Cruz, 1956.

Instituto Geogr&ico Militar, Santiago. Carta Preliminar, 1:250,000.
4672 Lago Buenos Aires, 1953 (reprinted

1956).
4673 Monte San Valentinn, 1950.
4773 Rfo Baker, 1953.4873 Iago -0'Higns__a'ae-dT
4875 maCial Mesier Z , 1953 (reprinted1956).
4973 Cerro Chaltel o Fitz Roy Lindate_7.
4975 Isla Angamos, 1954.
5073 Cordillerade Paine, 1953.
5075 Isla Madre de Dios, 1954.
5173 Puerto Natales, 1953.
5273 Penfnsula Mufoz Gamero, 1954.
5373 Estrecho de, Magallanes, 1954.

U. S. Air Force, St. Louis. World Aeronautical Chart 1i:1,000,000.
WAC 1585 Taitao Penfnsula, 5th ed., 1962

5rinted in 1962[.
WAC 1627 Rfo Chico 6th ed., 1953 ffrinted

in l95it-

Lliboutry 41953a)
Fig. 2. The South Patagonian Ice Field

L1:1,000, 002/.

(1953b)
Fig. 1. The Monte Fitz Roy Region ":1oooo...

(1956)
Fig. 55. Hielo Patag6nico Norte 5:500,ooo7.
Fig. 56. Hielo Patagnhico Sur (Parte Norte)

/ 0:500, 000o
Fig. 58. Hielo Patag6nico Sur (Parte Sur)

L1:.50 oooj
Fig. 59. Paine Z:150,000; shows Grey Glacier

and Cerro Painje.
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GLACIERS OF TIERRA DEL FUEGO

Tierra del Fuego comprises the archipelago south of the Straits of
Magellan but the name is also applied to the main island of the group.
Many glaciers lie in the mountainous belt running southeast from about
530S in Isla Desolaci6n to 55*30'S in Isla Hoste, the main concentra-
tion being in the Cordillera Darwin on the main island. Except for a
few cirque glaciers in Argentina, all the glaciers are in Chile. Much
of the information about the glaciers has been obtained from the aerial
photographs taken in 1944-45 by the United States Army Air Force for the
Chilean Government, and from reports of climbing expeditions, for few
scientific observations have been made. Two Italian expeditions have
included a glaciologist to make systematic field studies and the post 7
humously published work of de Gasperi (1922) remains by far the fullest
written source of information on Fuegian glaciers; they are individually
described and the positions of the termini marked on several sketch maps.
In 1956 further observations were made on many of the same glaciers and
the results are to be published in due course (Morandini, 1i6 and 1957).

The Fuegian glaciers are on the whole very free from surface debris.,
Mary of the longer outlet glaciers on the windward side of the range have
suffered little recent recession and are close to the forest. Some of
the glaciers that Conway (1899, p. 30) saw may have been advancing for
he said that they "bulge at their snouts very differently from the gla-
ciers of the Alps." Outlet glaciers of the leeward side of the range
have mostly receded recently, and' independent valley and cirque glaciers
have shrunk considerably., According to Sabor (1950, p. 111) the perma-
nent snowline is at 700 m on the west side of the mountains and 1000 m
on the east.

On Isla Desolacion an ice-covered massif is centered on Monte iart
Dyke (1097 m) at about 530S and 74*W (Fl. 505, L 69).

The glaciers of Isla Santa In 6 s are the least known in southern South
America, for clouds covered much.of the island at the time of the aerial
survey in 1944-45. An icefield covers most of the southeastern part of
the island (Fl. 411, L 198). In 1964 an aerial reconnaissance was made
of the northern and eastern parts of the island. Monte Wharton '(1317 m)
in the north had calving glaciers on both flanks, and two very crevassed
and active glaciers calved into the head of Fiordo Helado in the south-
east. Much of the icefield appeared suitable for travel on skis. The
glaciers in the island did not appear to be shrinking (Miller, 1965,
p. 26).

The higher parts of Isla Clarence and Isla Capit*n Aracena support
many cirque and ridge glaciers, which appear to have shrunk moderately
(Fl. 411, 1 212-222).
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On the main island of Tierra del Fuego., a 1O-km-long plateau gla-
cier lies on the peninsula between Canal Gabriel and Seno Keats. In 1913,
according to de Gesperi (1922, p. 255), some ice tongues descended to
150 m to 200 m above sea level, but for much of its length the margin was
uniform and vithout glacier tongues. The 19"-45 aerial photographs show
a similar situation (Fl. 43i, R 143)6

The Pen~nsula Brecknock extends 90 km westward from Seno Contreal-
mirante Marthnez. In the west, summits reach about 1000 m and carry
small glaciers. The peaks are not very rugged and the glaciers are rather
flat-lying (Fl. 412, R 28-36). The altitudes of the mountains and the
extent of the ice cover increase progressively eastward, culminating in
Monte Sarmiento (2306' m). Two very steep and broken glaciers that calve
into Seno Chico have recently withdrawn moderate distances (Fl. 411,
L 153).' The peninsula between Seno Chico and Seno Negri is heavily ice-
covered (Fl. 411, L 151).

Negri Glacier descends into the head of Seno Negri and is separated
by a lagoon from a crescentic end moraine (Fl. 412, V 17; Fl. 411, L 149).
In the early 1880's the glacier terminus was 40 m high and over 100 m
from the shore of the lagoon, and Bove (1883, pp. -101-102) concluded that
it was retreating rapidly. In 1913 de Gasperi (1922, p. 265) estimated
the terminus to be about 100 m from the low, comparatively recent end
moraine along the lagoon shore; a much older and more massive end moraine
lay beyond (de Gasperi, 1922, p. 237). Aerial photographs cannot easily
be compared with those taken from ths ground but no change in the posi-
tion of the terminus is evident between 1913 and 1945 (Fl. 412, V 17).

Glaciers flow in all directions from Wrnte Sarmiento (2300 m), whose
suimit, like all the higher mountains of Tierra del Fuego, is encrusted
with ice and rime. Several expeditions have climbed on the mountain.
According to Conway (1902, p. 196) the glaciers'on the western side reached
the water when H.M.S. B was there about 1830 but 70 years later had
receded behind densely wooded moraines. However, these moraines not only
supported fully grown trees, but were covered by a thick layer of rotting
tiber, so the Beagle's interpretation may fave been wrong. The 1944-45
aerial photographs do not show any great recent shrinkage (FI. 1I41, L and
R 147). Agostini (1959, p. 74) referred to the northern glacier as
Schiaparelli, and the southern as Conway. His Lovisato Glacier on the
southwest side is the only one with much debris cover.

In 195ý6 an Italian expedition climbed Monte Snrmiento from the a.
Out of 57 days spent in their base camp on the water's edge, only fiv
were rainless. The average daily rainfall was 12 m which, if maintained,
would, be over 400 cm a year. The permanent snowline lay at 600 m' (Agostini,
1959, PP- 16 and 118). Near the base camp were Blanca Glacier that was
about 50 m thinner than in 19.10 and &=m, Glacier that had changed little
(Morandini, 1956, pp. 2963 and 2972). These and other glaciers on the
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westec;, side of Seno Contraalmirante Martnez carry little surface debris
(Fl. 411, R 143; Fl. 412, R ii).

The peninsula between Seno Contraalmirante Marti(nez and Seno Agostini
is heavily ice-covered. Several glaciers flow toward the first inlet but
do not reach the water; they appear to have receded moderately (Fl. 412,
L 9, R 11). Several glaciers calve into Seno Agostini and the positions
of their termini in 1913 are shown by de Gasperi (1922, P1. 15). In the
1944-45 aerial photographs little change is evident except that the gla-
cier at 54029'S, 70027'W (de Gasperi's "fourth" glacier) has receded con-
siderably (Fl. 411, L 138; Fl. 412, L, V, and R 7). All the glaciers are
very steep and crevassed. The calving glacier at the head of Seno Serrano,
the southeih branch of Seno Agostini, carries much debris on its surface
(Fl. 412, L 3). The glacier at the head of Seno Ryatt, the northern branch
of the Seno Agostini, produces many nmre bergs than do the other calving
glaciers (Fl. 410, L 93).

On the northeast side of the entrance to Seno Agostini are several,
small glaciers that reminded de Gasperi (1922, p. 252) of those in the
Dolomites. Considerably recent shrinkage is evident in the 1944-45 aer-
ial photographs (Fl. 412, R 3).

Glaciers between Seno Agostini and Dahra- Filton are clean, steep,
and very crevassed, and show signs of slight to moderate recession. The
large glacier flowing toward the head of Bahfa Filton is near a maximum
position (Fl. 410, L 89). The small cirque glaciers between Bahia Filton
and Bahra Br-ooks show signs of considerable recession (Fl. 410, L 86).

A large glacier calves into an inlet on the west side of Bahia Brooks
at 54 031'S (Fl. 410, L 83). 'The inlet divides into two in its upper part,
and the steep ;glacier calving into the head of the western branch was
called Finlandia Glacier by the 1928-29 Finnish Expedition (Krandk, 19§32,
p. 75). It is clean 'on its eastern side but dirty on its western side.
Between 1929 and 1962 the glacier receded, exposing a large area of rock
at the terminus (cf Kranck, 1932, Fig. 22; Shipton, 1963b, p. 193). To
the west of Finlandia Glacier, Shipton (1962, pp. 261-264) noted a lagoon
into which three large glaciers calved. From there he crossed to Bahra
Pfa, Beagle Channel, and back, experiencing very changeable weather with
gales and heavy snowfall.

Marinelli Glacier that calves into Bahia Ainsworth is 25 km long and
has a 5-km-wide front .(Agostini, 1959, p. 33). Apart from two conspicu-
ous medial moraines the surface is clean. In the upper part of the gla-
cier, Shipton (1962, p. 265) found enormous transverse crevasses. Some
moderate recent recession is evident in the 1944-45 aerial photographs
(Fl. 410, L 78), but the terminus is in much the same position as in 1913
(Gasperi, 1922, Pl. 17).
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Several glaciers calve into Bah•L Parry. Della Vedova Glacier is
separated from the southeastern branch of the bay by a 3-3cm-wide outwash
plain. The gradient is low and the glacier carries a considerable amount
of surface debris on its eastern part. In 1913 the terminus had receded
from a recent trimline (Agostini 1929, p. 112) and in 1945 was in much
the same position (Fl. 410, L 705.

East of Bah& Parry the continuous ice cover of the Cordillera
Darwin ends and the mountains become progressively lower, supporting
short valley glaciers in the vest and smalU cirque glaciers in the east.
S=all glaciers lie behind Ushuaia, the easternmost about 25 km east of the
town (F). 507, L 50-54). In the 1890's they ended at about 700 m
(Nordenskj~id, 1907, p. 29). They are the only glaciers in Argentine
Tierra del Fuego.

The peninsula between Lago Roca and Bahfa Yendegaia contains small
glaciers, some of which were entirely below the firn limit in 1945
(Fl. 507, L 40). The peninsula between Bahra Yend%,e'.a and the Beagle
Channel also contains small glaciers irith no accumun..tion areas, and larger
ones with signs of considerable recent shrinkage (FI 507, L 36-38). j

Steppani Glacier flowing toward .3ahfa Yendegaia ends 10 km from the
sea, further than any other outlet glacier in the Curdillera Darwin.
Hyades (1887, p. 150) described it as descending in t-vo or three great
steps. The lower part is of low gradient and carries some surface debris.
The terminus appeared to be receding in 1929 (Kranck, 19.2, Fig. 40) and
little change was evident in 1945 (Fl. 507, t 35).

In 1883 a photograph that is probably of Francecs Glacier seems to
show active ice at the terminus advancing over dead ice (Hyades, 1887,
P1. 5). The photograph was described as showing a wrell-vegetated moraine
60 m high with a 50-mi wall of ice on its crest (Hyades, 1887, p. 485).
In 1913 the glacier ended about 20 m above sea level, and was about 750 m
wide at the terminus (Gasperi, 1922, p. 229). it descends in a tremen-
dous icefall and in 1945 was very close to a maximum poFi!tion (Fl. 507,
V 32). Shipton (1963a, p. 235), when climbing Cerro Bove at the, head of
Frances Glacier, noted the "remarkable absence of n~v6 ev n in the high-
est glacier basins." On the summit ridge he encountered "a mounting
series of huge ice bosses like gigantic cauliflowers poised on a narrow
crest, overhanging on either side."

Between Frances Glacier and Italia Glacier the small independent
glaciers showed signs of considerable recent shrinkage in 1944-45 (Fl. 507,
L 32-33).ý

Italia Glacier descends in a wide icefall that narrows rapidly toward

the calving terminus at the head of a small bay. Agostini (1959, p. i63)

noted that the terminus had advanced -about 1 km after 1914, destroying
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vegetation, and had then receded to its previous position by 1956 (cf
Agostini, 1929, p. 161; 1959, P. 149). This advance must have culmrnated
near 1945 for the aerial photographs taken then show the terminus pro-
truding into the Beagle Channel (Fl. 507, V 30).

Roncagli Glacier was described in 1913 as a typical alpine glacier,
terminating a few meters above sea level but several hundred meters from
the sea (Gasperi, 1922, p. 230). In 1944-45 it appeared to be starting
to recede from a maximum position. Two lakes are dammed in side valleys
on the west side; the terminus of the glacier at the head of the southern
lake is completely hidden by debris and a glacier on the north side of
the northern lake is in a similar state.

In 1959 the main part of Romanche Glacier ended a considerable dis-
tance above sea level and a large waterfall issued from it. A narrow
tongue of ice on the eastern side reached the water (photo by E. Godley,
on file in The American Geographical Society). Descriptions of the gla-
cier in 1883 (Hyades, J.887, p. 151) and 1913 (Gaspepi, 1922, p. 231),
and photographs from 1896 (Nordenskjbld, 1907, Fig. 3), probably 1913
(Agostini, 1929, p. 167), and the 1944-45 aerial photographs (Fl. 507,
L 25) show a similar -state of affairs.

Bahfa Pfa is a narrow fiord about 15 km long with tuo branches;
ab6ut six glaciers reach the water (Fl. 507, L 22).

Oblicuo Glacier, east of Seno Garibaldi, appeared to be near a max-
imum in 1944-45 (Fl. 507, L 19).

Seno Garibaldi (Fl. 507, L 16) and Seno Ventisquero (Fl. 412, L 122)
have calving gl".ciers at their heads. Arctowski (1908, p. 16) visited
Seno Ventisquero hn 1897 and noted that the glacier was of low gradient
and extremely crevassed.

The glaciers between Seno Ventisquero and Bahfa Oceano have recently
suffered slight to moderate recession (Fl. 4312, L 10T).

South of the main island of Tierra del Fuego small glaciers exist
in islas Stewart, Londonderry, and Gordon, and more extensive glaciers
on Isla Hoste. Isla Stewart has a few very small ice bodies near its
highest point of 860 m (FI. 412, R 86). Isla Londonderry has a group of
rather flat-lying glaciers on its western peninsula, probably about 3 km
in length (Fl. 506, L 9k4 Fl. 412, R 97). In 1913 de Gasperi (1922,
P. 233) estimated that their tongues reached 400 m to 500 m above sea
level. Isla Gordon, reaching 975 m, has many short valley glaciers; most
did not reach below 600 m in 1913, according to de Gasperi (1922, p. 233),
but one extended to about 200 m. In the 1944-45 aerial photographs all
the glaciers appeared to have suffered slight to moderate shrinkage
(Fl. 507, R 25).
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The Peninsula Cloue in the western part of the Isla Hoste has an
icefield about 20 km across, which was visited by the French Romanche
Expedition in 1883. They called the glacier on the north side, flowing
down to the Beagle Channel, Des Moines Glacier for its profile resembled
a row of monks reading their breviaries (Hyades, 1887, p. 151). At the
end of the Estero Fouqug they ascended Fouqug Glacier onto the icefiold.
Hyades considered it to be one of the most curious glaciers of the Beagle
Channel; its margin formed a steep cliff 10 m to 15 m high, and where it
reached the sea it was narrow (200 m) and high (40 m to 50 m) and con-
stantly calving small bergs. The 1944-45 aerial photographs show that
several long rock ridges break the surface of the icefield. Some outlet
glaciers, including Fouqug, are near a maximum and others have receded
slightly (Fl. 507, R 22 and 90; Fl. 506, L 118).

Glaciers are scattered throughout the rest of Isla Hoste; all are
small and all are receding. In the Pen"nsula Dumas, which reaches 1097 m,
and in the Penfnsula Pasteur some of the smaller glaciers were entirely
below the firn limit in 1944-45 (Fl. 507, R 34-44, L 66). Small shrink-
ing glaciers also lie in the Penfnsula Rous (Fl. 507, L 86) and the
Peninsula Hardy, these being southernmost in South America (Fl. 507, L 67;
Fl. 506, R,42).
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Photographic Sources

SPl. 13. Glacier in Estero Webb., Isla Hoste.
Spi. 14. Part of Fouque Glacier,, Isla Hoste.

Marial (18W)
• Pl. 2. Isla Gordon, Bahfa Romanche -

it fs=1 aciels3.
• P1. 5. "Glaciar de Mont Darwin"

Conway (1902) acsGcer

Zpp. 194 and 196. Monte Sarmiento., glaciers onW side.

I"Nordenskj~id (190T)
1Fig. 2. Glacier in Estero Webb., Isla Hoste

! /same as Hyades., 188T7, Pl. lif.
SFig. 3. Romanche Glacier.

'Arctowski (19o8)

SPI. 1. Glaciers behind Ushuaia; glacier in
Seno Ventisquero.

•P1. 9. Italia Glacier.
Pl. 13. Negri Glacier.

P1. A6. Icefield between Canal Gabriel and
Ptr iSeno Keats.

P1. 18. Frnt of Marinelli Glacier.
PL. 19. Monte Sargiers on SE

side.

Agostini (1929)
PP. 35, 16o0, and 170. Italia Glacier.
PP. 458, and 80. Monte Sarmiento, glaciers on W side.

SPP.* 56, 64,o 66p 6T, 69, TO,and 89. Schiaparelli Glacier. W
PP. 61, 62, and 63. Negri Glacier.

PP. 88, 96., 1051 107,and 108. Mlainelli Glacier.
Pp. 90 and 95. Seno Agostini.
P. 92. Glacier in Seno Cont.raalmrante

meatfnez.Pp. 1. Glaciers in Bacha Prry.
Pp . c4ie, 146b, 1anal ar9l,

and 310. Glacietal near Ushuaia.
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P. 163. Roncagli Glacier.
P. 167. Romanche Glacier.

Plijchow (l929)
P. 112. Seno Agostini, unnamed glacier

terminus.
P. 114. Seno Agostini, two glaciers.
P. 145. Seno Agostini, W side, aerial view.
P. 192. Roncagli Glacier and ice-dammed

lake.
P. 257. Seno Serrano, glaciers at entrance.

Kranck (1932)
Figs. 22, 23, 25, 27, and 30. Glaciers at head of Bahfa Brooks.
Fig. 40. Steppani Glacier.

Agostini (1955) LSome are the same as Agostini, 1929.7
P. 26. Monte Sarmiento, W side.
Pp. 34 and 36. Schiaparelli Glacier.
P. 53. Negri Glacier.
P. 54. Icefield between Canal Gabriel and

Seno Keats.
Pp. 62 and 63. Seno Agostini Lsame as PJ1schow,

1922/.
Pp. 80 and 99. Marinelli Glacier.
Pp. 81, 89, and 98. Bahfa Parry.
P. 143. Oblicuo Glacier.
P. 147. Roncagli and Italia glaciers.
P. 153. Italia and Frances glaciers.

(1959)
P. 12 Roncagli -Glacier.
Pp. 40, 43, 80, 90, 94, 97,

and 98. Blanca Glacier.
P. 108. Glacier in BahdaEscandallo LSeno

Contraalmirante Martinez7.
P. 122., Ema Glacier.
P. 149. Italia Glacier.
P. 168. FrancAs Glacier.
P. 174. Roncagli Glacier, W side.
P. 188. Monte Sarmiento, "cauliflower"

ice formation.

Shipton (1962)
P. 262. Marinelli Glacier.

(1963b)
P. 193. Glacier at head of Bahfa Brooks.
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P. 208. "Cauliflower" ice formation on
Cordillera DJrwin.

Miller (1965)
Pp. 23 and 25. Glaciers in SE Isla Santa Infa.
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WPD Sources

American Geographical Society., New York. #His~panijc America. 1:1.,000,000.S.N-18, .19., 20 Tierra del Fuego., 1956.
Iflatituto Geogr~fico Militari, Santiago. Carta Prelimina, 1:250 000.5373 Estrecho de Mgall~anes, 1954..5469 Canal Beagle, 1955.5470 Cordillera Darihn., 1954.15473 

Canal Cockbur;n', 1954.I 5568 Isla Navarino, 1955 (reprinted 1960).I G~pe55TO P' Isla Hoste, 1953 (reprinted 19:0).
I glacier termini obtained in 1913J71P1. 10. Le fronti dei principa]i hiacciaj.
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GIACMS OF LAST AnICA

Mount Kenya, the Kibo summit of Kilimanjaro, and a group of six
mountains in the Ruwenzori carry glaciers; although the latter are just
north of the equator, they are included here because they are closely
related geographically.

Mount Kenya
(5199 m7 S 37"l0'E)

Mount Kenya is a highly eroded extinct volcano that was probably
active in the late Tertiary. It is a broad dome about 90 km. in diameter,
from near the center of which rises a rugged mass culminating in the twin
peaks Batian, 5199 m, and Nelion, 5188 m (Light, 1941, P1-. 181). In the
iimmediate vicinity of these peaks are twelve small glaciers, totaling
1.2 sq. km in area; seven glaciers occupy valleys or depressions and five
are hanging glaciers (Charnley, 1959, p. 483).

Gregory visited the mountain in 1893 and made bome observations on
the moraines. Near Lewis Glacier, the largest, he noted five small,
closely spaced end moraines, the innermost of which was being breached
by a slight readvance of the glacier (Gregory, 1894a, p. 98; 1894bi
p. 521; 1894c, p. 420). Mackinder climbed the mountain in 1899 and from
a plane-table survey produced the first map of the glaciers, (1900a, p. 564).
In a fortnight of the rainy season in 1934, Trqll and Wien, (,1949, p. a58)
surveyed the Lewis Glacier by terrestriai photogrammetry And' later produced
a map contoured at 10-m intervals. As part of the program for the British
National Committee for the International Geophysical Year, the Mt. Kenya
Expedition 1957-58 studied Lewis Glacier.

The terminal area of Lewis Glacier is-a:eep and moderately crevassed,
and the firn area is smooth and -rollig (Charnley, 1959, Figs. 6 and 10;.
Dutton, 1930, Fig. 32). The terminus is now an ice cliff behind a tarn
at 4575 m, but in 1934 the tamr-did not- exist and the terminus was at
4475 m (Troll and Wien, 1949, Fig. 1).

Well-marked layering of the firn Was found in pits and in a 20-m cre-
vasse section. Two accumulation seasons were indicated, from March to
May and from November to December, but the-extreme variability of the ýsea-
sonal accumulation was clearly shown (Chaý.-.I.ey.i, 1959, p. 488). Stakes set
out across the glacier about halfway down ver resurveyed after five
months: the maximum movement was at the rate of, 4.6 mrper year (Charnley,
1959, P. 487). A tachymetric survey of the glacier was carried out and
plotted on a scale -of 1:2500 with 10-m contour intervals. The results
were compared with Troll's and Wien's 1934 survey and showed that the area
had decreased from 0.46 sq. km to 0.36 s' .O. The ablation area had
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thinned 10 m on average, and the accumulation area 0 m toi,' m. The total
loss was estimated at .1,800,000 cubic meters (Charniey, ,1959, p. 486).

Information about the other glaciers comes largely from a study of
photographs, many of then taken by climbers. They will be described
moving clockwise round the mountain from Lewis Glacier.

Melhuish Glacier is vestigial and occupies a niche on the mountain-
side (Charnley, 1959, p. 484, Fig. 9).

Darwin Glacier is a short glacier formed mainly by avalanching from
above. Two large avalanche cones lie at the foot of gullies (Firmin,
1946, photo p. 404; Howard, 1955, photo p. 27T). It receded 60 m in the
20 years before 1945 (Spink, 1945, p. 216).

Diamond Glacier is steep and ends in an ice cliff from which ava-
lanches fall to Darwin Glacier below (Dutton, 1930, Pl. 37; Howard, 1955,
photo p. 274). It has changed little since 1934 (Charnley, 1959, P. 486).
Mackinder (1900a, app. 4T73 and 483) found the ice intensely hard, and
named the glacier for that reason: three hours were needed for step-
cutting instead of the expected 20 minutes.

Tyndall Glacier is moderately steep and crevassed. Recent moraines
show that in the past it had a conmon terminus with Darwin Glacier
(Firmin, 1946, photo p .i04). It is partly fed by avalanches from Forel
and Heim glaciers above. In the late 1920's it was calving into Tyndall
Tarn (Dutton, 1930, Pls. 33 and 48), but has now withdrawn about 100 m
from the lake (Charnley, 1959, Fig. 1).

Forel and Heim glaciers cling to the steep slopes above Tyndall
Glacier and end in vertical ice cliffs (Firmin, 1946, photo p. 404; Howard,
1955, photo p. 274). They have changed little since 1934 (charnley, 1959,
p. 487

Joseph Glacier is steep and its feather-edge terminus appeared to
be shrinking rapidly in 1930 (Tilman, 1938, phto p. 64).

Northey Glacier is steep and narrow and occupies a cleft (Tilman,
198, photo p. 66; Spink, 1949, photo p. 281).

Krapf Glacier is narrow and ends above a precipice (Spink, 1949, photop.2: 81).

'Gregory Glacier was described by Mackinder (1900a, p. 483) as having
many crevasses and ',*l-develope4 seracs; iA is steep and -has shrunk
greatly from a recaent massive end moraiz -(Spink i949., photo p. 281)
that is ice-coreý in ilaces (Charnley, 1959, p. 1e4).
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As to snow and ice conditions in general, Gregory (1894a, p. 102)
reported that snow conditions on the mountain were treacherous, very
different to those in the Alps, with hard ice layers alternating with
soft, spongy snow. Mackinder (1900a, p. 473) found the bare ice on all
the glaciers and especially on Diamond Glacier to be exceptionally Ihard.
Spink (1945, p. 215) has pointed out that the absence of snowdrifts prob-
ably shows that blizzards are rare. Arthur (1921, p. 18) noted that in
the southern summer, south-facing glaciers had pinnacles 30 m to 45 .m
high while the north-facing glaciers had none: in the northern summer,
the position was reversed (see Dutton, 1930, Pls. 44 and 45). Spink (1949,
p. 278) has ascribed the poorer development of pinnacles compared to
Kilimanjaro to the great steepness of thd glaciers, which thus receive
less insolation.

KilimnJaro
(5895 m; 3"05'S, 37r21'E)

Kilimanjaro is a volcano but activity is at present confined to
fumaroles. At the 1500-m level from which the mountain rises above the
East African plateau, it is about 65 km wide from east to west (Dusk,
1955a, p. 96). There are two main summits: highly dissected Mawenzi
(5150 m) aiid little dissected Kibo (5895 m). In 1889 Mawenzi was bare
during the dry season according to Meyer (1891, p. 322). A map by Xlute
(1920) from a 1912 survey marks the "Purtscheller-Firn" on the southwest
side, and on the ,same side Gillman (1923, p. 5) noted a bmall, probably
permanent snowbed. In the early 1930's Geilinger (1936, P. 7) reported
a small glacier. An aerial photograph taken in 1928 by Mittelholzer
(1930, P1. 11O) shows a large snowbed with a protalus rampart. Recently
Humphries (1959, p. 475) has described the snowbeds as semipermanent.

The summit of Kibo consists of an outer crater about 3 km across with
a fairly level floor on which glacier remnants lie, and an inner multiple
crater containing the recent vent. On the outer slopes of the mountain,
glaciers are best developed on the south and west sides because of greater
precipitation and cloudiness. Climatic conditions appear to be compli-
cated. Up to about 4000 m southeast trade winds blow from March to
September, bringing the main rains betweenri March and May or June. A
secondary rainy season is in November and December, and the driest months
are August to October. Above 4000 m the mountain penetrates into the
northeast antitrades, which affect the .north and east sides of the moun-
tain, but set up a large eddy current that brings up moist air from below
on the southwestern side (Geilinger, 1,936, p. 8; Spink, 1945, photo
p. 210). The average precipitation on the mountain in :the five years
1945-49 decreased from a maximum of about 180 'em at 2850 m to about 18 cm
at 4300 m and 0.7 cm at 5800 m (Salt, 1951, p. 161). According to Wyss-
Dunant (1937, p. 223), the best weathei is during December and January;
in mid-January, however, he encountered waist-deep powder snow near the
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summit (Wyss-Dunant, 1937, p. 229). Snowfall Varies greatly from year •to
year; in 1961-62, for example, it was six times greater than the average
for the previous four years (Segal, 1965, p. 126).

Meyer (1891, p. 318) noted the absence of surface moraine, and also
(Meyer, 1891, p. 146) the scarcity of snow in the dry month of October:
"What from •beneath appeared to be snow of the most. dazzling whiteness was

in reality the weathered surface of the mantle of ice." Much of the higher
parts of the glaciers were "covered with granular morsels, half-way between
ice and snow, the surface of which was slushy during the day and afforded
excellent footing" (Meyer, 1891, p. 316). When step-cutting, Meyer was
impressed by the hardness of the ice; it was "... as hard as glass, and
when broken, proved to be as clear . . . each step cost some twenty strokes
of the axe" (Meyer, 1891, p. 145).

The glaciers of Kibo have been described as the ragged fringe of an
ice cap whose central part has largely disintegrated (Humphries, 1959,
p. 476). When the crater was first reached in 1889, no ice-free route
existed over the crater rim (Meyer, 1891, p. 153) but by 1912 three
ice-free notches had been uncovered on the southeast side (Klute, 1920,
map). Today there may be more for Ratzel Glacier appears to be disinte-
grating (Downie, 1964, P1. 2; compare with Meyer, 1891, p. 141). Geilinger
(1936, p. iO) believed that disintegration began •about 1933 when deeply
etched patches appeared on the formerly smooth firn surface. In 1889,
however, Meyer (1891, p. 147) had crossed the upper Ratzel Glacier and
noted that the surface was "honeycombed in many places to a depth of over
six feet /2 m7 and weathered into countless grooves and ruts and pointed
spikes..-. - By 1945 most of the glacier surface was affected (Spink,
1945, p. 213, photo p. 212).

On the south side of Kibo, Rebmann, Decker, Kersten, and Heim gla-
ciers fall steeply from a common accumulation area whose upper margin is
a vertical wall of ice up to 12 m high that is receding down the mountain-
side away from the crater rim (Humphries, 1959, p. 477). The glaciers
formerly avalanched over a precipice and formed a continuous regenerated
glacier below, terminating behind a massive end moraine (Meyer, 1900i
photo p. 222; Jaeger, 1909, Pls. 17 and 35; Klute, 1920 P1. 1 and map).
In a recent map (Reid, 1959) Rebmann and Decker glaciers are shown no
longer extending below the precipice.

Northwest of Heim Glacier is the Great West Breach, where the crater
rim is absent and the crater floor is terminated by precipices. In 1889
Meyer (1890, P1. 2; 1891, p. 155) believed that the ice flowed from the
crater floor through the notch and down the mountainside in a continuous
stream. After a visit in 1898, however, he realized that the crater ice
was separate from the glacier below (Meyer, 1900, photo p. 200 and map).
The crater ice has shrunk greatly since Meyer's visits; the remnant near
the Great West Breach is Furtwangler Glacier. Below the breach is Great
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Baranco Glacier, which was only 10 m to 15 m from its innermost end moraine
in 1912 (Klute, 1920, p. 119, Fig. 6). The clean surface makes it unlikely
that the glacier has been fed by ice avalanching from Furtwangler Glacier
in the recent past (Mittelholzer, 1930, Pl. 112).

Northwest of the Great West Breach, Great. Penck, Little Penck,
Drygalski, and Credner glaciers descend from an ice dome that smothers
the crater rim and ends in a vertical cliff 30 m to 45 m high facing the
center of the crater (Humphries, 1959, p. 477). Great Penck Glacier is
the longest, extending 2.4 km from the rim at 5800 m to about 4580 m. It
does not occupy a valley but flows down the mountainside "like a ribbon
of toothpaste" (Humphries, 1959, p. 476). From the evidence of a one-
meter-high end moraine, Klute (1920, p. 118) believed that the glacier
had been stationary or advancing slightly between 1901 and 1906. Between
1906 and 1912 it receded 9.5 m, and at the latter date was 200 m from
large, ice-cored end moraines. Since 1912 it has receded 300 m (Humphries,
1959, p. 476). Accumulation appears to be greatest between 4500 m and
5000 m, decreasing at higher levels (Humphries, 1959, p. 475).

The continuous ice cover along the northern rim of the crater, from
the upper Penck glaciers to Hans Meyer Notch, is known as Northern Gla-
cier. It extends only a short distance down the slope and ends in an
ice cliff that was an impassable barrier 30 m to 35 m high in 1889 (Meyer,
1891, p. 179). The upper margin of the glacier is also a vertical wall
30 m to 45 m high on the crater floor. Disintegration of the surface of
the eastern part of Northern Glacier was well under way in 1928 (see
Mittelholzer, 1930, P1. 116) and was further advanced in 1945 (Spink, 1945,
p. 212).

The ice formations in the crater are believed to be the remnants of
a formerly continuous cover (Humphries, 1959, p. 476). Observers are
struck by their unusual appearance. Hall (1936, p. 456) described them
as unlike anything he had ever seen before: "Ice-block glaciers from
100 to 200 ft. 30 m to 60 7 thick with vertical sides stood around in
a detached array ... " The vertical faces of'thý ice bodies are fluted,
and ice pinnacles on the surface are oriented in an east-west direction
(Humphries, 1959, p. 477). Illustrations show that the disintegration
was already far advanced in 1889 when the crater was first reached (Meyer,"
1890, P1. 2; 1900, p. 144). At that time the crater contained several
large ice bodies. Shrinkage has apparently been uninterrupted since
Meyer's time. Photographs from the same point by Uhlig in 1904 (Jaeger,
1909, Fig. 21, lower photo) and Gillman in 1921 show the "almost entire
disappearance of the last connected ice patches on the central cone"
(Gillman, 1923, pp. 12 and 19). Photographs of 1904 (Jaeger, 1909,
Fig. 21, upper photo) and 1943 (Spink, 1945, p. 215) show great shrink-
age, and in the next two years Spink found the recession "startling."
Between 1953 and 1957 several small ice bodies disappeared (Hunphries,
1959, p. 477).
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Studies of the glaciers were begun in 1953 by Sheffield University
and were continued in 1957 as part of the International Oeopb1,sical Year
program. A photogrammetric survey w made of the southwest flank of
Kibo (wnuphries, 1959, p. 476). If the glaciers have been receding at
a constant rate from the youngest end moraines, Downie (1964., p. 14) cal-
culated that recession began about 200 years ag.

The Euvenzori

The Ruvenzori is a mountain range extending about 120 km from the
equator in a north-northeast direction. It rises abruptly from the equa-
torial forest of the Congo on the vest and the savannah of Uganda on the
east. Unlike the other high mountains of Central Africa, it is of non-
volcanic origin, being conposed of Precambrian veisses and other meta-
morphic rocks (Bergstrom 1955, p. 169). Glaciers are confined to a group
of six mountains in an area 2 km long by 5 km wide, lying just north of
the equator between 020'N and 0026'N; f-com north to south these are Mts.
'Rimin, 4798 a; Gessi, 4715 a; Speke, 489 m; StalY.y, 5110 a; Baker,*14843 m;
and Luigi di Savoia, 4Q6 a.

For much of the time the mountains are cloud-covered and during the
drier, less cloudy seasons 'they are barely visible from the lowlands be-
cause of smoke haze (Oamston, 1961, p. 103). Two periods of cor -a--
tively low precipitation occur in January-February and June-August: be-
cause of reduced snowfall and increased radiation the glaciers have nega-
tive regimes at these times. Dust from the deserts and ash from the grass-
land fires accunzlate on the firn fields and because fires are more exten-
sive in January and February, the stratification of the firn shows alter-
nating thick and thin dirt bands. Five air mases, some dry and others
moist, are believed to affect the area, and to affect different altitudes
at different times (Whittow, 1960, p. 769). Precipitation is believed to
reach a maximum of about 230 cm at 3300 m, falling to 115 cm near the sa-
mits at 5000 m, nnn times the amount on Kilimanjaro at the same height
(Whittow and Shepherd, 1959, pp. 156-157). Many visitors have remarked
on the prevailing lightness of the winds, but at the highest elevations
strong winds are sometimes encountered: Shipton (1932, p. 92) speat four
days in January on the Stanley Plteau, Mt. Stanley, and eqerienced high
winds most of the time accoqnpnied by continuous snow. Huphreys (1933,
p. 4•) had stroF winds near the a t of M. Lui di i an
Filippi (1ý5,87j. 7) mentioned violent wetther with wind and lightning,
and noted Wan fulgurites on the peaks.

The first informtion of glaciological value came from Stubimmn,
who approached the mountains from the vest in 1891 but did not reach them.
He was uncertain whether he saw glaciers or just heavy snow cover
(itulzamnp 1894, p.293); this is surprising for his excellent photograph
of mt. stanley (uhmn,1894,. Pl. 10; Filippi,. 1908,, p. 206) shows
the glaciers clearly.
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sIn 1900 the glaciers were reached for the first time by Moore (1901,i pp. 301-303), who approached Mt. Baker from the south and saw "three
+. superbly green glaciers" jjest Baker, East Baker, and Moore7. He ascended
• East Baker Glacier. Later in the same year Johnston (1902, p. 180)

reached Moore Glacier.

In 1906 an Italian expedition under the Duke of the Abruzzi explored
the entire group of ice-covered mountains. Many glaciers were described
and named, photographs were taken, and maps made (Filippi, 1908).

Humphreys (1927a, 1927b, and 1933) visitd "the mountains on foot
twice in 1926 and five times in 1932. In 1931 he flew over and around
the range.e, establishing that there were no more ice-covered peaks than
those already known. He obtained many aerial photographs from heights
near the tops of the mountains-.

In 1932 a Belgian natural history expedition reached the Congo side
of the range. Observations on the snowline and general descriptions of
the glaciers were made and many photographs taken (Grunne and others,
1937).

In 1937-38 a group of German climbers made the first contour map of
the central part of the range (Stumpp, 1952).

Since the end of the Second World War a considerable amount of gla-
ciological work has been carried out. In 1949 the first detailed survey
of a. Ruwenzori glacier was [made (Menzies, 1951) and in 1950 de Heinzelin
(1952 and 1953) studied glacier recession on the west side of Mi. Stanley.
In 1952 a glaciologist with the British Ruwenzori Expedition studied evi-
dence for glacier variations, mapped- Elena Glacier on Mt. Stanley with
contours of 50 m; and made some meteorological studies (Bergstrom, 1955).

Osmaston (1961) visited the glaciers several times in the 1950's
and made observations of variations and accumulation. In 1957 Makerere
College Cugwdaa sent an expedition to the glaciers in connection with
the International Geophysical Year, and from 1957 to 1961 five more expe-
ditions were sent. Glacier surveys were made and pits dug in the accumu-
lation areas (Whittow and others, 1963).

M~unt Emin

According to Whittow and others (1963, p. 591) the extent of the ice
on Mt. Emin is not exactly known, but probably does not exceed 10 hectares.
Small glaciers that IV, on the eastern side of the mountain in 1906
(Filippi, 1908, photo p. 268) still existed in 1931 (umnphreys, 1933,
photo p. 491) but had disappeared by 1959 (Whittow and others, 1963,
Fig. 4). On other faces of the mountain., however, vestigial glaciers
existed in 1955 (Osmaston, 1961j, p. 102) and rewants of three glaciers--
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aepeln�n, North Kraepelin, and Emin--probably remain today (Whittow and
others- 1963, pp. 591-592).

46irnt deki

Whittow and others (1963, p. 590) have estimated the area of ice on
Mt. Gessi at about 25 hectares. A photograph taken in 1906 (Filippi,
1908, p. 270) shows the ice cover to be heaviest on Iolanda at the south-
ern end where short, steep glaciers with comimn firm fields descended the
southern and western faces. lolanda I Glacier was described as ending in
"broken s6racs on the brow of a cliff" (Filippi, 1908, p. 268). Only
slight shrinkage was evident by 1931 (Humphreys, 1933, photo p. 491), but
in 1959 the glaciers were dwindling fast (Whittow and others, 1963, P.
590). The number of glaciers has increased because of splitting. Gessi
II Glacier, one of four on the west side of Gessi, was surveyed in 1963:
all four were described as "shrinking pockets of ice" (Pasteur, 1964,
p. 194).

Mount Speke

The ice-covered area on Mt. Speke is about 2500 m from north to south
and 1200 m from east to west and consists of five glaciers: Grant,
Vittorio Emanuele, East Johnston, Johnston, and Speke. The first two
are joined by the ice cover continuing over the sumnit ridge. Vittorio
SEmauele Glacier, largest in the Ruwenzori, is not a valley glacier but
is broader than it is long, and has three short tongues terminating at
a fairly uniform height on the mountainside. Like all the glaciers on
Mt. Speke it has receded greatly since 1906 (Filippi, 1908, photo pp.
268-_269; Whittow and others, 1963, Fig. 2).

The front part of an avalanche cone or small regenerated glacier with
signs of considerable recent shrinkage situated below Speke Glacier can
be seen in a 1906 photograph: the glacier above is not visible (Filippi,
1908, pjhoto pp. 142-143). A 1926 photograph shows Speke Glacier ending
in ice cliffs with an avalanche cone far below (Humphreys, 1927a, p. 521).
This cone had disappeared by 1949, for Menzies (1951, p. 511) mentions
only that no vegetation grew for 300 m below the terminus. He surveyed
the tongue and made a map on a scale of 1:12,000M, contoured at 25-foot
intervals. He noted that the stream from the glacier carried no rock
flour. The Makerere College IGY Ruwenzori team visited the glacier six
times between January 1958 and July 1961 (Whittow and others, 1963,
p. 595). The area of the glacier was found to be about 37.5 hectares,
and the accumulation area from the ridge at 4814 m to the firn limit near
V570 m was about twice the ablation area. Crevassed areas lay near the
snout and near the firn limit. The terminal area was mapped with 50-foot
contours; part of the terminus had receided 64 m between 1950 and 1958.
The greatest forward movement in a line of stones across the glacier vas
less than 1 m in 18 months (Whittow and Shepherd, 1959, pp. 156-157).
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Mount Stanle

Mt. Stanley carries the most ice in the Ruwenzori. The highest peaks
rise above the Stanley Plateau, a flat-lying snowfield that feeds seven
glaciers: Margherita, East Stanley, Elena, West Elena, Moebius, West
Stanley, and Alexandra. Four separate glaciers are at the southern end:
Savoia, Coronation, Elizabeth, and Philip, and at the northern end is a
cirque glacier, Northeast Margherita (Whittow and others, 1963, pp.
585-587).

Margherita Glacier is very steep, with many crevasses and seracs.
In 1960 the terminal area was about to separate from the rest of the gla-
cier (Whittow and others, 1963, p. 587).

The Italian Expedition used Elena Glacier as a route to the Stanley
Plateau in 1906, but they did not visit the terminal area. The glacier
was again visited by Humphreys in 1926 and 1927 and during a brief visit
in 1949 Menzies (1951, p. 512) set up markers near the terminus for
future measurement. In 1952 the British Ruwenzori Expedition surveyed
Elena Glacier and investigated the econonr. Four pits dug at different
levels up to 4750 m revealed the alternating thick and thin dirt bands
that were thought to have formed from June to July and from January to
February, respectively. The firn limit was at about 4560 m. Above 4650 mablation tended to increase and accumulation to decrease probably because
of increasing radiation (Bergstr~m, 1955, p. 4T74). During the several
Makerere College expeditions of 1957-59 pits were dug higher up at about
4635 m, 4850 m, and 4920 m, the last being just below the highest peak,
Yfrgherita, 5110 m. The net accumulation for the year 1958 decreased
from about 122 cm at the lowest pit to 86 cm at the upper pit (Whittow,
1960, p. 767-). The thicker dirt bands were believed to be formed in
January-February, in contrast to Bergstrum's conclusion (Whittow, 1960,p. 769). Osmaston (1961, p. 104) has concluded that the gross accumula-
tion may total about 200 cm to 250 cm water equivalent with little decrease
with altitude.

Miebius Glacier is narrow, steep, and heavily crevassed (Whittow and
others, 1963, p. 587).

De Grunne (1937, p. 222) in 1932 and de Heinzelin (1955, quoted by
Whittow and others, 1963, p. 585) in 1950 visited the glaciers on the
western side of Mt. Stanley -and found evidence for retreat. West Stanley
Glacier i-a steep and has shiunk greatly since 1932 (cf Grunne and others,
1937, P1. 77, and Bergstrom, 1955, Fig. 6). It shrank 245 a between
1940 and 1950 (Heinzelin, 1953, quoted by Whittow, 1959, p. 375).

Alexandra Glacier descends steeply in a series of steps.
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Savoia Glacier, almost parallel-sided, measures about 600 m by 150 m
and extends from 4880 m to 4550 m with a fairly low gradient. In August
1953 the snowline was at about 4675 m and in February 1954 at about 4750 m.
A band of large crevasses extends across the glacier at about 4700 m. The
positions of boulders on the- surface have been surveyed: over a six-month
period, a boulder near the center moved at the rate of 21 m a year, sug-
gesting a complete turnover of the- glacier in about a century. The gla-
cier should therefore be very sensitive, to changes in its economy and has
been mentioned as suitable for glaciological study. Grey and turbid water
issues from beneath the glacier, in contrast to the clear water reported
from other glaciers in the Ruwenzori (Osmaston, 1961, p. i00).

Coronation Glacier is steep and heaviy crevassed. In 1906 it was
joined to Elena Glacier (Filippi, 1908, ph6to p. 200; Roccati, 1909,
Pis. 16 and 28) and in 1938 it was itill Joined (Light, 1941, P1. 198).
In• 1960 the two glaciers were separated, by about 80 m (Whittow and others,
1963, p. 587).

Northeast Margherita Glacier was a single ice body in 1938 (Busk,
1954b, P1. 1) but had split in two by the 1950's (Busk, 1955b, photo
p. 1o6).

Snow conditions are variable on the Stanley Plateau. Garner (1952,
p. 271) reported sinking to his knees after the sun had been out awhile,
but early next morning the surface was firm. Many climbers have remarked
on the peculiar snow and ice formations on the ridges and peaks above the
Stanley Plateau. Filippi (.1908, p. 225) mentioned the ,huge cornices,
which were quite unlike anything in the Alps; masses of icicles supported
them and no sign of any recent collapse was seen. Hodgkin (1942, p. 316)
referred to the "curious snow canopies of Margherita," that resembled "a
fungoid growth of wedding cake."

According to Heinzelin (1952, p. 138) the ice cover on the highest
peaks has shrunk only slightly since the 1890's. However, com aris
photographs in 1891 (Stuhlmmnn, 1894 p. 288) and 1931 (Humphreys, 1933,
p. 483) or 1950 (Busk, 1954 a, p. 2725 shows considerable shrinkage, par-
ticularly near the summit of Elena.

Mount Baker

Unlike Mt. Stanley and Mt. Speke, Mt. Baker has no large glacier on
the summit, which is a narrow ridge with almost vertical cliffs on the:
north and west. Most of the ice is on the south and east sides (Whittow
and others, 1963, p. 589). The Mt. Baker glaciers were the first in the
Ruwenzori to be reached; Moore (1901, p. 303) ascended East Baker Glacier
in 1900 and Johnston (19W., p. 152) reached Moore Glacier later the same
year. In 1905 Freshfield (1906) reached Moore Glacier and photographed
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it, and next year the Italian expedition, which climbed the mountain,
painted some rocks at the terminus (Filippi, 19085 p. 259). Earlier the
same year a British Museum party (Wollaston, 1908S had visited the moun-
tain. About 1924 Thomas (1925) reached and photographed Moore Glacier.

Two short expeditions from Makerere College went to Mt. Baker in
1957 and 1958. Moore Glacier was selected for detailed study, and rocks
near the terminus were marked for reference. Considerable shrinkage of
the glacier since 1906 was noted, and the middle part had halved in width.
The upper basin was thought to lie entirely below the firn limit, so that
if conditions remained the same the glacier might disappear in 20 or 30
years (Whittow and others, 1963, p. 610). Moore and Baker glaciers, which
had a common n6v6 in 1906, had since separated, and Semper Glacier on the
northwest side of the mountain had disappeared.

kMount Luigi di Savoia

In 1891 Mt. Luigi di Savoia was photographed from the west by
Stuhlmann (1894, P1. 11) and in 1906 from Mt. Baker by the Italian expedi-
tion (Filippi, 1908, pp. 246-247). A thin glacier then covered the flat
summit of Weismann, and Stairs Glacier, a small ice mass with a very
limited n6 v6 , lay between the Stairs and Stella.

In 1932 Nuphreys approached the mountain from the east. Five small
glaciers were at the head of the Kurugata valley, all shoving signs of
recent and rapid recession. None of the small glaciers still existing
were fed by snowfields; they appeared to be' fast disappearing, and he
estimated that the mountain might -be ice-!free in a few.years (Humphreys,
1933, Pp. 490-493).' Stairs Glacier had disappeared by 1931 (Humphreys,
1933, photo p. 49).

In 1934 or 1935, a British Museumn party climbed Weiumwnn, and photo-
graphs show that the summit glacier of Weisza=still existed (Symge,
1938, Pls. 28 and 35). On the south side a glacier was visited and photo-
gr.phed; recent recession was evident and the glacier 1as br th
long (Synge, 1938., p; 47). 'l c€onýraot to Hunphreys' observation, the
glacier was snow-covered almost, to its terminins (Synge, 1938, PIs.,32
and 39). .

In 1960 a party from Makerere College ascended Weismann; bad visibil-
ity prevented an accurate survey but they estimated the extent of the, ice
at no more thin 4 hectares. Thomson Glacier extended eastward from the
summit glacier. The condition of the glacier seen by .Synge wan not re-
ported (Whittow and others, 1963, p. 592).
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Photog rahic Sources

Mout Kenya

ackiner (6900b) Les good reproductions are in Mackinder, 1900a,pp. 465 and 17t.7
P. 102. SW side, 1899.
P. 109. Tyndall Glacier, 1899.

Arthur (1921) 5iotographs taken in ig~o7
P. 17. Tyndall Glacier.
P. 20. Lewis and Darwin glaciers.

Dutton (1930) ffhotographs probably taken in 1926j.
Pis. 19, 20, 22, 31, 3P,

38, 40, and 42. Lewis Glacier.
PIs. 33 and 48. Tyndall Glacier.
P18. 37. Diamond Glacier.
Pis. 44 and 45. Ice Pinnacles.

Mittelholzer (1930)
Pis. 86-91. Aerial views, 1928.

Ti1nan (1938) LPiotographs taken in 1930j.
P. 64. Joseph Glacier.
P. 66. Northey Glacier.
P. 68. N side.
P. 72. Upper Joseph Glacier.

Light (1941) J~iotographs taken in 1938j-
PIs. 181-i185.

Douglas-Hamilton (1942)
P. 217 Front of Lewis Glacier, 1941.,

Hodgkin (19142)
P. 312. Lewis, Tyndall, Diamond, and Darwizi

glaciers, 1941.

Spink (1945)
Facing-p. 217. Gregory and Lewis glaciers,, 1945.I Finnin (1946)
P. 4o4. Tyndall and Darwin glaciers, 1946.

Berge der Welt (1948)
P13. 95-96. Lewis Glacier and others on W side.
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Spiak (1949)
P. 281. Lewis, Gregory, and Northey glaciers,

aerial views, 1945.

Troll and wien (199)
Figs. 3-6. Levis Glacier, 1934.

Howard (1955)
Pp. 272-274. Gregory, Krakf, Northey, Levis,,

.elhuish L?_/, Diamond, Forel,
Heim, Darwin, and Tyndall glaciers
Ld-tes uncertainj.

Charnley (1959)
Fig. 6. Lewis Glacier, aerial view, 1957.
Fig. 9. Diamond, Melhuish, and Lewis

glaciers.
Figs. 10 and Us. Upper Lewis Glacier, 1958.

cliff (1964)
Photo 71. Krapf and Northey glaciers.
Photo 76. Krapf Glacier.

icol (1964)
Fig. 25. Glaciers on N side.

Schneider (1964)
P1. 5. Levis Glacier, 1963 Leolor7.

Kilimajaro

Meyer (1890)
P1. 2. Ice in Kibo crater §ketch7.

(1891)
P. 141. Kibo, SE side.
P. 183. Kibo, E side.

,___ (1900)
About 20 photographs and some sketches of glaciers on Kibo, 1898.

Jaeger (1909)
Sixteen photographs of glaciers on Kibo, 1907.

Ilute (1920)
Pi. 1. Kibo, S side.
P1. 6, Fig. 19. Penck Glacier.
P1. 8, Fig. 27. Penck Glacier.
PI. 8, Fig. 28. Kibo crater, W side.
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Gillman (1923)
P. 4. Kibo, SE side.
P. 12. Ice on crater rim.
P. 13. Ratzel Glacier.

Mittelholzer (1930)
PIs. 10T and 111-115. Glaciers on flanks of Kibo, aerial

views, 198.

mPs. 116-119. Kibo crater, aerial views, 1928.

Geilinger (1936)
Fig. 1. Kibo, S side.
Figs. 2 and 4-10. Ice in Kibo crater.
Fig. 3. Kibo, W side.

Hall (1936)
P. 457. Kibo, E side, and ice in crater.

Wyss-Dunant (1937)
Figs., 309-311. Ice in Kibo crater, 1936.

Tilnan (1938)
Pp. 4,, 48, and 52. Ice in Kibo crater, 1930.

Light. (1941)
Pl. 170. Kibo, E side, 1938.
Pl. 171. Kibo, N side.
PIs. 172-173. Kibo crater.

Spink (1945)
Pp. 210 and 212-213. Kibo, aerial views.
Pp. 214 and 215. Ice in crater.

Be r6 der Welt (1948)
1i(1 9j. Kibo, two aerial views of glaciers.

PI. 94. Kibo, crater and Northern Glacier.

salt (1951)
Fig. 4. Credner, Drygalski, and Penck

glaciers, 1948.
Figs. 5 and 6. Drygalski Glacier, 1948.

Humbhries (1959)
Fig. l. Kibo, ice in crater, 1957.
Fig. 2. Penck Glacier, 1957.

Dovnie (1964)
2 P1. 1. Kibo, aerial view of NW side fundated7.
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I

P1. 2. Icibo aerial view of SE side

Nicol (196)
Fig. 27. Kibo, S side.

,The Ruwenzori

Filippi (1908)
Contains man photographs of all the ice-covered sumits in 1906,
taken on the Duke of the •Abruzzi's expedition. Photographs from
this expedition also appear in Abruzzi (1907), Roccati (1909),
Dainelli (1933), and Berge der Welt (1948).

HuMhreys (192Ta)
Pp. 517, 521, and 524. Mts. Baker, Stanley, Speke, and

Ruin, 1926.

(1927)
Pp. 100-101. Three pnoramas, 1926.

(1933)
pp. 482-49o. Several photographs, including aerial

views of the mountains in 1931 and
1932.

sge, (1938)
P1. 38. Mts. Stanley, Speke, and Baker, 1934

or 1935.

Tilman (1938)
Pp. 102, 108, and 134. Aerial photographs by HuRphreys, 1931.

Light (1941)
P1s. 197-199. Aerial views, 1938.

MYunt Emin

Bere and Hicks (1946)
P1. 7. S side J945!7

Whittow and others (1963)
Fig. 4. E side, 1959.

Mount Gessi

Pasteur (1964)

Photo 49. Mt. Gessi from Mt. Emin.
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Nbmnt S~keO

Shipton (193)
Pp. 88 and 94. Mts. Speke and Stanley, 1932.

Busak (1957)
P1. 37. ffolor photogphj

Whittow and Shepherd (1959)
Pig. 1. Speke Glacier.

Osmaston (1961)196
Pig. 1. 1926.
Fig. 2. 1951.
Figs. 3-5. Spoke Glacier, vertical aerial

views, 1952 and 1955.

Temple (1961)
Fig. 3. HE side, 1951.

Whittow and othirs (93

Figs. 8-d1h (1963) Speke Glacier terminus, 1958 to 1961.

Pasteur (1964)
Photo 48. E side; Vittorio Emuele Glacier.

IMkunt Stlale

Stublmnn (1894)
PI. 10. W side, 1891.

Barns (1922)
?-. 127 and 134. W side, 1920.

Thwas (1925)
P. 105. Mt. Baker and Mt. Stanley .dated7.

Wells (1930)
P. 119. Ilena Glacier snout, 1928.

Gunmne (193.3)Six photogrphs of Mt. Stanley from the W, 1932.

and others (1937)
TWelve photographs of Mt. Stanley, 1932 ffncluding the six in
Grunne, 1933; one reroduced in Berge der Welt 1948,' P1. 90O.

Shipton (1932)

Pp. 88 and 94. Mts. Speke and Stanley, 1932.
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Ti3mn (1938)
P. 126. Summit of Alexandra, 1930.

* Dere (1946)
P. 260. B side, 1945.

and Hicks (1946)JP•1 3. B side 5f9457

Garner (1952)
P.,268. 1951.

k (195 4a)
P. 272. W side, 1950
P. 274. Elena and Coronation glaciers, 1953.

(1954b)

Pp. 144-145. Mt. Stanley, vertical aerial view
of S Part 5f950o7; Mts. Stanley
and Baker, oblique aerial view
ff950o; Mt. Stan , oblique
aerixl view f1950o; Mt. Stanley,
W side, 1932; Elena and Coronation
glaciers, 1953.,

(1954c)
PI. 1. N face of Margherita, 1938.

Bergstr6m (1955)
P.- 469. Several photographs of glaciers on

Mt. Stanley, 1952.

Bask (1955b)
P. 106. Vertical aerial view of N pat of

mt. Stanley ff-95037.

(195t)
P1. 28. Vertical aerial view of S part of

Mt. Stanley ff95017.
Pls. 29 and 41. Elena and Coronation glaciers.
Pls. 30, 31, and 389. r 38 in colorj

Tewple (1961)
Fig. 1. East Stanley and Margherita glaciers,

1958.
"Fig. 20. Coronation Glacier, 1959?
Figs. 21-22. Savoia and Elena glaciers, 1958.
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Zab1 (1962)
P. 412. E side,
P. 429. suni it.
P. 430. Elena Glacier, terminal cliff.
P. 431. Coronation Glacier.
•p. 432-433. sumit fj958 or 1959, coloj,.

Whittow and others (1963)
Figs, 14-17. Elena Glacier terminus, 1959 to 1961.
Fig. 18. Retreat stages of Savoia Glacier

fsketc#7.

Mount Baker

Moore (1901)
P. 259. East or West Baker Glacier, 1900.

Johnston (1902) ZotoXrhs taken in 19oo.
'Fig. 149. Moore Glacier snout.
Figs. 150-152. Moore, Glacier margin.
Fig. 154. Lower Moore Glacier.

Fisher (19o•)
PP. 174, 176, and 178. Glaciers on BE side, 1903.

Freshfield (1906)
P. 193. Moore Glacier snout, 1905.

Wollaston (1908)
P. 84. 1906.
P. 96. Moore Glacier, 1906.

Thomas (1925)
P. 104. Part of Moore Glacier Lundat•dJ.
P. 105. Mt. Baker and Mt. Stanley !un-

dated_.

Busk (1954b)
Pp. 144-145. Mts. Stanley and Baker, oblique

aerial view L5950.

Whittow (1959)
SP. 372. Southern glaciers, 1957 or 1958.
P. 373. Moore Glacier, 1957 or 1958.* !

and others (1963)
Fig. 19. Moore Glacier ame as WhIttow,

1959, p. 37r/.
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f. Sources

Mount Kenya

)kckinder (1900a)
Facing p. 564. Summit of Mft. Kenya 1:40,0010.

Troll and Wien (1949)
Fig. .* Die, Gipfelregion des Mount Kenya

mit dem Lewis-Gletscher, nach der
photograjmetrischen Aufnabme yor
Shi 1934. 1:13.333. LContour
interval 10 m.j

Charnley (1959)
Fig. 2. The Lewis Glacier: Outline Map of

the Levis Glacier in January 1956
LI:9,000; contour interval 100 l/.

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London, Mount Kenya, D.O.S. 302,
1:25,000, 2nd ed., 1964. Shaded relief map with contoursj.

Schneider (1964)
Accompanying map. Mount Kenya, 1:10,000. fjrom

terrestrial photograimnetry; con-
tour interval. 0 m./

Kiliwmeaaro

Meyer (1891)
P. 122. A M% of the Uer Kilimanjaro,

1:85,000.

______(1900)

Accmpanying map. Secialkarte des Kilimandjaro,
1:100,000. LPublished by Dietrich
Reimer, BerlInj._

Jaeger (1909)
Accompanying map. Kartenskizze des Westlichen Kibo

1:400000. Lftaws Heim toCredner
glaclersaf

Klute (1920)
Accompanying map. Karte der Rochregioh des Kilimandscharo-

Gebirges nach' stereophoto ,metris-
chen Aupahmen f±lchtigen TrISM-"
ationen u. Krokis aufgenommen
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ell

I'

Von Fritz IKute u. Eduard Oehler,,
1:50O.0 Owned on ptereophoto-

Reidgrammetry of .1912J7

Accompaniyinig map 1:25000 Lased on K2lute, 1920,,
acconqazzying map, amended- 1,o- 195 3].

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. East Afric a)• , ,
D.OS. 4221, 1.509 .00N,

Sheet 56/2 "iliri••aro, 1964. gontour map of
Kibo and surrounding area, inelud-

Dovnie (1L4)
PI.- 3. •x-raines of Mount Ki. .muo .North-

east 'TanMgyika, 1:100'0.o."

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. East Africa (Tanzani/Kenya)L
D.O.S. 522, 1:100,O00.

Special Sheet Kilimanjaro, 1965.

The Ruwenzori

Abruzzi (1907)
Accompxning map. 'The Peaks, Passes & Glaciers of

Ruvenzorip 1:50.,000. LTublished
by the Royal Geographical Society,London._/

Freshfield (1907)
P. 392. ,The Peaks, Passes & Glaciers ofRuenzori 1:50o,000 /,Reprduction

of Abruzzi, 190T7, p. .2rJ8j

Filippi (1908)
Accompaxning map. The Pea3ks., Passes and Glaciers of

RuvenzoEi, a Sketch ft Bed uon
the Observations Ttken-by the Ece
dition of H.R.H., Prince Louis aof

Sa.oy, Duke of the Abruzzi,
1:40,000O. LCompilod_ and drawvn bythe Hydrograhical Institute ofthe Ryal Italian Navy, Genoa,
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Grunne and others (1937)
map 14. Exploration Scientifigue de Ruven-

zor, 1932, 1:25,000o - hows thelZers o Mt. staney./
,ap 15. Exloration Scientifique de Ruwen-

~~fe~sof 1:50,000. Lhows the

gWe oMts. Rain, Gessi.,
Speke; Stanley, and Baker._/

Menzies (1951)
Fig. 2. The S- ke Icefall L: oo2 000; con-

tour interval 25 ft.

StumPp (1952)
Accompanying map. Zentraigruppe des Ruwenzori-Gebirges,I 1-:25,000. Lftrveyed in 193T-193..

Bergstr'n (1955)
Fig. 8. The Elena Glacier, Showing the Pres-

ent Ice Margin and, to the Right.
the Moraines Ll:j5,000; contour
interval 500 ft.J.

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. U D.O.S. 26, 1:50,000.
Sheet 65/11 ' Margherita, 1958. Zfontour ma•pJ_'

Whittow (1959) 4
Fig. 1. The Glaciers of Yount Baker /1:66,0=67.

and Shepherd (1959)
Fig. 2. Snout of the apeke Glacier, Ruwen-

zoriL, Uganda: Recent Changes
Ll:250; contour interval 50 ft./.

and others (1963)
Fig. 1. Central Rusienzori: Approximate Ice

Distribution in 1 with the
Routes Followed b'r the Makerere
College &Meditions L1l:90,,W71

Fig. 5. Snout of the Speke Glacier: Recent
"Changes L1:2200; contour interval
50 ft.; same as Whittow and Shep-
herd, 1959, Fig. ET.Fig. ll. The Elena Glacier: Recent Chves-
51 :9000;. contour interval l.CO tj

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. Central Ruwenzori D.O.S. 36i
1:25,000, 1962. Zhaded relief maý with contours:.7
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GIACIES OF NEW GUJIMA

A mountain chain about 2500 km long extends through the equatorial
island of New Guinea. Only the higher sunmits in the western part rise
above the snowline, the main concentration of glaciers being in the massif
extending northwest from Oost Carstenaz Top (5010 m) and Ngga Poeloe
(5030 m), the island's highest mountain. Outside this group, three widely
separated mountains, Idenburg Top, Wilhelmina Top, and Jullana Top, carry
small summit glaciers. fThe glaciers are in territory now controlled by
Indonesia. All the known investigations were made in the days of Dutch
control, however, and to avoid confusion Dutch place nanes are used in
this report.j

Carstensz Massif

The Carstensz massif was first penetrated in 1913 by Wollaston and
Van de Water, who reached the hanging glaciers on the south side of
Carstensz Pyramide. They estimated the snowline at 4320 m (Wollaston,
1914a, p. 257). In 1936 Colijn, Dozy, and Wissel ascended the glaciers
and reached the summits of Ngga Poeloe and Oost Carstensz Top. The re-
ports of this expedition still constitutei most extensive source of
information about the glaciers of New Ouinea. In 1961 Temle and others
reached the Nodrd Wand, the precipitous iorth isl of the range (Tsfple, -

1962), and in 1962 Harrer and Temple cliaed Carstensz Pyramide and mmny
other peaks (Temple, 196 3a).

The glaciers of the Carstensz massif extend about 10 km in a north-
westerly direction and the ice-covered area was estimated at 14.5 sq. km
in 1936 (Dozy, 1939, p. 45). The generaL. character of the glaciers may
be judged from the aerial photographs taken at that time. In the north-
west is the Noordwand-firn, a long, narrow icefield occupying a tilted
platform above the 1200-m precipice of the Noord Wand. In 1936 a few
short ice tongues extended down the precipice, but elsewhere on this side
the glacier ended in convex ice cliffs. In places near the glacier margin
were many broad and widely spaced crevasses, but the central part of the
icefield was smooth and undulating and uncrevassed for its whole length.
On the southwest side the icefleld thinned out below the firn limit.
Crevassing was moderate and the ice margin was irregular with no definite
glacier tongues. In 1936 the Noordwnd-firn was the continuoM. ice cover
extending northwestward from Nga Poe--oe(Dozy, 1939, p. 47), but by 192
the ice-free New Zealand Pass divided the glacier (TeMple, 1963a., p. 83).
The present Noordwand-firn is here considered to extend northwest of New
Zealand Pass.

Southeast of New Zealand Pass are Meren. an Carstensz glaciers, the
Sonly valley glaciers in New Guinea. In 1936 the tongue of Meren Glacier

was much crevassed (Dozy, 1939, P1. 14; Colijn, 1937a, p. 160; 1937,,
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p. i84), but the crevasses decreased up-glacier and the Midden-firn,
constituting the southern part of the accumulation area, was a smooth
and unbroken firn field (ColiJn, 1937a, PP. 164 and 165). A steep snow
ramp led from the Midden-firn to the Carstensz-firn 100 m above (Dozy,
1939, Pl. 1; Colijn, 1937a, p. 165; 1937b, p. 185). Like Meren Glacier,
the Carstensz was much crevassed in its lower parts; both glaciers, how-
ever, were ascended without great difficulty by the 1936 expedition. The
iceshed bounding the Carstensz-firn extends along the ice-covered ridge
connecting Carstensz Pyramide with Oost Carstensz Top; in 1936 on the
south side of the iceshed lay the short, steep, and broken Wollaston and
Van de Water glaciers (Dozy, 1939, P1. 2; Colijn; 1937a, pp. 36. 181,
and 188; Wollaston, 1914a, p. 257; 1914b, p. 304; Kasberg, 1956, Pl. 24).
By 1962, Wollaston Glacier had disappeared (Temple, 1963%, p. 84).

In 1936 young moraines with little or no vegetation lay in front of
the Meren and Carstensz glacier tongues. Rather- older moraines with en-
closed lagoons extended about 2 km beyond (Dozy, i939, pp. 47 and 49, and
P1. 7; Colijn, 1937a, pp. 140, 149, and 157). Cairns were erected in
that year at measured distances from the ice margins, and the 1962 expedi-
tion found that, Meren Glacier had receded 800 m and Carstensz Glacier over
400 m during the 26-year intervai (Temple, 196 3a, p. 84).

In 1936 on the precipitous, south side of Carstensz Pyramide and just
below the summit ridge was a continuous long cliff glacier from which
occasional avalanches fell (Dozy, 1939, P. 49, and P1. 3; Colijn, 1937a,
pp. 44 and 145). A 1962 photograph shows considerable reduction of this
ice cover (Temple, 1963a., 3rd photo).

Idenburg Top

About 8 km west of the noithwst end of the Noordwand-fimn is the
isolate', summit glacier on Idenburg Top (Ca. 4750 m). It appears in the
distance in a 1936 photograph as a small dome-shaped summit glacier and
in the expedition's map it is shown about 800 m long (Coliln, 1937a,
p. 176; map in Colijn, 1937a and 1937b). The mountain was climbed in
1962 by Harrer and Temple (Temple, 1963a, p. 89).

Wilhelitna Top

In 1905, snow and ice- were estimated to extend 350 m below the sum-
mit of Wilhel inina Top (4730 m) "(Ti.idschgift, 1908). When the mountain
was climbed- in 1913, the firm field was described as being long, a&d
about 200 m wide, but probably very thin. It was considered to be a firn
field only or possibly an embryonic glacier; terminal moraine development
was very slight and lateral moraines were not found (Tijdschrift, 1913,
P. 793; Pulle, 1914?, p. 169). This firn field can be seen in a photograph
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(Lorentz, 1913,9 frontispiece), Inc other photogrphs (Pulle., 191O?,p. 170; Le Roux, 1935, p. 109; Arhbold and otheris, 1942, pie, 33-35) asmall summit glacier can be seen as well as a long firn- or Ice-fil~edvalley. The mountain was climbed again in 1921 (&-'ongera and Venema.,1963,o• 228) and'when visited by a Dutch-American-botanical expedition

Indonesian party climbed the mountain., which -they referred to as "MountSukarno" (Alpine Journal., 1964., p. 291).

Juliana
Juliana Top (4640 m) was observed from the distance in 1909 andsketches of the ice cover were made (T1ijdschrift, 1910., p. 1008)0 TheS•runtain vas photographed from the air in 1945 when a small summit gla-c ier ended in steep cliffs above precipices (Veretappenj, 1952, p. 429).Comparison of the 1909 sketch and i945 photograph Is difficult.

In 1959 the mountain was climbed and in the 14 years since the aerialphotographs had been taken., the ice had receded greatly (Veratappen, 106o0,p. 311)o In photographs taien at this time a roughly circular summit
glacier rests on sloping ground., ending at a precipice on the southernside and on bare rok on the north. The surface steepens rapidly nearthe edge where a few radial crevasses can be seen (Brongerma, and Venema,

Po 3 o•) . •
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Photographic Sources

Much the most complete coverage of the glaciers of the Carstensz
massif is given by Colijn (193T&) from the 1936 expedition. Smaller but
more generally accessible selections are ColiJn (1937b) and Dozy (1939).
Apart from the published material, photographs were taken- by the U. S.
Army Air Force in 1945 (Verstappen, 1960, p. 306).

Carstensz Massif

Wollaston (191 4a)
P. 252. Wollaston and Van de Water glaciers

-and hanging glaciers on Carstensz
Pyramide.

P. 257. Probably Wollaston Glacier.

(1914b)
P. 297. Wollaston and Van de Water glaciers

and hanging glaciers on Carstensz
Pyramide ?same as 1914a, p. 25?7.

P. 3o4. Probably Wollaston. Glacier.

ColiJn (1937a)
P. 36. Carstensz Pyramide and Wollaston-,

and Van de, Water glaciers.
P. 37. Upper Carstensz-firn.P. 44. Carstensz- Pyramide-with hanging.,t

glaciers -same as Dozy, 1939,2;
PP. /.

P. 45. Carstensz Pyramide, distant.
P. 141. Meren Glacier 5 ColiJn, .1937b,5t phio3j.
P. 145. Carctensz Pyramide, Carstensz' and

Meren glaciers, and. Noordwand-firn.
P. 149. Recent moraines, Meren: valley.
P. 156. Carstensz. Glacier tongue.
P. 160. Upper Meren Glacier.
Pp. 164 and 172. Midden-firn.
P. 180. Wollaston and Van de Water glaciers.
P. 181. Carstensz. and Wollaston glaciers.
P.. 188, Iceshed between. Carstensz-firn and

Wl11aston Glacier.
P. 189. Carstensz and Meren glaciers.
P. 192. Glacier tongue.
P. 193.. Noordwand-firn, aerial view.
P. 197. Carstensz Glacier margin.
P. 204. Cairn.near margin of Carstensz Glacier.
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Photo , Meren Glacier.
Photo 6. Meren and Carstensz glacier tongues

moto .f &Dozy, 1939, P1. -Photo 8. Midden-firn.
Photo 9. Part of upper Carstensz Glacier.

(1937c)
PI. 9. Upper Meren Glacier.
P1. 10. Midden-frii.
P1. U1. Meren Glacier.
PI. 12. Top of Nga Poeloe.
P1. 14. Carstensz and Meren glaciers, tongues.
Pl. 15. Upper Carstensz Glacier.

Dozy (1939)
P1. 1. Noordwand-firn and Meren and

Carstensz glaciers.
'PI. 2. Wollaston and Van de Water glaciers

and hanging glaciers on Carstonsz
Py-ramide.

3Po 3. Carstensz Pyramide, hanging glacier
on S side.

m.x., 4. Carstensz and Meren glaciers.,
Pls.- 5 and. 6. Ponds on lower Meren Glacier.
T.I-- T. Abandoned moraines in Meren valley.

Weber: (l9k8)
Facing p. -281, P1. 34. Carstensz Pyrmide and Noordvnil,-

f ri, aerial view "fame as Co'lijn,

1937a, p. 14g.

;Kasberg-(19.56)
P. 39, 'P. .24.. Wollaston and Van de Water glaciers

j37ndated7.

Pp. -99 .ana•114. Noord Wand, sall1 ice tongues !atz top-
of Cliffs.

_ ___ (96la)
Photo 2. Caratensz Pyramide, from recently

deglaciated New Zealand Pass.

Photo 3. Carstensz Pyramide, S side.
Photo 4. Meren Glacier tongue, 1962.

____ (1963b,)
P. 52. Nor.4, Wand.
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Idenburg Top

ColiJn (1937a)
P. 176. Idenburg Top, from Ngga Poeloe.

Le Roux (1948)
Pis. 6 and 7. Aerial views, Idenburg Thp-boxely

visible in the distance.
Wilhelmins. To2

S~Lorentz (Wi13)

Frontispiece. Firn field near summit.
Pulle (1914?)P. 170e PI. 27. Summit glacier, 1913.

Le Roux (1935)
P. 109, Pl. 22. S. Side.
P. 111, Pl. 28.

,. Brass (1941)*"
P1. 1, Fig. 1. Aerial view.

Archbold and others (1942)

PIs. 33-35. Aerial views.

-Juliana Top

Verstappen (1952)
P. 429. Summit glacier, 1945.

Brongersma and Venema (1963)
P. 240. Two aerial photographs, color.
P. 289. Glacier on Juliana Top, from below.
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pa Sources•

U. S. Air Force, St. Louis. Wobrld Aeronautical Chart, 1:1,000,000.
WAC 987 Dimel Rivier,. 6th ed., 1959

Nrnted in 1960; topographic man
showing all ice-covered peeks_.

Colijn (1937a)
Facing p. 286. Schetskaart van het Nassau Gebergte

(Carstensz Groep), 1750,000.
S£LShows Carstensz massif and Iden-

burg Top ._7

S(1937b)
SAccompanying map. f•ame as Colijn, 1937a, facing°

Dozy (1938)
P. 47. Kartenskizze der Carstensz-Gruppe, i

1:50,000. ýSketch map of Noord- =
wand-firn and adjacent glaciers-.7
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GIACIERS OF NEW ZEALND

Except for those on Mt. Ruapehu in North Island, all the glaciersin New Zealand are in South Island. The first observations were made
in 1862, and most of the investigations since then have been carried
out on five easily accessible glaciers in the Mt, Cook area: Fox and
Franz Josef on the west side, and Tasman, Hooker, and Mueller on the
east side. In recent years the program of studies by the New Zealand
Geological Survey has been stepped up and much more data should soon
be available. Information about glaciers in other areas must be sought
mainly in travelers' and climbers' accounts and from photography. In
summer 1964-65 oblique aerial photographs were taken of 29 glaciers in
the central part of the range (see Photographic Sources).

Because altitudes and contours on New Zealand maps are in feet,
these units are used as well as the metric equivalent, where relevant.

Glaciers of North Island

Glaciers in North Island are confined to Mt. Ruapehu (279T m, or
9175 ft.), the lowest reaching 2070 m (6800 ft.). Little is known
about the past fluctuations of these small glaciers (Krenek, 1959),
vhich must have been affected to some extent by the intermittent vol-
canic activity (see Odell, 1955, Fig. l). Six glaciers are shown on a
recent map (O'Shea, 1959, Fig. 1) but recent shrinkage has split
Whakapapa Glacier in two (Heine, 1962, l p. 175). In 1960-62 the moun-
tain was below the firn limit and the glaciers had no accumulation areas
(Heine, 1962, p. 178). In 1960 permanent photographic stations were set
up and annual coverage of all the glaciers was planned, photography to
take place in March or April :(Heine, 1963, p. 261).

Glaciers of South Island

,Glaciers lie along tnie main range of South Island between 4214513
and 44*53'S with the main concentration and the largest glaciers in the
Mt. Cook area near 4335 'S. Many of the glacier tongues, particularly
on the eastern side of the range, are completely debris-covered.

The mountains have been considered in five divisions and the gla-ciers in each division grouped by catchbment basin; where necessary the
latter have been subdivided by tributary river. Thus a catchment may
figure in two adjacent mountain divisions. The divisions are:
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Arthur's Pass to Mount Cook National Park
Mount Cook and Westland National Parks
J*Mount Cook National Park to Haast Pass Road
THaast Pass Road to Fiordland National Park
Fiordland National Park

Arthur's Pass to Mount Cook National Park

(1) Waimknriri Catchment

The g.Laciers of the Waimakariri catchment are all cirque gla-
ciers; little information is available about them apart from photographs.
Crow Glacier ends at about 1370 m (4500 ft.) (Arthur's Pass, 1960, p. 69)
and is steep, much crevassed, and carries little surface debris. Cahill
Glacier is similar but Marmaduke Dixon Glacier is less steep.

(2) Hokitika Catchment

(a) Whitcombe River. Six glaciers with Whitcombe River drain-
age are named on maps. Wilkinson Glacier is virtually an icefall in its
upper half and drops 1200 meters in a horizontal distance of 2000 meters;
when seen in 1949 from just over 2 km away, it appeared to be advancing
or about to advance. At the same time Sale Glacier had receded consider-
ably since the 18 60's (Gage, 1951a, p. 506).

(b) Hokitika River. Several small glaciers lie on the peaks
between Hokitika Saddle and Mathias Pass.

(3) Rakaia Catchment

Glaciers lie round the headwaters of the Wilberforce, Mathias,
Rakaia, and Cameron rivers. Those round the Wilberforce and Mathias are
not known to have been studied.

(a) Rakaia River. The mountains at the head of the RaEaia
River are heavily ice-covered and contain the northernmost glacie:. of
any size in the Southern Alps. The largest is Rawsay Glacier, about 8
km long. The complete debris cover of the lower part was said in 1910
to be thicker and to contain larger boulders than on any other New
Zealand glacier (Speight and others, 1911, p. 330). Photographs show
that part way up the glacier the slope is moderate and crevasses are few.
In 1866 the Rakaia River flowed past its terminus (Haast, 1879, p. 206).
By 1910 the terminus had receded about 200 meters and below the junction
with Clarke Glacier the surface had lowered about 20 meters; higher up
the ice surface was still level with the lateral moraine. By 1932 the
terminus had receded a short distance only, and downwasting was still
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confined to the lower half. B 1949 the terminus was about 500 meters
from its 1866 position and the ice surface above Clarke Glacier had
shrunk about 60 meters from the lateral moraine (Gaee, 1951a, p. 506).

Lyell Glacier has a heavy debris cover in its lower part but in
1910 was fairly smooth and little crevassed higher up (Speight and
others, 1911, P. 330). In 1866 it was within 800 meters of P•aus G..La-
cier. The terminus receded about 800 meters from 1865 to 1911, little
from 1911 to 1933, and I000 meters from 1933 to 1>949 when a =mll- pro-
glacial lake had formed (Gage, 1951a, p. 504). A recent photograph
shows the lake considerably larger than in 1949. The terminal positions
of Ramsay and Lyell glaciers in 1866, 1910, 1933, and 1949 are shown on
a diagram by Gage (1951a, P. 505).

Kark and Armoury are short, steep glaciers on Mt. Arrowsmith, a
massif to the east of the main range.

(b) Cameron River. Cameron and Douglas glaciers lie on
Mt. Arrovamith. Cameron Glacier has two branches, the northern one
being very crevassed and confined in a narrow, steep-sided valley; it
tends to override the southern branch, which y be supplying little or
no ice to the main trunk. The lover part of the glacier, the southern
fringe of the trunk, and the icefall of the southern branch have a heavy
debris cover, but elsewhere the surface is clean, Stranded moraines lie
90 m above the ice surface, and at the Junction of the tw branches the
surface lowered 60 m between 1910 and 1951 while the terminal position
changed little (Gage, 1951b, p. 138).

(4) AAhburton -Catchmnt

In 1862 Ashburton Glacier was advancing and pushing a large
moraine before it (Hochstetter, 1863, quoted by Kolb, 1958, p. 136).
About 1910 it appeared to be readvancing onto the moraine after reeent
shrinkage (pcight and 1-her 1911, P. 326).

(5) Waitaba Catchent

Several -no" glaciers drain into the WaitahbaRiver but are
not known to hare been studied.

(6) Itte ui Catchnt

Thirteen glaciers with Wksamnu drainage are fiamed ou a ps.
In 1934 Adams Glacier ended on A&= Flats at 8 50:m (2&)0 ft.) wA theo
lowest 400 a was very steep (Pascoe, 1940, p. 417). Potographribs hO'V
it and its tributuAy Beelzebub Glacier to be very crevassed and arrovy
confined between steep walls. Between 1936 and 1959 the tongue receded
a considerable distance up the gorge, and by 1965 an aerial photograph
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shows that Adams and Beelzebub glaciers had separated; Beelzebub is now
the main glacier and Adams Glacier ends a considerable distance above it.

(7) Poerua IxIchment

Aerl~l photographs show that in 1965 South Poerua Glacier was
reconstituteti from a hanging glacier high up on Mt. Kensington. It has
a heavy cover and has shrunk greatly from recent end moraines.

(8) Padtat& Catchment

No glaciers with lAwrence River drainage and five with Havelock
River drainage are named on maps but are not known, to have been studied.
Ten glaciers with Clyde lRiver drainage are named.-

(a)- Cyde River. When Haast visited McCoy Glacier in 1866 it
was entirely debris-covered, but smaller glaciers on either side ifere
clean (Haast -18T9, P. 13).

Colin Canpbell Glacier was also debris-covered and 'ended in an ice
wall 40 meters high. The terminus apparently reached-the: outlet stream
of Agnes Glacier, which ended. 4 meters- above (Haast,, 1819, p. 14). A
recent map shows a subsequent terminal recession of about a kilometer.

Frances Glacier ended at 1070 m (3500 ft.) in 1934 (Pascoe, 19400,

p. 417).

(9) Whbtaroa Catchment

(a) Perth River. Ten glacieris with Perth River drainage are
named on maps. The Garden of Mden, "a terraced ice plateau many miles
long," has The Serpent. Abel, Cain, Zve, and Perth glaciers as outlets.
The first four are very steep and are sources of avalanches. Perth
Glacier is badly crevassed only between about 1800 -m and 2000 m (6000
wad 6500 ft. ); in 1934 it was- covered with debris for 700 meters back
-from the terminus at 1040 m (340o ft.) (Pascoe, 1940, pp. 414 and 41T).

Barlow Glacier is steep and narrow and in 1965 had shrunk greatly
--from recent end moraines.

(b) Whataroa River. Seven glaciers draining into the Whataroa,
'River are named on maps, much the largest being Wtomper Glacier, about 8
ka long. Photographs show that this glacier is avalanche-fed; the trunk
is fairly flat and completely debrls-ciovered.

•Gio Wtkins Glacier is steep and in 1965 had shrunk greatly from
recent ed'd oraines.
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Mount Cook and westlaa wational Piarks."

The Mount Cook lationIal Park and the odjacent Westland Ntional Park
contain the highest mountains ad the largest gluaciers in Yew Zealand.
ly of the glaciers are easily accessible and have attro-&.ed investigs-
tore from early times, The tongues of mny glaciers, paticularly on
the eastern side, are coupletely debris-covered.

(10) Waitaki Catchment

(a) Godley River. Godley and Classen glaciers, II and 8 km
long respectively, are theý source of the Godley River. When discovered
by Haast in 1862 they appeared to be advancing and were separated by "a
few chains ol''" (Haast, 1879, p. 20). At the terminus of Classen Gla-
cier, several blder moraines were being buried by the moraine under forma-
tion (ns, 1879, p. 21). Godley Glacier receded at least 3200 meters
"between, 1862 and 1939 (Speight, 1939, P. 58), and recession was marked in
the twenty years after 1933 (Hewitt and Davidson, 1954, p. 80). The 1965
aerial photographs show that both glaciers have receded about 2 km frm
their maximu extent and their debrIP-covered tongues end in proglacial
lakes.

A few sall glaciers lie on Mt. D'Archiac. Fitzgerald Glacier,
which was reported only a few hundred yards from Godley Glacier in 1862

H(east, 1879, p. 201), is now about 3 km away according to recent mapa.
(Another Fitzgerald Gla~ior is in the Karangarua catchuent, Westland
National Park.)

(b) Cass River. &W1 glaciers lie on the crest of the
Liebig Range just outside the perk boundaries. Huxley Glacier wav de-
scribed by Hwat (1879, p. 26) as steep with an Icefall just above the
terminus.

(c) M&zchison River. .Mirchson Glacier, about 12 km long,
appeared to be advancing In 1iW5 (Raast, 186l4, p. 93).. !3etween 1891 and
1935 the western part of the front receded about 700 meters, mostly after
1914. In 1891 Brodrick made some very brief movement studies from fixed.
points across the glacier near midcourse and obtained a maximu reading
of nearly 23 cm a day near the center of the glacier. Between 1914 and
1935 a prominent patch of surface moraine moved 2400 m down the glacier,,
or 26 cm per day (Rose, 1937, 'p. 454).

Onslow and Cascade glaciers joined the MUrchison in 1891, but by
1935 Onslow was separated by 90 m, and Cascade ended above a 300-m prec-
ipice 800 m horizontally from the M)Irhison (Rose, 1937, pp. 454-455).

* In 1935 Wheeler Glacier ins connected to the MArchison by a moraine-
covered tongue of ice "insignificant in size" (Rose, 1937, P. 47).
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Baker and Dixon glaciers., tributaries of t he 4irchiain were;,ezpand-
ing, in 1890 (Harper, 1893, p. 1a). BY 1935, Bake.: Glacier had.we're; ~cPnd
considerably but was still vcry ictive (Rose, 1937, A- 1'55)o-,wre
recent photograph shows, it to b, a reconstituted glaci6r (.f _ ury

Sbuuti~neer, 1952-53, ph6tojp. 64).
In 1914 Harper Glacier joined and flowed alongside Murchison Glacier

for about 400 m, but by 1935 it was very nearly or entirely separated
(Rose,, 1937, p. 457). The 1965 aerial photographs show Murchison Glacier
to b3 completely debris-covered below its junction with ýnnering Glacier,
and a proglacial lase is beginning to form.

(d) Tasman River. Tasmzn Glacier is a dendritic valley gla-
cier 28 km long, the longest inNew Zealand. It heads as a transection
glacier at Tasman Saddle, which it shares with the Murnchison (Goldthwait
and McKellar, 1962, p. 214). The 10 km of the glacier below the junction
with Ball Glacier are almost entirely debris-covered, but for about 12 km
above Bal1l Glacier the surface carries little debris, is of lo0 -gradient,
and is easy to travel upon.

Tasman Glacier advanced 800 m between 1862 and 1869 (Haast, 1870,
p. 434). In 1882 the terminus was probably advancing (Green, 1882, p. 7);
from 1890 to 1906 it advanced 15 m to 45 m. and in 19319 it was slightly
further forward than in 1890 (Speight, 1910, p. 137). The position has

Schanged little since (Goldthwait and IcKellar, 1962, p. 214) but the sur-
face has lowered considerably. In 1882 the ice in places overtopped the
Jlateral moraine by 6 m near Ball Hut (Green, 2883, p. 199), and in 1893
no shrinkage was evident. By 1939 the ice surface was 46 m below the
moraine ridge (Speight, 1940, p. 136), and about 1960 was 60 m below both
at Ball Hut and at Malte Brun Hut 9 km up the glacier, according to
Goldthwait and McKellar (1962, p. 214). In 1962 Skinner (1964, p. 801)
repeated Brodrick's 1890 to 1891 survey line across the glacier and con-
cluded that the average owering of the surface of the section near BaU
Hut was about 90 m.

The only regimen study on a New Zealand glacier-was carried out on
Tasmsn Glacier from 1957 to 1960. Studies were limited to the left band
of the Tasman ice, originating in ne.v6s to the east of Rudolph Glacier.
The firn limit is at about 1800 m (6000 ft.) and the firn area covers
about 23 sq. km. Above 2200 m (7200 ft.), where most of the snow accumu-
lates, precipitation is .about 700 cm (275 in.) per year. A strongly
negative regimen was suggested for the years of study. A line of poles
was set up across the glacier at 1590 m (5200 ft.)., 2.5 km below the
firn limit,: the greatest velocity in winter was 51 cm per day, increasing
20 -percent in sunmer (Goldthwiat and WKellar, 1962).

t.hny of the western tributaries, such as Ball Glacier and the spec-
tacular Hochstetter Glacier, are very steep. They may contribute more
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ice to the terzinus ti•i• does the firn field that was studied ((Joldthwit
and *eKellar, 1962, p. 211).

(e) Hooker River. Both Hooker and Mael'er glaciers are be-
tween 8 and 10 km long and each consists of a gently sloping trunk with
heavy debris cover fed by very steep tributary glaciers. In 186 Mueller
Glacier reached Mt. Wakefield but had retreated 180 to 280 m by 1886,
when its surface was 15 to 30 a below a fresh lateral a~raine (Nutton,
1888, pp. 436-438). It may have readvanced between 1895 amd 19o6
(Speight, 1939, p. 59). The 1965 aerial photographs show that both gla-
ciers have thinned considerably but receded little.

The glaciers on Mt. Sefton, some of which reach MIeller Gla•ier,

are very steep icefalls.

(11) Wkiho Catchinent.

(a) Calleay River. Spencer Glacier, about 7 km long, is the
largest glacier in the Callery drainage. Several very steep Icefalls
ccbine to form the trunk, which carries much surface moraine and is
"difficult and laborious" to travel on (Leonard and Lowe, 1961, p. 12Y).
About 1873 the glacier was said to reach the river, but by 1893-it %s
about 18 a away (Harper, 1896, p. 07). :By 1937 the teainus bad re-
ceded over 400 a; by 1954, over 800 n; and by 1960, nearly 1600 a
(Leonard and Lowe, 1961, P. 124).

The n6vS of Rzrton Glacier is steep and broken, and is connected
by an icefall to the main glacier, which is fairly level and easy to
travel upon. Johannes Glacier ws formerly a tributary but bas now sop-
aiated (Leonard and Lowe, 1961, p. 123).

Sps and Azure glaciers have recently shrunk greatly and Callery
Glacier at the head of the Callery River, which ws about 3 ka long in
1891 and 1900, a disappared by 1951 (Leonard and Love, 1961, p. 127).

(b) Waiko River. Franz Josef Glacier "is about lJ ka. Lng
and risen in an undulating enclosed by mountains rising to 3,0.8 a.
The fira line is at about 2,000 m. while the valley tongue Is about 4 k1.
long and descends a steep and broken ice fall Into a deeply entrenched
valley" (oun, 1964, p. 173).

Mare is known of the fluctuations of Franz Josef Glacier than of
any other glacier in Rev Zealand. The terainus s photo phed in 1865
and 1867, and vas surveyed in 1893, 1908, 1914, and 1926 (Harper, 1926,
P. 344). Recession has been the rule, interrixpted by slight readvames
near 1910 (Bell, 1910, p.•5, #frm the 1920'x to 1g931, and from 197T to
1950 (Suggate, 1950, p. 426). Until recently the glacier ended on the
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river flats, but lately hý,sbogwi to withdrav up much steeper slopes.
Between 1956 and i963 the texl2inus withdrew fr~m 230 m (750 ft.) to 295
m (970 ft.) above iea level (cunn, 1964, p. 173). In July 1965 the ter-
minus was readvancing (D. g. Lavrence, personal coamunication).

In 1956 flow rites were measured at several localities on the gla-
cier; the greatest velocity was 245 cm a day. Ablation averaged 8.2 cm
a day from January to April at an altitude Of 350 meters (1150 ft.)
(Gunn, 1964, pp. 178'ahd 189).

(12) Waikuku Catchment,

Two szr.ll glaciers between. Fox anAd Franz Josef glaciers drainI
into the Waikukupa River.

(13) Cook Catchment

(a) Fox River. "bx Glacier has a& total length- of 15 kin, of
which the tongue makes up 8 km. The glacier leaves the accumulat.ion area
in an icefall (Ouna, 1964, p. 173). In contrast to Franz Josef Glacier
it changed little between 1890 and the late 1930's (Harper, 1934, P. 323;
Speight, 1939, p. 59). Between 1935 and 1956 it receded 1000 m and a
further 800 im from 1956 to 1963 (Gunn, 1964, p. 176). In 1965 dead,
debris-covered ice ektended over a kilometer in front of the active ter-
minus but 2 km back the ice had thickened and was advancing into scrub
(J. H. Mercer, personal observation), and between Mmy and July 1965 the
terminus advanced 10 m (D. B. LAwrence, personal conmmication).

Movement studies were carried out in 1955 and 1956. Ablation sms-
urements at 350 m (1150 ft.) between January and April gave an average
of 8.2 cm a day, the same as on Franz Josef Glacier (Gunn, 1964, pp. 178-
179 and 189).

Victoria Glacier was thickly covered by surface moraine for one
third of its length in 1894 (Harper, 1896, p. 107). In 1965 debris still
coveied most of the trunk of the glacier, according to aerial photograpbs.

(b) Cook River. Balfour and La Perouse glaciers are both
about 7 km long. In !914 Harp~r (1896, p. 89) observed that the Bslfour
was mainly a reconstituted glacier, the ice falling over a 300-m cliff:
the trunk was entirely debris-covered. There were five stranded lateral
moraines, three of which had corresponding terminal moraines (Guinn, 19o4,
p. 91). The 1965 aerial photographs show a similar state of affairs.

Photographs show that La Perouse Glacier d2escends- in a series o0
steps to a flattish, debris-covered lower parx
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4' (a) Co~~~~~land River., Nine, glaces dan kt h olnRive; BrauhonGlaier., the largest, Io about 5 ka long. -bstween 1895&A. I91 Zts teruinug remained unchangedbtfo 113o192t re-treatedj~~~ ~~ -ery a kl m t r d s It ts heavy debris cover ( aR peT.r,, 19ýi4,P. 323) T40e ý65 cerial phob~tgphs shlow that it has thjaaj retlsizrc6a recenit ;makiMj.

_n194 Mxcrhaft Glacier hd five stranded lateral-morainusa and a'co~leelyder1,s-covered trunMk (UsrPer, 193Y. p. 323), which -bad Us.-appeaiýed vhen tthe 1965,.eial photographs, -ere taken.

OoPlsnd -Qi*Cier has a, debris -cov'er, r6co1¶stItuted trunkadii965! it had shfunk greatly from recent rranoen,

(b) Doll& River*, Nine glacier. dmrain into the .D-UglaRiver. The 14 o Dogl 1,3cia iseqaxted from, the trunk byp.civice.8 andý at -the begtzmlinng of the, cent'117 avalanches -fell everyý tvq,miutsonavrge (B~u 1U0p ppWa8.~ 1956,. aceardJing t6Odell '46,p.I54)., i heicheso longer fell, ýebdch vould Imply thatthe tongue- va* dead-,ice." The -1965 ri3photognailt, ahO Aetuk tobe completelI& debris-cove.ýa I ,~ tjie n ecdril neibds behind a.progisclal

of Fitzgerald-,lpa 2Z.~ri -ii am thinned a n d:::::nstuted g a i r 'i v s M x c tv s e ,ai' debiis-ýcoyere at the b~egi "inofthe century (Bell, 1908,' p. 1.28)ý '(Another P!itigeraJld Glacitei drain,into the Godley River, Waitaki,-Catobment.),

Horace Walker Glacier is free Of surface debris (Harper,. 1934, p. V4ý)

IMxut Cookx h tioaaj Pa to the Rasut PaoliS
The -mountains bordeing gh outhyaeebudr f±.IkutCoand Westland national pa~ik cantYf-y xa ci gairo. imtders Iheight to the southvest nbvels-i.

(15) ~naO t~n

A few smal glaciers d;AinitC the kx,N ptiwt,Ad
(16) Daast Catchugmt.

(a) Ton bd- iveJL1r-? ~ ~ gair rmitthe rAnd~bOrc'lgh River., sea-te.,gnigo te atr be~rGacier %w very creftsmed ad ~ iulvrpr n t
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front was over 30 m high (Bell, 1908, p. 131). Between 1894 and 1929 it
retreated about 350 m (Harper, 1934, p. 324).

Spence, Le Blanc, Beith, and Arthur glaciers were debris-covered;
Fettes Glacier carried little debris and remched the river in a wall of
ice about 30 m high (Bell, 1908, p. 132). The 1965 aerial photograp•hs
show Strachan Glacier terminating above timberline. Ice from the ter-
minus forms a debris-covered avalanche cone far below.

(b) Haast River. Mt. MkcFarlane (2523 m, or "78 ft.) above
the right bank of the Haast River just below the Landaborough confluence
has small glaciers.

Mt. Brewster (2519 m, or 8264 ft.), 7 km northeast of Haast Piass,
has glaciers; Brewster Glacier, the largest, i.s on the west side.

Haast Pass Road to Fiordland National Park

Southeast of the Haast Pass road summits gradually •increase in
height, culminiating in Mt. Aspiring (3036 m, or 9960 ft.), The isolated
Lindsay' Glacier drains into the Okturu River. Sixteen kilometers to the
southwest small glaciers lie on Mt. Dreadful and along the watershed to
Castor and Pollux. Further southwest the mountains are heavily ice-
covered for a distance of about 50 km; included in this stretch are the
Mt. Aspiring group, the Barrier Range, the Olivine Range, the Forbes
Mountains, and the Humboldt Ibuntains. The named glaciers are distri-
buted as follows:

Walatoto Catchmerit 9
Arawata Catchment 17
Cascade Catchment 2
Hollyford' Catchment 7
Clutha Catchment 25

The longest glaciers are Volta and Therma (Waliatoto Catchment),
Dart and Whitburn (Dart River, Clutha Catchment) and Joe River -(Ai'awata
Catchment), each about 5 km long. Photographs show that the nhv6s of
most glaciers are steep but an exception is the undulating Olivine Ice
Plateau. The ice frequently issues from the n~ve as an icef&U, for
example on Theima and Volta glaciers, Mt. Aspiring. Some glacier tongues,
such as Snow White, are very clean, but others such as Joe River are com-
pletely covered with debris. Both these glaciers drain into the Arawtas
River.
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Glaciers are believed to be confined to the extreme north of Fiord- '. o

land National Park but aU ones my avait discovery in central Fiord-
land, -here a few peaks exceed 1800 m (6000 .t.).

The Darran Nountaimu, culuinating in Mt. Tatoko (2T56 m, or 9042 '

ft.), have several glaciers. They are steep and broken, can• little
surfane debris, and are short; Donne Glacier, the longest, measures about

Maps show unnamed glaciers on the Llavrewn Peaks (1963 m, or 64401
ft.), 8 Io West of Milford Sound; Jervois Glacier on Mt. Xl-iott, 5 ka
north of the highest oint on the Milford track; tw sm-1 unnamed gla-
ciers on Mr. Pyramid (2326 u, or 763) ft.), the southward continuation
of the Darran Mountains; and a glacier ot At. Pembroke, west of the
Darran Nbuntains. Photographs show the Llawrenny Peaks glaciers and
Jervois Glacier to be saull ice bodies occupying ledges of moderate #lope.

Addeadum

At the end of October, 1965, both Fox and Franz Josef glaciers (Cook
and Waiho Catchments) were reported to be advancing. Since )My the Fox
had advanced about 25 m and the FranZ. Josef 113 m, and both bad thick.
ened considerably above their terAibo (personal comnvnication J. H.
Taylor to D. B. Lawrence, forwarded to the author through the court•e•y
of Dr. Lawrence).
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PhotojZAphic Sources

NOME ISLAND

Covan (1927)
Pl. 13. -ai~~~ tiah-, And

ime
P1. 15. fre ba 6i=G.cider1 .

Odell. (1955)
Figs. '1, P2, ±i

5, tid ce oni mt. Rui*4.,

Heine (1962)
Fig. 2. Wapp3l14ed M"~Appat

Figs.23~. p1aapn i Gac-ier, 490p,

Note: In xwctier 19E1-65 oblique, aierial pboptoj~aphi. at 28 -1' ir.ee
ta~ken for D-r'. B.. Ularec, Deat"eSo otamy, nertyo

Mie$t&. ' Cp~iof "t hese eid ',: 1k UýTl6-ULki~~

by World, -%tsCente~r A: Glciwr Amrcan egpbclSit,
Nov York;, 6Andby Dr. Ian M i&lKla ,Nt UayZ:land Geological rv,
Donedin. The folloving glaciers. were, ýPhotogrrphed:- Adams, Balfobar

arlow q a~~(eiimt) lssekt, Cohnj C~aq~beflj, Cpa
Dougls, Y6, frances., Franws Josefi Gino -WatkIns, Godley, okr

Horacei* Wakr,?rhant.. ikke r'wv, %t~e~ll ~*rhisn aPrs,
SouthlPolwab"Spencer, Strachmn, Strauc)on-, ` ... , .. V qer,. iand `Zbz*,

Artbu ~ M o bimt- Cook hktibnal Parký

P. i&6i. Mal wkari ri 'River, glaciers.

7 The Caterb~albuntaineer (1957-58) Vol,. 8, Xb. 27.
P. 56. ~White, *rmdt*k 'Dizo, s

Davle glaciers.
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Arthur's Pass National Pmek Board (1960)
P. ~42. Cahill Glacier.
P. 66. Nuomduke Dixon Glacier.

P- 592 Narmaduke Dixon Glacier UJ

(2) Hokitika Catchment

(a) Whitcombe River

Pascoe (i939)
P. 94. Wilkinson icefaal.
P. 106. McKenzie icefall,

(3) Rskaia Catchment,

Pascoe (1939)
P. 172' Cronin icefall, Wilberforce

River.

Hewitt and Davidson (1954)
P. 64. Glaciers at head of Mathias

River.

(a) Rakaia River

Haast (1879)
P. 129. Lyell Glacier.

Gage (19 la)
P. 494. Lye3! Glacier, 1949; Ramsay

Glacier, 1910 and 1949.

Hewitt and avidson (1954)
Pp. 66 <•nd 71. Ramsma Glacier.

The "antgrbuwy i'•ktaineer (1955-56) Vol. 7, No. 25.
P. 53. Jagge, Gridiron, and Assault

glaciers.

Pp. 38-39. %yell Glacier.
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4 (b)' ~Cume1a itve
(UP (1951b)

SP. 139 . Caaeron Glacier, 1951 .

2he Cantguga- Mbgn•'•a (1952-53) Vol. 6, No. 22.
P, . Cameron Glacier.

(1956-5T) Vol. T, No. 26.

()Asaburton Cate1ment

ME QCtautr~~ ltbttallaew (31958-59) Vol. 8. No., 28.P. 12T. Aahburton Glacier.

(6) 1 Catbcot

P&MSco (1939)
P. 132. Adam Glacier.

(19.0)
P!I76* Beelzebub Glacber.
Pla. T and 8. Adams Gla•ier.

ew Zoalamm AMzua LounAl (3.959) Vol. 18,. No. 1.6.
P. 6T. MAds= Glcier, 1936 and 1959.

(8) Mgtat.a qkte.=t

Nmvitt and Davidsoun (1954)-
P. 76. North Fozbeo Glacier,

(a) C-Qde River

Nvitt *ad Uvidao (1954)
P. "5. Frances Gluaier.

(9) Vtaoa- Catcbment

(A), Perth Rier

Pascoe (191.0),
P.e 3 and 4. Perth Glaier.
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Hewitt *nd IDvidson (1954)
P. 101. Part of the Garden of Idea ice

plateau.

(b) Wbutaroa River

S_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ (1951) Vol- No 38-'
P. 27- Whyer Glacier.

Odel (1956)
PP. 452-453. Gino Watkins Glacier.

New Zesland Alpine Journal (1961) Vol. 19, No. -48.

P. 135. Wigley Glacier.

Mount Cook and Westland National Parks

(10) Waitaki Catcbnent

(a) Godley River

Hewitt and Davidson (1954)
P. 78. Baster, Elizabeth, and lover

Classen glaciers.
P. 80. Upper Godley Glacier.

The CanterbMr Ibuntaineer (1.96o-61) vol. 9,. mo. 3o.
P. 46. Fitzgerald GlAcier.

(c) !4rchison River

ftanering (1•91)
Pp. 90 and 92. Mirchison Glacier.
P. 120. Onslow Glacier.

Rose (1937)
P. 456. Murchison and Harper glaciers,

1914 and 1935.

The Canterbury Muntainejr (1952-53) Vol. 6, No. 22.
P. b4. • '•"- Lower schison, Cacade. and

IBaker g•aciers.

New Zealand Alpine Journal (1953) Vol. 15, No. 0. I
Pp. U16-17. * brchison,# Aida, and Harper

glaciers, and amll glaciers
in the Liebig Range.
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(d) Tamai River

Mannering (1891)
Pp. 28 and 90. Hochatetter Glacier.
P. 50. Bal Glacier.
Pp. 54 and 86. Upper Taaman Glacier.

Fitz Gerald (1896)
P. 176. Upper Tasman Glacier.

Bel (1907)
P. 193. Upper Tasman Glacier.

1aur (1915)
Pp. 122 and 148. Tasan Glacier.

Forter (1926)
P1. 5. Haast, Kaufmann, and Forrest-

Ross glaciers.
Pl. 10. Head of Rudolf Glacier.

Barper (193k)
P. 322. Junction of Ball and Tasana

glaciers, 1891 and 1934.

Speight (1940)
P. 134. Lower Tasman Glacier.
P. 135. Tasman Glacier terminus.

Barrington (1952)
P. 131. Upper Taman, Nalte Brun, and

Eeethan glaciers.

Walker (1952)
P. 451. Hochetetter Glacier.

.The Canterbur Mountaineer (1952-53) Voi. 6, No. 22.
P. 72. Caroline Glacier.

Shadbolt (1962)
Pp. 40-495. Upper Tasman Glacier.

Skinner (1964)
Figs. 2 and 4. Lower Tasman Glacier, 1962.
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(e) Hooker River

Ilast (1879)
P. 32. Mueller Glacier terminus;

Hooker Glacier.

Mannering (1891)
P. J0. Hooker Glacier.

Fitz Gerald (1896)
iPp. 112, 124, and 198. Mt. Sefton glaciers.Pp. 14&2 'and 238. Upper Hooker Glacier.1P. 314. Snmll glaciers on the W side

of Hooker Glacier.
Bell (1908)

P. 129. Hooker GMacier.

ftur (1915)
P. 90. Wueller Glacier.

Porter (1926)
P1. 12. Upper Maeller Glacier.

Walker (1952)
P. 420. Hooker Glacier.

Hewitt and Davidson (1954)
P. 82. Hooker Glacier.

Kolb (1958)
Fig. 13. Hooker and MWeller glaciers.Figs. 14-16. MWeller Glacier.Fi& 18. Hooker Glacier.

(11) Waibo Catchment

(a) Callery River

New Zealand A1pine Jouxnl (1938) Vol. 7, No. 25.
"P. 250. Upper Spencer Glacier;

Leomard and Lowe (1961)
Pp. 116-117. Upper Spencer Glacier.P. 135. Lower Buton,, Leo=ard, Spa,

Azure, Styx, Cerberus, Corrie,
I gNtague, aadl Times glaciers.
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IeW Zealan AliaO JMrnal (1964) Vol. 20, No. 51.
P. 272. limtague Glacier.

* ~(b) Waibo River4

Haast (1879)
P. 103. Fran Josef Glacier terminu.

Zdxrawing from a ph4 ographT

Fitz Gerald (1896) Glcen4'.

Harper (1896)
PP. 52, 57, and 75. Franz Josef Glacier.

Bell (190T)
P. 185. Franz Josef Glacier.

H•ryer (1926)
P. 343. Franz Josef Glacitr terminus,

about 190T. ,

New Zealand Alpine Journal (1949)

P. 123. Franz Josef Glacier terminus,
1945 and 1949.

Suggate (1950)
P.4 38. Franz Josef Glacier terminus,

1948.

Hewitt and Davidson (1954)
Pp. 92-98. Franz Josef Glacier, several

photographs.

Kolb (1958)
Fig. 19. Franz Josef GlAcier.

Odefll (1960)
Figs. I and 3. Franz Josef Glacier, about

1867 and 1959.

Gunn (1964)
Fig. 2. Upper Franz Josef and Almer

glaciers.
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(12) w~ik~ukp Catcbment

e Zeala pine Joural (1939) Vol. 8, 26.P.s.,, ... 26.
Fritz CP,,ler.

(13) Cook Catcb.ent

(a) rox River

Harper (1896)
iPP. 101 and 10o. Fox Glacier.

Bell (19o7)I PP. 191, 195,
and 197. Fox Glacier.

Moore (1936)
P. 217. Fox Glacier.

#eM Zealand Alpine Journal (1952) Vol. .14, No. 39.P. 29. Victoria Glacier.

Kolb (1958)
Fis. 17. Fox Glacier.

Odell (1960)
P. 744, Fox Glacier terminus, 1955.

G•umn (1964)
Figs. 4:,5,9,10,

15,16, and .17. Fox Glacier.

(b) Cook River

Ha•per (1896)
P. 88. 

Walfour Glacier.

Porter (1950)
P1. 25. La Perouse Glacier.

Hewitt and Davidson (1954)P. i04. Bulfour Glacier, 1894.P. 105. La Perouse Glacier, 1895.
Me Canterb!9 •untaneer (1956-57) Vol. ti Noi, 26.*P.I 127. La PerOuee Glacier.
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(14) Karangarua :Catchment

(b) Doulas River

Asrper (1896)
P. 235. Fitzgerald Glacier.
P. 248. Douglas Glacier.

New Zealand ALpine Journal (1935)
P. s. Horace Walker, Morse, Wicks,

and Douglas glaciers.

Mount Cook National Park to the Haast Pass Road

(16) Haast Catchment

(a) Landsborough River

Bell (1908)
Pp. 123 and 131. McKerrow Glacier.

The Canterbury Mountaineer (1958-59) Vol. 8, No. 28.

P. 99. Zora and Zircon, glaciers.

Beast Pass Road to Fiordland National Park

Waiatoto Catchment

Turner (1922)
P. 56. Mt. Aspiring glaciers.

Gilkison (1951)
Pp. 8-9 Therna Glacier, 1908.
Pp. 24-25 and 73. Volta and Therm glaciers.

New Zealand Alpiae Journal (1955) Vol. 16, so. 42.,
P. 03. Voltai Glacier.

Odell (1956)
PP. -452-453. Volta Glacier.

Arawata Catchment

New.Zealand Alpine Journal (1934) Vol. 5, No. 21.
P. 314. Andy Glacier.
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New Zealand Alpine Journal (1935) Vol. 6, No. 22.
P. 40 Joe River Glacier.

_ (1939) Vol. 8, No. 26.
P. 50 Snow White Glacier.

Holloway (1943)
P. 49. Olivine Ice Plateau and

vicinity, three photographs.

Gilkison (1951)
Pp. 24-25 Bonar Glacier.

New Zealand-Alpine Journal (1955) Vol. 16, No. 42.
P. 15 . Joe River Glacier

Clutha Catchment

New Zealand Alpine Journal (1935) Vol. 6, No. 22.
"P. 128. Dart Glacier.
P. 132. Hobbs, Hesse, Marshall, and

Dart glaciers, Dart River.

(1939) Vol. 8, No. 26.
P. 48. Upper Whitburn Glacier, Dart

River.

Gilkison (1951)
P. 72. Glaciers on the E side of Mt.

Aspiring, Matukituki River
drainage.

I Hewitt and Davidson (1954)

Pe i15. Glaciers on Mt. Avalanche,

Matukituki River drainage.

Odell (1956)
Pp. :452-453. Kitchener-Glacier, Matukituki

River.

Gilkison (1957)
Several photographs of glaciers on Mt. Earnslaw,
Dart or-Rees River drainage.
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PP 226,. 232, 2~2
an~d25l, Donis Glacier and others *a

)Its a.-uiouo uMu ftjoie.
Crozier (195P).

p.3$. Glaciers fleer it. Tutoko,. 1922.
P. 69. Glaciers near Karota Peek.P.6~. Glacier, aear lAke Adelade.,

Pp. ao-ao~.190T.
Pp., .64--65-A9e Glacier, 1917.

Bewitt and YkrIdam (94
P. 1205, Glaciers onmtN. )daeliae.

he2 C'.ante~uyim ie (1954-v.55), Vol. 6, No. 24.

Nov 0ea1- X1±n~ura (i5Z oL1, o 44.
P. 122. iorak..70 Puboho, an AVe glaciers.

(1909) Vol. 18pb 6
T. 12. A&.Glacier.

ftal-J03 .~, (1960)
Pp.~~ 1-.Jrois Glacier *a- Nb. 3fl

PP - 3-33. a448 glacier cmt a. Pembroke,GIAcJiers Oa Nbs. Tiztoko sand

NovZeaan AIp~e Jurnl 196)*oil. 18," N-o. AT7.P. 33. vgjper -DOae Glacier.
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Bu'per (1926) apstosoWiz
P. 344. f~etchznap Of u6e teraim.poiln f-ft z

Josef Glacier, `1§64?, 90, 1.914, and i92_q7.
New Zealan &2pie Journal (1949) Vol. 12',,4os. -4 Band 35.

AccoUeyIu MaP. Ho ils, Twain and landeboro ih Districts

I*!Ielar (.1950)
P. -222j, Fig. 1. Ma fteW0rAeaches of the Hooker aid

)Ielier GlaciersB Lwith Stranded ]Wraine Gro s
Numbered in 0rderý-of Ae L1: ý&,00

* 1ew Zealand Alpine Journa (1957) Vol.,17, liq. 44.
Accozqpz~ing map. The Barran MoufitainskFordla nd, New ZealAnd

Kolb (1958)

P. 129. ?4.eller-Glet Scher: :kIzze d&r Mbranenwi11e

P. 132. Rooker-Gletscher: Skizze-derklrinenville

P.a 135. Oz

P. 39 Karte der W..etscherstinde -des Tranz Josef-
13.GletscherS. ft. 1-:14,(0-07.

The Manterbury taizee 1()58-59) 1o,8 o 8
P.-102. fqtitch. nio, showing týhe- area betwieen the upper

larý4sboiough -River and Drodrick Pass7.

O'Shea (1959)
*ig. 1. The Surmit Features of Ruajpebi. Lf:38,0O0; based

on aerial photograLphy

odell (196o)
ýP. 740. Sketch ft~ of Temr~iA1 ace of Franz Josef

'Glacier. 1946-1959 /i :10,50.0

Leonard and Lowe (1961)
Accompanying rap. The Headwaters of the CalleEXy- j:50,00Q07.

Iev-Zealand Department- or Lands & Sunrvey., Wellington. ~jof Westland
and ibunt Cook National -Parks, N.Z.H.S. 180iCj:1000000O, 4A~ ed.,, 1961/.
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Goldthwait and *K~ell=r (1962)
Pig. 1 Teau= Glaciological Observations

Fig. 2. Of TenGlacier N"v

1ev Zealand Department of lands & Suiwrq Wellington. 3zof Fiordlaud-
National Pak N.Z.4.S. 122, L7:00owooj, 3rd ad.,19.
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GUIACS OF
THE SUB-ANMCTIC ISIANDS

The Sub-Antarctic islands may be defined as those lying between the

southern limit of trees and the Antarctic continental shelf. Moving
eastward from the Greenwich meridian, those carrying glaciers are:
Bouvetýya, Kerguelen, Heard Island, Ballemy Islands, Scott Island, Peter I
Island, South Orkney Islands, South Georgia, and South Sandwich Islands.
ALl lie south of the Antarctiq convergence except Kerguelen,, which is a
short distance to the north. ?le de la Possession also lies north of the
convergence and is nincluded here because, although ice-free, it was until
recently believed to carry glaciers.

Bouvetiza

Bouvet~ya (54*26'S, 3-24•'E) is a single volcanic cone with a wide,
indented crater and risi.g into two low peaks, the higher reaching 935 2.
Photographs show that the eastern side of the island is entirely covered
in ice that reaches the coast on a broad front. The northern and west-
ern sides are steeper and freer from ice. Holtedahl (1929, p. 94) be-
lieved that the firn limit was rather above sea level, and in 1955 a South
African expedition found less snow and ice than had Holtedahl (Polarý Record,
1956, p . 256).

Photographs show that the surface of the icefield ta ismooth and of
low gradient over much of the eastern pert of the. island. The western
glaciers are very crevassed and descend, to t6he aeq4 in "a iserewof ice-
falls; Posadowskybreen flows north soud Chritensenbreen floy suth.

A comparison of the photogra.hs. otf Chrite sezbreen and vicinity on
the south coast in 1899 (Sachae" 192% Pf,7)', 1i29 ',(Holtedabi, 1929,
P1. 50) reveals no visible chng in t.he Ic, dbVer, iii the- 3.0-year -inter-
val. On the east coast, rock ýeo app.as -o ,h4ve increased slightly
between 1899 (Sachse, 1925, Pi" _8)4 ad- 1955 d (.-iarRecord, 1956, -p. 2 56),

tie,Ade.-ia. Jos-saia 8-on

le de la Possession (146'ý2820-3'~ is the 1ar&6et .nd .highest
of the Crozet Group. Wh~en tit. e~ Iin Jbans 17TV thei61sland v6,s snow,-
covered, but w.engsited .- : _ Jaz ry 1874 w
entirely 810-re(Tosnad '3'a , 85i p'P.,320X its h~eight5 was
then estii~itid-at 10.m'i althcdw.A 'hmo ;.n z'' (18, *E ,ý 8
insisted tbat this-ýa k 'iib e~ .ea3yi r~ on accoun1it of i-eathber
conditions' ",at ý'ihe tilh, i" -Jia 'ccepted, Iiii reenyAn encourage the
belief tbat bhe land-ri = 9 ab66v the, aowl'a-ne and Lwat 46ppI6. at

ieast snall glaciers' 6ýibesbemg :L-,p 6;git.l5~ .435).
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Tilman (1960, p. 394), who climbed to the highest point, estimated
it to be only about 96Om by aneroid, and snow and rime that covered the
summit at the time had all disappeared in a few days. A later French
expedition also found no permanent snow or ice (Faure, 1962, p. 29). A
recent figure for the maximum height is only 800 m (Admiralty, 1961,
p. 268).

Ile de Kerguelen

Se de Kerguelen is about 100 km both north to south and east to
vest, and centered on latitude 49e20'S and longitude 69030'E. It is the
main island of the Kerguelen archipelago and contains all the glaciers.
They are concentrated in the west and south and consist of an icefield
and several groups of mountain glaciers.

The giaciers were little studied till very recently. Several, were
visited by the Deutsche Sddpolar Expedition in 1902 and observations were
made on glacier morphology and the altitude of the snowiine (Werth, 1921,
pp. 115-126). Du Baty (1922, p. 116) made two visits in i908-09 and
1913-14 and published a map showing the approximate positions of many
glacier fronts. De la Rue (1932) visited Kerguelen twice between 1928
and 1931 and has described the glaciers. In 1952-53 and 1956-57 the
island was again visited by French parties who studied the Peninsule
Courbet and early in 1960 a small British party ascended the icefield,
named Cook Glacier.

In summer i961-62 the Terres Australes et Antarctiques Franjaises
(TAAF) began a program of intensive study of the ice cover: this program
was approved by the Comite National Frangais de Recherches Antarctiques
(CIM). A long and exacting study was planned, to be carried out in
three phases: (1) a reconnaissance map and qualitative observations such
as glacier type, altitude of the firn limit, and approximate annual accu-
mulation; (2) a mosaic of aerial photographs of the ice-covered areas
and the precise photogrammetric determination of the positions of the
glacier fronts and of the velocity at the fronts; (?,) determination of
the mass balance, meteorological observations, and a study of ,the ancient
=oraires-. The first phase was carried out in sunmMer 1961-62 (Bauer,
196 3a, p. 3). In the course of this work, almost all the glaciers were
photographed and four maps on a scale of about 1:100,000 were made, giving
the. gla;ýier outlines. In January 1963, 1109 vertical aerial photographs,
covering 60 percent of the glaciers, were made (Bauer. 1963b).

The glaciers are• in four main groups: Prqsqu'lte de la Societe de
SGeographie, Cook Glacier and environs, Piesquvile Rallier du Baty, and
Mont Ross.

The Presqutle de la Soci•e de Geographie is very rugged, with
sharp peaks and ridges and many individual glaciers that are active and
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S~have relatively stationary termini (Bauer., 1963&., .P 5)- PhotogrshA
S~show a moderate debris cover near the glacier teridml. Nine glacier$

i are+ ~shown on the map, the longest being Du Mulon Glacier, •.o.

De la Rue (1932, P. 36) reported that 'a Paul'Lamoine Glacier'rieached sea

level in the Baie de lVIllustration: no glacier is within 1.5 0mo th
sea today and the identity of this glacier is uncertain.

Cook Glacier ls an icefield of about 500 sq. kmn, reaching abouti
l100-m above sea level. It is dome-shAped and the western side As steeper
than the others. The surface is very crevassed in the ablation are and
lover parts of the accumulation area. The fire limit varies from.' lace
to place between 600 m and 900 m and the a'lacierits temperate in type

• (Bauer, 1963a, p. 6). The upper part of the nMv is "a level expanse of
i unrevased snow" (Tilman, 1960, P. 396).

i Recession, probably of Dumont d'Urville Glacier, was noted when the
'. German ship Gazelle called during her voyage of 187•-T6, and in 192Q and
' 1931 glaciers on the eastern side of the icefield were in marked retreat
: but the western tongues showed fewer signs of recession (de la Rue,, 195•.,

p..

The recent surveyt has given the following picture of the icefield.
Onsthe northera debrisacer ers descend in icefalls. On the est they are
all very ac1ve3, especial3 r Curie and Pasteur glaciers which are the only
ones in Kerguelen that calve into the sea: none show any sign1 of retreat
(suera , 963a, pp. §-T)- In photographsa emay of the eastern glacierscri
appear to have fairly gentle gradients but 0re much crevssed near theb
termini. On both the northern and eastern sidesmany glaciers end in
(rogaue al lakes (Bauer., 1963a). Naumann Glacier on the eastern side wo
potoe h a 'sd in 1960 (Tilman, 1965, p. 395) and 1962 (B.uer, 196j&, Figs.
13 e e15). A great breakb-lup of-the tonguie ier, was note occurt-h
red in the i o-year intervall , the fragments still retaining their originaln

relative positions.
The glaciers in the Presqutn le Raoeier du Baty have many icefalls

and carry a heavy load of rock waste in their lower partss so that great
expanses of ice-cored moraine lien the o wterminal areas. Brunhes Glacier

Son the vest side just fails to reach tidewatter (Wuier,. 1963&,' '•9). '

Manytglaciers lie on the peaks betwen n the PresqulOte Rawtier du
Baty and Cook Glacier; they were not photographed in 1961-t2 because of
bad flying copditions (Bauer., np6oap, n. 5).

Mont Rose, about 2000 m hU6h, is the highest point in the island and
carries ,ma• cirque and hanging glaciers. Some avalanche-fed glaciers
are completely hiddefary gegadients bn their lower parts. In the huge
crater on the eastern side, avalanche-fed Bmffon Glacier reaches the sei
in debrps-covered cliffs but does not calve (Bauer, 6( , 1963a, isO).

1ttg
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In 1902 small cirque glaciers lay' on Mt. Crozier, Mt. Worth, and
Mt. Wyville-Thomson in the Plninsule Courbet (Werth, 1921, p. 125). In
1928 and 1931 the northwest and southeast slopes of Mt. Crozier held
several very small glaciers, and on the south side of Mt. Werth was the
small Gazert Glacier (de la Rue, 1932, pp. 37-38). In 1953 Mt. du C1ateau
held three small ice remnants which had disappeared by 1957, when only
six glaciers remained in the peninsula: tw each on Mts. Werth, Crozier,
and Amery. They had shrunk greatly since the beginning of the century
and' the only one still receiving alimentation vas Sicaud Glacier on the
northeast side of Mt. Werth (de la Rue, 1958, p. 7). BY 1962 the glaciers
on Mt. Werth and Mt. Crozier had disappeared (Bauer, 19 6 3a, pO 5).

Heard Island

Heard Island (5306'S, 73*31'E) is situated about 150 km south of
the Antarctic convergence, and consists of a volcanic cone 18 km across
with a long shingle spit to the east and a secondary volcanic peninsula
to the northwest. Big Ben, the main volcanic cone, culminates in Mawson
Peak, 2745 m high. Volcanic activity is confined to vapor emission from
Yawson Peak and occasionally from lower vents. The island is nine tenths
ice-covered, and more than half the coast consists of ice cliffs (Budd,
1964, p. 2).

The weather is extremely bad: average annuwl temperature at sea
level is 0.5*C and precipitation falls on 300 days (Budd, 1964, p. 3).
Clear days occur about once a month on average, the remainder of the time
being cloudy with frequent storms (Law and B&hervaise, 1957, pp: 76 and
78). Snow often falls at sea level during the siumer, but rain has been
experienced at 1200 m and thaw conditions at 2300 m (Budd, 1964, pp. 24-25).
Graphic descriptions of the weather experienced bxy parties on Big Ben are
given by Deacon (1963) and Budd (1964).

The first scientific knowledge of the island resulted from the visit
of H.M.S. Challenger in February, 1874. The extent of snow-free ice was
very small and the glaciers in Corinthian Bay, which had recently thinned,-
terminated on the beach (Thomson and Mirraya, 1885, pp. 371-372). The
same part of the island was visited in 1902 by the German Gauss expedi-
tion. Photographs were taken of Baudissin Glacier and the north coast
glaciers were described (Drygalski, 1904, pp. 213-217; 1908, pp.
231-239).

De la Rue, who visited the island in 1929, reported that Cape Gazert
was the only ice-free part of the west coast. In this part of the island
the glacier surfaces were remarkably smooth, being crevassed only near the
sea (de la Rue, 1930, p. 27).
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After the establishment of the Australian base in 1947, some studies -

were made of the glaciers. ALanbeth (1951) concluded that they were shrink-
ing, and Mellor (1959, p. 232), who estimoted the firn limit as 300 m,
found a vegetation trimline 30 m above the surface of Baudissin Glacier.
The base was abandoned in 1954.

In early 1963 after an attempt on Mawson Peak, an Anstralian party
travelled round the coast from Long Peach in the south 4anticlockwise to
Atlas Cove in the northwest, and found much evidence fo*'4'glacier reces-
sion. Fifty-One Glacier was easy to cross; Winston Glaci.'r bad retreated
several hundred meters since 1954 and had become much les& of an obstacle;
and on the north coast Stephienson and Brown glaciers, whcii had ended in
sea cliffs in 1954, ha'd receded, forming a lagoon and shinae beach.Ccrpton Glacier had also receded and a beach was starting to form; thesurface, which had been smooth in 1954, was now crevassed.. Downes,

Challenger, and Baudissin glaciers were also badly crevassed (Budd, 1964,pp. 32-40o).

,aleny Islands

The Balleny Islands (6630o'S, 163E) lie northwest of Cape Adake and
about 260 km from the Antarctic coast. They are volcanic in originj, and
volcanic activity was reported on Buckle Island by Balleny in 1839 and
again by Borchgrevink's expedition in 1899. None has been noted since.
The isl6nds are heavily ice-covered, and ice tongues may project &a ile
or more seaward (Admiralty, 1961, pp. 361-363). j

Young Island is about 30 km by 8 km and reaches an altitude of about
1000 m. Most of the island is a gently sloping ice-covered plateaui Steep
rocky bluffs form much of the coastline, but in places glaciers come down
to the sea.

Row Island is only about '800 m long and reaches 180 m altitude. It
is mostly ice-;covered.

Borradaile Island is about 3 km by 195 km and 380 m high. It it
covered by a flat-lying glacier cap, ending in ice cliffs above' rock Iprecipices.

Buckle Island, about 20 km by 4 km and 945 m high, consists of an 1
ice-covered plateau from which glaciers descend steeply to form long ice
cliffs in t.he sea. Much of the coast is steep and ice-free. 71

Sturge Island is 27 km by 9.5 km "(dmiralty, 'S p.361), and
reaches 1158 m. Steep rocky cliffs are interrupted Uty broad ice tongues
from the interior.
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Scott Island.
(67 241'. 179'55 'r

Scott Island is about 800 i by 400 m and is of volcanic oritin. The

cliffs on the north are precipitous and about 40 m. high, but inthe south
.. m ~they are only about 2 mhigh. The highest point is 54 m. in J,,W accord-

ing to Colbeak (1905P j. 404), the north end of the island wap alm6st bare
and the-,southern end tas lower and partly ice-covered. Rece7Aly the is-
lnd has been described as completely ice-covered (U.S. Navy Rydrographic
Office, 1960, p. 223; Admiralty,. 1961, p. 363) but photographs suggest
that Colbeck's description W9a+wore accurate.

Peter I Island
(6875o's, 9o'35'w)

Peter I Island is oblong in shape and about 24 km by 8 kam, longest
in a north-south(direction. The central part of the east coast is pre-
cipitous, but the western side is less steep. The northern and southern
patrts of the :island are low. The rounded dome of Lars Christensen Peak,
the highest point (1753 m), is an ice-filled extinct crater.

In 1ý99 members of the second Norvegla expedition circumnavigated
the islind and ianded on the west coast. ALI parts of the island of suf-
ficient flatness were seen to be ice-covered, showing that the snowline
was at sea level (Holtedahl, 1929, p. 88). Since 1948 landings have been
made by Norwegians, Americans, and Russians. In February 1960 the U.S.S.
Baxtofi Island circumnavigated the island several times and found it to be

ioviderably shorter in a north-south direction than formerly believed, and
al'o over 500 m higher (Bulietin of the V.S. Antarctic ,Projects Officer,

South Orkney Islands

The- South Orkney group consists of islands of all shapes and sizes,
lying between .30ŽO'W to 4650'W and 60-30'S to 60-45'S. The most imp or-
tant are Coronation, Laurie, Poweli, Sigry, and Fredriksen. The Scottish
National Antarctic Lpedition in 1901-03 studied the ice cover of laurie
Island and produced a descriptive accouzit (Pirie, 1913). For the group is
a wh~le, the description and photographic coverage by Mart (1935) is still
by fe the most complete; a shorter and more accessible account with maw
of the same photographs is John (1934).

On average, the, climate is continental from April to November -because
o f surrounding pack ice and oceanic for the remainder of the year, but
the time of arrival of the pack ice varies from year to year. The coldest
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month averages about -i0'C (l4F) and the warmest about O*C (32F). Cloud-
iness is high and fog frequent (Harr, 1935, PP. 344-345).

All the islands except Signy rise abruptly from the .sea, the maximum
elevation being 1266 meters in the center of Coronation Island. The ice
cover is similar in type to that in the Antarctic Peninsula: short gla-
ciers, sloping gently near the coasts but steepening rapidly against the
inland ridges, and ending in ice cliffs (Marr, 1935, P. 336).

Travel is often easy on the gentle slopes near the coast but is
greatly hindered by the intervening rock cliffs. Inland, conditions are
difficult; John (1934, p. 393) has described the huge crevasses and seracs
that frustrated an attempt to climb Sandefjord Peak on Coronation Island.

Two morphological types of ice cover predominate: "highland" or
plateau ice and ide piedmonts. The highland ice covers the higher parts
of the islands that have moderate slopes, and the ice piedmonts start in
the valleys below and end along the coast. In places the tw types merge
into one another (Marr, 1935, p. 360).

The western end of Coronation Island has a smooth cover of h'gZbland
ice that in places reaches the coast in long, low ice cliffs and else-
vhere spills over the steep coast in icefalls. In the east, highland ice
merges with ice piedmonts (Imrr, 1935, P. 361), the largest of vhich' ia
Sunshine Glacier on the south coast.

The western third of Laurie Island consists of mountainous peni-tau-
las with serrated peaks. Ice piedmonts fill the valleys at the heads of
the bays, a few of them interconnected but most separated by the steep
cliffs. The remainder of the island has a neerly continuous, covering of
highland. ice, broken by several nunataks (Pirie, 1913, p. 838; U.S. Navy
Hydrographic Office, 1943, P. 7I)'.

Powell Island is steep and high and mostly ice-covered. At the south-
ern end the ice surface sweeps down smoothly to sea level, .in places end-
ing in ice cliffs. At the northern end, masses of broken ice cling to
the steep mountainsides (Ma'rr, 1935, P. 363 and P1. 23).

Sigcy Island reaches .only 240 m in height and carries comparatively
little ice. Most of the southern half is covered by CLeod6 Glacier, a
thin, smooth icefield with many nunataks, but in the north where the ter-
rain is more irregular, the ice is in isolated patches. The major outlet
from the southern icefield is a steep ice tongue that ends several hundred
meters inland from the southern end of Borge Bay; stranded moraines show
that this glacier formerly reached the sea. -Mort of the coastline is ice-
free (Ha~rr.. 1935., P. 362).
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Fredriksen Island carries some permanent snow but little ice. Muchof the largest of the larsen Islands is covered by iee of low gradient

but most of the coastal cliffs are ice-free. Christoffergen and Saddle
islands also carry considerable ice and one of the Inaccessible Islands
has a small capping of ice. A comatrison of photographs of Saddle Island
taken in 1903 and 1933 shows no visible change in the ice cover in the
30-year interval (Pirne, 1913, P1. 9, Fig. 1; Marr, 1935, P1. 25, Fig. 3).

South Georgia

South Georgia, lying between 53*55'S and 54055'S, and 35*40'W and
38025'W, is about 160 km long and 32 km wide. It is mountainous, -reach-
ing 2934 m, and very rugged. About 56 percent of its area is ice-covered
and half of the remainder is steep rock above the snowline (Smith, 1958,
p. 6).

The climate is very stoz* and oceanic; at sea level snow may fall
in midsummer and rain in midwinter. Gales are frequent, especially. in
spring and autumn, and the rare calm days are usually foggy (Chaplin,
1932, p. 34P2). Sutton (1957) and Carse (1959) give many graphic descrip-
tions of the appalling weather high up in the interior of the island, and,also good accounts of sledging awd traveling conditions. Sutton's
photographs show rugged peaks protruding above glaciers much broken up by
icefalls and' crevasse fields, but containing snowfields on which travel
on skis was possible.

According to Holtedahl (1929, p. 81), the glaciers of South Georgia
are typically much wider than long. On the northeast side are many short,
fairly flat valley glaciers heading in steep cirques.

In 1882-83 the German expedition observing the' transit of Venus
repeatedly surveyed the calving front of Ross Glacier. On each occasionthe front wvs further back (Vogel, 1885, p. 83). By 1902 the front had
readvanced 1 km (Nordenskj~td, 1905, p. 345). It was surveyed about 1920
(Filchner, 1922, p. 110) but the results are not known to have been pub-
lished. In 1955 it had receded to an intermediate position (Brovn i 1956).

As part of the United Kingdom's International Geophysical Year pro-
gram, Hodges and Harker glaciers near Grytviken were studied but 1Bodges
Glacier was found to be too large for systematic investigations. in.
various parts of the island observations were made on the firn limit,
which was found to be highest (500 m) near -Grytviken and lowest (25o'm)
on the west coast between Undine South Harbour and Cape Disappointment(Whith, 1958, p. 7; 1960, p. 708). All the glaciers below ab'out '1000m
were thought to be temperate in type.

Every glacier visited had a- series of moraines in front of it withimmature vegetation, pointing to recession-during the past century. Smith
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cloImc•d that,,a comparison of photogre..phs taken in 1914 ffrobably in Wordie,
1921, P1. 2: Fig. 2] and 1957 showed' that Hamberg and Harker glaciers had
advanced several hundred meters but NordenskjUld Glacier had retreated
about 100 m. A ,glacier west of Leith Harbour, the only noncalvi" gia-
cier with record, had thinned and' receded since 1912 (Smith, 195P, p. 9).
Movement studies Of Harker Glacier showed 2 m, a day near the terminus and
1.75 m & day further up.. Hamberg Glacier moved 0.8 m a day near the cen-
ter of the terminus (Stansbur", 1961, p. 36).

South Sandwich Islands

The South Sandwich Islands lie between 56*18'S and 59°28'S and
26i04'W to 28011'W. All are of volcanic origin and many are active vol-
canoes. Most of the islands are heavily ice-covered but volcanic heat is
believed to be responsible for keeping parts of some islands snow-free.
The most complete description remains that of Kemp and Nelson (1932).

Zavodovski Island, appears to be continuously active and the western
side, where the activity is concentrated., is steep and largely snow-free
(Kemp and Nelson, 1932, P1. 13, Fig. 3). Ice cover on the eastern side
of the cone is smooth in outline without. =conspicuous icefalls and, ter-
minates at a snow-free plateau extending,(along the southern and eastern
sides of the island (Kemp and Nelson, 19-, p. 150, and P1. 13, Figs. 1
and 2). A recent photograph of the, ice ceiver on the southeast side of
the island shows similar conditions (Ivanov, 1959a, p. 37). According to
Holdgate (1963, p. 4ce) the island is much more irregular in outline than
the charts suggest.

Leskov Island has no ice cover and little permanent snow (Kemp and
Nelson, 1932, p. 150).

Visokoi Island, an active volcanic cone, is almost entirely ice-
covered except for some cliffs and headlands. The ice descends to. sea
level but in most places is separated from water by a narrow morainal
beach. Below the snowline the ice was covered in black volcanic ash in
1930 and was heavily crevassed (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, p. 164, and P1.
15., Figs. 2 -and 3). The chart of the island is essentially correct, accord-.
Ing to Holdgate (1963, p. 4o2).

The southern part of Candlemas Island is conpletely ice-covered but

the northern part, consisting of a lava platdiu and two active volcanic
cones., carries no permanent snow (Keup and Nelson, 1932) p. 150). The! ice 'reaches the sea in only a few places (p. 169) and the highest .

point of the island is at about 550 m (Holdgate, 1963, p. 401), Photo-
graphs of the ice cover show no rock outcrops, and in 1930 parts were
apparently covered with volcanic ash (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, P1. 17, Figs.
1 and 2; Holdgate, 1963, p. 401). According to Holdgte (1963, p. 401)
the island is very imperfectly charted, especially in the active northern
purt
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Vindication Island has a smell, thin ice cap from which two glaciers
flow to the sea. ihch of the island is ice-free (Kemp and Nelson, 1932,
p. l70 and P1. 18, Fig. 3).

WMst of Saunders Island consists of an ice-covered volcanic cone
805 m high. Considerable crevassing is visible on the upper slopes, and
the lover slopes are blackened by volcanic ash (Kemp and Nelson, 1932,
p. 173, and P1. 20, Fig. 1). The ice reaches sea level but appears to
terminate in ice cliffs behind a narrow morainal beach (Keup and Nelson,
1932, Fl. 21, Fig. 2). The southeastern part of the island is ice-free,
and consists of a group of extinct craters (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, P1.
20, and P1. 21, Figs. l and 2).

Mbntagu Island, about 1350 m high, is the largest in the group and
the most heavily ice-covered. Patches of bare ground and signs of melt-
ing on and near a subsidiary peak in the southeast are the only signs of
vulcanism. The ice in places ends above steep, rocky cliffs, and else-
where reaches sea level. On the east side of the island a vertical ice
face runs without interruption for 8 km (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, pp. 150
and 175). On the north and west sides steep and broken glaciers reach
the sea (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, P1. 23, Figs. 2 and 3). In a recent
visit a landing was made (Ivanov, 1959b).

Bristol Island has very heavy ice cover extending to the coast in
every direction. On the east side of the island and also to the west
of the northernmost point the ice reaches the sea in cliffs; on the east
side they are over 5 km long and in places over 60 m high. Elsewhere
the ice ends in a vertical face above rock cliffs (Kemp and Nelson,
1932, p. 177, and Pl. 25, Figs. 1-3). Kemp and Nelson (1932, p. 150)
believed Bristol Island to be inadtive, but Mt. Darnley (u100 m), the
central peak, erupted in 1935 and another vent that breaks through the
ice cap above the western point of the island erupted in 1956. The
coastline is believed to be very different from that shown on the charts
(Holdgate, 1963, p. 400).

Bellingshausen Island is an active volcano with a wide crater reach-
ing 160 m. The steep eastern and northern sides are almost snow-free,
,but the south and vest sides have large patches of permanent snow (Kemp
and Nelson, 1932, pi 183, and P1. 28; Polar Record, 1965a, p. 421).

Cook Island has three ice-capped peaks, the highest reaching about
1050 m (Holdgite, 1963, p;. 398). It is almost entirely ice-covered
except for the steeper parts of the coast. Right glaciers reach the sea,
the largest being 800 m wide. Icefalls and heavily crevassed areas are
conon (Kemp and Nelson, 1932, p. 185, and Pls.-29 and 30).
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Tzlae Island is mostly ice-covered, with rather uniform ice slopes
extendig up to the sumiit plateau at 80 a. The southeast peninsula
is ice-free (bldpate., 19613, p. 398, and photo p. 4oo))• inwmoast places
round the coast the ice breaks off abruptly aboveý steep cliffs, but f,
places glaciers reach the vater's edge. Conspicuous dirt bands are
visible in some sections (Kemp and Neloon, 1932, p. 187, and Ms. 30 and
31). The island was foraerly believed to be inactive, but recently a'
stesaing crater with ice cliffs around the edge Wa seen from the air,
and quantities of black ash lie on the ice in the soutbwestern part of
the island (Noldsate, 1963, P. 398, sad photo p. 401,).
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Sachse (1925)
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Geograhica~l jourr,,A (] 98

P. 540.

PIS. 46-50-.

Mosby,(1928)

P. 324.

Speiss- (.1§28),
PI. 7? ~g 40.

Rliser-LI-Cgen (1930)
P. 557:', Fig. 5, L

kMkckifltogh-(10' .)
P. 2fl.

Anon. (19ý6)
P. 2~

Admiralty (1961)
P. 264.

lie de xergu eae

Werth (1921)
PI1. 17, ;Fig. ý. 14t Rose, 1902ý.P10  Ibnbi~ 1. Mo inZ~ 1e.Thowson.

Reifljsch-(1925) 
oze,29.P. 58, rig,, 9. i4 nt

Jkwxon (1930)I
* P. 37, tg. . )*nt RB Bs in di stahce.

de la Rue (1932)' PI:P1. h6. ig I.fo Gl ci r W ilt, BRoss.?1. I, Fi. 1.Curie Glacier.'
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pT. 9. 'bnt du Chateau, showing snowbeds.,

Tilman (1960)'P. 395. Cook Glacier at 3300 feet; termlaux
of glacier [Iaumann7 On side
of Cook Glacier.

Bauer (190~a)
Figs. 1-54. Aerial and other photographs of

(1 )most of the glaciers.

Vertical stereoscopic pairs of @tynemer, Ampere, and Pasteurglaciers and a distributary of the Puffon.

--.53. Mnt Ross,. aerial view 3olorT.
Pl. 54. Mont Ross and Cook Glacier,

aerial viev fcoloj7.

Drygaiski (1904)P. 213. Glaciers of Corinthian , 1902.P. 26.M, Terminus of Baudissin Glacier, 1902.

(19o8)P. 235. Same as 1904, bitt better teproduced;.P. 298, P1. 23. Illustration from a photograph. of
'most of NE coast of IW peninsu2&a.

Nawson (1930)P. 540, Fig-. 5. Atlas Cove.

de l~a Rue (1§30)P. 29. N side 566r reproductiog.7.
Law and Dcher-vise (1957).P. 74. Aerial view of Big Ben (same a6- Deacon, 1963):.

PP.- 80 and 8.1. Crevassed a8reas .on Abbotsmith
P 7 8Glacier.Pp. 77, 86, and 111. 'Glaciers on Bg :Ben.PP. 5Z and 79. Unidentified gaaclerj
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Deacon (1963)
P. 40. Aerial vievwof Big Ben.
P. 41. Wawon Peak.

Bdd (19&)
Fig. 3. Abbotsmith Glacier and W side of

island, 1949.
Fig. 8. Downes Glacier, 1963.
Figs. 11-18. Upper parts of Big Ben.
Fig. 25. Brown and Stephenson glaciers;,

aerial view 1947.
Fig. 26. Brown Glacier terminus.
Fig. 28. Challenger Glacier terminus.

Bal-leny Islands

Deacon (1939)
P. 191. Young Island.

V. S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1960)
Pp. 376-377. Young, Row, Borradaile, and Buckle

islands.

Natherton (1964)
P. 427. Part of Borradaile Island;

Sabrina Islet.

Ann. (;965b)
Five photoraphs of islands, including both of those in
Hatherton (1964).

Scott Island

Colbeck (1905)
P. 4•0. ?ie best.hotograph of the

island.

U. S. 1avy •Rdroraphic Office (1943)
P. 184.

(1960)
P'. 377'. f photo as U. S. Navy

Hrdrographic Office (1943).,but less well printid-7
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Peter I'Island

Holtedahi (1929)
Pis. 41-45. Thirteen photographs, covering

all coasts except the N.

(1931)
P. -04. Part of W coast _ame as in

Holtedahi, (1922.

U. s. BNay Ydrographic Office (1943)
P. 171. SW side; N point.

-. _ (1960)
P. 375. LP•a2e photo as U. S. Navy

Hydrographic Office (1943), but
less well printed._

South Orkney Islands

Pirie (1913)
Plo. 3-8 and 11. Laurie Island, 1903.
Pi. 9, Fig. 1. Saddle Island.

Fig. 2. Near Cape Bennett, Coronation
Island.

John (1934) /A.l of these photographs also appear in MarrT, 1935.7
'ils. 1, 2, 4,

5, 6, and 8. Coronation Island.
PFl. 3, 7, and 9. Powell Island.

Marr (1935)
P1. 13, Fig. 1. Coronation Island, S side.
PM. 15, Figs. 1

and 2. Coronation Island, S side.
PI. 16, Figs. 1-3. Coronation Island, S side.
MP. 17, Figs. 1-4. Coronation Island, N side.
MP. 18, Figs. 1-3. Coronation Island, N side."P1. 19, Figs. 1-4. Coronation Island, R side.
Pl. 20, Figs. 1-2. Coronation Island, E side.
MP. 21, Figs. 1-3. Coronation Island, E side.
Pl. 22, Fig. l. Sigy Island.

Figs. 2-3. Powell Island.P1. 23, Fig. I. Fredriksen Island.
"Figs. 2-3. Laurie Island.

PIs. 24 and 25. Smaller islets.
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U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1943) Cll of these photographs
also aijpear in Marr, 1935J

P. 73. Laurie Island.
P. 75. Fredrikeen Island.
P. 76, 77, 78,

and 80. Coronation Island.P. 81. Sigpy Island.

SothGorgia

Iasthaff and Will (1884)
P. 148. Glacier at head of Rtoyal. y.y,

1883 gdravinj.

Nordenekjtld (1905)P. 361. Hanberg Overspill Glacier.

Ferguson (1915)
P1. 83, Fig. 2. Ice cover at head of Leith

Harbour.PI. 85, Fig. I. Ice cover at head of Stromness
Ba~y.PI. 86, Fig. 2. Hamberg Overspill Glacier.PI. 8T, Fig. I. Hamberg Overspill Glacier.

Fig. 2. De Geer Glacier, Moraine
Fjord.

Sshckpnton (1s920),
P. 202;, Harker Glacier• 1914.P.9 '03. Nordenskjold ZL?_J Glacier,

*19-14,
ly6idie (~)

P1. '2, Fig. 2i Harker and de Geer glaciers.
FP. '57, Fig. 1a. k•nig Glacier, Fo D %y.

nB.zzY 43925)
P. A28. Harker Glacier, 1914.

448eiB (l928)-Fl. *r6, Fig. 241. Drygalski Fjord, smaml glaciers.
on N side of' Latrance.P1. TT, Fig. 245. Hamberg Overspill1CGlacier and
Mt. Paget.
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P1. 82, Fig. 263- eumayer -Glacier.
Fig. 264. Lyel! Glacier, right side of

terminus.P1. 83, Pigs. 267
and 268. Ross Glacier.

Holtedabi (1929)
P1. 28, Fig. 2. Lyell Glacier terminus.
PIS. 32 and 33. Ross Glacier terminus, 1928.Pl. 34, Fig. 1. Bertrab Glacier.

Fig. 2. "Lewald" /Twitche~r and
Herz glaciers.

PI. 39, Fig. 1. Terminus of "Reusch" Glacier
Zmay in fact not be the Reuschbut one to the west of it in-
Undine South Harbouj.Fig. 2. Glacier terminus in "Seal"
fl~ockyj Bay.PI. 40. Keilhau Glacier terminus-.

(1931)
P. 4o5. Ross Glacier.

Chaplin (1932)
P1. 43, Fig. 1. Harker and Hnmberg glaciers.

Deacon (1939)
P. 198. Ice cover on Sugarloaf Peak.

Polar Record (1957)
3Facing ':. 354

and 355. Ice in the mountainous interior.

Sutton (1957) Apaxt from the photographs of the icefields of the
interior mentioned in the text:P. 128. Trent Glacier terminus.

P. 160. Geikie Glacier.
P. 161. Nordenskjbld Glacier terminus.

Smith (196o)
P. 705, Fig. 2. Hodges Glacier.

Fig. 6. Hamberg Glacdei..P. 706, Fig. 7. Wier Hatker-Glacieir
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7lchner (192.)
P. 114. LIeskov Inlandune

KMW (1932)a
P. 3-76. ••Iz•P. 76.Bristol IslAnd fs~iwe as Kew

aWd Nelson, 1932, P1. 25,
Fig. 17.

an2d Nelson (1932)
~o~;gr&P1 of all the islan&.

Ivanoy (1959a)P. 37. Zavodovski Islald, BE side.

(1959b)49 and 50. )bnta a z,
i Abuteguo1919d.Admiralty (1961)

P. 391. Cn1sI~n ~ea
~aIandNloINOU 1932,
P I.T1, rig. /

Hol~te(1963)
PP- 400 and 401. TueadCnl~uiln,

.Anon (1965&)
P. 421,. e i~ Isa .
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Sources

BtouvetiyaAnon. (1956)---- 'P. 25T. Bouvetoya j:1so,000; based on South
Atrican Wtdrographic Office, 1956j.7

South African Hydrographic Office, Cape Town. Bouvet 0ya S.A.
i, i:48,oo0, 1956.'I "n!e de Ker~elen

Bauer (1963a) Lfour accompanying maps of" ice-covered areas, 1:100,000o 7
map 1. Presglu le de la Societe de .ZOgrayhie.

Geographic.
1hp 2. Glacier Cook.
"M'ap 3. Presgu'Tle Rallier du Baty.
ma.p 4. Presqu 'Ile Gallieni.

iHeard Island
Budd (1964)

Accompanying map. Heard Island. Australian Territor,
1:50,000. LShaded relief map lpub-
lishedby the Division of National
Mapping, Department of National
Development, Canberraj

:B&UlSM Islands

Hatherton, Dawson, and-:'Kinsky (1965)_
Fig . -The Balle 1slands and Their Geo-

Sbhows-ounn, Borradaile, -and
Buckle Islands with contours; also
includes an inset map of the group,
scale- ca. 1:!,200,000._7

Anon. (1965b)
P. 432. fswne map as Hatherton, Dawson, and

SKiusk, 1965, Fig. l, except that' , it is reduced in .siz;2.
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Scott Island

U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Wshington. Scott Island and
approacheo, H.O. 6668, 1:100,000, 2nd ed., 19M. Llncludes inset

,.p: Scott Island, 1:15,0001.

Peter I Island

U. S. Navy Ildrographic Office, Washington, Eights Coast and George
Bryan Coast, H.o. 6713, 1: 00,000, 1961. LIncludes inset, mp:
Peter I Island, 1:250,000j

South Orkney Islands

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. British Antarctic
Territory, D.O.S. 510, 1:100,000.

South Orkney Islands: , West Sheet, 1963. fhovs Coronation
and Sigry Islands; the, Bast Sheet showing Lauri Island, was
not published by August

South Georgia

Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. Falklamd Islands
Dependencies D.O.S. 610, 1:200.,000.
South Georgia 1958.

South Sandvich Islands

Kemp and Nelson (1932)
PIs. 11, 12, -14.,

16, 19, 22,
24, and 27. f ltuine charts of all the islands,

with inaccuracies as noted by
loldgate, 1963. Scales vary from
1:52,000 to 1:83,000.7

Accompanying map. South Sandwich Islands. Chart No.
"3593, 1:500,000 LPublished bythe Admiralty, London, 1930..7

Admiralt, London. South Sandwich Islands, Chart No. 3593, 1:500,000,
1930. LSame as Kenmp d Nelson, 1932, accompanying map, but with
corrections to 1955]_
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MOU!AT• S GIACI3S OF AW]ARCTICA

The greater part of Antarctica is covered by an ice sheet, and
mountain glaciers are of restricted occurrence. In West Antarctica thbW
occur in the Antarctic Peninsula and in several well-separated mountain
groups; in last Antarctica, throughout the Transantarctic Mountains and
in mountain ranges within 300 km of the coast, mostly in Queen Ikud land
and Inderby zand. Outlet glaciers flowing thr.-ough the mountains from the

Sice sheet are included in this discussion..'bit' ice streams within the ice

sheet are not.

SMountain glaciers of all morphological types occur, including high-
land ice; summit, valley, cirque, and crater glaciers; glaciers on slopes;
and ice piedmonts. Because mny mountain ranges are uplifted penplains9,
highland ice is abundant.

According to Abhlmnn's classification, all the glaciers are geo-
physically polar or subpolar except in the northern part of the Antarctic
Peninsula where they are temperate, at least at low altitudes. Because
the equilibrium line is at or near sea level, large glaciers calve into
the sea either directly or by merging into shelf ice. At all latitudes,
however, some small glaciers end on land, or as inset glaciers. They ny
be outlets from the ice sheet or distributary tongues from valley gla-
ciers, but most are independent cirque glaciers. Near the coast, abla-
tion on these glaciers may be partly or mainly by melting, but in the
interior is a type of glacier peculiar to Antarctica, where ablation
is entirely by evaporation. Most of the glaciological investigations
in Antarctica have been on the ice sheet and the ice shelves but studies
on the regimen of these independent glaciers might give valuable
information.

Accumlation and movement studies have been carried out in the South
Shetland Islands and the northernmost Antarctic Peninsula. 14vement
studies have also been made on several glaciers Joining the Ross Ice
Shelf and on glaciers in south Victoria Land and the Sr-Rondane Nbun-
tains. Elsewhere only descriptive information is available about the
mountain glaciers. Known glacier variations have been suiarized by
Mercer (19Q2).

Glaciers of West Antarctica

(1) Antarctic Peninsula and Offshore Islands

The Antarctic Peninsula extends from about 63"S to near 74*e.
North of 69S it is narrow and mountainous; to the south, it broadens and
south of about 7TeS the ice cover merges with the ice sheet of West
Antarctica.
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Robin and Adie (1964.I, p. 1i0) have. described the ice cover of the
peninsula as follows: "Over the greater part of its length the central
plateau area of the narrow pendsula reaches a height of over 2,000 m.
From this ice-capped plateau, valley glaciers descend comparatively
steeply to the west and east coasts, and consequently the majority of
then are fast-flowing . . .. " YAW of the went coast glaciers are
severely crevassed in their upper parts, and the east coast glaciers give

better access to the plateau. This may be because of the higher precipi-
tation on the western side.

The contrast between the west and east coasts has been described
by Linton (1963, p. 2'72. In a 70-km traverse of Louis Philippe -Penin-
sula LTrinity PeninsulaJ one passes "from an area of relati'7y heavy
precilpitation with all the lower relief features blank.eted without trace
beneath the ndvd . . . to. a region starved of snow, where only relict
ice masses are to be found in exclusively lowland situations and even
the discharge of the plateau ice caps may not reach the sea."

The equilibrium line lies below 1.50 m on the west coast, at 300 m
at Hope Bay, and over 300 m in Prince Gustav Channel and the west side
of James Ross Island. Mich rime is deposited on the west coast glaciers,
particularly on steep faces. In itself it adds little to the accumula-
tion, but it effectively binds the- snow and cuts down drifting (Koerner,
1961, pp. 1068 and 1072).

ice piedmonts, which Fleming (1940, p. 93) termed "fringing gla-
ciers," occur throughout the whole west coast of the peninsula where
shelf ice is not present, and also on thieiest coast. They lie between
the base of the mountain cliffs and the shore as a belt of low-lying gla-
cial ice, truncated on their seaward side by ice cliffs, usually between
25 m and 30 m high. Their width varies between a few meters and several
kilometers.

The peninsula contains the transition zone between temperate and
polar glaciers, which is close to the northern limit of shelf ice. Accord-
ing to Robin and Adie (1964., p. 105), all measurements made so far show
that shelf ice is polar or subpolar. "It is probable that sub-polar gla-
ciers on land reach sea level somewhat- north of the point where ice
shelves can exist. The boundary is likely to be very sensitive to clima-
tic changes and measurements are now being made to determine its position
on the west coast of Graham land fntarctic Peninsulaj, with the aim of
tracing future changes in its position." The northern limit of shelf ice
is near 64"S on the east coast, and near 69"S on the west coast. At
about 68*S, the 10-m firn temperature is at or near OC at sea level on
the west coast and -160C at 2000 m.
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Thus, contred to the east coast, the went coast has a lower eqdli'
brims line and heavier land ice because of greator pracipitation, but has
lest shelf ice because of higher temperatures.

Between 195T and 1960, Depot Glacier near Rope Bay station (63°24'0,
56*59'W) us studied by members of the Falkland Islands Dependencies Our-

y( (Koerner, 19&, p. 9 it seo.). This is va•ley gaclier 343Da lost
and 800 to 900 a wide, calving into Hope ftf. From year to year, abla-
tion v•ried most in spring and autumn; sumire were more uniform, and
maltvater stream. flowed on the surface for about two weeks. Su Iosed
ice formed during f~hn conditions in winter, and during one such period
(July 1958) a teperaturea of 14C (57°F) vs registered, the maxium
recorded tenperaiure fcir the Antarctic continent. The calving front Ms
sketched in 1903,'iand 1945 ws in about the sam-position; from 1945
to 1960 it receded 75 to 90 m. The surface movement averaged 7 to 8-cm
a day. The Mt. Flora cirque glacier near by has three stranded moraines
in front of it, two of them ice-cored,

The ice piedmont between .ope Bay and Trepassey Bay was also studied
(Koerner, 1962, p. 23 et sen.). Its gently sloping surface eztends from
400 a above sea level down to ice cliffs 30 m high. Met of the glacier1
is below the firn limit at 300 m, but because of superimposed•oice, the
equilibrium line in lover. Blush flown occur during the milt•ing sesoA
and somtimes during midwinter under f6hn conditions. The glacier isprobably near equilibrium, and has changed little since photographed in1903. Its activity is low and iCoern~r believes it is relict.

Russell *it Glacier originates in a broad and level n&4 on the
Louism-Pbilippe Tripity and'descends in tWo icefalls. It is 3i km long
and averages 1.75 )= wide (Koerner, 1964, p. 5), and moves at about 50 cm
a day (Koermer, 1964, p. al).

jlaeiers on Kii -eorge Island- in the South Shetlands near 62*e were
studed ,betveen. 1957 and 19. ýSteuhouee Glacier is a fast, highly cre-
vassed outlet of the island's itensive icecap, and Flagstaff Glacier is 4
"a&'! e gl a•eTr- niar' by. Thb- glaciers are, teerate throughout, evenat ,A~on the :kceca.p. :Men- rinthily temperatures are usually aboveIfreezIng poiut in 1)ece'ber through Febuary end thawing may take place
at• seilevel in any month. A i0-Mpit was dug onz the Iceas , and a tenta-
tive -ikterp'~ to of annaual layering suggasted an eannual accumulation-of thero•er of !0X cm ofi Water a year, but withU cosiderable year-to-
year, vaiaai (Nble 98f,' Fig. 4, p )

0texbo,#e- GLaier' advaaced .120--a beft~ 197an 960 (Stansbury.,
19b1s p -43), but t'is does- not hlceatriu y poesn ýgraster activity for the
position of/'t4ýe calving frbiat may &depend far Pire. oft eea erature than Lo the glacier gm n (Nob, i•58? p. 6).

to e'2141
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1lagstaff -Glacier bas a very negattive regimen (Yoble., 1958?., r. 16),
and usuaflly only about one, Tifth of the glacier surface in Above the- firn
li~mit (stansbury, z9lp. 4%

A valley glacier on Livingstoit Island, South Shetlands., moves at
about 20 em a day (Bobbs,, 1959, quoted by Koerner, 1964, p.2.)

* (2) Mo~untains South of the Anta.-ctic Peninsula

The Ellsworth Mounitains conprise the Stntinel and Heritsge
rang.'s and act as a partial barrier to the ice of thie -We-utAearctic Ice
Sheet floving tcwvxd the Filcbaer Ice, Shelf. Vinson Mass~f (5i40 -m), -is
the highest iaountain in Antarctica, According to Craddock ahd others
(19614, p.-159):

Almost anl the ice passaing through the wnuztaino,,is carriod
in three great streams -;- Newcomer Glacier in the northern Sentir,4l
Range, Minnesota Glacier and its tributaries betveea the ranges,,
and Bastieii Glacier~ and its tributaries in the centrsa Hiritage.
Range.' Smaller but significant -valley glaciers -head in the Llsvorth
k4ountains,, only, a -few flow westuard for short, distawes'before 'being
deflected-and incorporated in the eastward drainage. The zsjor gla-
ciers 6f the -eastern Sentin~1 Range all. bend iharply at the foot-of
the mountaina and form a distinvL iouth-.eaatvard-moving, ice stream.

Locally., extensive systems of large crevasses occur, particu-
larl alng s~apmenats on the vest- eudge of the mountains and on the

large valley glacie 'rs and thzr-'gh-tlowing 'ic~e streams. -Wide-spread
crevassin'g -in the glaciers of the eastern Sentinel Range make sur-
face travel, in, that are& very difficult. Crevassei- as wide as 140 ft.
(12 m) occur linLDaxtien Glacier and, depths. of, 95 ftt. (29 ii) hae"
been measuked, in 14innesota. Glacier. Little i~a known about the flow
ramte, of these gl-aciersý but- a take systan was established in the
1§62-63 seas-on across X I nns6ta Glacier.* The Yet unreduced- field
'measurtints indicate a detectable movemearý,of the order of a few
feet., of some Stakes over a asix-week piiriod.

The extinct volcanie -cones of the Executive Committee Raizge contara,
crate~r glaciers. The! ice-filed cratears-ý of -*t. BwVton -and Mt Cuu.qtngs
are unbreache4, -but on Mt. iSidley,i Parks Glacier flows --out through La-large

, gap, In tihe.crater valn (kcinikes., 1961,. Pit. 59).

The Edsel.Ford Ranges acts as a partial dam to the ice of the
- -- Rckefeller Plateau.- '&me valleys contain thinj slow-n~ving glaciers of

iocaa origin _(Wade, .193'7, PP. 596-597).-
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Glaciers of East Antarctica-

'(1) Transantaretic Mountains

The Transantaretic Mountains ma.y be divided into three sections*
of increasing effectiveness as a -bazk~er to the ice #heat of last Antare-
tic&: (a) south of the ijeddell Sea from the Theron W4untains to Reedy
Glacier., onl2y isolated mountain groups are exposed, between which broad
expanses of ice flow from East Antarctica to West Antarctica; (b) frms
Reedy Glacier to !4tnnM Bluff, which approximately conprises the mountains
facing the Riose Ice Shelf, several power=~t but confined outlet glaciers
flow from the ice sheet to the Ross Ice Shelf; and (c) fro oMti".aMuff
to Cape Adare where the mountains face )Ac&zdo Sound and the R~ose Sea.,
little ice from the plateau flovBs thxouI the mountains., particularly in
the southern section.

(a) Theron Mts. to Re!2& Glacier. The Dufek Massif in the
'Pensanýola 1&nintais has two smuLl plateau glaciers from which outlet gla-
ciers descend to join the main ice sheet. E lsewhere in the massif are
mWUrcr~NLl valley glaciers heading in cirques. Mo~st of these join the
Ice -sheet, but a few discrete glaciers terminate in ice-free Valleys, as
do som ma~.l outlet glaciers from the ice sheet (Aug,-nbsugh, 1958, pp.

VIe Ohio Range rises 1500 m above the ice- sheet of West Antarctica.
AmLU glacier lies on the flat suuiit of Wt. Schcopf (2990 an) aid gla-
Aers descend on all sides to merge with the surrounding ice*' At the
-southwestern- *ad of the mountain three mial I glaciers heading Lu cirqua
exer unconnected with thme grwmit glacier (Mercer,, 1963, p. lý

The Wisconsin Range (3610 n)- consists of ice-covered p~lateaus with.
Am naturely. dissected mountains rouud the peripher. Mey -stftp out-
let _,t1aaiars- from the pla~teau -descend -the escearpm-et. Alongth escarp-
Mont facing .fteev 01acier are- several mUl discrete glaciers heading In
cirques,. and- with -their termini- ins 'et into nearly itiagmat blue-ice areas
of 'Reedy, Glacier. -During a -period of 6o days (10o war. 19641 to 10 Jan.]
1965).6 cii of ice evaporated free a blue-4ce area of' Reedy Glacier-
(Mercer, personal observation).

(b) Reed Glacier to Min= Bluff. Pras Reedy Glacier to
Minna Bluff the Transantarctic Nountains rise directlvy abov the Ross
Ice Shelf. Sevreral peaks exceed 14000 m. In ice-free are"as n tbi vest
side of Reedy Glacier, in the Queen Maud -Xintains., several =LU Cla-
cden end an land. They show no signs of shrinkage and my be advancing
(Mincer, personal observation).

Mwai glaciers in the Queen Usad Hountains are entirely or mainly of
local Origin.- Dendritic mountain glaciers are tributazxr to the outlet
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glaciers or merge indetendently with the ice shelf (Gould., 1940, p. 858).
Some cirque glaciers also exist (Gould, 1939, Fig. 6)ý The larger local
glaciers are very steep compared to the glaciers flowing through the
range: Axel Heiberg Glacier. for example, in a series of spectacular
icefalls drops 2400z i in30 km, mostly in 13 Ion. This glacier is shel-
tered from the wind and deep snow lies on the surface (Herbert, 1963,
P. 399).

Eight large glaciers drain ice from the Polar Plateau through the
mountains to the Ross Ice Shelf. These are: Reedy, Robert Scott,
Atwd , Shackleton, Beardrs, Nirod, Irr, and Malock. Other gla-

ciers drain smll areas of the plateau but originate mainly in the moun-
taiiis. Between 1960 and 1962 the 10low rates of all these glafir x-
cept Reedy and Shackleton were measured over a 1.2-month interval
(Swithinbank, 1964, Fig. 3, P. 4T7).

Glacier Maxim= velocity, rn/daY

Pyrd 2.3
*Beardmore I

Aliock I
.imrod 0.7

Robert Scott 0.7
Amundsen 0.6

Photogrannetric -measurements in 1960-61 gave a very similar result
for Byrd GlMacier (Brandenberger, 1963). This glacier has -been described
as "like an ocean in torment. As far as the eye could see, serrate
ridges and giant furrows were aligned parallel with the abrupt rock
walls of the valley. Between them lay endless fields of crevasses."

Even those glaciers-that are relatively crevasse-free in the middle have
a crevassed zoe in a shallow depression 2 to 3 kia- wide at each margin
(swithinbank, 1964,t pp.35 and 37).

Between Beardmore and ,imrod glaciers.. iny dendritic mountainý gla-
ciers lie in the Queen Alexandra and Queen Elizabeth ranges. Snowfall
may be heavy in this. area; one meter fell fr= Novemer 1959 to January5
1960 (Gunin and Walcott, 1962, .p. 409). ome discrete cirque glaciers
exist, ending in debris-covered areas of -the min glaciers (Grindley,

* ~1963, Pig. ii).

Little or no Polar Plateau ice reaches the -Ross Ice Shelf through
Skelton- Glacier, whose niv6 is separated from the Plateau by, -depression.
Where the glacier Joins the Ross Ice Shelf its thickness is iboween 490 m
and 600 a. Where it is afloat, Skelton Glacier seems to move as a solid
block with a nearly constant velocity averagsin about 90 m per year
(Nilson and Crary, 1961, pp. 8754876).
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(c nna Tauff to apAdam,; The glces ftes Ktno Ruff

41eOutlet glaciers are Ferrar., Wright Upper,, Tayor, Mackqay, end
Mewsont rerrar Glacier is 100 km long and 5 km vide at .the terminus,
and in derived partlyr from the Polar Plateau. WrIgbt U~pper Glacier is
a lobe 'of ice about T km by 3 kan, fed-by several icefal 16 from the Polar
Plateau*.4

Taylor Glacier, about 80 km by 5 km,, ends inu debris-free colifft,
15 mto 45 ahigho Rlock material is scarce on orIn the icee, but nearl.y
horizontal shear planes low down at the snout, carry silt. fte Ice Is
strongly foliated. Rocks on the surfcwe a third) of the war oicross the
glacier moved 90 m in three years (HmiL~ton ad te,1961, ýyp. 2D(6-,207).

Mackay Glacier Is 80 km long., awccluding* 5 _km of floating ice tongue.
* ~The ice desends from the Polar Plateau in a series of steps probably

] caused "by aifls, and there are many crevasse -fields, especiaflly in the
trorth. i~xvon Glacier is 100'-km long excluding the 25-km-longZ Nordensk-
J6.1d Tce Towge*

Alpine glaciers are very numerous,. !Cettlitz Glacier is,8 j~ log
-the lower 140 km is' believed. to .be- afloat (Gunn and Warren, ~ .39).
Hobbs and Davis glaciers west of Cape Cr.Wcolate.and dinadAw: bAcierit'ilI

* ~Taylor Dry Va11ey end in ice clifls; a couparison of photogrijhs asaws
that neither these nor ayojr Glacier cIbanged appreciably 'bet*ien19311
and 195T (P64~ and C-1hurch, 2-962j, pp. _300-304).

0 ElHue ,Glacier 18 '55 km loug- and reaches ýb~atdo Sotund It boas aý
'3very large accumulation creb'-but la rather thin and may move dully a iieber

ay.ear (M=n- awd W&arrnj, 1962 'p. 9

In s~ner 1ý961-62- some stsiadieB werei made of -four -glaciers- in the,
Victoria Valley syste~il: VictoriLa Lorer, Vlctoria- tipper, Vebb, -and
Packard (Calkin, 1l961.!. pp. 87i).- Vidto'ria foverhw Glacier flows wiest frcu
the 'Wilson ?iednxnt Glacier -ahddoved at f niu -velo)city of 6, ma a day
overi an- 83-;day Period(_ Victoria Uppjer ,Glaci er has &an sm of over 80 jq.
kmn and ends in, :clif~fed msrginabout 60 m high. A velocity ot about. 3 ýma
a. day was measured. Webb Glacie-r is3q-. km in~area, 7 km long and b4,
a verylow gradient. It is neýarl~y atag&nut and at T75 Athe surface

lovced aout6.6c in 5 dys. Packard Glacier is 6.5 sq.. kiiiiarer
and ends In -cliffs 41 mn higb. it is mi~re active than. the otbir g1"i~rr
and measureaents over a period .of sevezzul %eeki aguggest a velocijo 6r
a year abovie 1000 mi. P~robablyý none -of ihese: g~aie~s have retreated sig-
nificagtly in recent years.

'-enson- Glacier is about )Q, km: long. Night, kilaneters from the sea
#t spitis Into two- distributsdri~s, that. descend ate6ý icefalls (Gunn aid-
Wa1962,n, 37).
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SGlacier is -about 45 ka long, a1 Joins m ler glaciers near
its terminus to- form, a floating tongue 7 km long (Gunn and Warren, 1962,p.3T).

Farther north, outlet giaciers from the ice sheet flov through the
mountains to the Ross Sea. Mawson. David, Reeves, Iiiestley, and Compbill
glaciers are all over 100 km long (Ricker, 1964, p. 266). Reeves Glacier
baas been described as -a broad, steep icefall over a diabase barrier, at a
lpint where the Transantarctic Mountains are narrower than anywhere else
in thieir whole length (Harrington, 1963, p. 46).

North of Nrra Nova Bey are several outlet glaciers, each "a truly
mightys stream 0f• ie" (HSrrington, 1963,. p. 46). Tucker Glacier, 18 km
tide and of gentlei gradient, provides easier access to the Polar Plateau
than any ,other mjbr valley glacier in Victoria Land (arrngton, 1963,

41). The glaciers in this area have been described by Priestley

~l923,pp. l-23)A
The largest glacier in north Victoria Land is the Rennick, flowing

al46g the east side of the Aretie Institute Rang.

(2), Glaciers of hast Antarctica (Except
for the Transantarctic Mountains).

A .short distance northwest of Rennick Glacier terminus are the
Wtilsonh Hils. Pryor, Suvorov, and Yatusevich glaciers are outlets from
the ice: sheet ,flowing through these hills. Further west, mountain gla-
ciers',are xwe or absent for 90 degrees of longitude, as far as the moun-
tains- near Lambert Glacier.

In the ravsbn Escarpment rising above the east side of Lambert Gla-
.Qier are large and small outlet glaciers, and glaciers heading in. cirques(Crohn, 1959, Ps. 36 and 37). In the Prince Charles Mountains (2438 m).
on. the vest gide of Lambert Glacier are small outlets- from:-the ice sheet,and -independent valley and cirque glaciers. Some of these glaciers end
on land, (Crohn, 1959, Pls. 2T and 35). Lambert Glacier itself is about
40o0 )km10ng and 5a to 100 km broad (Treil, 1964,2 p. 1h:5). .3

In the kwLson Range just south of Mawson, a_ _al ouitet of 'he ice
sheet ends on land, in an ice cliff 12 m high. The bitt=.eter dcntains

-.=ch xz~ck debris (Crohn., 1959., p. 4T and Pl.s. 15-16)*.

£The Queen Fabiola fr Yamato7 Mountains consist of seven iusifs
s[arated by outlet glaciers (Yoshida, 1961, p. 4. They reacli 2410 m
:it rise only a few hundred:meters above the Ice. Several cirque glaciers

*lie in- the bountains; the- surfaces of two are entirely blue ice,. but
others have accumulation areas. Bergschrunds are absent (Yoshidz and
Fujiwsam, 1963, p. 2). Photographs shoiw that same cirque glaciers end
M"iand and others are inset int.o the main- Ice (Yoshida, 1961, photos.
""bs. 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9; Derom, 1961?, pp. 3ý5).
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mwe sor-ondane buntains (3625 a): extend westward for 250 kn,,
actinug s a ]partial barrier to the Ice sheet. They rise about 000 a
a bovthe ice. Fifteen major glaciers Cot through zhe rang. which also
Smarts local glciers In the form of mall glacier ceas, and a•pinae,
Cirque*, and niche glaciers (Auteeboa.o, 196, pp. 41•4T7). )bvmUt and
thickness studies were carried out on five glaciers: the fatest-us
ftmisatafbreem, 1513 m thick, which moved a mnxfmtm of 10.5 ca a fq ()0 a
a year); the slo•est ms JemAngebreen, about 120 a thick, vhich mov
a maxim of 0.2 cm a fty (7 a a year) (Autemboer and 1aftlock, 1964,
pp. 15-16).

z New Schw, blaaand- mm. exteW, ,esti,, d for abut 500 ka the
Wohitbmtý )5Mmtatisw in the east end the )Wiblig-Roftann )W~utcntr~ in the
center. Miaciers flow through the Wobtbat Mmtais from tUW ice sbeet,
and Geznan photographs taken £0 1939 (ScI~ttj, 1961*, P,,. T) and racent
Russian p otopapm (hd" 91,p. 20) show nfLu cirq , gaciesm inte
onto debris-covered are"a of the mAin ice. The -ice w'gns appear to *ve
been stabte In recent decades (BR-ift, 1964., p?. 24d).

Steep glacieýs up to several ktlameterm vide iall IWCO i they flow
through the F lbelimen section of tbe W3Ei1ig-Sona Momtaiws. Most
of the local glaclers have, very, miX accunilation. areas. and the LaImr
on the plateau reimants are -thin and alst Ationry i sra, •19, P. 7)
The omtains closer to ftudble also have thin local lacier caps (5etb,
1961, P1. inb).
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Photograhic Sources

(

Since World War TI most or the Antarctic mountains have bee photo-
* graphed from the air. The United States has covered the Transantarctic

WNiuxiains sand the mountains of West Antarctica except the Antarctic
Peninsula. The photographs are held by the U. S. Geological survey)
Washington., D. C.* Great Britain has photographed the Antarctic Peninsula;
Australia, the mountains near the Iamb ert, Glacier; Belgiunm, the Qime
Fabiola. and Belgica moiuntains; Norway,, the Belgic&.. S$r Rondane., and
i~tbli-Hof)Tnn mountains and other mountains of New Schwabenland; and

the USSR., some of the mountains of New Schvabenland.

Photographs from the ground have been made since the end of the
nineteenth century. The following is a representative selection.

Glaciers of West Antarctica

(1) Antarctic Peninsula, and Offshore Islands

Arctows1ki (1908) Glaciers bordering Gerlache
Strait, end of the nineteenth
century.

Gourdon (19090)
Cheroot (1910)
?fordenskjbld (1920)
Joerg (1936)
Pleing (194o)
Stepheuoon and Fleming (1940)
Bonne (194.8)
Mason (1950)
Fuchs (1951)

Polar Record (1958)
Facing p 0 30 and 31.

Koerner (1961)l
Linton (1963)
Priestley and others (1964.)

(2) Mountains South of the Antarctic Peninsula

Wade (193T) Edinel Ford Range.
xoinkes (1961) 111svorth Mountains and Ezecu-

tive Coiniittee Rainge.
Thiel (1961)

P. 338. Illsstorth Moeuntains se d nunatiks
to the S.
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Photographic Source.

Since World War TI most of the Antarctic mountains have beft photo-
graphed from the air. The United States has covered the Transantarctic
Mountains and the mountains of West Antarctica except the Antarctic
Pen•mnula. The photographs are held by the U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C. Great Britain has photographed the Antarctic Peninsula;
Australia, the mountains near the lab•ert Glacier; Belgium, the Qum

SFabiols, and Belgica, mountains; Norwe,, the Belgic&., 4ir Ronae., awl

Va lig-Hofbann mountains and other mountains of New Schwbenland; and
the USSR, some of the mountains of New Schwabenland.

Photographs from the ground have been made since the end of the
nineteenth century. The following is a representative selection.

Glaciers of West Antarctica

(1) Antarctic Peninsula and Offshore Islands

Arctovski (1908) Glaciers bordering Gerlache
Strait, end of the nineteenthcentury.

Gourdon (1909?)
Charcot (1910)
Nordenakj ld (1920)
Joerg (1936)
Fleming (1940)
Stepheiron and Fleming (1940)
Ronne (1948)

son (1950)
Fuchs (1951)

Polar Record (1958)
Facing Pp. 30 and 31.

Koerner (1961)
Linton (1963)
Priestley and others (1964)

(2) Mutainx South of the Antarctic Peninsula

Wade (1937) Ediel Ford Range.
Hoinkes (1961) •.1svorth Mountainu and Nzecu-

tive Committee Range.

P. 338. Rllseorth Mountains and nunataks
to the S.
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II

-lacers of last Antarctica

(1) Transantarctic mouft4..

(a&) Theron Mts. to keedy a1acier

A(1958) Wfe1 Massif.
(1961) f u e ~ s i'

MIMnes(1961)Loong 1961)Wisconsin Range.

Stpheon (1961) Horlick Mountains.
P. 1164. Shackleton Pange.Mercer (1963) Horlick Mountains.

(b) Reegy Glacier to na Bluff

Wrigbt (1923)-P. 5. Beardmore Glacier.Gould (1931) Queen Maud Wuntains.Blackbuin (193T) Robert Scott Glacier.Goul )(1940) Queen Maud Mountais.-(.... ) Queen Ma4ud Mountains.GUwMand Walcott (1962) Nimrod Glacier.
Grn~eY (1963) Beardmo~re Glacier.-Herbert(1963) Axel Heiberg macier.

-w•tbinban-(1964) Nim-od-Glacier.. -- ) Robert Scott, Liv, Beardmore,
and Wrd glaciers.

(c-)Minh Blff t Ca~e A are

)Perr7ar and Prior (1907)-
-Dvid and Pretey(94
-aor1or (1922)
Piitstley (1923)

Webb and (1959) Dry valleys.
-9-on-ndSpeden (1960);P. -652. Dry vlesJPdf; 1961)-U.ndothers (1962) Dry raeys.

SP:-•-- Dry-valles.
O an.;arren 19.62 awson to AlFlock glaciers.P~and* ChUch (1962) Dry valleys.

i Recod-& 1962)
t n afi ng.. 58. GO0mnwealth Glacier.S-G-n--- (-l96•_ Mt. frbuý Glacier-. A7(1963; ry valleys.

Intn(:L963) North VictOrin lAmd.-- ..lkin( y valy.
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Gaciers Of Rast Antarctica

(1) Transa~ntarctic Ym~nJ (a~) heron Mts. to Ree&y Glacier

Aughembaur1 (1958) ]Dufrk Massif.
1961) Dfk1si'

Loing _(19 .61) D~e asf
Yis±Corisin Rlange.j SLohng o (1961) HX)rliCk Mo14untains.jP. 1164. Shackleton Range.,M4ercer (1963) Horlick HMuntains.J ~ ~~(b) Reedy Glacier toMiaBlf

J Wright± (1923)1
P. 5. Be&.rdwzre. Glacier.Gould (1931) -Queen Ma~ud Ylb~utains.Blackburn (193T) Robert Scott GlaciLe.Gould (1939) ruee I.u &,uti

(1940) Queen Maud mountaitns.
Gum ndWalcott (1,962) Nfimrod Glacier.Grindley (1963) Beardnore GairHerbert (1963) AeHibrgGlaier.

Lair (163)Nimrlod Glacier'.M ithinbank (1964) ýRobert Scott, 4v,- Beardmre-
azid Arrd glacieris,

(c) Minna Bluff to Cape Adare

Ferrar and Prior (190T)
David and Priestley (1914)
Tayrlor (1922)
Priestley (1923) VictOris_ Land.
'Webb and-McKelveY (1959) Dry valveys.
Haurirngton and Speden (1960)

P. -652. Dry valleys.-PlU~ (1961) Dry valleys.Bull and others (1962) Dry- valleys.GwOuw and Yaxren (1962) ýwOn to Muaock glaciers.PAW and -ChurcL (1962) Dry valley.

Ptlar-Redord, (1962)
4aing p. 58. CoM~ii~ealth Glacier.OU04- 1196-10 M1 Reb Glaci er

~ (196i-) Dry valle.
-r'n~n(!96-4'- Sorth Victoria lemd.

C~3~n ( 964)Dryva-leys.
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(2) Glwc-iers of h.et Antarctica (Exept
for the Transanarctic N tai)

sc__ tt (19584)- ,utalnsof New Sch bealand.

""CrohU1959) Prince Charles Mountains; Masson)
Marwon, and David ranuem; and

i 5vrlthin1ank (1959a) Napier Mountains.

- (1959b)
- (960) Mountains of New Sohvbabnlamnd.

De Breuck (1961) Queen Fabiola and Sir onidmne
mclnmtaizm °

Se bytt (1961) Mountains of Now Scbmbenland.
Yoshida (1961) Queen Pbiol0 1 ,Untmn.

_.... and Fujiwara (1963) Queen Fabiola Mou&.ains.
Autenboer (1964) Sr Rondane Mountains.
Dm,.i'(196lf) Wohbtt mountains.
Trail (1964) Prince Charles Moumtains.

21
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(2) Glaciers of heot Antarctica (Ibce
for the Trnatrti E -is

Sckrtt -(1954), -Mmtains- of New Sckmbenmdan.
_______(1958)

Crohn (1959) Prince- Charlbis t-buntains; Hanson,,
**~on, and 7.vid -ra8.sz; and,

Svitlinbak (159a)Napier )Winztalins.
-wtibn (1959a)

S1960 Ioxmtains of -New Schvabanland.
DeBruk '(1964) Queen Fabiol~a and Sir Bondiae-

6ocrytt (1961) Y1*m,untJi of New Schabonland.
Yoshida _(1961) Queen Pabiola Mmi~,aius.

______and Fuiwara.(1963) Queen Fabiola kman.
Autenboer (964) or- Bondane Mbwataina.

Bardn (164)Wob~tbat Xmntains.
Trail (1964i) Prince Cimtles )kmutans.
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American GeOgiraphical Society, New York. ntacta 1:3,000,000,
1962. Lfn four sheetsj7

Antarctica. 1:5,000,000, 1965.. cludes inset nap:MR=vd Bounda, Victoria I.oga 1:1,000, '0M._

Glaciers of West Antarctica

(1) Antarctic Peninsula and Offshore Islands

Directorate of Overseas Surveysy, London. British Antarctic
Tertoy D.O.S. 710, 1:500)000. Z/-hen conpleted, this series
will consist of 20 sheets, covering the Antarctic Peninsula.

Falkland Islands Dependencioes flter i962 renamed British Antarctic
Territory/, D.O.S. 610$ :'0200,00. LThe sheets of this series cover
the Antarctic Peninsula.j

(2) Mountains South of the Antarctic Peninsula

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. Antarctica Reconn•isance
Series 1:250,000.

Newcomer Glacier, 1961.
Nimrtz Glacier, 1961.
Vinson Mssif, 1961.
Mount Hapton, 1960.
Mount Sidley, 1960.

Glaciers of kat Antarctica

(1) Transantarctic Mountains

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. Antarctica Reconnaissance
Series 1:250,000.

Thiel Mountains, 1959.
Ohio Range, 1959.
Long Hills, 1960.

Lcontinuation of the same series, using a numbering ysteaff
ST 57-60/1 Convoy Range., 1962.
ST 5T-60/2 Franklin Island., 1962.

j ST 57-60/5 Taylor Glacier, 1962.
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American Geographical Society, New York. Antarctica, 1:3,000,000,
1962. In four sheetsj._

. -ti.r 1:5,000,000, 1965 ... ncludes inset map:
~~~~4~~y ictra 1:5d.0001,000;, 0

.Gladiers of West Antarctica

(1) Antarctic Peninsula and Offsbore Islandz

-Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London. British Antarctic
Territory, D.O.S. 710, 1:500,000. C•hen completed, this aeries
will consist of 20 sheets, covering the Antarctic Peninsula.j

Falkland Isands Depdenci.ea. after 962 renamed -British Antarctic
Territory/, D.O.S. 610, 1:200,000. /The sheets of this series -cover
the Antarctic Peninsula.J

(2) Mountains South of the Antarctic Peninsula

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. Antarctica Reconpaissance
Series. 1:250,000.

Newcomer Glacier, i961.
Nimitz Glacier, 1961.
Vinson Massif, 1961.
Mokunt Hamton, 1960.
Mount Sidley, 1960.ZZi

Glaciers of East Antarctica

Transantarctic -Mountains

"U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. Antarctica Reconnaissance
Series 1:250,000.

Thiel Mountains, 1959.
Ohio Range, 1959.

* Long Hills, 1960.

Lcontinuation of the same series, using a numbering system:j
ST 57-60/1 convoy Range, 1962.
ST 5T-60/2 Franklin Islamd, 1962.
ST 57-60/5 Taylor Glacier, 1962.
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ST 5 7-6016 Roms Island, 1962.
ST 57-60/9 ?4-unt sHarmsvrth, 1963.

S57-6o/1o Mount Discovery, 1962.

New ZeAl=and Department of Lands & Survey, Wellington. Ross
nedena--Antarctic_• Na.Z.M.S. 166, 1:250,000.

Mt 56-591 14 & 15
SS 56-58, 4 Tucker Glacier, 1960. ingmle
SS 59-61, 1 sheetJ"
ST 54-57, 15 Westhaven Iuatak, provisional

ed., 1961.
ST 54-57, 16 DIrvin Glacierp provisional

ed., 1961.
ST 58-61, 1 Granite Harbour, 1961.
ST 58-61, 5 *xInido Sound, 1961.
ST 58-61, 9 MI. Discovery, provisional

ed., 1961.
SU 53-57, 4 Byrd Glacier, provisional ed.,

1961.
Su 58-62, 9 Shackleton Inlet, provisional

ed., 1961.
SU 58-62, 13 Mt. Miller, provisional ed., 1961.
w3 58-62, 14 Mb. Hope, provisional ed., 1961.
SV 51-5o, 4 The Cloudmzker, 1964.

__.... .Part of Victoria Land N.Z.M-S. 175/3, 1:250,00=
provisio eI . 1961. T os the area from 76 s to 7T'S and
158*9 to 6ij

U. S. Geological Survey, Washngton. Pensacola Mountains:
Uncontrolled Planimetric Sketch Map, 1:500,000, 1962.

Herbert (1963)
P. 4.0. Queen Maud Rangeo 1:1,267,000;

Axel Heiberg Glacier Region,
1:31,~0

Geology of the Tucker Glacier Area, Victoria liand AntarcticaL
1;250.,000, 1963. LP~sical MAP vith geological infoimtIon; base
data f~rom N.Zom.S. 166oj

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. Northern Victoria land,
Antarctica: Sketch nap. 1:500,000, 1963.

(2) Glaciers of East Antarctica, (Zxccpt
for the Traneantarctic 1*,unta.nz
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Nor&k Polarizistitutt, Oslo. Drooln wikd land: Fotograf or-
inglyginger 1915 1:1,500,0 L195-!I.

trvflfiB4 !hud Iand: Yotogranmmetriske Stasjoner 1951,
IM)OPOO L-19521/

Syithinbank (1-955)
Fig. 1. Western-Bronning Maud Land
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